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A matter of 
Balance... 44J10 
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High fidelity in radio and televion is nowraid io 

is a matter of 

precise balance in the circuit. A matter too, of «k ng 

that B . I. Callender's manufacture types o coverin 

f low-loss 

frequency cables in standard ranges g all 
telecommunications and electronic requirements 

involv-

ing frequencies up to, and even higher than 

This publication contains useful technical information 

and details of the standard radio 

3,000 Mc/ s. frequency cables 

made by B.I. Callendef s. Write to-day for free copy 

o. of Publication N 223. 

B.I. RADIO FREQUENCY 
CABLES 

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDERS CABLES LIMITED 

NORFOLK HOUSE, NORFOLK STREET I ONDON WC 2 
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A comprehensive instrument built into one compact and convenient ease, which 
will test any standard receiving or small power transmitting valve on any of its 
normal characteristics under conditions corresponding to any desired set of D.C. 
electrode voltages. A patented method enables A.C. voltages of suitable mag-
nitude to be used throughout the Tester, thus eliminating the costly regulation 
problems associated with D.C. testing methods. 

A specially developed polarised relay protects the instrument against misuse or 
incorrect adjustment. This relay also affords a high treasure of protection to 
the valve under test. Successive settings of the Main Selector Switch enable 
the following to be determined :— 

Complete Valve Characteristics including 
Ia/Vg, Ia/Va, Is,'Vg, Is/Va, Amplification 
Factor, Anode A.C. Resistance, 4 ranges of 
Mutual Conductance covering mA/V figures 
up to 25 mA/V at bias values up to —50V., 
together with " Good/Bad " comparison test 
On coloured scale against rated figures. 

The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & 

"Gas" test for indicating presence and 
magnitude of grid current, inter-electrode 
insulation hot and cold directly indicated in 
megohms, separate cathode-to-heater insula-
tion with valve hot. Tests Rectifying and 
Signal Diode Valves under reservoir load 
conditions, and covers all the heater voltages 
up to 126 volts. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. 

WINDER HOUSE, DOUGLAS STREET, LONDON, S.W.I. 'PhOne : ViCfOria 3404-9 

ectfn 0(34ebieczi9zdi'ne.rds 
A a 
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cEIESTION 
Here are two excellent,Celestion Speakers with 
dimensions which make them ideal for use in smal 
domestic receivers, as extension speakers, for c.:r 
radios and intercommunication sets. 

Model P2V can also be used as a microphone. 

THE MIDGET 2 CABINET MODEL CTII7 
( as illustrated ) uses the P2V Speaker in its bakelite 
cabinet of modern design which is available in a 
variety of pleasing colours. 

CHASSIS MODEL P3CO. 
Dia 3:y. Baffle opening 3". Voice coil impedance at 
400cps., 3ohms. Pole dia U. Flux density gauss 7,700. 
Total gap flux 24,000. Peak power capacity I watt. 

Price less transformer 
(Suitable for output 1-5 ohms) 

WHERE TO BUY CELESTION SPEAKERS 

The Public are requested to order from their local Radio Dealer. 

Wholesalers are supplied by the sole Distributors: CYRIL FRENCH LTD., 
High Street Hampton Wick, Middlesex. Phona : KINgston 2240. 

Manufacturers should please communicate direct with 

CELESTION LTD., KINGSTON-ON-THAMES, SURREY 

MIDGET 2 CABINET MODEL CT117 

Size : Height 41" Width 61" Depth 2r 

PRICE complete in cabinet £2 : 3 : 6 

TECHNICAL DETAILS OF CHASSIS MODEL P2V 

Dia 2r Baffle opening 21". Voice coil impedance 
at 400 cps., 3 ohms. Pole dia ,7 ". Flux density 
gauss 8,500. Total gap flux 8,000. Peak power 
capacity 1 watt. 

Price less transformer 
(Suitable for output 1-5 ohms). £1: 7 : 
Write for Brochure W.W." It gives details of all 

Celestion Chassis and Cabinet Speakers. 

Phone : KINgston 
5656, 7, 8 and 9 

• CONSTANT VOLTAGE • 
POWER SUPPLY UNITS 

NEW SERIES 101  

Our new Laboratory Power Supplies, Series 101, are 
based on our well-known Model 101-A, but incor-
porate a number of improvements and refinements. 

DETAILS ON REQUEST. 

ALL-POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD. 
8a, GLADSTONE ROAD, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19 

Tel.: LIBerty 3303. 

NEW TYPES FOR 
MIDGET RECEIVERS 
HEARING AIDS 

METEOROLOGICAL 

'NSTRUMENTS 

ETC. 

THE SCIENTIFIC 

VALVE  

BRITISH MADE 

HIVAC LIMITED F31 ar e„eonwh o" nCtrhees I tte dIch e HâRR9O5W 
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Fifteen years ago we introduced the first British-made low-loss ceramic. To-day 
the range of Frequentite components covers more than a thousand pieces 
of every shape and size. 

With such a store of manufacturing experience we are able to offer advice 
backed by practical knowledge on your insulation problem. Please consult us 
before you finalize your design. 

STEATITE 86 PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD. 
Head Office: Stourport-on-Sc.., Telephone : Stourport Ill. Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport. 

S.P.27 
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for diversity of stock 
. . . A few items taken at random 

from our new 1948 Catalogue 
EDDYSTONE CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR No. 690 
Invaluable for accurate receiver alignment, etc., this unit 
gives marker signals every too Kc s and 1,000 Kcis, the 
harmonics from the too Kc/s oscillator being usable up to 
30 Mc/s and those from the 1,000 Kc s oscillator up to 60 
Mc/s. Two separate vacuum mounted crystals are incorpor-
ated. The small size (din. X3}in. X zin. deep) makes it 
admirably suited for use on a crowded laboratory bench 
or for portable service work. A self-contained power pack 
allows operation from 200/250 volts A.C. mains. Price 

B.T.H. GERMANIUM RECTIFIER TYPE CGI-C. 
A modern permanent detector having many uses for field 
strength meters and radio detection in general. Readers 
of the American Technical Press recognise this crystal 
as being similar but improved to U.S.A. type IN34. Price 
(A further range of B.T.H. Silicon detectors is also 
available) 

EDDYSTONE " BUG " KEY Na. 689. 
A British-made semi-automatic key of excellent design with 
extended speed control, giving a full range of operating 
conditions with the highest speed comparable to any U.S.A. 
design and lower limits extended for practice work. The 
streamlined die-cast housing gives complete protection, 
the finish being ripple black with a pleasing chrome relief. 
Mounted on rubber feet with optional fixing holes and 
short circuiting switch ... Price 

GOODMANS HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER 
TYPE Ti I206-TC 15 
One of the many high fidelity reproducers stocked by 
Webb's, the Goodmans T211206-TC 15, with its twin cone 
construction, is of special interest to those wishing to obtain 
full frequency response from one Loudspeaker. This unit 
is used by some of the leading manufacturers of specialised 
Cabinet Loudspeakers and when used by the home con-
structor will give an excellent frequency response from 
40 to 15,000 C.P.S. The overall diameter is 12 ti and the 
depth 6 ?G. Voice coil impedance 15 ohms, nett weight 

L12 

El 

£8 

0 0 

11 3 

17 6 

8 0 

WODEN MODULATION TRANSFORMERS 
A range of modulation transformers, primary winding for 
push-pull operation, meeting all amateur transmitting 
requirements. By means of the multi-match connecting 
chart some 15 anode to anode loads on primary, between 
zdpoo and 18,000 ohms can be covered. The secondary 
figures for RF loads, etc., can be adjusted in greater 
variety between zoo and 29,800 ohms. 

Max. Class " C " Max. 
Audio input D.C. 

Woden type UM1 30 watts 6o watts 1 zo m/ A 54 - 
„ „ UM2 60 watts 120 Watts 200 M/A 
,, ,, UM3 120 watts 240 Watts 250 MIA 

,, ,, UM 4 250 watts 500 watts 400 ITVA 2I5/-

* WEBB'S NEW 1948 CATALOGUE should be with every laboratory 
and home experimenter. It covers both complete apparatus and all 
individual components for experimental construction and the contents 
include sections of topical interest—television components—operating 
details of transmitting valves—Cathode ray tubes—Communication 
Receivers—high fidelity apparatus—test apparatus, etc. Two interest-
ing sections cover the all-important " Useful Oddments" and our 
" Special Offers" of unrepeatable Ex-Service material. 

The catalogue costs 6d. to callers, or 7}d. post free. 

726 
90 - 

Webb's Radio, 14, Soho St., Oxford St., London, W.1 
Phone GERrord 2089. Shop Hours . 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Sots. 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 
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- M. R. SUPPLIES Ltd. 
hove t nrst ... la, Radio and Laboratory material:trail:0 .1r for unme.ltat e 
delivery. M'e off.•r',illy folly recommended item", All price I. TIC t t 
G.E C. ENERGISED MiCOIL SPEAKERS. 10-inch dia.,Ceoi12,4 ohms, field 550 ohms.. 
with hion•bocker (less transformer). Very special opportunity, 15/- (despatch 1 Mt 
PA. SPEAKERS. Recio and other good meoil Pressure Units, 15 ohm,. imp., P.M., 
fitted to 30 Inch all•metal Projection Horn with suspension bracket,standard threads, 

25F1911itarr.th.i 
HEAVY DUTY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS (again available from etock). The new 
imnroved •• W.W." model providing 11 ratios from 12/1 to 75/1 with centre-tapped 
prim, and four-sectIon ewe. Weight 7{lbs. Terminal panels on prim, and sec. Hand-

lino up to 25-watt n. 59/6 
ROTHERMEL HIGH-QUALITY POWER AMPLIFIERS (Ae described in the July 
ism.). Final opportunity for the V11!2 (5-watta) r2O model for MU!. and thn 
HD '50,1 ( 9-wattx)E3.5 model for 519/15/- Wen. either 5/-1. Both for AC. operation. 
ROTHERIEL •• Torpedo" PIZZO-CRYSTAL MICROPHONES In stirrup mount 
with tin. thread, with cable adaptor. Handsome model In chromium and black. 
Priced ( Radiolympia 1947) at 18 gns. We are now able to offer this excellent micro-
phone at only 54 ,17/6, new, boxed, perfect. 
ROTHERMEL PIRZO-CRYSTAL HILIDPHnNES, with adjuntable headbands. 
Itetponne 60/10,000 ce. Weight 6 one. Used in normal way and can oleo be wed 
an microphone', ( Lint £3/10,-). lant few- pairs at 32/8 
ROTARY CONVERTERS (Ex Admiralty). Input 100/110 v. D.C., output 230 v. 
50 eyelet, rated at 200 watt', but capable of 750 watts continuo. duty. Sine 19in. 
by Hin, by 91n. Weight approx. 100 It,,. Despatched in original Govt. packing cafe, 
at £10 each. carr paid. 
HIGH-CURRENT STEP-DOWN MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Prim: 220/240 v. 
sec.; 13/15 v. ( tapped) at 60 amp, coot inn ,,,,, s. Met-Vick and other good make,. 
Highest epee., weight approx. 40 lbs. Suitable for welding, plating, soll-warming. 
L.V. lighting and power, etc. 66/- (These are despatched by pans. train-4M 
extra—in original rope-handle packing cases and we cannot meet claims for demented 
terminal panels- if any. Trannformern brand new and electrically perfect .) 
VARIAC TRANSFORMERS. For correcting by manual control malne fluctuations 
between 200 and 250 volt s (and other voltages in proportion), Oil-tilled, new and 
perfect. Model " A," loading 1.65 Kva. gg. Model B," loading 1.01 Kva, £5 
(degpata either 3/6). Fina I supply of t hear. 
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOFEMENTS—eontin.tion of thin popular 
offer. 200/250 v. 50 c., fitted spindles for central hour., minutes and second hands. 
Centre-both fixing. Supplied with dusteover and flex. The ideal movement both 
for domestic and laboratory clocks, 37/8. Set of three hands, In good style. for 
5!filn. dial, 2/s, (Not sold separately.) 
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS—a selection from our large range of precise Govt. 
meters. 21n., 0,2.5 amp. thermo-couple, 8/6; 211n., 5-0-5 amp. m/.11, 8/6; 
OM amp. mrcoil, 17/8; DIn.. 0/10 amp. thermo-couple, 21/-; 31in. 0/1500 mo. 
(1.5 amp.) Mienil, 17/6. Best make', new, boxed. 
SIEMENS' HIGH-SPEED KEYING RELAYS. Res. 2000 ohmo, twin coils, 7/6 each 
and special quotation fier quantities (we have about 2000 in etc.). 
HIGH-SPEED MOTPRII, 12/24 v. ACM('. ()ne-slath 11.P., 6,400 r.p.m. Length .4 
body Six. New, ',oiled. perf act electrically. 28,6. 
EXTRACTOR FANS (Vent-Axial. The •• Silent 9," with 91n. impeller. wit h mount inc. 
ring and gaskets. Operation 200/250 volts A.C. Reconditioned. perfect, 89 .6 
(despatch 2!•/. 
SIGNAL GENERATORS. Mare:0111.1...kt,, Type TF:190, various rang.. For caller, 
only, Mg. Detailn on requent, only a few. 

(Pleat.. include nofficient for packinerienpatch) 

M. R. SUPPLIES Ltd., 68, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1 
 Telephone : MUSeurn 2958  

SOUND SER.NRGE 

THE COMPLETE SERVICE 

FOR SOUND RECORDING 
AND REPRODUCTION 

** 

Mobile and Static Continuous Recording 
Outfits, 
Recording Amplifiers. 
Moving Coil and Crystal Microphones 
Sapphire Pointed Reproducing Styli and 
Cutters. 
Blank Recording Discs from Sin. to I7in. 
Single or Double sided. 
Light-weight moving iron, permanent 
sapphire and moving coil pick-ups. 
Label and Envelope Service. 
A comprehensive range of accessories to 
meet every requirement of the sound 
recording engineer. 
And our latest development (of specie 
interest to users of sapphire or delicate 
pick-ups)—The Simtrol. 
This is a controlled micro-movement 
easily fitted for use with any type of 
pick-up to eliminate the danger ol 
damage to the record or pick-up. This is 
achieved by a vernier lowering action o' 
the pick-up head to the record. 

Write for comprehensive lists or call at 
Recorder House for demonstration. 

• 
RECORDER HOUSE, 48 50 GEORGE ST. 

PORTMAN SQUARE, LONDON, W.I. 

re'eohone: VVEL 2371/2 Telegrams' Slmsa'e, Wesdo. London 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE HUMAN EAR 

Many people do not realise that it is essential to listen 

to reproduced sound at the right volume level. They 

feel that if they turn the volume control down, all that 

• 

Perfect Reproduction ? 
*PROBLEMS REFERRED TO 

IN PREVIOUS NOTES 

Spatial Distribution of Sound. 

Echoes in the Listening Room. 

Limitations of Single channel. 

mu rplt y radio 
,j ,,'j14 fi vi 

WELWYN « GARDEN CITY, HERTS. 

happens is that the whole programme becomes softer. 

Unfortunately, the frequency characteristic of the ear 

is by no means level and at any frequency there is a 

threshold level below which the ear fails to respond. 

Curves taken from a large number of human ears show 

that the threshold level at 50 cycles is about 40 decibels 

higher than at 2000 cycles — and above this frequency 

the threshold rises again. 

If, therefore, we listen to three tones — one at 100 

cycles, another at 2000 cycles, and the third at 5000 

cycles, and arrange that they are all of the same 

intensity, then, as the volume control is turned down 

there will come a time when the 100 cycle note becomes 

inaudible, while the other two are still heard. This 

phenomenon is quite easy to notice when listening to 

an orchestra if one pays attention to the bass; at low 

volume levels the bass frequencies will appear weak, 

but as the volume is increased the bass intensity grows 

with respect to the upper and middle levels. 

Special circuit arrangements for altering the frequency 

characteristic of a reproducer with the volume control 

setting, have been proposed and used from time to 

time. Their success depends entirely on the extent at 

which A.V.C. is able to keep all carrier strengths the 

same at the de-modulator. 

CaCa 
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Wharfedale 

Speech coil 

3 or 15 ohms 

impedance 

PRICE 75/-

NEW GOLDEN 10 inch 
LOUDSPEAKER ... 
During the last eight years hundreds of Wharfedale Golden 

Units have been supplied to the B.B.C. and G.P.O. 

The Speaker was selected by reason of its level response. 

The new model is fitted with precision die-cast chassis, 
im-roved spider, and Alcomax II Magnet increasing the flux 
density from ro,000 to 12,500. 

Ask your Dealer or send for book " Loudspeakers" by G. A. Briggs 5 - 
in which acoustic loading is fully explored. 

Made and Guaranteed by 

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS 
WORKS 

BRADFORD ROAD, IDLE, BRADFORD 
Telephone : IDLE 451. Telegrams : VVharfdel, Idle, Bradford 

. . . is it Rotary or Pushbutton or Slider ? Is It 
wanted for circuit selection, band selection, tap 
switching ? Is it for a new design or in quantities 
for a well proved circuit ? 

Whatever it is — the answer is always OAK ! 
The basic design of all Oak switches is one of 

strength and efficient functioning, including such 
exclusive features as the double-contact clip and the 
floating rotor, ensuring self-alignment of each section. 

SWITCHES 
BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley, Yorksh;re 

(Sole Licensees of OAK Manufacturing Co., Chicago) 

A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD., Feltham, Middx. 
(Sub-Licensees of N.S.F.) 

The only Manufacturers of OAK Switches under Patent 
Noe. 478391 & 478392 

You 

FOR THE 
RADIO SERVICEMAN 
DEALER AND OWNER 
The man who enrols for an I.C.S. 
Rad io Cou rse learns radio thoroughly, 
completely, practically. When h 
earns his Diploma, he will KNOW 
radio. We are not content merely to 
teach the principles of radio, we want 
to show our students how to apply 
that training in practical, every-day 
radio service work. We train them 
to be successful. 

Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept stating your 

requirements. Our advice is tree.  

may use this coupon  

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Ltd. 
DEPT. 38, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2 

Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject marked X. 
Complete Radio Engineering Radio Service Engineers 
Radio Service and Sales Advanced Short-Wave Radio 

Elementary Electronics, Radar, and Radio 

And :he following Radio Examinations:— 
Br;tish Institution of Radio Engineers 

P.M.G Certificates for Wireless Operators 
City and Guilds Telecommunications 

Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F. 
I.C.S. students for Examinations are coached tu l successful. 

Nome  Age 

Address 
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(V.66) 

Vh. 1h. 

10C1 FREQUENCY CHANGER 28.0 0.1 

10F9 VARIABLE MU HF PEN 13.0 0.1 

1OLD11 DOUBLE DIODE TRIODE 15.0 0.1 

10P13 OUTPUT PENTODE 40.0 0.1 

U404 HALF WAVE RECTIFIER 40.0 0.1 

Full technical details on request. 

Advertisements 7 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED 
RADIO DIVISION 

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 
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A NEWS 
PER 'OK 

!TENT 
E.H.T. SUPPLY UNIT 
5kV. D.C. from 350 ± 350v. A.C. 

DELIVERY EX-STOCK. Further models for different output 
voltages are under development. 

Write for data sheet No. 52 to Dept. W.W. 8, 

Westinghouse Brake& Signal Co., Ltd. 
82 York Way, King's Cross, London, N.1 

The 6,11{111Cti 
12 months' generous guaran-
tee backed by unsurpassed 
service. 

Wholesale Distributors 

53 FARRINGDON RD., 
LONDON, E.C.I 

Tel. HOLborn 2053 

JOHN LOGIE-BAIRD LTD., Rayners Lane. Middlesex. 

Telephone: Pinner 2051 

7T .ELEVI510N7 

Radio-Television 
De-Luxe 

* 12" Cuticule Ray Tube 
g.vMg lirdbant picture 10, 

sr with exceptionally-
charp definition. 

* Auto ruat2c focussing stabil 
isor. 

* Vision unit of advanced 
design applying principle of 
push-pull output, utilising 
high frequency valves. 

* Pre-set picture hod. Piciure 
modulated to full brilliance 
and frequency range. 

* Push button selector 
switches. 

* Send for further details of 
obi, and other models. 

In handsome Black Bakelite 
holder complete with series 
resistance and leads, to 
show Pink, Red, Amber or 
Green on 230v or 400v AC 
or DC. Specially designed 
for easy assembly in ,- inch 
mounting hole. 
Send now for full details. 
prices and terms. 

THE ACRU ELECTRIC TOOL 
123, Hyde Road, Manchester, 12. 

FOR SWITCHBOARDS 

INDICATOR PANELS, 

MACHINE CONTROLS, 

HEATING APPLIANCES, 

ETC. 

MFG. CO. LTD. 
Ardwick 4284. 

NL 
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The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2. 

41.[Dnitmai 
1.e©Lgne. 

.-------erhtrrlifier designers 

• Single, or push-pun circuits. 
The simplee output circuit uses a single power valve, and 
indeed modern valves, particularly pentode and beam tetrodes, 
are designed to give adequate power as a single unit. With low 
impedance triodes or indirectly heated pentodes or tetrodes 
wired as triodes, a push-pull arrangement is usually desirable 

Push-pull ôrcuits are popular in high quality amplifiers because to minimise 2nd harmonic distortion. 

of the increased available power and the tendency to ' balance 
out ' lnd harmonic distortion. It must be remembered however 
that the push-pull circuit has the same overall sensitivity as the 
single valve, that is for double the output, the total grid input 
must be doubled. The load impedance will vary with conditions 
of use, her 'Class A', ' Class /3' or ' Class AB' , and for all con-
ditions except for ' Class A' (where the grid bias is the same as 
for a single valve), and the equivalent anode to anode load 
double, good ' regulttion ' of the I-I.T. supply is essential. 
Output power for typical valves in single and push-pull 

arrangements are shown below• 

C R Ay TUSES VALVES 
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There is something fascinating about the 
sound of silver clinking into a bag—and it is 

the true reproduction of the " noises-off" that 

mean so much when listening to a favourite pro-

gramme — Home, Light or Third. It has taken 

us 18 years to achieve such realism . . . it's yours 
to-day. A range of three extension cabinet speakers 

is in the dealers' shops already, " Monobolt " speaker 
chassis in four sizes are there, too, you can hear them 

now. High fidelity pickups and " Wafer" speakers are 

well on the way. A postcard will bring full details. 

MODEL BX. One of the new range 

of Truvox Extension Cabinet Speakers. 

This model incorporates In" Monobolt 

chassis, volume control recessed in side. 

Beautiful Walnut cabinet with contrasting 
chamfers and fret motif in e510.0 
Maple. List Price... e' 

Trims Engineering Co. Ltd., Trucos House, Exhibition Grounds, Wembley, Middx. 

  FOR TELECOMMUNICATION, RADIO 

Headphones which uphold British Prestige AND GENERAL ELEC TRICAL WORK 
ACTIVATED 

erspeed CR RS EI DN 
Sill SPECIAL I SOLDER 

S. G. BROWN, Type ' IC 
Moving Coil Headphones, 
supply that High Fidelity 

Reproduction demanded for 

DX work, monitoring and 
laboratory purposes, etc. 

OUTSTANDING 

CHARACTERISTICS. 

D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms. 

IMPEDANCE, 52 Ohms at 1,000 
c.o.s. 

SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x 10-" Watts 
at 1 ke.=.0002 Dyne enV. 

Descriptive Literature on request. 

PRICE £5.5.0 PER PAIR 
Your Local Dealer can supply 

For details of other S. G. Brown Headphones (prices 

from 30,- to 63 -) write for illustrated Brochure " W.W." 

HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE. 

Telephone : 
Watford 7241. 

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS. 

Outstanding Characteristics:-
1. Chemically activated metals, maintaining perfect 
rosin core ensures high electrical conductivity. 
degree of " wetting." 5. Reduces to a minimum 
2. Increased fluidity acceler- the solder required per joint 
ates production. and cuts down waste. 
3. Allows more moderate 6. Residue is non-corrosive, 
soldering iron bit tempera- solidifies to a semi-trans-
cures, and minimises the risk parent film of high electrical 
of physical damage and altera- insulation value, is non-
tion to the electrical values hygroscopic and unaffected 
of small pre-calibrated corn- under tropical conditions. 
ponents such as Capacitors, 7. The heating of the 
Resistors. Coil windings, etc. activated rosin core does 
4. Ensures complete not cause any deleterious 
mechanical bonding of joint fume deposits. 

Where a separate flux is desirable use 
" Telecene " Liquid Activated Rosin Based Flux. 

Superspeed Special " Cored " Superspeed Special " Cored 
Solder and " Telecene " Liquid Solder is supplied in a wide range 
Activated Rosin Based Flux of gauges and alloys, on l - lb. and 
conform to British Post Office 7- lb. reels, in Works Coils or as 
and Air Ministry Specifications. required. Prices on application. 

Sole Manufacturers: H. J. ENTHOVEN & SONS LTD. 
Forum House, 15-18 Lime Street, LONDON, E.C.3. 
Telephone : MANsion House 4533 Telegrams : Enthoven Phone London 

Works : Croydon, Rotherhithe and Derbyshire. 
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I Me gli!Al..!1,S,MOINO I RIM. 
OPENING MID-AUGUST--COMMODIOUS NEW PREMISES AT 

(ro 
15 2 1 5 3 , FLEET STREET, E.C.4 

169 will remain open as usual,. All POST ORDERS to 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.5. 

Terms of Business : Cash with order or C.O.D. o er CI. Send 2'd. Stamp for list. 

'Phone AMHerst 4723. 

11107. ONE OF THE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICA-
TIONS RECEIVERS. (See " W.W.," August, 1945). 
9 valves, R.F. amp. oso. Frequency (hanger, 2 I.F.'s 
(465 kc.), 2nd Detector, AVC. Al. amp. B.F.O. AC. 
mains, 100.250 v. or 12 v. arcum. Frequency range 
17.5 to 7 me a, 7.25 mc(s. to 2.9 morn, 3.0 to 1.2 mc, 
Monitor LS. built in. Complete. Write for full details, 
£18/181-. Carriage paid. 
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Substantially made of bright 
aluminium, with four sides, 101n. x8in.5.21155., 7,'- ; 
12in. x 9in. x 21in., 7 9 ; 16In. 8in. x 211n., 8/8 
20in. x Ois. x 2I in., 10/8; 22in. x 10In. x 21M., 13/13. 
OSCILLOGRAPH POWER UNIT KITS. Input 230 v. 
SO c. include Transformer, Metal Rectifiers, Voltage 
Doubling and Smoothing Condeners. Type 409, output 
IWO v., 25,'-. Type 410, output 1,1400 v., 30 -. Type 25, 
2500 v. and 2.0-2 v., 49/8. 
H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KIT. 
Consists (d a complete kit of parts to construct an HT. 
Eliminator with an output of 120 V. at 20 m/a. and 
provision for Trickle Charging a 2 v. Accumulator. Two 
Metal Rectifiers are employed. With circuit 
S y. BAKELITE CASED ACCUMULATORS by Best 
Makers. New and unused, unspillable vents. 71in. 0415. 
x 2im. 7,8 each. 
BATTERY CHARGER HITS. 6 v. 1 a. ( tapped at 2 v.), 
22)8. 12 v. 1 a., 271. 
These incorporate Metal Rectifiers and Transformers. 
For 200-250 V. AC. mains. 
TROPICALISED POTENTIOMETERS, all with lin. 
spindles, 1/6. each. Any value. 
PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS. All primaries are 
tapped for 200-230-250 v. mains, 40-100 cycles. All 
pr imaries are screened. All L.T.'s are centre tapped. 
List No. 
SP.175A. 

SP.175B. 175-0-175 v. 50 mía. 4 v.1 a., 4 v.2-3 a. 
SP.250A. 250.0-250 v. 60 ni/a. 0.3 v. 2-3 a., 

5 V. 2 a... 
SP.250B. 250-0-250 V. 611 m'a. 4 v. 1-2 a., 

SP.:100A. 300-0.300 V. 60 ni 'a. 0.3 v. 2-3 a., 

sP.300B. 300.0-300 V. 60 m/o. 4 v. 2-3 a., 
4 v. J..5 a., 4 v. 1-2 a. . . 

SP.:101A. 300-0-300 v. 120 ma. 5 v.2-3 
6.3 v. 3-4 a. . 

SP.301B. 300.0.300 v. 120 m'a. 4 v: • 2-2 St, 
4 v. 2.3 a., 4 v. 3-5 a. 

SP.350A. 350-0-350 v. 100 Ma. 5 
6.3 V. 2-3 a. . 

SP.350B. 350.0-350 v. 100 m'a. 4 
4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3-5 a. .. 

5115.352. 350.0-350 v. 150 m'a. 5 
6.3 V. 2-3 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a. .. 

SP.501A. 500-0-500 v. 150 min. 5 v. 2-3 a., 
6.3 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a. .. 

SP.25E. 2,500 v. 3 m,'a. 2-0-2 v. 
sP55E. 5,500 v. 3 ni 'a. 2-11.2 v. 

175-0-175 v. 5111rat. 6.3 v. 2-3 a., 
Price 

25'-
25,-

25 - 

25 '-

25,-

25 - 

28 - 

28 - 

29'-

29'-

36 - 

50 - 
25 - 
35 - 

CATHODE RAY TUBES-VCR97 (equals iiieLLARD 
ECR60) Ois. electrostatic tube, green screen, sh..rt 
persistence, high sensitivity. Recommended in last 
month's issue of •• Wireless World." tor use in the con-
struction of an Oscilli scope. Each tube is brand new 
and individually packed in box for transit. Price 55/. 
only. With Holder. 

PREMIER KITS AT NEW 

REDUCED PRICES 

(10 

ALL-WAVE SUPERSET KIT. A Kit of Parts to build a 
13-valve (plus renifler) leceiver, covering 16-50 metres. 
Medium. and Long-wave bands. Valve line-up, 6K8, 

6K7, 6Q7, 627, two 25A6 in push-pull. Metal Rectifiers 
are incorporated for H.T. supply. Output Impedance is 

for 3 and 15 ohms. The latest Wearite Coil Pack In-
corporating Iron Dust Coils is used, making construction 
and alignment extremely simple. A pick-up position on 
the wave-change switch and pick-up terminals le pro-
vided. A complete kit, Including valves, but without 
speaker or cabinet. Chassis size, 141n. x 6in. Overall 
height, 9in. Price, £10/18/8. including Purchase Tax. 
Wired and tested. 213/15/-. 

Suitable loudspeakers are the (100DMANS 10io. 6-watt 
P.M. at 47/6, or for superlative reproduction, the 
Goodmans 12M. P.M. at £8, 15.'-. 

NEW 2-VALVE SHORT WAVE KIT. 16 to 2,000 metres, 
Switched Coil Pack ready wired and tested. 2 Mazda 
1/1.23 Valves, 'Phones, HT, and L.T. Batteries, Con-
densers, resistors, diagrams and steel case, all ready to 
assemble. 83;10/-, Including PT. 

NEW1948 MIDGET T.R.F. RADIO KITS vdth Illuminated 
Glass Dial. All parts including Valves. M/C Speaker and 
instructions. 3 valves plus Metal Rectifier. 200-557 
metres and 700.2,000 metres. 200 to 250 v. AC. or 
A.C./D.C. mains. State which is required. Size, 10in. x 
61n. x Gin., 87/716, including Purchase Tax. 

NEW 1948 MIDGET SUPERSET RADIO KIT with 
Illuminated Wass Dial. All parts including Valves, 
111/C Speaker and instructions. 4 valves plus Metal 
Rectifier. 16.50 metres and 200.257 metres. 200 to 
250 v. AC. or AC. ' D.C. mains. State which la required. 
Size, 10In. , 6in. 01,5'-, Including Purchase Tax. 

MIDGET RADIO CABINETS in Brown Bakelite. Can 
be supplied for either of the above Midget Kit e at 25 
including P.T. 

MOVING COIL EARPIECES 
Comprise a 1!in. Moving do1 Coil Loudspeaker fitted • ! with noise excluding 

! rubber caps. Make ex-

. cellent Mikes, Phones 

: or Speakers, 2:- each, 

. .... _ . .-

• 
COLLARO AUTO CHANGERS ,ith Magnetic Pick-up. 
AC. only, 100-250 v., £22,4 4. 

COLLAZO ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE »nuts with 
12M. turntable. AC. only. 100.250 v., £5,18,4. 

COLLARD ELECTRIC UNIT with Magnet iv Pick-up and 
Auto Stop. AC. only. 100-250 v.. £9138. 
DITTO UNIT with Crystal Pick-up. AC. only, 100-250 v., 
£11/212. 
CONRAD RIM DRIVEN ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE 
MOTORS with Ohs. Turntable. Fixed Speed (78 r.p.m.) 
for 200-250 V. AC. only, to clear 57,8 including P.T. 
LOUDSPEAKERS KY FAMOUS .11A. KE..R.. 
5in. P.M. 2.3 ohms .. 
gin. ,, 2-3 .. 11 6 2-3 ,, 1170/1611 

.. 23/6 
• ' . .. 12 - ., .. .. .. 

10in. Energised. 2,000 ohm field .. .. 25/-

METERS. All meters are by the best Makers and are 
c.mtained in bakelite cases. Prices are about one-quarter 
the original cost. 

Ext. 
Range Dian,. Fitting Type Price 
40 v. 2Iin. Flush 3I.C. D.C. 5/9 
21 a. Min. Flush Thermo H.F. 5/-
20 a. 25in. Flush MC. D.C. 7/8 
40 a. 15m. Flush MC. 1)1'. 7'8 
25 a. 3595. Flush MC. Il.)'. 7,8 
25 a. :ten. Proj. M.C. DC 7 6 
25. 35in. Flush M.I. D.0 211 
500 aa. 211n. Flush M.C. DA.. 76 
5 ma 21in. Flush M.C. 15.1'. 5 - 
1 in 'a 31in. Flush M.C. D.C. 15 11 
500 ,..a. 30, 1,11,811 M.O. D.C. 19 6 

. 21m. Flush MC. D.C. 5 9 
15 v. Hin. Flush M.I./A.C. D.(' 7 6 
150 tars. Min. Flush M.C. D.C. 6 - 
200 mia She. Flush M.C. D.C. 86 
5,000 v. 41in Flush Electrontalle 50 - 
1 Wit Min. Flush M.C. D.C. 8 6 
50 m'a 'Min. Flinch Xe. D.C. 8 6 
30 ma. Illii. Flush M.C. D.C. 10 6 

TEST UNIT TYPE 73 consists of a special purpose 
Oscilloscope that requires only rewiring and the addition 
of a few condensers and resistors to convert into a 
standard Oscillopope. Input 230 v. 50 c. A 31M. C.R. 
tube and 1 SU220A, 1 EB34, 1 534, 3 SP4l, S EA50, 
are included. Controls are " Brightness." " Velocity," 
" X Shift," •• Y Shift," Focus Amplifier, " Inlout," 
•' Calibrate," " on,'off, TX." Price &KU, Carriage 
and packing 7/6. 
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Evidence o PROGRESS 
The illustration above shows an ACOUSTICAL product 
of ten years ago—an amplifier designed for high quality 
reproduction of records and radio programmes. 
Using push-pull triodes throughout—RC coupled through-
out—independent treble, middle and bass controls etc., it 
was considered about the best that could then be obtained. 
Indeed the circuit is often specified today for high quality 
reproduction. 
A comparision of the performance with that of the QA12/P 
reveals the extent of recent developments. 

Pre-War QA12/P Improvement 
achieved 

Output deviation 
within 20-20,000 
c.p.s. range ... 

3 db 0.3 db 7 times better (`!„ 
power change). 

Frequency range 
within ,- 1 db ... 

30-15,000 15-30,000 Increase of two 
c.o.s. c.p.s. octaves. 

Total distortion at 10 
watts ( Both models 
rated 10-12 watts). 

2"„ 0.1"„ 20 times less distor-
ton. 

Sensitivity (r.m.s. for 0.2 y 0.0015 y 
full output) ... 120 times more gain 

with no background 
increase. Background noise 

(equivalent r.m.s. 
at input) ...... 

120 
microvolts 

1 
microvolt 

Background for equal 
(low) gain ... ... 

—65 db —80 db 15 db lower back-
ground. 

Load impedance 
Internal Impedance 

2 12 Better damping. 

Treble and bass con- 
trols ... ... 

variable 
extent of 
boosts and 

cuts, 

variable 
slope of 
boosts and 

cuts. 

Wider range of con-
trol and slopes of 
controls more ac-
curately designed 
for small room 
listening conditions. 

PRICE ... £60 £30 50"„ less cost. 

ecva mica L 
Acoustical Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 
HUNTINGDON. Tele.: Huntingdon 361. 

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES 
Manufacturers of electrical and 
radio materials and components 
are invited to investigate 

0 KE It I l'%1 
WAXES AND DI —JELLS 

for insulating, waterproofing, im-
pregnating, sealing and finishing 
condensers, cables, transformers, 
batteries, resistances, etc. 

For technical data and samples 

please telephone TEMPLE BAR 5927 

Sales Department 

ASTOR BOISSELIER & LAWRENCE LT.D 
NO4F01, NOR/Olg STAI, • STRAND • VV•C•1 

BRIERLEY 
-RIBBON" AND -ARMATURE" 

PICKUPS 

RIBBON TYPE JB P R I 
Fixed Point Pressure of I oz. 
Output voltage, 10 to 15 mV. 
Permanent Point 6 times harder 
than Sapphire. Price in U.K., with 
special rnumetal screened trans-
former, and Purchase Tax, EIO 1411 

ARMATURE TYPE JB PA 
Fixed Point Pressure of I oz. 
Output voltage, 1 V. approx. 
Permanent Point 6 times harder 
than Sapphire. Price in U.K., with 
special mumetal screened trans-
former, and Purchase Tax, £9 78. 

GRAMOPHONE PICKUPS, for use wFere the 
highest possible quality of reproduction that can at 
present be obtained from records is required. 

Demonstrations and Stockists :— 

ARTHUR COULTON, 
13, Manchester Road, Haslingden. Possendale ( East Lancashire) 

HOLIDAY & HEMMERD1NGER LTD., Hardman Street, Manchester 
WEBB'S RADIO, Soho Street, Londol, W.I 
A. C. FARNELL LTD., IS, Park Place, Leeds, 1 
J. E. ROGERS, Eversley, Kingsland, Shrewsbury. 

J. H. BRIERLEY (GRAMOPHONES & RECORDINGS) LTD. 

46, TITHEBARN STREET, LIVERPOOL, 2. 
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Design 
as important in radio servicing as in 

nature. The Weston Model E772 

Analyser has been designed to make 

the detection of electrical faults as 

simple and speedy as possible. Its 

features include high sensitivity 

(20,000 ohms per volt on all D.C. 

ranges), wide range coverage and 

robust construction— its quality is 

unsurpassed. Please write for details. 

for purpose is 

WESTONEm 
SANGAMO WESTON LTD. . ENFIELD . MIDDX. Telephone : Enfield 3434 & 1242 

TELCON 
THERMOSTATIC 

BIMETALS 

1ACOMPLETE RANCE 

NOW AVAILABLE 

70 MEET ALL 
ENTS 

REQUIREM 

'%'O.%..=•L\\\m, 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AVAILABLE TYPES 

TYPE 

COMPOSITION Deflection 
Constant* 
per °C. ( d) 

14.0 x 10-6 

Resistivity 
michrohms/cm. 
cube at 20°C. 

75 

Maximum 
Working 
Tem. °C. 

Low Expansion 
% Ni 

High Expansion 
% Ni 

BIMETAL 140 38 20 300 

BIMETAL 160 36 20 15.6 x „ 78 250 

BIMETAL 400 42 20 11.0 x „ 70 400 

200 BIMETAL 15 36 100 9.7 x „ 15 

* The deflection constant (d) is defined as the deflection of a strip of unit length and unit 

thickness for each °C. rise in temperature over the linear part of the deflection curve. 

Further details on application. 

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD. 

Head Office: 22 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2. Telephone: LONdon Wall 3141 
Enquiries to: TELCON WORKS, GREENWICH, S.E.10. Telephone: GREenwich 1040 
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12 SPEAKER CHASSIS Type SI2135 
It may be news to you that we make a chassis of this 

size, and we admit that we've kept rather quiet about it until 

now. The reason ?— simply that our output has been fully 

taken up by Public and Educational Authorities. Now, re-

organisation of our manufacturing programme enables us to 

offer this magnificent example of Whiteley 

skill to a wider field of users. 

1".-mnrét i)///71/7/11/ 

• LOUDSPEAKERS AND 

„ 

Highest distortion - free performance — 

accurate reproduction over widest possible 

audio. frequency range. Magnet of 

" Alcomax," the most efficient anistropic 

alloy. Die-cast chassis. Flux density: 13,50J 

gauss. Total flux : 106,000 gauss. Speech coil 

impedance: 15 ohms. Handling capacity : 

15 watts. 

PRICE £6.6.0 (without transformer) 

£7.7.0 (with transformer) 

RADIO EQUIPMENT 
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO • LTD • MANSFIELD • NOTTS 

ATTENIION to detail and the careful consideration of the 

engineer's needs has earned us a reputation of which 

• Model I:00B Oscilloscope. £32 0 0 

Write for Specifications to :— 

we are proud. 
Illustrated are the 
latest models of the 
1200B Oscilloscope 
and the 14008 Visual 
Alignment Signal 
Generator. 

Special features of 
the Oscilloscope are 

Iligh gam D.C. aniiil - 
litre MI both axis, 
linear time base wall 
twriect 8ynchroni.tuin 
at any frequency. Coati-
piete independence of 
all controls from each 
other. 

The 1400B Unit u ill 
chow the shape awl 
characteriet.cs of a tuned 
circuit response curve 
on the Oscillograltli 
screen. Thus perfect 
rligument of an I.F. or 
B.F. amplifier 18 easily 
accomplished. Overali 
sire of comb red instru-
meats r wide, 1 t-
high, 9 long. 

• We also snake elec-
tronic esiail, "<'“ loe 
sPecial purposea. If you 
have a yeah.", in this 
field ets will be pleased 
to ...operate. 

Early Deliveries. 

• Model 140013 Unit. £8 10 0 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 
229, Hale Lane, Edgware, Middx. Tel. : EDG. 7312 

Makers of Industrial Controls and Precision Instruments. 

H.P. Radio Services Ltd. offer— 

NEW BC348 COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. 
These magnificent is- valve receivers comprtse two stages of tuned Itli` preceding the fleet 
detector, a temperature compensated heterodyne oscillator, three intermediate frequency 
amplifier stages, second detector and one stage of audio frequency amplification with a 
tmusformer output circuit. A crystal band pass filter and beat.frequency oscillator are 

also Included. 
FREQUENCY RANGES. 

Band I. 200.500 he. Band S. 3.5-6 nice, Band 5. 9.5-13.5 mica. 
Baud 2. 1.9-3.5 mc. Band 4. 6.0-9.5 mcs. Band 6. 13.5.10.0 mou. 

Constant sensitivity on itll bands. 

FITTED WITH DYNAMOTCR FOR 28 v. FULLY MODIFIED FOR 230 v. A.C. 
D.C. OPERATION OPERATION BUILT IN POWER PACK. 
£16/10- £21 10 - 

  Immediate Safe   
Delivery and Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Are You On Our Mailing List P 

H. P. RADIO SERVICES LTD. 
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House 

55 County Rd., Walton, Liverpool, 4. 
Estab. 1935. Managing Director—Mr. H. PANAGAKIS. Tel.: 1445 

$taff Call sozn.: 
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Made in Three Principal Materials 

FREQUELEX 
An insulating material of Low Di-electric 
Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators, 
Valve Holders, etc. 

PERMALEX 
A High Permittivity Material. For the 
construction of Condensers of the small-
est possible dimensions. 

TEMPLEX 

A Condenser material of medium per-
mittivity. For the construction of Con-
densers having a constant capacity at all 
temperatures. 

Bullers 
BULLERS LOW LOSS CERAMICS 

BULLERS LTD., 6, LAURENCE POUNTNEY 
Telephone : Mansion House 9971 (3 lines) Telegrams : " Butlers. Cannon. London" 

HILL, LONDON, E.C.4 

SPEEDIER PRODUCTION 
at LOWERED COST 

THE A1/1 AUTOMATIC 
COIL WINDING MACHINE 

lowered costs and incorporates many outstanding features 

in its design. 
• Wire Gauge indicator : Calibrated 

in mils or millimetres, as desired. 
The wire gauge capacity is • 020in 
(.508 M/M) to .001 in. (.0254 mm). 

• Suitable f h.p. Integral Clutch 
Motor : Can be supplied, fitted 
with 3 step pulley to give operating 
speeds of 750-1,500-3,000 r.p.m. 

• Stand and Table : Cast iron stand 
and plywood table also motor 
mounting pedestal, as illustrated 
can be supplied if desired. 

KOIECTRIC 

offers you speedier production and 

• 
• 

• 

Workmanship . Conforming to 
the highest engineering standards. 

Capacity : For coils up to Sin., 
(127 m m) diameter or across 
corners, and 74m. ( 190.5 m m) long. 

Dual Reel Holder and Wire 
Tensioner : Quickly and easily 
set independent tensioning to each 
reel for all wires in the above 
range. For reels up to Sin, dia-
meter and Sin. long. 

THE H/1 HAND 
COIL WINDING MACHINE is ideal for 
winding : Solenoid, Choke and Transformer Coils, etc., etc., up to 6 inches 
diameter by 7!, inches long ( 16 S.G.W. to 45 S.W.G.) Field Coils, etc., up 
to 12 inches À C corners. This machine can be supplied with H.P. 
integral clutch motor with foot treadle control. We can also offer a special 
ARMATURE WINDING HEAD which has been designed for use with type 

' H I. Details on request. 

20, AVONMORE ROAD • LONDON W.I4 • FU lL"ehl:Ilv'iho4n2e1 -2 
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ONDON CENTRAL 
MA DIO STORES 

letestits 
of 

o v er nm en t Surplus 
EX-ADMIRALTY TRANSFORMERS. Primary 230 v., Secondary 
14 v. C.T., 80 amps. Weight 69 lbs. Carr. 12,13 extra. £5 

Stn. CATHODE RAY TUBES, Type VCR97, For Callers 
Only. 

UNI-SELECTOR SWITCHES. 3-bank, brand new   

£2.7.6 

45/-

MOVING COIL VOLTMETERS. 0-300 v. D.C. Complete with 25 /.. 
resistance. i 

EX-R.A.F. COMPASSES. Superb Precision Instruments. Numbered to 
10 degrees, sub-divided to 2 degrees and Cardinal points marked in hold 
letters (as used in aircraft). For all purposes and instructional -5 z _ 
uses. Dial 52in. diam. In perfect order. Price. in wooden ease 

4 arr pd. 

CHARGING BOARD CONTROL PANELS. 
24 v., 1,260 watts. Includes five 12in. moving 
coil ammeters ( 1, 0-40 a., 4, 0-15 a.). One 
moving coil voltmeter 0-40 v. Five heavy 
duty sliding resistances, etc., complete in 
metal case as shown with fold-back doors. 
Size, 18 x 17 x 82ins. Offered at 
less than half the component value. 6 
Price, carr. 12/6 extra. 

3-VALVE R.F. AMPLIFIERS V.H.F. Type 25. 
40/50 me/s. Complete with valves. In 
metal case. Brand new in carton idgigt 
Carr. and pkg. 1/6. gud 

Type Demolition Mk. 1. EX-ARMY TEST 
SET-NEW. For circuit continuity and 
general testing. In hardwood carrying Du 
case. Carriage paid. - 

NEW MILNES H.T. UNITS (Everlasting). 
120 V. 60 inA. Will charge from 6 y. 67/6 
accumulator. For callch only. 

RADAR VIEWING UNITS. Consisting of On. 
diameter Electrostatic C.R. tube, 7 valves, 
including four EF50, potentiometers, resis-
tances and other associated components. 
In metal cabinet 18 x 8 x 72in. p7 
Bargain price. .0 

THE FAMOUS EDDYSTONE 358 COM-
MUNICATIONS RECEIVER. Range 31 mc/s 
to 90 kc,'s, 9 plug-in coils, 7 valves and 
rectifier, variable selectivity, B.F.O. stand-by 
switch, A.V.C. switch, band-spread dial, 
valve check meter. In heavy black crackle 
finished steel cabinet with chrome fittings. 
Complete with 200-250 v. A.C. Power Supply 
Unit. Carriage and packing 17/6 
extra. £25 
10-VALVE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER-
Type R1155. These sets are as new. Need only 
a power pack for immediate use (see '' W.W." 
July, 1946). Freq. iange 7.5 me/s 75 kc/s in 
five wavebands. Complete with 10 valves, 
including magic eye. Enclosed in metal case. 
Every receiver is aerial tested. 
Set only 10 Gns. 
FREE with reach receiver. Complete circuit, 
description and modifications for civil use, 
reprinted from " W.W." July, 1946. 

Please Note.-We regret we do not issue 
lists or catalogues. 

1 

2-VOLT POWER PACKS 
complete with Vibrator. 
Output approx. 200 v. 
60 InA. Size 9 x 5 x tin. 
A first-class job, complete 
with accumulatoroe, e 
in carrying case. egos g su 
Plus 5/- carr. and pkg. 

FRACTIONAL H.P. 
A.C. MOTORS. 

Brush type, 220-250 v. 
50 cycles, approx. 5,000 
r.p.m. Overall diam. 
10x 4in., lin. spindle ex-
tends lin, both ends, n5 
Special reduction. 4 

Post 2(0 extra. 
SLIDING RESISTANCES. 
Suitable for Voltage Con-
trols, Speed Regulators. 
Type 867A. 100 ohms oil 
slider 3 :1111p. max. Tapped 
fixed 700, 800, 50, 50 ohms. 
21/- carr. paid. 
Type 868A. 450 ohms on 
slider 2 amp. max. Tapped 
200, 200, 200 ohms. 
21/- carr. paid. 
Type 888B. 100 ohms on 
slider 5 amp. max. Fixed 
200, 400, 50, 50 ohms. 
21/- carr. paid. 
Small Type. 50 ohms, .5 
amp. Dimensions 6M. x 
4in. X 22in. high. 
10 6 cam paid. 
EX-R.A.F. CAMERA 
MOTORS. Dimensions 3M. 

2in. • lin. 12 v. and 
24 v., 8 6. 
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC 
COUNTERS. F, 
every one perfect, electro-
magnetic, 500 ohm, coil, 
counting to 9,999 operated 
from 25 v.-50 v. D.C., 
many industrial and 
domestic applica-
tions. 
See previous advts. for 
other interesting items. 
EX-G.P.O. TELEPHONE 
TRANSMITTERS on table 
stand, with screened lead 
and Jack Plug. New. 
106. Carr. pd. 

23, LISLE ST. (GERrard 2969) LONDON, W.C.2 
Closed Thurs. 1 p.m. Open all day Sat, and weekdays 9 a.m.-6 p.m.  1 

L1111011T1INT! These lines were all 
selected by us as being of special interest to all 

readers of the " Wireless \‘ orld." 

OUTSTANDING BARGAINS IN GOVERNMENT 

SURPLUS MATERIAL 

L.F. HEAVY DUTY CHOKES 
These L.P. Chokes represent the finest value ever off)red, and will be unobtainable at 
double the cost when sur present vint care are cleared. Send for your requirements now to 
avoid diesppointment. They are all brand new in rectangular cast aluminium " Pote," 
and can safely be run at 100% above epecilied ratings in amateur service. 

0011100 111.11. 150 ohms (weight 14 lbs.), 20/, plus 2/6 postage. 
SOH 126 m.. 100 ohms (weight 14 lbs.), 22/6. plus 2/6 Pnetage• 
30H 150 osa. 1150 ohine ( weight I Mills.), 25;-, plue 3. Panes. care, and packing. 

HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 
All by first shus manufacturers, brand new in original cartons. 1,250-0-1,250 v. 200 m.a 
115 v. 50 cycles primary, may be connected in serire for 230 volt working. (Seconded., in 
parallel 1,250-0-1,250 v. 400 m.a. Secondari,s in series 2,500-0-2,500 v. 200 m.a. tapped 
1.250-0-1,250 v. 200 in.a. Or may be used with auto•transiornier. Weight 21 tbs., 
pine 5/- Paton. Carr. and 

R.F. PIE WOUND CHOKES 
2.5 m.h. 100 tn.. Receiving type, 143 each. 15/. dos. 2.5 m.h. EN 111.11. Transmitting 
type, 1;9 each, 113:- dos. 2.5 m.h. 40 ma. Lilliputian type, 9d. each, 7/6 

MICROPHONES. American single button, carbon type breast assembly, ribbed aluminium 
diaphragm, bakelite ease, complete with 3-position switch, brand new in original cartone. 
86. Ex-E.A.P. Throat type, comprising two midget mike, and strap, 343. Moving Coil 
Headphone and Microphone assembly with press to take switch. 12/6. Moving Coil 
atteembly in bakelite care with 3in. grill, can be used as midget speaker, 3/11. Moving Coil 
hand mimed,oe with switch. 56. 

Al! the above moving coil units have genuine AIM magnets. 

Many other bargains too numerous to mention here, also full 
range of Raymart standard components. 

SEND S.A.E. FOR RAYMART CURRENT LIST AND NO. 7 .. W.W" 

SPECIAL OFFERS LIST. 

RULOMART 48, HOLLOWAY HEAD, 

BIRMINGHAM, I 

G.L.P. PRESENT LATEST PRODUCTIONS OF OUTSTANDING 
MERIT 

TUNER UNITS: CONSTRUCTOR'S 15w £ 10 
KIT; SIX WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER ; 
NEW GENERAL PURPOSE AMPLIFIERS. 

TUNER or FEEDER UNITS. Add radio programmes to your 
entertainments, suit any amplifier, simply plug-in. 
T.R.F. Model, 2 valve chassis M. & L. wave complete, £5. 

SU TU Superhet with a.v.c. Three wave band tuner using 6A8, 
6K7, 6Q7. In self contained case. Wide vision dials each model. 
SU,- TU unit, CIO. 

(P.T. extra en above 24/5 and 48/10 respectively.) 

KIS CONSTRUCTION KIT. A fifteen watt push pull chassis for 
mic and gram, complete to the last nut, with all components, valves, 
drawings, etc. £10. 

THE G <Dior Good Quality. 6L6's as triodes 6 w. P.P. Bass and Treble 
lift and cut independent controls. Suit any pick-up, six stage circuit. 
EIS 4 6. ( Factory built-accurately balanced.) 

TWO GENERAL PURPOSE AMPLIFIERS. GPIS and GPM. 
Latest portables, up-to-the-minute improvements. Bass and treble 
cut and lift. H.G. for all mic's. GPIS complete 16 gns. GP25 complete 
19 gns. 

Write for details on these and other new releases. " What to choose." 
A leaflet to assist in selecting suitable amplifiers and accessories, 
Price 24d. " Loudspeakers," by C. A. Briggs. Describes speakers. 
baffles, horns, technicalities, from A to Z. 5/, 

WHARFEDALE BRONZE SPEAKERS 45;-, GOLDEN 75 
TWELVE INCH P.M. s in cabinets, dk. oak, 03/101-. 

\\\\\ 1111111Ni/ 

•• Winder House," 

294 Broadway, 

Bexley Heath, Kent. 

(3021). 

'//1////m\\\\' 
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•- 7, o ci *4' ,„) .4  arià cI=J e 
tOITOLVS0111. 
cni ‘4„0-dy-ir Ackeo / • j! 

At last a gramophone motor to match th,• 
r erformance of the famous 
Connoisseur Pick-up. 

de Specification : 
Voltage: 200-250 volts A.C., 50 cycles. ,,,,,, , Him drive with speed variation. NO 
governors and no gearing. Heavy non-
ferreous turn-table, machined to run 

OA Lt (lead true. fly - wheel action — no 
" WOW." Main turn-table spindle 
hardened, ground and lapped to mirror 

e finish, running in special phosphor-
bronze bearings. Motor runs in needle- 
point, self-adjusting bearing. Motor 

& le Made by : 

k. A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD., BRIGHOUSE, YORKS. 

turd, 

d° 

11 (Id We àe  

Board tin. plastic. Pressure on Drive-M heel released 
when not in use, to obviate forming flats and noisy action. 

wej (r,fr e bc/J 

LIFT TO ALL FLAWS! 
In the hands of the radio engineer this universal " Measurtest" instrument will detect and 

locate the slightest flaw in receiver performance. Yet, weighing only 20 lb. and operated 

from either mains or batteries, it can be lifted with ease for use anywhere, any time. 

The PORTABLE RECEIVER TESTER is ideal also for complete tests on audio amplifiers. 

In one compact assembly it incorporates the facilities of signal generator, output power 

meter and crystal calibrator—three instruments, in fact, for the price of one. And many 

novel features contribute to the attainment of unique standards in both performance and 

operational convenience. Your enquiries are invited and a demonstration can be arranged. 

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE 

PORTABLE RECEIVER TESTER 

3 I neunteite-ix-elie 
( SIGNAL GENERATOR 

A Combined OUTPUT POWER METER 

I CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR 

( TYPE) 
TF 888 

COMPACT • PORTABLE • ROBUST 

Mains or Battery Operated — 

ACCURATE AND 

RELIABLE 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD 
ST. ALBANS, HERTS. Telephone: St. Albans 6161 5. Northern Office: 30 ALBION STREET, HULL. Tel.: Hull 16144. 

Southern Office & Showrooms: 109 EATON SQUARE, S.W.I. Tel.: Sloane 8615. Western Office: 10 PORTVIEW ROAD, AVONMOUTH. Tel.: Avonmouth 438. 
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MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD. (Dept. .I,) Winchester St. London W.3 

Manufacturers 

of 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

LAMINATIONS 

SCREENS 
In 

RADIOMETAL 

PERM ALLOY 

SILICON ALLOYS 

ELECTRICAL SOUND & TELEVISION PATENTS LTD 
12, Pembroke Street, London, N.1. Terminus 4355 

2/4, Manor Way, Boreham Wood, Herts. Elstree 2138 

SYLMAR 
OFFER THE FOLLOWING 
8in. Permanent Magnet Speakers 14/-

%in. Permanent Magnet Speakers ... 12/8 

42-1 Output Transformers ... 5/8 

2 Gang 0005 ... 8/8 

60 ma. Chokes, 400 ohms. ... 5/-

465 kc. I.F. Transformers pr. 15/8 

8 8 mfd. 500 v. Alum Cans ... 5/-

32 mfd. 275 v. Alum Cans ... 3/-

4 mfd. 200 v. Tubular ... 2/-

25 mfd. 25 v. Tubular ... 1/8 

25 mfd. 50 e. Tubular ... 1/8 

.1 mtd. 350 y. ••• doz. 3/8 

.1 mtd. 1000 v. ••• doz. 8/-

.1-.1-.1 250 v. .•• doz. 8/-
Octal Holders ... .• • doz. 4/8 

12y. lamp Rectifiers ... ... 8/-

Vibrator Packs 12 volt input 210 v. 70 ma out. ... 25/-

Toggle Switches S.P. ... 1/8 

Mains Transformers, 270 v. 60 ma., 6.3 v. 5 v. 2 a. ... 20/-
Other types and voltages in stock. 

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER, 4 watts output, including 
2nd detector and A.V.C. components. All parts mounted. 
Complete with circuit and valves. A.C.... 8 

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER, as above. AC/DC ... £4 5 0 

Terms : Cash with Order or C.O.D. Post Orders only, carnage 
and packing extra. Retailers enquiries for above welcomed. 

SYLMAR RADIO LTD. 
197, Lower Richmond Road, Richmond, Surrey 
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All parts plated and keyed to 

body. Available in bracket 

or clip-fixing types. 

SON' tnh to 

t 

End the Flickering of Dial Lights with 

THE NEW MOULDED MES LAMPHOLDER 

The new design eliminates all risk of noisy intermittent 

contacts. Screw-in bulb is gripped firmly in vibration-proof 

holder. Place your enquiries now for early deliveries. 

THE GENERAL ACCESSORIES CO. LTD. 
21 BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.I Telephone : MAYfair 5543 

Ra.2 

Stabilised Insulation 
BY MODERN IMPREGNATION METHODS 

HYMEG 
HIGH - SPEED PRODUCTION 

HYMEG Synthetic Insulating Varnishes are 
recognised and widely used for their mechanical 
rigidity, improvement of electrical properties of 
windings ; heat, moisture, oil, acid and alkali 
resistance as well as for the considerably reduced 
stoving time necessary. 

Now, special methods of continuous conveyor impregnation and baking developed with the use of HYMEG have still 
further reduced processing times to a fraction of those previously believed necessary. 

Often faster than infra-red baking with none of the defects, reduced handling, absence of special jigs, with complete 
freedom from blistering, bubbling and porosity, are some of the advantages claimed and substantiated for HYMEG 
High Speed Production methods. 

GLASS FIBRE INSULATION SYSTEM 

After much research in our laboratories and in 
conjunction with many well - known specialist 
manufacturers, we have now evolved the Hymeglas 
system of Insulation which comprises modifications 
of Hymeg as used for coil impregnation to meet 
the varying conditions applying to each field 
of manufacture. 

This integuated system of development is successful in enabling machines to be designed and operated without weak links 
in the chain of insulation below 200°C. Thus the fullest advantage is taken of modern glass fibre insulation by providing 
a degree of bonding and insulation at every point in which the uniting of Hymeg impregnation with the Hymeg as used 
for subsidiary insulations gives a solid homogeneous winding of equally efficient characteristics and heat resistance 
throughout. 

Hymeglas therefore virtually eliminates any risk of insulation failure and enables motors and the like to operate under 
abnormal conditions for long periods without risk of electrical breakdown. 

Due to the excellent space factor of glass fibre as compared with the more usual asbestos and mica Class B insulations, it 
is often possible in redesigning with the Hymeglas system to employ larger copper sections with well-known advantages. 

The Berger Technical Service—the research work of which produced " HYMEG" and " HYMEGLAS" 
is available to advise manufacturers on all problems of insulation. Get in touch now with— 

LEWIS BERGER & SONS LTD. ( Est. 1760) 
35, BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON. WA. 

Telephone: MAYfaie 917i. 
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH - PERFORMANCE INSCLATINC; VARNISHES AND ENAMELS 
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<LIJODEI POTTED TYPE 

TR>)1 ER CO TRANSFORMERS 

Potted Transformers are particu-
larly suitable for incorporating in 
equipment for tropical or home use. 

Note these advantages 
• Clean layout and smart appear-

ance when built into equipment. 
Universal fixing allowing above 
or below chassis wiring. 
Silence in operation with 

absolute reliability. 
eiex 

PTM ' la 250-o-250 6o m a 5v 2a 6.3v 3a 
PTM 12a 275-0-275 120 m'a 5v 2a 6.3v 3a 
l'TM 13a 350-0-350 120 m'a 5V 2a 6.3v 4a 
VIM 14a 425-0-425 150 m a 5N7 3a 6•3v 6a 
PTM 15a 500-0-500 150 ma 5v 3a 6.3v 4a 
PTM 16 65o-o-*v 250 mla 
PTM 21 50o-450-o-450-50ov at 250 m'a 
PTM 22 350-0-350V 180 111, a 

Also available with 4v Filament Windings 

Modulation Transformers, Smoothing 
and Swinging Chokes also available 
in Potted Types. Prompt delivery. 

Send for New Catalogue. 

WODEN TRANSFORMER Co., Ltd. 
MOXLEY RD., BILSTON, STAFFORDSHIRE 

TELEPHONE : B1LSTON 41959,0 

J.T.L. 

rele%% World August, 1948 

Speaking of operations, a 
delicate but highly successful 
one has been carried out in 
striking the balance of correct-
ly matched voice coil and 
curvilinear cone for our new 
12" loud speaker. By carefully 

Gnitle r le 
12" SPEAKER 

TYPE 3512 15 

suiting the weight of coil to 
cone we have reduced the 
peaks and secured a freedom 
from break-up, while the 
very high flux density of the 
large Alcomax magnet 
considerably increases the 
sensitivity, especially in the 
higher frequencies. All very 
worth while as you may see, 
or rather hear. 
Overall diam. 12r. Depth 6'. 
Weight 71b. IS oxs. Voice Coll 
Impedance 15 ohms. Fundamental 
resonance 60 cycles. Flux density 
14,000 lines per. sq. cm. Frequency 
range 50•7.000 c.p.s. Fixing holes 
4 holes r dIam. spaced 90° on 
P.C.D. 121". 

DELIVERY FROM STOCK 
LIST PRICE E6-10-0 

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD 
Hampton Road. Hanworth, Middx. Phone: Feltham 2657 

IN a variety of combs 

nations from 5 to 2.000 

metres with all necessary 
padding and trimmer con-
densers. Write for descriptive 
literature stating your 
problem. 

TESTED 

I-I. C. ATKINS Laboratories, 32 Cumber and Road. Kew, Surrey. 

Richmond 2950 

.717.75 
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MEET THE NEW MAGIC 
"THOP/C11/SéD fi 

NEW DESIGNS' 

in the range of \ 

ONE wayetaneW 
W pee Wenereity  shout 

about.' 

A Receiver for the Connoisseur. 

Nine Wave Bands, continuous 
from it to 560 metres. Band 

Spreading on Short Waves. Suit-
able for use under tropical conditions 

it is a masterpiece of British design 
and craftsmanship. Will operate on 

AC mains 120-230-250 volts; Model 495E incorporating Long Wave 

band is also available. Write for full particulars to :— 

ELECTRIC LTD., TEAM VALLEY, GATESHEAD, 11. 

11.1.C. SILVERED MICA TWIN CAPACITORS 

< — 
Type SAIS.. 10.2 
stiitable for trainman: 

I.F. transformers 
square. 

suitable elSfor S 
. stand2a0r2d. 

I.F. transformers 1>j,  

square. 

This new type 
Capacitor has 
been specially developed 
for use as an end plate or 
base on 1.F. transformers. It forms an integral 
part of the transformer structure and is connected 
to the coils during mounting, thereby sav ing space, 
materials and the cost of installing two separate 
capacitors. It also reduces damping arising from 
eddy current losses induced in the silver layer, in-
evitable with normal constructions. Modifications 
to suit individual requirements can be supplied. 

UNITED INSULATOR CO. LTD., OAKCROFT RD., TOLWORTH, SURBITON, SURREY 
Telehone ElmbrIdge 5241 ( 6 'mes Telegrams Colonel, Surbitan 
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Success through constant research—can we help you ? 

c3) 
TAYLOR TUNNICLIFF 

Head Office. Eastwood, Ilanley, Staffs. London 123, High Holborn, W.0 I, 

Phones: Holborn 1951-2 er Stoke-on-Trent 5272-4. 

LOW LOSS CERAMICS 

LOSO 

A PRECISION 

BUILT PORTABLE OSCILLATOR 
A portable Beat Frequency Oscillator of outstanding 
merit, widely used by all the leading government and 
industrial laboratories. Range: 0-16000 c.p.s. Output: 
0.5 watts. Weight: 30 lbs. Total Harmonic Distortion: 
Less than at full output. Output impedance: 
600 ohms. Calibration accuracy: 1"„ or 2 cycles, 

whichever is the greater. Vernier Pre-
cision dials and built in output meter 
0-20 volts. Suitable for use in sub-tropical 
climates ; very stable under reasonably 
constantambient temperature conditions. Q.00Y 

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LTD. 
Claremont Works, Old Hill, Staffs. Phone Cradley Heath 6212 3. 

THE 
" Q-MAX " 

64/40 
TRANS-
MITTER 

Four Bands 80-40-20-10 metres at the turn ol a single switch• 

Two Tuning Controls only. 

40 watts C.VV., 35 watts Phone to KT8C Final. 

Built-in Modulator and Power Pack. 

High efficiency Four band Tank Coil Turret. 

All essential circuits metered. 

Provision for low impedance input from a V.F.O. 

Instant Crystal changing from front of panel. 

The whole completely housed in attractive black crackle finished 
steel cabinet, 19 ins. by 10 ins. by 9i ins. £75 

SPECIAL OFFER OF LABGEAR COILS 
A. 
AL. 
B. 

DSL7. 
DSLI4. 
DSL28. 

56 mc s single ended   46 
do. do. fixed link  

28 mc,'s single ended  6/6 
7 mc's P.A. coil, swinging link ... 22/6 
I 4 mc 's do.   17/6 
28 rnc .s do.   15:-

Illustrated catalogue 3d., post free. 

BERRY' 
25 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I 

(Opp. CHANCERY LANE) Tel.: HOL. 6231 
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GOODIfinn5 

INSTRUMENT FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS 

AND 'QUALITY' ENTHUSIASTS 

This outstanding instrument marks a further important stage in the 
development of faithful sound reproduction. The patented twin 
diaphragm assembly* and high magnetic flux together account for 
the excellent overall frequency and transient response. Provided that 
the electrical input is faultless, every inflexion of the human voice 
is rendered with startling realism, and the natural range and contrast 
of the orchestra are strikingly re-created. It is absolutely essential 
to use this Loudspeaker with equipment which has been specifically 
designed for High Fidelity reproduction, as it will reproduce every-
thing fed to it, including any distortion that may be present. For all 
normal requirements we recommend our standard zain. model T2. 
Please send for illustrated folder DES giving full technical details. 

* British Patent No. 451,754. Other patents pending. 

NOTE. To obtain the best results from the Axiom Twelve 
Loudspeaker it is important to use a first class output trans-
former, correctly designed to match the equipment. Good-
mans type H.4 Transformers fulfil these conditions, being 
wound to individual load requirements. They can be supplied 
at short notice. 
GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD., LANCELOT ROAD, WEMBLEY, 

FITITIITY 

This sectional diagram of the Axiom 
Twelve unit illustrates the twin exponential 
diaphragms with seamless moulded centre 
cone of extreme lightness and rigidity. A 
single speech coil drives the two dia-
phragms, which are coupled through a 
mechanical compliance. This achieves a 
perfectly smooth cross-over without any 
electrical filter network. 

MIDDLESEX 'Phone: Wembley 4001, Grams:. Goodmans, Wembley 4001 

VIBRATORS FOR RELIABLE 
REPLACEMENTS 

Entirely British in design and 

construction, and fully approved for 

Government Service equipment,W.E.Vibrators 

are ready for all your replacements. They are 

fitted as standard components by leading radio 

manufacturers. 

WIMBLEDON ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 

GARTH ROAD LOWER MORDEN • SURREY TELEPHONE : DERVVENT 4814, 
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Ghe Type 1684 series ol 

Oscilloscopes is already well 

known. The new Model re-
tains the desirable features of 

this series—d.c. shift controls, 

response flat to video frequen-

cies, d.c. coupled symmetrical 

amplifiers on both axes, 

lully - automatic synchronisa-

tion of the time base, etc. 

but incorporates many new 

'eatures of design, both 

electrical and mechanical. 

1684 B has, in fact, been 

accorded an enthusiastic re-

ception and despite steadily 
mounting orders, a three-fold 

in crease in production is 

enabling reasonable deliveries 
to be maintained. 

0,1,10 

PRI NCIPAL 
FEATURES 

* TUBE 3in. diam. 
Blue, green or delay 
screen. 

* AMPLIFIERS. 
D.C. to 3 Mc's., 18 
mV. r.m.s. per cm. 
or D.C. to I Mc s., 
6 mV per cm. Sym-
metrical or asym-
metrical input. X 
and Y amplifiers are 
similar. 

* TIME BASE. 0.2 
c s to 150 kc,'s. Vari-
able through X amp-
lifier 0.2 to 5 screen 
diameters. 

* ACCESSORIES. 
Camera, telescopic 
!ight. shield, ruled 
graticule. 

`/It• 

Type No. 16 

4 

Type No. 14 

ief.(4-.100 

Typa No. ! 6G 

SNDN EN S. BIRD fkand. 
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD,EMFIELD. MIDDX. 

'Phone: En field 207/-2 'Grams: Capacity, Enfield. 

RAYTHEON CONTRIBUTIONS to development of Hearing Aids 

etete jet ette eeleuetee, 
IN HEARING AIDS... 

A big factor in making the modern Hearing Aid such a neat, 
compact instrument is the great reduction made possible in size of 
batteries. In 1939 valves used in the average Hearing Aid drew almost 
one-third of a watt from the "A" battery. Today, thanks to Raytheon 
developments in valve design and construction, drain on the " A" 
battery is 80 per cent less, battery life ten times greater , so that batteries 
can now be much smaller, with many times the life. Because of thls 
and other important developments Raytheon is supplying more than 
90 per cent of all Hearing Aid valves in use today. 
Ask for complete information. Address your inquiry to Sub-

marine Signal Company ( London) Ltd., Artillery House. Artillery 
Row, London S. W.1 England, or to: 

RAYTHEON 
ö.reelle,os e..étertmeter., 

South African Distributors : 
Lynch-Wilde ( Africa) ( Pty) Ltd., Jo'burg,or to. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION 

50 BROADWAY, 

NEW YORK, 4, N. Y., U. S. A. 
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ALL - IN- ONE 
DAillniárrrn 

tests everything electrical, Radio and 
P.A. Equipments, Household 
ances of all kinds, Car Lighting Systems, 
Bell and Teleprinter Circuits. May 
be used on AC or DC mains. 

0 ellse SHERLOCK HOLMES OF RADIO SINCE1930 

Still in short supply but ask your Local Dealer 
to put your name down on his waiting list. 

PA 
REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LTD. 

FREDERICK STREET.WCeLVERHAWTON 

CONTRACTORS TO 11 M GOVERNMENT 

• 

DIReCtORS. HC WILLSON • J C WILLSON C. .3. DAWSON. 

OUR e••. ,0,, 

HCW/WG 

To Chief Engineer and/or Buyer. 

Dear Sir, 

June 1948. 

Have you seen the last four advertisements describing 
the features of our "Series 700" Reproducers? If you have not 
and your requirements include reliability, performance, full 
tropical specification and low final - if not initial - cost, 
we suggest they merit your attention and request for samples 
(F.O.C. of course) and quotations. 

Yours faithfully, 

SALES DEPARTMENT. 

REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LTD. 
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Rigid diecast 
chassis ; square casting 

for the magnet seating, secured 
with large hexagon head bolts ; 

centre pole and bottom plate all in 
one forging ; ring-clamped cone ; die-

cast centring ring ; practical construc-

tion matched by excellent response 
and high sensitivity — all made for 

Heavy Duty. The Truvox 12" P.M. 

Speaker will convince your 
critical friends that your latest ampli-

fier " has something." Truvox leaflet 
SH/152 gives all the technical detail 

— a postcard brings it to you. 

Model SS.9 
75-8,030 c.p.s. 

Model SS.9A 
55-8,000 c.p.s. 

Model SS.I0 
75-11,000 c.p.s. 

Model SS. I OA 
55-11,000 c.p.s. 

most 

15 watts peak £6 . 15 . 

12 watts peak £6 . 15 . 

12 watts peak £6 . 17.6 

10 watts peak £6 . 17.6 

TRUVOX ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 
EXHIBITION GROUNDS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX 

TX 26 

Licensed under Voiges Patent 
No. 538058. 

SHEFI MOVING COIL 
PICK-UP 

It uses miniature needles suitable for modern full range recordings. 
A ferrous coil former concentrates the flux on the coil and also adds 
armature effect, thus increasing output voltage sufficiently to operate 
direct : nto a normal radio set. 

Free needle movement and low do wnward pressure ensure long 
record life. 

The fundamental simplicity of this robust design keeps down manu-
facturing costs. Price including transformer £2 plus P.T. De 
Luxe model, with spring counter 1-alance £2.11.0 plus P.T. 

EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED. 

BROOKS & BOHM LTD. 
90, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. Phone: VICtoria 9550 1441. 

• 

RHO-METAL SCRATCH 

FILTER CHOKE 

db I ! III 

A 

100 ,, 1000--

TYPICAL RESPONSE CURVES 

lOOZO 

A Tuned Mr maximum 
rejection at 4,000 cycles 

8 Tuned for maximum 
rf.jectíon at 9,000 cycle, 

WHERE SURFACE NOISE IS THE LIMITING FACTOR TO 
SUPREME QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION, fit a Sound 
.ates alloy cored steep trough tuneable filter. We know the 
problem of removing Surface Noise or Hetrodyne whistle is not 
easy to solve, but the steep trough filter has so far produced the 
most encouraging results we have encountered when using a com-
pact component which can be incorporated in existing apparatus. 

CHOKE TYPE. C SF, Dia. 2, length 3,1". PRICE £1.8.9 each. 

SOUND SALES LIMITED 
Speclal,st manufacturers c( Transformers and Chokes of all types since 1930 

WEST STREET, FARNHAM SURREY 
and 57 ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.2. Temple Bar 4284 
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PAINION E,- CO. LID KINGSTHORPE NORTHAMPTON 

UNIT 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

• 

DATA SHEET N94 

Here is a miniature potentiometer that handles a 
big job in a big way. The egg may seem irrele• 
rant, but it does show the relative sizes of these 
instruments, and anyway we are pleased to say 
that supplies of this product are considerably 
easier to obtain than eus. 

Built to a precision standard this potentiometer 
embodies the skill and craftsmanship which has 
established the complete Painton range. 

The unit illustrated is the type CV2 potentiometer 

Continuously variable wirewound 

Dissipation, 2 watts 

Resistance values, 25 • 5000 ohms. 

Single hole fixing 

Available alternatively for Preset or Knob 
control. 

WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS 
Although our type 84 Y Amplifier has a 

performance quite adequate for the vast majority of 
investigations, we have had many requests for 
" something rather better," particularly for pulse 
shape examination, and to satisfy this demand we 
have recently developed our 

TYPE 300 SERIES AMPLIFIERS 
This series constitutes a substantial advance on 

the equipment normally available in portable form. 
The output stage consists of four of the latest 
Mullard E.F.55. television output pentodes, 
taking a total H.T. current of r8omA. with a 
mutual conductance of 12.0. mA/V. 

THE TYPE 300 IS AVAILABLE IN THREE FORMS :-
Type soo H.F.—compensated for flattest response. 
Type 300 H.R.—compensated for critical damping. 
Type 300 —uncompensated. 

For an ouput of approximately so volts R.M.S. typical response 
is level from s cycles to 0.5 Mcs.; 6 db. down at 5 Mcs. with a 

gain of 25 and at 3 Mcs. with a gain of 600. 

Lydiate Ash 
LABORATORIES 

1101111 ASH NEAR AROMS6ROVE • WORCS. 
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alves and their applications 

DELAYED ACC WITH E/UAF42 

Receivers using AGC 

without delay suffer 

from the disadvantage 

that full output will only 

be obtained with a much 

larger signal input than 

in the case of a similar 

receiver with delay, and 

the overall amplification will appear to be less. 

Delayed AGC may be obtained with various types of two-

diode circuits, but modulation distortion frequently results 

from the loading of the primary of the IF transformer by the 

delayed AGC diode. This disadvantage may be overcome by 

the use of a three-diode circuit in which each diode performs 

its separate function—detection, AGC, and delay. The circuit 

to be described is a modification of this circuit which uses a 

single-diode pentode, the pentode section being the IF 

amplifier valve. While the advantages of coupling the AGC 

diode to the primary of the final IF transformer are lost, the 

circuit avoids modulation distortion and a very satisfactory 

delayed AGC characteristic results. 

FIG.1 

Fig. 1 illustrates a circuit using a UAF42 (or EAF42) diode 

pentode in which the main diode D1 provides the detector 

and AGC voltages while the suppressor is used as an auxiliary 

diode D2 to provide the delay which prevents operation of the 

AGC line until a predetermined signal level is reached. 

The satisfactory operation of the circuit depends on the 

fact that for the E/UAF42 (a) the Ig3/Vg3 characteristic rises 

sharply with increasing suppressor volts and will consequently 

give a well defined delay voltage and (b) the internal resist-

ance of D2 is low (50K Ohm). The suppressor is connected 

through a high resistance R1 to the HT supply and through 

R2 to the AGC line. For small signals, the suppressor will be at 

substantially the same voltage as cathode since the negative 

voltage developed by D1 will be small. D2 will conduct and 

the AGC line voltage will remain constant; as the input signal 

increases, the suppressor will be driven negative, D2 will no 

longer conduct and the AGC line will operate. The magnitude 

of the delay voltage will be determined mainly by the values 

of RI and R3: RI = 22M Ohms, R2 = R3 = 2.2M Ohms, 

HT 170 volts, the delay will be approximately 15 volts. 

INPUT TO F.C. IN mV 
301 I io wo woo 10.000 

25 

20 
VOLTS 
ON 

A.G.C. 10 
LINE 

••• 

21 0 dODEUTTEPCUT T 
5 B O R 

io ABOVE 
0.5 VOLT 

5 

o 
5 

10 20 30 40 50 60 
DETECTOR VOLTS ( PEAK) 

F I G. 

The graph of volts on AGC line against peak detector volts 

(in full line) in Fig. 2 shows that the change in AGC line 

voltage over the range 0 to 15 peak detector volts is only 

0.5 volts compared with 9 volts from 15 to 30 peak detector 

volts. The AGC characteristic for 30% modulation of a 

typical receiver using E/UAF42 is shown (in dotted line) in 

Fig. 2, the delay operates from 0.2 to lmV and the AGC 

characteristic is flat to within 5db from 1 to 1000mV signal. 

Reprints of this report together with additional circuit 
notes can be obtained free of charge from the address 
below. 
MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD., 

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT, 

CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2 

(MVM72) 
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Continents of the Month 

IT is freely admitted that broadcast receivers 
are numbered among the very few articles of 

commerce of which the present supply exceeds 
demand by a considerable margin. The recent 
reduction in purchase tax has apparently done 
little to stimulate buying, and, indeed, the reason 
for reluctance on the part of the general public 
to do so is by no means obvious. Judging by 
the steadily rising licence figures, broadcasting is 
not losing its attraction, and new homes, presum-
ably needing new equipment, are being set up in 
considerable numbers. 
The price of receivers, if we deduct the un-

popular purchase tax, has not risen since 1939 to 
as great an extent as that of most other compar-
able articles. In spite of that, it is widely be-
lieved in wireless circles that high cost is respon-
sible for public apathy, and the view is often 
expressed that there would be a widespread de-
mand for a really cheap set. Those who voice such 
opinions generally add that such a set could best 
be produced by abandoning continuously variable 
tuning in favour of switch selection of three or 
four stations. The advocates of this type of set 
contend that it would be vastly cheaper, and 
would satisfy the needs of the majority; even the 
minority who normally require continuous tuning 
and a good R.F. performance would buy it freely 
as a "second set," especially if the price were 
made sufficiently attractive. 

This question of the cheap set raises many in-
teresting problems, both technical and economic. 
In the first place we doubt very much if a switch-
tuned receiver, of a design suitable for use in all 
areas of the country, would be appreciably 
cheaper than the more-or-less standardized 4+ 
superheterodyne. It might well be more costly. 
Admittedly, a really cheap receiver for use in dis-
tricts where high selectivity is not necessary for 
meeting the simpler requirements could easily be 
devised, but its retail distribution would probably 
introduce many commercial problems. This matter 
of selectivity is the fundamental problem; so far, 
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the most economical solution has been found in 
the conventional superheterodyne. We think; 
however, that the time has come for designers of 
broadcast receivers to explore basically new 
methods of cheapening production. 

audio Equipment of Buildings 

W E welcome the issue, under the agis of the 
Ministry of Works, of a " Draft for Com-

ment" of a British Standard Code of Practice* on 
the equipment of new buildings for broadcast 
soimd and television reception. The recommen-
dations relate mainly to aerial systems, the instal-
lation of which has hitherto been in the nature of 
an afterthought. A number of different types of 
aerials are treated. 
On the broader issue, it is gratifying that the 

code is issued in the form of a " draft for com-
ment," available to any interested member of the 
public who cares to buy it; comments are speci-
fically invited, and will presumably be taken into 
account in the preparation of the final code. This 
is a procedure that might be followed much more 
widely. Standard specifications are being issued at 
a great rate and, however good the qualifications of 
those who prepare them, there is always the risk 
of some glaring error or serious omission, due, 
perhaps, to lack of knowledge on some highly 
specialized aspect of the subject by those respon-
sible. A case arose recently where it was found 
that standardized symbols could not be legibly 
printed by ordinary type-setting methods, with 
the result that the wide adoption of this particu-
lar form of standardization was in jeopardy. This 
is a matter where a great deal of circumspection 
and a fine discrimination is clearly needed. " In 
a multitude of counsellors there is safety," though, 
as some cynic recently added, " there is the prob-
ability of intolerable delay." 

* Broadcast Reception: Sound and Television by 
Radio (Code 327 : 201). British Standards Institu-
tion; 5$. 
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Vibrator Power Packs 
Some Notes on the Principles of Design 

By 

D. A. BELL, M.A., B.Sc.. 

LA RGE numbers of vibrator 
power packs are now being 
used in mobile P.A. and 

V.H.F. equipments for obtaining 
H.T. supply from a lower-voltage 
D.C. source. It therefore seemed 
worth while to collect the results 
of investigations into several 
aspects of vibrator power packs 
which the author has carried out 
at various times. The problems 
can be sub-divided as follows.:— 

(i) The role of the " timing" 
or " buffer" condenser which is 
connected across the transformer 
secondary, and the choice of 
the correct capacitance. 

(ii) Operating conditions of the 
transformer iron and copper with 
approximately square-wave 
currents. 

(iii) Regulation. 
(iv) Suppression of radio inter-

ference or " hash." 
The fixed condenser which is 

connected across the whole of the 
secondary winding is sometimes 
called the " buffer" condenser, 
but in view of its true function it 
is better described as the "timing" 
condenser. The basic circuit of 
a transformer with a self-rectifying 
or synchronous vibrator is shown 
in Fig. 1, and both sides of the 
transformer are wound for double 
voltage and centre-tapped in the 
same way as the secondary of a 
transformer feeding a full-wave 
valve rectifier; but to obtain the 
simplest circuit for theoretical 
analysis we will first replace the 
double-wound transformer and 
vibrator by a single-wound trans-
former and reversing switch, and 
then replace the transformer by 
the equivalent circuit viewed from 
the secondary side. Thus in 
Fig. 2 the battery is assumed to 
be stepped up to the secondary 
voltage, R is the secondary load, 
C the timing condenser and L 
•and r the inductance and resist-
ance of the transformer circuits 
as viewed from the secondary. 

The operation of the vibrator is 
then represented by the periodical 
changing over of the reversing 
switch, and when this opens there 
is a certain current, i, say, 
flowing through the inductance L 
as well as a load current flowing 
through R. The inductance tends 
to maintain this current iL, but 
the load R is disconnected by 
whatever rectifying system is used 
(since the maintenance of iL after 

Fig. r. Circuit of synchronous 
vibrator with transformer and 

"timing" condenser. 

the battery switch is opened 
would require current flow through 
R in a sense opposite to that of 
the main battery current through 
R), and in the absence of the 
condenser C there would be an 
abrupt cessation of the current 
through L, i.e., a large negative 
value of di,/di and hence a high 
voltage. In fact there will always 
be some stray capacitance even if 
no external condenser is fitted, 
so the current iL after the opening 
of the battery circuit flows in an 
oscillatory circut, L, r, C; and 
if there were no losses (r = o) 
conservation of energy would 
require the condenser to be 
charged to a peak voltage V, 
such that 

jCV2,= .. (1) 
In the particular case of a trans-

former supplying a small radio 
set with 5o mA at 300 V, if the 
secondary inductance is 30 H, 
the stray capacitance is o.00 »F. 
and the " magnetizing current" 
= io mA, equation ( I) will 

give V, = 1740 V. approx. This 
is the secondary voltage " spike " 
which in the absence of losses 
would occur under incorrect 
operating conditions and would 

break down any insulation de-
signed for the normal 300 volts 
working. 
No suppose that the capacity 

across the secondary is increased 
by adding an external condenser. 
The peak voltage is reduced 
according to the square root of 
the capacitance, since from equa-

tion ( 1), V, = and at the 
same time the period of oscillation 
is increased as the square root 
of the capacitance. Considering 
only a single break of the circuit, 
the effect of adding capacitance is 
to change the waveform from 
curve (i) to curve (ii) of Fig. 3(a). 
In practice the vibrator contacts 
re-close in the opposite polarity 
shortly after opening, so ideally 
the voltage waveform should be 
as shown in Fig. 3(b), and the 
problem is to produce a rate of 
voltage change during the " con-
tacts open" part of the cycle 
which will fit as smoothly as 

= E CI 

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of vibra-
tor and transformer. 

possible into the " contacts 
closed " parts. This will occur if 
the point marked X in Fig. 3(a), 
curve (ii), which corresponds to 
— 300 V., also corresponds in the 
time scale to the instant of re-
closing of the vibrator contacts. 
Fig. 4 shows idealized waveforms 

for limited variations of condenser 
capacitance about the correct 
value, and Fig. 5 shows tracings 
from oscilloscope pictures obtained 
in practice with different sizes 
of condenser. Clearly the timing 
conditions will be least critical 
if the point X in Fig. 3(a) occurs 
near the (negative) crest of the 
free oscillation of voltage, where 
the rate of change of voltage with 
time is small; but in the absence 
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of dissipation the reverse-voltage 
peak would fall to the working 
voltage only when the condenser 
was so large as to make the 
oscillation period of the same 
order as the whole period of the 
vibrator cycle, i.e. the transfer 
of the inductive energy to the 
condenser would take as long as 
its accumulation in the induct-
ance. With the small condenser 
required for correct timing, there-
for, the voltage is likely to be 
still rising at the instant of 
vibrator contact closure, though 
the presence of iron and copper 
losses in the circuit reduces the 
amplitude of free oscillation. 
One firm manufacturing vibra-

tors has suggested including a 
resistance in series with the 
timing condenser, presumably in 
order to provide additional damp-
ing for this purpose, but it is 
more usual for the damping to 
be light enough for the voltage 
to over-swing appreciably, and 
correct timing is relied upon to 
give the appropriate voltage for 
re-closing the contacts. For a 
given time of change-over of 
vibrator contacts, the value of 
capacitance C which is required 
is inversely proportional to the 
transformer inductance L. 
Now in any given iron-cored 

transformer the inductance L 
will usually vary inversely with the 
flux density, and therefore in-
versely with the input voltage. It 
follows that if the timing capaci-

+300V (a) 

„ix / 300V 

( II ) WITH SUITABLE 
—I 740V I I CAPACITY ON SECONDARY 
APPROX. 

( I ) WITH VERY SMALL 
CAPACITY ON 
SECONDARY 

TRANSIT TIME OF 
VIBRATOR CONTACTS 

(b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Effect of secondary 
capacitance on voltage waveform 
for a single break. (b) Ideal voltage 
waveform for break and re-make 

tance is initially set to be correct 
at nominal input voltage (e.g. 
12 volts from a 6-cell lead-acid 
accumulator), it will be too small 
when the transformer inductance 
falls on high input voltage (e.g. 
05 volts with battery on charge) 
and too large on low input voltage 
(e.g. 0(0.8 volts from a discharged 
battery). Since too small a 
capacitance can give rise to 
dangerous over-voltages on the 
transformer secondary, but too 
large a condenser causes little 
more than a slight loss of efficiency 
the timing condenser should al-
ways be chosen of value appropri-
ate to the highest input voltage 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 4. Theoretical waveforms for 
different condenser values ; (a) too 

(b) correct, (c) too large. 

likely to be met, not to the mean or 
nominal input voltage. 

If the condenser is too large, 
giving a waveform of the type 
of (c) in Figs. 4 and 5, the con-
denser is abruptly charged to the 
new voltage when the contacts 
re-close, but since the energy from 
the inductance will not all have 
been transferred to the condenser, 
the residue of the inductive energy 
should be transferred back to the 
battery. Small upward pulses of 
primary voltage have been detec-
ted under such conditions, but 
according to a moving-coil am-
meter there is no saving of mean 
battery current. In fact, the 
capacitance value for minimum 
mean battery current corresponds 
very closely with the value which 
gives waveform (b) of Figs. 4 and 
5 ; and although it is desirable to 
check the waveform oscillo-

graphically, the condenser size 
can in an emergency be adjusted 

r 1 
( i) 

(e) 

Fig. 5. Observed waveforms 
corresponding to Fig. 4. 

for minimum input current. An 
open-circuit timing condenser 
makes the transformer behave like 
a short circuit, even if no per-
manent damage is caused, and this 
is presumably due to the secondary 
voltage surges setting up a con-
tinuous arc across the vibrator 
contacts. 

Provided that the timing con-
denser is of sufficient capacitance 
to give correct timing with the 
transformer in question at maxi-
mum input voltage, there appears 
to be no reason why it should have 
any exceptionally high voltage 
rating: it is never likely to receive 
a voltage more than so per cent 
above the amplitude of the square 
wave on the transformer secondary. 
On the other hand, it is working 
under A.C. conditions, and must 
be capable of handling a small 
amount of current. The change-
over time of a vibrator is, in very 
round figures, i millisecond; and 
if we take a condenser of 0.02 
reversing its charge from 300 
to — 300 volts, the current can 
be found as the change of charge 
divided by the time during which 
it occurs, and comes out to 12 mA. 
This should not cause any trouble. 
The simplified form of the 

voltage wave of a typical vibrator 
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Vibrator Power Packs— 
transformer is illustrated at (a) 
in Fig. 6. This is drawn to scale 
for a vibrator with contact closure 

(a) 

(b 

/ 

VOLTAGE 

FLUX 

VOLTAGE 
rÁ• 

N ÁV FLUX 
‘, 

Fig. 6. Voltage and flux wave-
forms. (a) Vibrator, 80 0, time 
efficiency. ( b) Perfect square wave. 

time of 40 per cent each way, i.e. 
each contacts-open period is io 
per cent of the complete cycle. 
Since the voltage per turn is 
proportional to the rate of change 
of flux, E0 = 50 -2. d0/dl, the 
flux may be determined by inte-
grating the observed voltage: 

= I081Eoe 

By carrying out the integration 
of the voltage waveform for a 
vibrator-driven transformer (full 
line in Fig. 6a) the flux waveform 
is obtained, as shown dotted; and 
for the sake of comparison the 
pure square wave of equal ampli-
tude and its integral have been 
plotted in Fig. 6(b). Since the 
flux is the integral of the voltage, 
the maximum flux is less in Fig. 
6(a) than in Fig. 6(b) in the same 
ratio as the mean arithmetic 
value of voltage is less in Fig. 6(a) 
i.e. by a factor of ( 5 — x/2) where 
x is the fraction of the cycle for 
which the vibrator contacts are 
open. (x = 0.2 in Fig. 6a). 

It might be thought that since 
the primary circuit is broken 
during the period of voltage 
reversal, and the primary current 
is then zero, the magnetomotive 
force and the flux would also be 
zero. But in fact the flux is 
maintained, as shown, by the 
secondary current which is flowing 
into the timing condenser. 
Now the flux 0 is the product 

of the area A of core section and 
the flux density B, so that 

B — 502 f Edt + Bo .. (2) 
NA 

where N is the number of turns 
in the winding across which E is 
measured, and Bo is the value of 
B at t = o. Since a half-period of 
the vibrator cycle covers the 
reversal of the flux from a maxi-
mum in one direction to a maxi-
mum in the other, the flux change 
corresponding to the integration 
of E over half the period T of the 
vibrator is equal to twice the 
maximum flux: 

108 T 

2B . = f NA 0 

E is constant over a half wave of 
the square wavefeem of Fig. 6(b), 
so that 213... = 5o2ET/2NA and 
writing T = 5/f where f is the 
vibrator frequency in c/s., and 
— x is the " time efficiency." 

(5o2E/4ANf) (5 —x/2) . . (4) 
A transformer operating on a 
sinusoidal voltage of R.M.S. value V 
would have Bo,..= 5o2V/4•44ANÍ; 
so that comparing D.C. input 
voltage with R.M.S. alternating 
voltage, the transformer fed 
through a vibrator will run at 
55 per cent higher flux density 
than it would if fed with a sinu-
soidal voltage of the same nominal 
magnitude. (If one compared 
the D.C. voltage with the peak 
value of a sinusoidal voltage, the 
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Fig. 7. Typical input-output char-
acteristic of vibrator transformer. 

ratio would be increased to 5.57 : 
and this comparison is relevant if 
the transformer with sinusoidal 
input feeds a rectifier with con-
denser-input filter, the D.C. output 
of which on no-load is equal to the 
peak voltage from the trans-
former.) 

Having determined the flux 
density, the iron loss can now be 
considered. It is, unfortunately, 
a characteristic of vibrator trans-
formers that their efficiency is 
usually about 6o per cent to 70 
per cent instead of the oo per cent 
which one might expect from a 
small transformer working on 
sinusoidal supply. A plot of 
output power versus input power 
shows that an appreciable part of 
the loss is constant and may be 
regarded as the open-circuit or 
magnetising-current loss. An 
analysis of the power input at full 
load to the transformer respon-
sible for the graph of Fig. 7 was as 
follows : 

Output power ... 
Open-circuit losses 
Vibrator contact losses ... 
Secondary copper loss ... 
Primary copper loss ... 

9.03 watts 
1.4 
0.93 
0.37 
0.11 

1.9 

11.84 „ 
Total input power ... 12.2 
Balance of loss un-
accounted for ... ... 0.36 119 

The vibrator contact losses were 
checked both by measuring the 
voltage drop across the contacts 
oscillographically and by observ-
ing the temperature rise of the 
vibrator when handling current. 
The temperature rise was cali-
brated in terms of the constant 
power dissipated in the vibrator 
driving coil, and since a vibrator 
with independent drive circuit 
was used the driving power was 
the same with or without load 
current on the contacts. The 
open-circuit losses are the biggest 
item, and since there can be little 
loss in the timing condenser they 
must be mainly iron loss. The 
genuineness of this dissipation is 
confirmed by the fact that if the 
timing condenser is removed the 
peak voltage does not rise to the 
extent indicated by calculations 
based on equation ( 5). 
According to elementary theory, 

the hysteresis loss should depend 
only on the maximum flux density 
and the frequency of repetition of 
the hysteresis loop, and should 
therefore be the same for a square 
wave as for a sinusoidal wave df 
the same frequency and B.x. 
Eddy-current loss is usually 
assumed to be based on an ex-
pression of the type E2/R where R 
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is the resistance of the path round 
which the eddy current flows and 
E, the E.M.F. driving this current, 
is proportional to flux density and 
frequency, so that the loss increases 
as the square of the frequency. 
E is also assumed to be propor-
tional to a uniform flux density, 
and therefore to have the same 
waveform as the transformer 
input voltage. The mean-square 
value averaged over a quasi-
square wave such as Fig. 6(a) is 
nearer to the peak value than is 
the mean-square of a sinusoidal 
wave; and therefore for a given 
maximum flux density, E2/R will 
be greater the more nearly the 
vibrator waveform approaches 
a perfect square wave. By inte-
gration of the actual trap. zoidal 
wave, one can calculate the 
average value of E2/R in terms of 
the proportion of the complete 
cycle time for which the contacts 
are closed on one side or the other, 
and compare the ratio of mean-
square-voltage to maximum-
voltage-squared with the similar 
ratio for a sinusoidal voltage, 
which is 0.5. 

rapid, as shown by Fig. 8 which 
is based on handbook2 figures 
for transformer sheet of o.or4in 
thickness. The vibrator wave-
fo,rm can be approximated by 
the limited series 

4 E = -E0(sin pt + ---sin 3pt 
IT 3 

+ —sin 5pt) 
5 

where Eo is its peak amplitude. 
The mean-square value of the 
wave is equal to the sum of the 
mean squares of the harmonic 
components (since the product 
terms of two components of 
different frequency vanish when 
averaged over the cycle) and for 
this series is of magnitude 0.935 Eo. 
If in a particular case Eo corres-
ponds to the flux density for 
which Fig. 8 was plotted (9,000 
gauss) and the vibrator frequency 
is ioo c/s, the total iron loss for 
this material should be 

W (W 100 + — W:100 1 —W500) 

where the W's represent the losses 
at the various frequencies. From 

Contacts-closed 
time, per cent 

-02/E2.«, 
for vibrator 

2 x 35 
2 x 40 
2 x 45 
2 x 50 

0.8 
0.87 
0.93 
1.0 

for vibrator  

E2/E2 for sinusoid 

1.6 
1.73 
1.86 
2.0 

Thus even with a perfect vibra-
tor having contacts-closed time 
of 2X 50 = roo per cent and 
transit time zero, the increase 
of eddy-current loss on this basis 
would be only 2 : r for a given 
maximum flux density and it 
would be about 1.7 : r for the 
average practical value of vibrator 
closure time. This is not enough 
to account for the observed iron 
loss. But it is generally known 
that the iron loss in a transformer 
increases with frequency more 
rapidly than can be accounted 
for by an increase of the measured 
hysteresis loss linearly with fre-
quency and a calculated eddy-
current loss. It has been sug-
gestedi that the additional increase 
of loss with frequency l, due to 
distortion of the flux waveform 
within the body of the core; 
but whatever the cause, the 
increase of loss with frequency is 

Fig. 8 this leads to W 

4.4 To ±-(o.85 -F — = 5.5 watts/lb 
3 5 

or about six times the loss for a 
roo c/s sinusoid of the same B ro„„ 
as the square wave. This agrees 
qualitatively with the observed 
losses, but should not be regarded 
as quantitatively true because 
the loss mechanism is probably 
non-linear with amplitude and 
this will invalidate the addition 
of the effects of the component 
frequencies. 

In addition to the effect of 
secondary c9pper loss, the mean 
output voltage is less than the 
product of effective primary volt-

F. Brailsford, " Investigation of the Eddy-
Current Anomaly in Electrical Sheet Steels," 
,/./.E.E., Part II, Feb. 1948, Vol. 95, p. 38. 

" Standard Handbook for Electrical En-
gineers," ( 7th Edition). Edited by A. E. 
Knowlton, McGraw Hill Book Co., 1941. 

age and turns ratio: because of 
the intervals when the vibrator 
contacts are open. If x is the 
fraction of the cycle for which 
the contacts are open, the mean 
output voltage when feeding a 
resistance load would be ( r — 
and correspondingly the current 
in the windings when the contacts 
are closed would be io /( 1 — x) 
where jo is the mean output 
current. The regulation is there-
fore increased by a factor i/ (r — x). 
The maximum squared current is 
increased by (r — x) -2, but it 
flows for a fractional time i — x 
only, so that the mean squared 
current and therefore the copper 
loss is increased by a factor 

— x) only. 
In the practical case, with a 

reservoir condenser connected 
across the rectified output, the 
conditions are slightly less favour-
able, because the loss of charge 
during contacts-open periods tends 
to cause an initial peak of cur-
rent when the contacts close; 
but this is not very serious 
since the variation in condenser 
voltage is usually less than 5 
per cent. 
The fraction of the cycle for 

which contacts are closed is 
commonly known as the " time 
efficiency" of the vibrator. It 
has no direct relationship to the 
output/input power ratio of the 
complete equipment, but a high 
"time efficiency" is useful for 
the following reasons :— 

(i) It reduces the size of 
" buffer " or timing capacitor 
required. 

(ii) By bringing the mean out-
put voltage nearer to the peak 
voltage it lowers slightly the 
maximum flux density, so reducing 
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Vibrator Power Packs— 
iron losses, and at the same time 
it rechkes the ratio of R.M.S. to 
mean currents in the windings. 
The interruption of the current 

from battery to transformer pri-
mary by the vibrator contacts 
produces a series of discontinuities 
which can be represented by 
Fourier series extendingthroughout 
the radio-frequency band. As-
suming a periodic time of ro 
milliseconds (loo c/s) the circuit is 
likely to be broken in a time of 
less than o. m-sec; with a pri-
mary current of 5 amperes this 
phenomenon may be described 
as a rate of change of current of 
50,000 amperes per second, which 
perhaps suggests some radio inter-
ference. The secondary contacts 
of a self-rectifying or synchronous 
vibrator cause relatively less 
interference, partly because of the 
smaller current and partly because 
the timing condenser reduces the 
steepness of the wave-front. 
The best method of suppressing 

the interference depends on the 
particular frequency band which 

_ J 

INPUT 

able dimensions is not very low. 
Therefore, the volt-drop limita-
tions require that the minimum 

000` 
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and (b) better cooling of the 
transformer, but if the trans-
former is to be hermetically 
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Fig. zo. Filtering of individual vibrator contacts is practicable at high 
radio frequencies. 

number of filter stages should be 
used; and by completely screen-
ing the vibrator and transformer, 
only two leads need be filtered, the 
live battery lead to the primary 
and the H.T. + outgoing lead, 
of which the battery lead will 
probably need a 2-stage filter but 
the H.T. lead only a single stage, 
as indicated in Fig. 9. If filament 

(directly - heated) 
types of valve 
are used in the 
equipment, care 
must be taken 
to avoid the 
injection of low-
frequency ripple 
into the filament 
circuits via the 
impedance of any 
common battery 
leads, and it may 
even be necessary 
to include a fur-
ther stage of low-
frequency filtering 
in the lead to the 
valve filaments. 
Where only 

the higher fre-
quencies are 
involved, e.g. in 
V. H. F. equi p-
ment, adequate 
attenuation can 
be obtained with 

filter coils of low D.C. resistance. 
It is then feasible to insert filters 
directly in the leads to all vibrator 
contacts, and so avoid the neces-
sity for enclosing the transformer 
also in a screen. An arrangement 
of this type is illustrated in Fig. 1o. 
The advantages of eliminating the 
screen round the transformer are 
(a) easier wiring and assembly 

+ H.T. 

Fig. 9. Typical filtering 
of vibrator power pack 
for low radio frequencies. 

is to be protected. In general, 
suppression is more difficult at 
the lower frequencies, and one of 
the worst cases is a receiver 
which has to cover the long-wave 
broadcast band. At such fre-
quencies it is difficult to make a 
choke of high R.F. impedance but 
low D.C. resistance, and the 
reactance of a condenser of reason-

TO I.H. VALVE 
HEATERS 

TO D.H. VALVE 
FILAMENTS 

sealed for tropicalization it might 
as well be screened by the same 
enclosure. 

This article originated in work 
which was carried out in the 
Research Laboratories of A. C. 
Cossor, Ltd., in 1945-6. 
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Leaflet describing Superspeed 
Special" cored solder for use in the 
radio and electrical industries, from 
H. J. Enthoven and Sons, 15-18, Lime 
Street, London, E.C.3. 

Publication No. 27 dealing with 
" Co-ax" articulated R.F. cables, in-
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high-power transmission lines, from. 
Transradio, Ltd., 138A, Cromwell Road, 
London, S.W.7. 

Catalogue of T.M.C. Capacitors for 
telecommunications, electro - medical 
and industrial applications, from the 
Telephone Manufacturing Co., St. Mary 
Cray, Orpington, Kent. 

Pamphlet describing a commercially 
built version of the " Williamson " am-
plifier described in Wireless World, 
April and May, 1947, from Radio 
Trades Mfg. Company, 141, Little 
Ealing Lane, London, W.5. 

Leaflet describing a new range of 12-
and 18-way switches from Taylor Elec-
trical Instruments, Ltd., 419, Montrose 
Avenue, Slough, Bucks. 

Loudspeaker Cone Assemblies 
1 .0 facilitate the rapid repair of 

damaged loudspeakers, A. W. F. 
Radio Products, Sharpe Street, 
Bradford, can supply diaphragms, 
centring spiders, cardboard fixing 
segments, etc., to fit the principal 
commercial types. Diaphragms are 
supplied in cartons of iz in various 
assortments and prices range from 
48s to 96s per carton. Instructions 
for fitting the cones are included. 
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The Synchrodyne 
Selectivity Without Tuned Circuits 

By -CATHODE RAY" 

'LAST month 1 tried to show that 

4 changing, 
, b frequencyeating,  

h de-
tection, rectification, etc., were 
all fundamentally the same—the 
results of alternating currents in 
non-linear circuit elements. In-
variably there is the production of 
new frequencies, and the name 
that one calls the process depends 
mainly on which of these frequen-
cies one has a use for. Admittedly 
'there are differences in the practi-
cal details, and one of them—the 
difference between the so-called 

Fig. r. With a simple additive 
detector and no tuning, there 
is no selectivity, because every 
programme received is sub-

ject to its non-linearity. 

additive and multiplicative 
methods—is important. In both 
methods the modulating signal 
varies the slope of the modulator 
characteristic, but in the additive 
method it does it as a fellow pas-
senger (not necessarily left-wing, 
though it often should be to avoid 
grid current!) and is liable to be 
modulated itself, whereas in the 
multiplicative method it does so, 
as it were, from its own private 
control room, shielded from per-
sonal risk. 
Where in this co-ordinated 

scheme of things, one may ask, 
fits the receiver system known as 
the synchrodyne,* developed 
mainly by Dr. D. G. Tucker of 
the G.P.O. ? It appears in some 
ways to be revolutionary, notably 
in requiring no tuning circuits 
other than an oscillator, and yet 
providing exceptionally high 
selectivity. 
To see how this remarkable 

feature is possible, consider why 
tuning is necessary in the ordinary 

• Ekcironic Engineering, March, ro47. 

receiver. Imagine an aerial con-
nected direct or via an untuned 
amplifier to a detector of the recti-
fier type, such as a crystal, as in 
Fig. r. All signals picked up by 
the aerial are applied indiscrimin-
ately to the detector. Generally 
they would include an assortment 
of broadcast transmissions. Since 
the sidebands constituting, say, a 
variety programme are excessively 
complicated, let us simplify 
matters by supposing that all the 
stations ans doing their morning 
tuning notes, and that for identifi-
cation these notes are all different. 
Then each carrier wave is escorted 
by two side waves differing from 
it in frequency by one of these 
audible frequencies. The top part 
of Fig. 2 represents the transmis-
sions in part of the broadcast band 
in the form of a spectrum. Each 
of the upright lines represents by 
its position a transmitted fre-
quency and by its height the re-
ceived strength. The non-linearity 
of the detector will cause every 
frequency to modulate every 
other; so even with our simplify-
ing assumption there will be a 
glorious mix-up. The ± frequen-
cies due to intermodulation be-
tween different stations' transmis-
sions will, in general, 
be above audibility; 
but every carrier 
wave will beat with 
its own side waves, 

(a) 

(s) 

III I 

FREQUENCY SCALE 

II 

so the tuning note of every station 
within range will be made audible. 
When their programmes come on, 
all will be heard at once; which 
is just what one would expect cf 
a receiver with no selectivity. 

Fig. 3. The simplest synchrodyne, 
for comparison 
with Fig. r. 

Suppose now we substitute a 
multiplicative detector for the 
additive one. Although a triode-
hexode (Fig. 3) is not the best for 
the purpose, it is the most 
familiar, so will do very well for 
explanation. The important 
thing is that the hexode section 
should work on as nearly as pos-
sible a linear part of its control-
grid characteristic, otherwise it 
would act more or less in the same 

SELECTED CARRIER 
& SIDE FREQUENCIES 

ADJACENT 
CHANNEL 

ADJACENT 
CHANNEL 

OTHER CARRIERS 
& SIDE FREQUENCIES 

\1/4 
%) 

INAUDIBLE (SUPERSONIC) ....\..._ 
DIFFERENCE  .././. n---- MODULATING FREQUENCY 

FREQUENCIES AUDIBLE (A(CZCEERFOT)E0) —'" 

•. (VERY HIGH: FILTERED OUTIll  

Fig. 2. Part of a broadcast frequency band. Each of the groups of three 
lines on level (a) represents a carrier wave and a single pair of side fre-
quencies ; the single vertical line on scale (b) (which can be shifted 
horizontally by the tuning control) represents the oscillator frequency in a 
synchrodyne. Between them is shown the various zones of difference 
frequencies produced when (b) modulates (a). They move along with (b). 
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The Synehrodyne— 
way as Fig. r. Since this is an 
imaginary receiver, it is as easy to 
imagine it to be perfectly linear 
as anything else. On that assump-
tion, no new frequencies can be 
formed; and as all those coming 
in from the aerial are radio fre-
quencies there is complete silence. 
Now start the triode oscillating. 

It varies the slope and amplifica-
tion of the hexode sinusoidally, 
modulating all the incoming 
signals and forming ± frequencies 
with them all, as I explained last 
month. Whereas the slope of the 
rectifier characteristic in Fig. i is 
varied at all the incoming frquen-
cies, so that they all modulate one 
another, in Fig. 3 the right of 
modulation is strictly reserved to 
itself by the oscillator frequency. 
When that frequency is adjusted 

to be exactly the same as the 
carrier frequency of one of the 
broadcasting stations, as shown in 
the lower part of Fig. 2, the differ-
ence between it and that carrier 
is (obviously !) zero, so is in-
audible. The difference between 
it and the side frequencies from 
that station is, of course, its tun-
ing note, so that is made audible. 
The difference between it and any 
of the other stations' carrier waves 

modulation frequencies of the 
wanted station may then suffer. 
But compare that with any 

orthodox receiver, where to cut 
out this adjacent-channel inter-
ference it is necessary to use R.F. 
bandpass filters. Even the best 
designs tend to cut the wanted 
modulation at a considerably 
lower frequency than the inter-
ference, while if they are very 
beautifully aligned to give excep-
tionally good results they all the 
more easily drift out of adjust-
ment. An audio filter can be 
made with better characteristics 
and has practically no tendency to 
lose them. 
Looking at Fig. 3 you may have 

thought it seemed remarkably like 
a superhet, except for the lack of 
tuning. If so, it is all the easier 
for me to say that in principle it 
is a very extreme case of super-
het. Only it isn't the " super" 
that is extreme; quite the con-
trary, for " super" here has no 
connection with the enthusiastic 
exclamation " It's super ! " but 
is an abbreviation for " super-
sonic"—" above audibility." In 
Fig. 4, where again there is a 
horizontal scale of frequeíicy (not 
very uniform this time, I'm 
afraid), the line (a) carries a 

dii 

41161,1111611, 
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Fig. 4. Spectrum (a) represents a typical broadcast transmission as 
received, and as applied to the detector in a straight set ; (b) the same after 
the frequency-changer in a superhet ; and (c) after the modulator in a 

synchrodyne. 

or sidebands is generally too high 
to be audible; except that those 
immediately next to it in fre-
quency (the "adjacent channels") 
may be only 9 or ro kc/s differ-
ent, so if they are strong enough 
a heterodyne note of that fre-
quency will be heard, together 
with lower but generally more 
transient notes due to the nearer 
sidebands. If these are annoying, 
then the low-pass filter used for 
disposing of the R.F. by-products 
must be adjusted to cut off at a 
lower frequency and the highest 

spectrum representing an incom-
ing broadcast on (for example) 
i,000 kc/s. The more compli-
cated sidebands show that it is 
transmitting something more in-
teresting than a single note. In a 
straight set, all the tuning circuits 
have to be adjustable to select 
such a band, which is very 
narrow, anywhere out of the whole 
frequency scales provided. In a 
superhet the ,oscillator frequency 
is adjustable to make one set of 
difference frequencies come into 
line with the fixed-tuned I.F. 

amplifier, as indicated on line (b). 
The nearer the oscillator frequency 
is to the incoming frequency, the 
lower the I.F. In the synchrodyne 
the oscillator frequency is adjusted 
so near to the incoming carrier 
frequency that it actually coin-
cides with it, making the " I.F." 
zero, as shown on line (c). The 
sidebands are, as before, arrayed 
on each side. 
But how can one of them be 

arrayed beyond zero, in what is 
presumably a zone of negative 
frequency ? We came up against 
this entertaining little question 
last month, and once more I am 
going to ask, you to postpone it 
for a while and in the meantime 
just to regard them as frequencies, 
without any + or — . 
The important point is that 

whereas in the straight set and 
superhet all the frequencies are 
supersonic and have to be " de-
tected " by some non-linear 
device which sets up audible beat 
notes between carrier and side-
bands, in the synchrodyne they 
are already in the A.F. band and 
no detector is needed. 
An interfering station with a 

a carrier spaced 9 kc / s from s ,000 
kc/s is less than r per cent 
different in frequency, so it is 
difficult to make a variable-
frequency filter cover the 
wanted sidebands evenly, and 
then cut off sharply to exclude 
such a near neighbour. In the 
superhet the separation is in-
creased to 2 per cent and the filter 
tuning does not have to be varied, 
so the problem is eased. In the 
synchrodyne, the adjacent carrier 
is as much as 8b per cent higher 
in frequency than (say) 5 kc/s 
wanted sidebands; or looking at 
it another way, the synchrodyne 
filter can be made to accept 
wanted sidebands much closer to 
an interfering adjacent channel 
than either straight or superhet 
receivers. 

Incidentally, what is really the 
same scheme has been suggested 
for getting round the general diffi-
culty of making filters with very 
narrow pass bands. f The signals 
are frequency-changed to bring 
the desired band down to the 
region of 'zero; a simple low-pass 
filter is used to cut out all the 
others; and the remaining ones 
can then, if desired, be trans-

t N. F. Barber, Wireless Engineer, May, 1947, 
p. 132. 
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ported back to their original fre-
quencies. The synchrodyne is the 
same thing without the transport-
ing back. Or in other words it is 
a " superhet" in which the fre-
quency changer changes the 
frequency direct to audio instead 
of first to an intermediate fre-
quency. 

Fig. 3, as I implied, is a highly 
theoretical sort of synchrodyne, 
imagined solely for explaining the 
basic principle. To make the idea 
work in practice it has to be elab-
orated. The two main things are 
the oscillator and the modulator. 
Taking the oscillator first; it is 
obvious that the whole plan de-
pends on its frequency being 
adjusted and kept exactly the 
same as the carrier frequency of 
the wanted station. The slightest 
difference would cause a loud 
heterodyne note, reminiscent of 
the dark ages of wireless. One 
possible solution is to use the car-
rier wave itself as the modulating 
oscillation. But to do that it 
would be necessary to have an 
extremely selective tuner, vari-
able over all the reception bands, 
to pick the carrier out; which 
would destroy most of the attrac-
tiveness of the synchrodyne for 
broadcast reception. Something 
like this has been used under the 
name of " exalted-carrier " recep-
tion, for working on fixed com-
mercial frequencies, to counteract 
distortion due to fading of the 
carrier wave. 
A more convenient idea is to 

make use of the fact that an oscil-
lator automatically falls into step 
with another oscillation on nearly 
the same frequency. This fact 
was more generally familiar in the 
days of receivers with reaction 
controls. If such a receiver was 
brought to the oscillating condi-
tion and tuned around, the hetero-
dyne whistle due to an incoming 
carrier wave grew lower in pitch 
as exact tuning was approached, 
but instead of declining steadily 
to zero, as indicated by the dotted 
line in Fig. 5, it generally fell 
suddenly to it and remained silent 
over an appreciable span 'of the 
tuning control until it emerged 
suddenly at the other side. This 
" silent space" was the range of 
oscillator tuning within which its 
own free-running frequency was 
under the overriding influence of 
the carrier wave. 
By having the incoming signal 

coupled to the oscillator, the syn-
chrodyne is locked in synchronism 
against a reasonable amount of 
inaccurate tuning or drift. Within 
those limits, drift causes some 
variation in volume, but except at 
very high frequencies or with a 
bad oscillator that is not a very 
serious trouble. 
The important thing is that, 

unlike what happens with the 
ordinary highly-selective receiver, 
slight mistuning of the synchro-

o 4 Jt 

3 

2 

o  
-5 

all the time and in 99.9 per 
cent of homes nearly all the 
time, people listen to one of 
two or three stations. But for 
the sake of the small minority of 
ether-searchers, the patient Brit-
ish public are condemned to grind 
away at the old tuning knob every 
time they want to change between 
home and Light, and have to 
carry out the skilled operation of 
setting the control accurately to 
the carrier-wave frequency. It is 

no t surprising 
that the accuracy 
is often poor, and 
the quality of re-
production corre-
spondingly poor. 
What nearly 
everybody wants 
most of the time 
is a switch or set 
of buttons for in-
stantly selecting 
any of the usual 
programmes, 
with continuous 
tuning as an op-
tional extra for 
those ”Who care to 
pay for it. 

Assuming then that tuning is 
carried out in what, for ordinary 
needs, is the common-sense way, 
and not the archaic way still com-
monly provided, the synchrodyne 
howl need never be heard. Al-
though the synchrodyne is feasible 
for long-range reception, especially 
if preceded by a superhet section, 
it seems to me that its natural 
role is as a high-quality local-
station receiver with switch tun-
ing. There is then no need to 
spoil its sweet simplicity by hav-
ing to provide elaborate R.F. 
amplification to bring the weaker 
carriers up to oscillator-control 
strength, or means to prevent the 
stronger signals from overstepping 
the linearity of the modulator. 
That brings us to the modula-

tor. A triode-hexode is possible, 
but not very suitable, because the 
carrier voltage needed to syn-
chronize the oscillator section is 
of the order of ten times larger 
than the maximum that can be 
allowed at the control grid if per-
ceptible intermodulation is to be 
avoided; which means that a car-
rier amplifier is desirable. Dr. 
Tucker favours one of the 
balanced rectifier types of modu-
lator, such as the one shown in 
Fig. 6. The arrows show the direc-

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OSCILLATOR'S "FREE" FREQUENCY 
AND INJECTED FREQUENCY 

S kcis 

Fig. 5. The dotted line illustrates how an 
oscillator can be " tuned to zero beat " with 
another if the other is not coupled to it. When 
coupled it falls in step over a range of frequency 
(the " silent space ") whose width depends on 

the closeness of coupling. 

dyne causes no appreciable varia-
tion in quality of reproduction. 
As Dr. Tucker has shown, the 

synchronized oscillator is a very 
selective device, for the other fre-
quencies present in the control 
circuit have negligible effect un-
less they are very strong or very 
close in frequency. As regards the 
former, it is not much trouble to 
provide a moderate amount of 
tuned-circuit selectively as a pro-
tection against relatively strong 
interference. The point to notice 
is that this selectivity is used in 
the synchronizing circuit, not in 
the main signal circuit, so has no 
effect on fidelity. And the influ-
ence of very close frequencies, 
such as those in the sidebands of 
the station being received, can be 
minimized by reducing the coup-
ling to the oscillator. 
During the process of tuning 

from one station to another, the 
loùd heterodyne whistles are an 
unpleasant feature. At least, they 
are with the continuously-variable 
method of tuning, which is the 
only one provided in most broad-
cast receivers, notwithstanding 
that it is quite unsuited to the 
listening habits of the vast 
majority of people. I estimate 
that in 90 per cent of homes 
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The Synehrodyne— 
tion of current during one half-
cycle of the modulating signal 
from the synchronized oscillator. 
You will see that it balances out 
in both input and output circuits, 
so does not interfere directly with 
them. 
What it does do is to make the 

resistance of rectifiers A and B 
low and C and D high, so that the 
output is connected one way 
round to the input. In the next 
modulating half-cycle the situa-
tion is reversed, and so are the 
input-to-output connections. The 
frequency of the carrier wave in 
the input is, of course, the same 
as that of the modulating signal. 

Fig. 6. One type of bridge modulator used in syn-
chrodynes, showing 
the direction of 
modulating current 
\ during one 

half - cycle. 

MCDULATING 'I--
OSCILLATION 

What happens to it depends on 
their relative phases. If ,it is in 
phase, the carrier is full-wave 
rectified, giving a D.C. (plus car-
rier harmonics) output in one 
direction, Fig. 7 (a) ; while if the 
phase difference is 9o° the change-
over in polarity of the carrier 
occurs half-way through each 
half-cycle of the modulating sig-
nal, and cancels out, giving no 
output. 
The last point is an interesting 

one, because if the phase can be 
controlled accurately enough the 
synchrodyne principle can be used 
to reject a signal completely. 
At intermediate phases, the 

D.C. attains intermediate ampli-
tudes; which- is the cause of the 
volume declining when the oscil-
lator is tending to pull out of syn-
chronism. If there are strong ten-
dencies of this kind, as there 
would be when receiving short 
waves, it is a good thing to em-
ploy something like A.F.C. (auto-
matic frequency correction) to 
keep the synchronization steady. 
So much for the receiver car-

rier. What about the sidebands? 
Each frequency in these is slightly 

o 
o 
pOUTPUT 
o 

different from the carrier fre-
quency, so there is a progres-
sively increasing phase difference 
between them, amounting to one 
whole cycle for every cycle of the 
audio frequency. During that 
cycle the component of output 
due to the side frequency first 
adds to the carrier D.C., then 
declines to zero, reverses, grows 
to a maximum in opposition to 
the D.C., declines, reverses, and 
completes the cycle with a maxi-
mum, Fig. 7 (b). The addition 
of this to the D.C. due to the 
carrier is shown at (c). In words, 
the output reproduces the modu-
lation of the received programme. 
This is where one can take another 

look at the vector 
diagram, Fig. 7 
(d), in which the 
observer is sup-
posed to be rotat-
ing with the vec-
tors at the same 
speed as the carrier 
vector so that it 
appears stationary, 
with the sideband 
vectors rotating in 
opposite directions. 
In Fig. 7 the modu-
lating signal does 
this slowing down 

for us, rather like a stroboscope, 
converting the R.F. carrier into 
D.C. and each pair of R.F. side 
waves into a + and — A.F. vector 
(that negative frequency again!). 

Just one other thing about this 
modulator that may worry some 
readers. During the modulating • 
half-cycle shown in Fig. 7 (or any 
other half-cycle for the matter of 
that) the input sig-
nal has to go 
through one of the 
rectifiers in opposi-
tion to the modu-
lating current. This 
does not mean that 
it has to defy 
nature's traffic re-
gulations by going 
the wrong way 
through a one-way 
street. If a cyclist 
on a long lorry 
which is proceed-
ing in the legal 
direction through 
such a street cares 
to ride his machine 
from front to back 
of the vehicle 
he is riding in the 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

INPUT 

MODULATING 
OSCILLATION 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 8. An alternative synchro-
dyne modulator, more conveni-
ent but less efficient than Fig. 6. 

" wrong" direction, but, assum-
ing the speed of the lorry is 
greater than his, his net velocity 
is opposite to the way he is facing, 
and no offence is committed by 
him, at any rate in respect of the 
one-wayness of the street. What 
is thought of his conduct in other 
respects is not our business. The 
point is that the modulating cur-
rent is always made much larger 
than the modulated current, so 
that to the latter the rectifiers 
appear to be either practically 
linear low resistances or very high 
resistances. 
A suitable input signal is o.r V 

which is just about what is needed 
to synchronize an oscillation of 
r V or rather more, which in turn 
is just about what is needed to 
work the modulator, if the new 
germanium rectifiers are used. 
They are more convenient than 
thermionic diodes; especially in 

CARRIER HALF-CYCLES 
RECTIFIED BY 

MODULATING OSCILLATION 
APPLIED TO 

RECTIFIER "BRIDGE" 

-N....SMOOTHED D.0 
OUTPUT 

SMOOTHED 
SIDE- FREQUENCY 

OUTPUT 

TOTAL OF ABOVE 
TWO COMPONENTS 

Fig. 7. (a) represents the out-
put in Fig. 6 due to a received 
carrier wave. When smoothed it 
is D.C. (b) represents the output 
due to side waves, after smooth-

ing. Added to (a), they give (c) a reproduction of 
the original transmitter modulation. (d) is the 
vector diagram ; the resultant as the side-wave 

vectors rotate varies as at (c). 
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the Fig. 6 circuit, where the 
cathodes are all at different R.F. 
potentials. 

RF 
AMPLIFIER 

But at best Fig. 6 is not ideal 
from the. practical point of view, 
although it is very efficient. The 
special transformers can be 
avoided, at some sacrifice of effi-
ciency, by using the Cowan modu-
lator, shown in Fig. 8. Here the 
points X and Y are always at the 
same potential so far as the modu-
lating oscillator is concerned, 
because the current (if any, and 
if the rectifiers are well matched) 
divides equally and sets up equal 
potentials, as in a balanced bridge. 
During one half-cycle it makes all 
rectifiers low resistances, so that 
they more or less short-circuit the 
input-to-output path, and most of 
the signal is absorbed by R. Dur-
ing the next modulating half-
cycle all rectifiers are high resist-
ances and the signal goes through. 
So what we have is a half-wave 
modulator, and a less than per-
fect one at that; while twice the 
modulating voltage is needed, te 
cope with two rectifiers in series. 
To supply the " signal" to 

either type of modulator using 
germanium rectifiers, a fairly low-
impedance source is desirable; 
preferably a cathode follower. 
What goes before the cathode fol-
lower depends on how strong are 
the signals one wants to receive. 
Except for very strong locals, at 
least one stage will be needed. 
It can be broadly tuned, not selec-
tive enough to cause any reduc-
tion of the highest programme 
modulation frequencies, but 
enough to reduce relatively strong 
signals, noise, etc., to a level at 
which it cannot intermodulate. 

The vital thing about any pre-
modulator stages is that they 
must he very nearly linear, so 

CATHODE 
FOLLOWER 

on normal high-fidelity lines. 
Putting these parts together gives 
something like Fig. 9. But the 
attractive thing about the syn-
chrodyne to experimenters is that 
it offers plenty of scope for trying 
variations and adapting it to indi-

Fig. 9. One form of synchrodyne circuit, with 
an amplifier aperiodically coupled to a cathode 
follower. The third valve is the synchronized 

oscillator. 

MODUL ATOR 

  Q9Q9000000 r 

 'Mr 00(Rro   

iMM 

SYNCHRONIZED 
OSCILLATOR 

negative feedback is indicated. 
The post-modulator stages can be 

AF 
AMPLIFIFR 

II 
«ç ; e.r STATIO 

lio N 

SELECTOR 

vidual taste and fancy. So I'll 
say no more. 

Miniature Coil 
A TIIREE-RANGE coil pack 
1-1 measuring 3T1-6- x 2i x tlin 
overall and small permeability tuned 
I.F. transformers to match for use in 
miniature superhets have been pro-
duced by the ‘Veymouth Radio 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Crescent 
Street, Weymouth, Dorset. 

Three models of the coil pack are 
available, the type B5 (illustrated 
here) when used with a two-gang 
midget condenser having a 365-pF 
capacitance swing tunes over the 
following wavebands:16 to 50, zoo 
to 550 and 800 to 2.000 
metres. 

There is a B6 pack designed 
for a standard size 483-pF 
tuning condenser and two ex-
port models (types B7 and 
B8) covering 12 to 37, 33 to 
icio and zoo to 550 metres. 
The coils in all these packs 

have adjustable dust cores 
and each includes all neces-
sary trimmer and tracking 
capacitors. Each is fully 
screened and costs 35s. 

Weymouth type B5 coil pack 
and miniature I.F. transformer. 

Pack and I.F.T. 
The companion I.F.Ts are assem-

bled in aluminium cans measuring 
un square and in. high. Primary 
and secondary connections are 
brought to the base and trimming 
is effected by adjustment of the 
cores, one on the base, the other at 
the top. The dynamic resistance is 
given as 3ookft and the Q Ito (at 
465 kc/s), so that a stage gain of 
about 140 is available with a normal 
tvpe I.F. valve and good selectivity 

,is asgured. These transformers coà 
7s tal each. 
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Manufacturers' Products 
"Cathodray" Capacitor 

Improvements 
A SPECIALLY developed and 
£1 processed mineral oil impreg-
nant is now used by the Telegraph 
Condenser Company, Ltd., North 
Acton, London, W.3, in the manu-
facture of the " Cathodray" range 
of high voltage tubular capacitors. 
The resulting improvement achieved 
in the paper dielectric has led to a 
better power factor, greater ability 
to withstand short-time transient 
surges and a higher breakdown volt-
age for the same form of construc-
tion. 
Other manufacturing modifica-

tions, not apparent in either the 
shape or size of the capacitors, com-
bine to make them leas affected 

t-

VI ONOC 
C ; ODRAY 
C CITOR 

MFD 
RKING 
C. AT 60°C 
C. AT 50°C 

Ti' CP.58.00. 
PA 5 ', Pete 

IN ENC.,. END 
41114 

T.C.C. 
C athod ray 
capacitors 
with Visconol 
impregnated 

dielectric. 

than hitherto by changes in atmo-
spheric humidity. 

Fixing arrangements are as for 
existing models of the same capa-

OUR COVER 
A control position at the B.B.C.'s 
short-wave station at Skelton, 
Cumberland, is illustrated on 
our front cover. Each of the 
twelve 100-kW Marconi trans-
mitters is completely controlled 
from an independent glass-
panelled cubicle. Through the 
window can be seen the two 

valves in the final stage. 

citance and rating so that no re-
placement problems arise. 

Triple Ceramic 
Capacitor 

AMONG the latest products of 
United Insulators is a miniature 

triple capacitor of the post, or ver-

Some os the latest miniature cera-
mic capacitors, including a triple 
model, made by United Insulators. 

tical mounting, type. All three 
sections have a common earth 
connection and each has a value of 
t,000pF. These comparatively high 
values of capacitance for such small 
dimensions ( the overall length is 
just over tin and the diameter is 
less than lin) are obtained by the 
use of the latest type of " Hi-K" 
ceramic. 
The illustration also shows two 

other new types using this form of 
dielectric. Their small sizes and 
good dielectric characteristics make 
them particularly attractive 
for use in television and 
other equipments designed 
for operation on extra high 
frequencies. The makers 
are United Insulator Co., 
Ltd., Oakcroft Road, Tol-
worth, Surbiton, Surrey. 

Pre-Amplifier 
Converter 

THIS is a self-contained 
-1 unit which can be used 
either as a superhet con-
verter or as a pre-amplifier 
for an existing amateur 
communications receiver. 

It covers the four follow-
ing bands: 14 to 14.5 Mc/s, 
21 to 21.5 Mc/s, 27 to 3o Mc ts and 
50 to 6o Mc/ s. The last-mentioned 
is wider than the others to take in 
the 6-metre band. 

Special care has been taken to 

ensure good oscillator stability 
throughout, as C.W. telegraphy is 
now so widely used on the two 
highest frequency bands. 
When the unit is used as a pre-

amplifier it covers the three lower 
frequency bands only, the EF5o 
R.F. stage giving high amplification 
with a good signal-to-noise ratio and 
its two tuned circuits greatly im-
proves image-signal rejection. As a 
converter the EF5o is followed by 
an ECH35 frequency changer and 
the two signal circuits are ganged 
with the oscillator. 
The unit can be left permanently 

connected to the main receiver as 
all operations, such as switching on 
and off, range selection and aerial 
change over from the unit to the 
main set, are effected by switches 
neatly arranged on the front panel. 
There is also a transmit-receive 
switch. The large semi-circular dial 
is calibrated for each range. The 
I.F. is 4 Mc/s. 
Made by Labgear, Ltd., Willow 

Place, Fair Street, Cambridge, the 
price for A.C. operation is £25. 

Three-Band Scale and 
Drive 

A CONDENSER drive giving a 
1 reduction ratio of 16 to i and 

fitted with an attractive tuning scale 
measuring join long and 44in high 
has been produced by The Albert 
Manufacturing Company, 5, Shakes-
peare Road, Finchley, London, N.3. 

It is intended for use in a 3-band 
receiver having a short-wave range 
of from 16 to 50 metres. Station 
names and tuning points, as well as 

Labgear optional pre-selector or convertor 
unit for A.C. operation. 

wavelength scales, are included for 
all three ranges. The dial consists 
of glass and provision is made for 
diffused illumination from the top. 
Price is 22s 6d. 
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Electronic Circuitry 
Selections from a Designer's 

By J. McG. SOWERBY (Cinema Television Ltd.) 

Negative Feedback Circuit. 
Readers will be familiar with the 
use of negative feedback in the 
stabilization of amplifier gain. It 
is generally applied to audio 
amplifiers—when the stabilization 
of gain is a secondary effect— 
the aim usually being the reduc-
tion of distortion. However, in 
amplifiers for oscillographs and 
measuring instruments generally 
the stabilization of gain against 
valve and supply variations is of 
as much (or greater) importance 
as the reduction of distortion. 
Such amplifiers often have to 
operate over bandwidths of loo 
kc/s upwards. 
When applying feedback to a 

wide bandwidth amplifier it is 
tempting to employ circuits 
similar to those used in audio 
amplifiers, simply because the 
technique is familiar. Unfor-
tunately the standard methods 
nearly all involve potentiometer 
circuits of fundamantally high 
impedance, and at high frequencies 
the effect of stray capacitances is 
often troublesome. A useful way 
of avoiding some of these troubles 
and of combining three stages in a 
negative feedback loop is given in 
H. W. Bode's book " Network 
Analysis and Feedback Amplifier 
Design" (Macmillan and Co.) and 
is shown in Fig. I. 
The figure shows only the bare 

bones of the circuit, without 
decoupling and bias arrangements. 
It will be seen that the feedback 
is applied from the cathode of the 
third stage back to the cathode of 
the first via the common cathode 
resistor Re of very low resistance, 
and a little consideration will show 
that the phase relations are cor-
rect for negative feedback. The 
gain obtained from such an ampli-
fier is best expressed in terms of 
the three individual valve gains 
M2, M2, and M3, and the overall 
gain M„ when Re is zero; i.e. 

M M M M 1 • 2 • 3 — — o 

Notebook 

When Re is inserted the overall 
gain becomes 
M'„ 

M.(' — Re/MoRi) 
(I) 

+ Re [Mi/R, (M„ M3)/R,] 
For many practical cases the 
approximate simplified relation: 

Mo 
M'o —   .. (2) 

z — MoRe/R, 
is quite sufficiently accurate. 

Taking practical values of 
M1 = M2 = M, = zo, giving Mo =-
8,000 ; R, = R, R, = 4 la/ 

valves, when in fact it has been 
due to an unsuspected common 
cathode impedance in the wiring— 
if only of a fraction of an ohm. 

Cathode-coupled Limiter. — 
Occasionally in electronic devices 
of one sort or another it is required 
to clip a waveform of arbitrary 
shape to a square or rectangular 
shape. For example, it is desirable 
to clip incoming work waveforms 
to a roughly square shape before 
using them to synchronize an 
oscilloscope time base, for then 
the sharp-fronted waveform and 
constant amplitude enables the 
time base to be synchronized 
more stably over a wider range 
of frequency than would otherwise 
be possible. 

Various clipping devices using 

INPUT 

1  

IF— 

V, 

OUTPUT 
  0----• 

Fig. 1. Feedback circuit for wide-band amplifiers. 

and Re do ohms: 379 
by ( I) and M'o = 381 by (2). 
So we see that quite a low common 
cathode resistance reduces the gain 
very markedly by a factor of more 
than 20 in this case—thus stabi-
lizing the gain to a great extent. 
Incidentally it is rather interesting 
to make Re one ohm in the above 
example. Even this modest feed-
back reduces the gain by a factor 
of three, and it rather makes one 
wonder how often an unduly low 
gain has been ascribed to poor 

diodes or pentodes are well known. 
The double triode cathode-coupled 
limiter is not perhaps so well 
known, but has certain advantages 
The circuit is shown in Fig. 2. 
It will be seen that it consists, 
virtually, of a grounded-grid 
triode (V2), and a cathode-follower 
driver (V1), and so is a relatively 
wide bandwidth device, since 
Miller effect is absent. 
On the positive half-cycle of 

the input, the common cathode 
follows the grid of V1, and V, is 
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cut off, if the input is of sufficient 
amplitude. On the negative half-
cycle of the input, the current in 
V, is soon reduced to zero and is, 
in fact, transferred to V2; there-
after V, is cut off and has no 
further effect. When V, is cut 
off, V, is work-
ing as a cath-
ode follower 
and Re can be 
chosen so that 
a large positive 

peak input voltage can be handled 
without grid current in V,. This 
is a very real advantage if the 
mark/space ratio of the clipped 
wave must be constant with vary-
ing input amplitude. In limiters 
depending on grid current (such 

as the standard pentode type) 
the current charges the grid 
coupling condenser and imposes an 
undesired negati3.'re bias on the 
valve. This can only be elimin-
ated by ensuring that such a 
limiter is driven from a low-
i mpedance source—a require-

ment which is not 
imposed by the 
double triode 
circuit. 
The characteris-

tic of the limiter 
of the figure is 
much as shown in 

Fig. 2. Cathode-
coupled limiter. 
Typical values 
are : EHT 250 V, 
E = so V, Re= 
27 kfl, RL 
27 kf2, E„ ,-- 3.5 V, 

— 50 V, Ein 
(peak) = 50 V 
(approx.). V„ V2, 

ECC35. 

Fig. 3, and it will be seen that 
limiting action does not begin to 
take place until the peak input 
amplitude is greater than E5. A 
short cut-off valve such as the 
(Mullard) ECC35 or ECCox should 
therefore be used when E5 must 

be small. It is obvious that 
separate valves may be used if a 
double triode of exactly the desired 

V1 AT CUT-OFF 

1,2 

V2 AT CUT-OFF 

2Epi 

Elm 

Fig. 3. Characteristics of limiter. 

characteristics is not available. 
In design, the values of R, 

and R2 should be chosen to permit 
the use of a fairly high value of 
Re, and the drop, E, across R 2 

should be 20 10 100 volts. The 
peak-to-peak amplitude of the 
output waveform will be E„, 
ERL/Re approximately, and the 
maximum permissible peak input 
will be that corresponding to the 
onset of grid current as calculated 
for V, with an anode current of 
(E E,n)/12,, and an anode 
voltage of (E., — E — E10), as 
is usual for a cathode follower. 
The writer feels certain that 

this circuit has been published 
elsewhere, but has been unable to 
trace any reference to it. Any 
information on this point would 
be much appreciated. 

New Book 
Valve Technique. By D. N. Cor-

field and P. V. Cundy. Pp. 99 , 
59 figures. The Radio Society of 
Great Britain, New Ruskin House, 
Little Russell Street, London, 

Price 3s 6d. 
THIS publication sets out to 

" present in as simple a manner 
as possible the calculations asso-
ciated with the application of ther-
mionic valves." It is obvious that 
only a part of this field can be 
covered in the space of 99 pages, 
and. many omissions can be ex-
plained by the somewhat obscure 
line of demarcation drawn between 
valve and circuit technique. Sub-
jects clearly on the " valve" side of 
the line, on which little or no infor-
mation is given, include voltage 
stabilizers, crystal valves, limiters, 
noise diodes, and frequency drift in 
local oscillators. The last two of 
these are of particular importance 
to anyone concerned with communi-
cation receivers and the authors 
have missed an opportunity of fill-

ing some of the more serious gaps 
in existing amateur radio literature. 
The greater part of the book is 

comprised of useful material. The 
various " Classes" of power ampli-
fication, voltage amplification (audio 
and video), detectors, frequency 
changers, frequency multipliers, 
power rectifiers and cathode and 
anode followers are treated in a 
simple manner adequate for most 
purposes, which will appeal particu-
larly to those readers who like 
numerical examples. 
The treatment of noise in valve 

amplifiers (Ch: IX) contains numer-
ous misleading statements. John-
son noise is attributed to thermal 
agitation of molecules and de-
scribed as dependent on the passage 
of a current, bandwidth is wrongly 
defined, the equivalent noise tem-
perature of a television aerial 
(actually about 5,000°) is taken as 
293°, and instead of obtaining the 
required input circuit bandwidth by 
proper aerial coupling a damping 

resistance is introduced, and with it 
unnecessary noise (correctly calcu-
lated) and loss of signal. The figures 
given for " the input impedance 
(Re) of valves intended for V.H.F. 
operation" are only correct for 
valves such as the EF54, and the 
figure of merit for different valves is 
not, as stated, the noise resistance 
Reg but for most purposes the ratio 
Re / Reg, both quantities being (for 
example) about to times higher for 
Acorns than for the EF54. 
The section on wide-band ampli-

fiers is technically correct as far as 
it goes, but the presentation is mis-
leading; for example the bandwidth  
is expressed in the form h/L/C/R 
which makes it apparently depend-
ent on I and L, instead of in the 
more useful form i/2TCR. There 
is no mention of the valve " figure 
of merit," gm /C. 
The glossary defines Ç as the 

" usefulness" of a tuned circuit. If 
this were correct the circuits in a 
wide-band amplifier would be more 
" useful " with the damping resist-
ances removed! The definition of 
"Class A" is at variance with 
BSz94. L. A. M. 
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Novel Car Radio 
Two-Unit T.R.F. Receiver 

for Mounting Above the 

Windscreen 

THE car radio receiver made 
by the Kresta Electric is 
quite different from any 

other apparatus of its kind both as 
regards the nature of the construc-
tion and the circuit design. It con-
sists of two parts, the most in-
teresting one being the receiver 
unit, which is assembled in a long 
flattened tube measuring 15 by 
21 by 1 1in, designed for mounting 
along the top edge of the wind-
screen. Where space is available 
it could even be fitted between the 
inner fabric and the roof of the 
car. 
A small control pillar, contain-

ing the scale, the tuning knob, on-
off switch and volume control pro-
jects downwards at one end, where 
it is very conveniently located for 
the driver. In the majority of cars 
it will be at about eye level, but 
being close to the vertical screen 
pillar it does not impair the 
driver's view ahead. 
The main technical feature of 

interest is that a T.R.F. circuit is 

used with permeability tun' ng, 
giving continuous coverage on the 
medium waveband and one spot 
frequency on the long waves. 
There are three R.F. stages, each 
completely screened from its neigh-
bour, and these, in conjunction 
with the very efficient interstage 
couplings employed, give ample 
sensitivity for all normal require-
ments in a car. 
As only a limited amount of 

travel of the adjustable dust cores 
is possible in a set of this design, 
the necessary variation in coil in-
ductance is obtained by using U-
shaped cores and binocular coils. 
The cores are operated by a thin 

steel tape, the movement of which 
is effected by the tuning mechan-
ism inside the control pillar. This 
carries a spirally engraved scale 
marked with the names of the prin-
cipal British and European broad-
cast stations. 
The volume control is concen-

tric with the tuning knob and 
combines the function of switch-
ing on and off the set. 
A separate wavechange is not 

employed, but it is arranged that 
when the tuning control reaches 

the end of its travel insu-
lated tongues on the dust 
core carriages trip switches 
that bring the long-wave 
circuits into use. For use in 

Loudspeaker, power output 
valve and H.T. supply are 
contained in one unit, which 
is usually fitted below the 

instrument panel. 

this country these circuits are pre-
tuned to the Light programme. 
Four valves are used in the re-

ceiver unit, two being exclusively 
R.F. amplifiers. The third, a 
double-diode R.F. pentode, com-
bines the functions of R.F. ampli-
fier, detector and A.G.C., while 
the fourth is an A.F. amplifier. 
The signal from the receiver is 

fed, via a screened cable, to the 
supply unit which contains a 
power amplifier, loudspeaker and 
a synchronous-type vibrator for 

the H.T. supply. 
During the course of a brief 

test made in the centre of London 
Continental broadcast stations 

The R.F. unit of the 
Kresta Car radio set is 
intended to be mounted 
above the windscreen. 
Above is an enlarged 
view of the control 

column. 

were well received with the car in 
motion and using a very short 
inside aerial. 

Although only one suppressor 
was fitted to the engine, in the coil 
lead to the distributor, ignition 
noise was noticeably absent. The 
power unit contains filters in the 
input supply leads, and owing to 
the mounting position of the set 
the lead to the aerial is well re-
moved from the worst zones of in-
terference. 
Heavy lorries, coaches and buses 

produced some interference when 
passing, but otherwise the recep-
tion of the Home and Light pro-
grammes was free from extrane-
ous and background noise. The 
A.G.C. is particularly good, and 
the performance in general was 
most impressive. The quality of 
reproduction compared very 
favourably with that of the aver-
age domestic receiver operating 
under very much more favourable 
conditions. 
The receiver is made by Kresta 

Electric, Ltd., Parkes Street, War-
wick, and distribution is effected 
by J. H. Carvill & Co., Ltd., 5, 
The Vinyard, Richmond, Surrey. 
It costs £22 plus purchase tax, and 
both 6- and 2-volt models are 
available. The consumption on 12 
volts is 2.75 amps only. 

VALVE TESTING 
A NEW range of valve adaptors (in-

cluding types for the B9G, B8A, 
etc.) for use with Taylor valve testers 
has been introduced by Taylor Electri-
cal Instruments, Ltd., 419, Montrose 
Avenue, Slough, Bucks. There is also 
a new issue of the firm's valve supple-
ment. 
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High-stability LC 
Performance Approaching Crystal Control Standards 

IN" recent years the growing 
popularity of the resistance-
capacitance oscillator and the 

superlative performance of the 
best crystal oscillators have 
tended to divert attention from 
the merits of the inductance-
capacitance oscillator. For matty 
purposes the fixed-frequency LC 
oscillator provides a performance 
which is quite adequate, and 
which is considerably better than 
that obtainable from an RC 
oscillator. Indeed, a good LC 
oscillator is quite as stable as a 
bad crystal oscillator. 
The bridge-stabilized LC oscil-

lator, which is described in this 
article, has a very high short-

By THOMAS RODDAM 

the valve characteristic and their 
exact performance is difficult 
to calculate in advance. Usually 
they are not calculated at all 
exactly, but a rough calculation 
is followed by a series of trials of 
different component values until 
a satisfactory performance is 
achieved. This circuit, however, 
really does work exactly as pre-
dicted, and the job of prediction 
is no harder than that of designing 
a single-valve Class " A " ampli-
fier: in fact, that is all it is. 
Moreover, the waveform of the 
oscillator is very good. 

Fig. i. Circuit diagram of high-stability LC oscillator. C„ C4, 95opF 
zoopF variable ; C2, 2pF; C3, ci•z i3F; C5, 5oopF ropF variable; R„ see 
text; R„ 82f2 ; R3, 22,000il ; R„ z,000n ; R„ zoo,000n ; R3, R„ boon ; 
Rep z,soorl ; R,, 2,000f1 variable; R,3, R,1, son ; V,, 6AG7; V,, V3, 

VRI5o; T„ T„ L, see text. 

period stability, and has the 
additional advantage that it works 
exactly as calculated. Most 
oscillator circuits depend to some 
extent on the non-linearity of 

The oscillator described was 
designed to operate at a frequency 
of zo kc/s to provide calibration 
points at zo kc/s intervals up to 
z.5 Mc/s. The actual frequencies 

n x zo kc/s were obtained by 
means of a single-valve transitron 
pulse generator, locked at 20 kc/s, 
which will not be described here. 
The 20 kc/s was checked by 
beating the loth harmonic with 
the Droitwich transmitter carrier 
in an ordinary broadcast receiver. 
If the beat is adjusted to one per 
second the frequency is correct 
to within 5 parts in a million, 
so that the 50th harmonic, which 
is z Mc/s, is within 5 c/s of the 
correct value. This was more than 
sufficient for the purpose for 
which the oscillator was con-
structed. Furthermore, a crystal• 
oscillator using an X-cut crystal, 
without temperature control, had 
failed to give this accuracy, but 
was causing trouble owing to the 
trust in crystals which led the 
users to leave the frequency 
unchecked for too long. The LC 
oscillator gave a short-term 
stability of i in ro', so that the 
error at z Mc/s never exceeded 
ro c/s. 

All oscillators consist essentially 
of an amplifier and a selective feed-
back network. The circuit of 
Fig. r has been arranged so that 
the two parts of this oscillator can 
be seen clearly. The lower part is 
the amplifier, a single high-gain 
pentode, with tuned input and 
output circuits. Negative feed-
back is not used, for any improve-
ment obtained by stabilizing the 
amplifier itself is lost as a result 
of the reduced gain. The feed-
back network is the upper part 
of the circuit, which is redrawn 
in Fig. 2. If the coil has an effec-
tive resistance R at the operating 
frequency and the lamp has a 
resistance Ro, the bridge is exactly 
balanced if R, = R, = R = Ro. 
This can only be true if t/(27rf)2LC 

: that is, if the tuned circuit 
is resonant at the operating fre-
quency. Suppose now that Ro is 
reduced slightly; then the bridge 
will give a finite output: if R, 
is increased beyond the balance 
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Oscillator 
point, the bridge will give a 
finite output, but in the opposite 
phase. If therefore the value of 
R, is initially below that needed 
for balance, the feedback circuit 
can be connected so that it gives 
positive feedback. Increasing R, 
reduces the feedback until, as R, 
passes through the balance point 
the feedback becomes negative. 
If a small change of frequency is 

This means that the amplifier 
must have an available output of 
116o milliwatts, of which moo 
milliwatts is useful power and 
16o milliwatts is dissipated in 
the bridge. The valve chosen was 
the 6AG7, a high-slope pentode. 
Operated with an anode voltage 
of 300, and 150 volts on the screen, 
the anode and screen currents are 
3o mA and 7 mA respectively with 
—3 volts on the grid. The opti-
mum load is then to,000 ohms, the 
cathode bias resistor 82 ohms and 
the mutual conductance IT mA/ 
volt. The screen dropping resistor 

Fig. 2. Feedback network and its 
equivalent circuit. 

made, two things happen: there 
is phase shift at the output and 
there is also, if R, is less than the 
value for balance, a reduction in 
the amplitude. The operation of 
the oscillator depends on making 
R, self adjusting to the correct 
value which will just maintain 
oscillations at a chosen level. By 
using a small tungsten-filament 
lamp, any increase in the bridge 
input causes an increase in the 
power dissipated in the lamp, and 
consequently an increase in 120. 
This reduces the amount of posi-
tive feedback and the amplitude 
is reduced accordingly. It is 
assumed that the amplifier is 
operating under Class " A " con-
ditions and that it has zero phase 
shift. 
The design starts with the choice 

of a lamp. The one actually used 
was a 4.5 volt torch bulb which was 
found to have a resistance of loo 
ohms at 2 volts and a characteristic 
shown in Fig. 3. If approximately 
equal ratio arms are used in the 
bridge, the bridge impedance is 
ioo ohms and the total power 
dissipated is 16o milliwatts. The 
bridge input voltage is then 4 volts 
R.M.S. 

It was decided to design the 
oscillator to give r watt output. 

iS 22,000 ohms. In Fig. i it will 
be noted that the 15o volts for the 
screen could have been obtained 
directly from the voltage regula-
ting tubes, but it was desired to 
keep the oscillator independent of 
the power supply arrangements. 
To obtain 116o milliwatts in 

io,000 ohms we required io8 volts 
R.M.S., or 153 volts peak. With a 
mutual conductance of II mA/ 
volt, the peak grid swing is seen 
to be 1.4 volts, which is well 
within the — 3 volts bias provided. 
The output transformer is de-

signed from a power point of 
view; this is much easier than 
thinking in terms of impedances. 
The 108 volts R.M.S. on the 
primary must produce 4 volts at 
the bridge input, so that the 
ratio is 27 : 1. With an output 
impedance at the load winding 
of roo ohms, the power of I 
watt means io volts R.M.S., 
so that this ratio must be 10.8: 
The three windings are therefore 
27 : I : 21, 
The input transformer should 

have as high a step-up ratio as 
possible, in order that the ampli-
fier gain should be high. The 
limit is set by the stability of the 
input capacitance. If we assume 
that the valve capacitance will 

be stable to within ± IpF, we 
must be sure that this will not 
produce too great a frequency 
shift. The frequency shift pro-
duced by a detuning of r c/s 
in the transformer secondary, 
assumed to have a Q equal to 
Q1, will be Q,/Q2 c/s, where 
Q 2 is the Q of the frequency 
controlling circuit. This is because 
the phase shift produced by 
detuning the transformer must 
be balanced by a phase shift in 
the feedback tuned circuit, and 
the oscillation frequency changes 
until the two phase shifts are 
equal and opposite. 
We can probably assume a Q 

of 200 for the tuned circuit: 
for the transformer we can take 
a Q of ro. The effect of detuning 
the transformer is then to produce 
1/20th c/s change in oscillation 
frequency for each i c/s detuning. 
We know also that if we change 
the tuning capacitance by x% 
the frequency will change by 
x/2%. Then if we change the 
transformer tuning capacitance 
by x% the operating frequency 
will change by 1/20 x x/2%. 
For this oscillator it was decided 
to keep the instability from this 
cause to within -4. cis at 20,000 
c/s, with an assumed change in 
valve capacitance of r pF. 
Immediately it can be seen that 
the total grid capacitance must 
be r,000 pF. As the Q is to be 
1o, this gives a secondary im-
pedance of Q/27rit = 8o,000 ohms 

so that a step-up of i : V800, 
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Fig. 3. Characteristic of tungsten-
filament lamp used in bridge. 

or i : 28, is used. The overall 
gain from bridge output to bridge 
input is then 28 x II x 10 x 
1/27, or just over 40 decibels. 
The loss through the bridge is, 
of course, also 40 decibels, which 
is very close indeed to the balance 
point. 
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High-stability L.C. Oscillator— 
Both anode and grid are tuned 

with r,000 pF, from which the 
inductance at zo kern is given 
immediately as 63.5 mH. To save 
a little arithmetic the grid ratio 
was made I : 27, so that both 
step-up at the amplifier input 
and step-down to the bridge are 
the same. The inductance of the 
bridge windings is then 87.2 µH. 
The step-down to the load is 
ro8 : ro, which means that the 

er-2µH isYsinH 615mH 

INPUT OUTPUT 

4. Inductance values re-
quired in the dust-cored input 

and output transformers. 

load winding must have an in-
ductance of 0.545 mH. These 
values are collected together in 
Fig. 4. The transformers were 
constructed on special dust cores 
which are not commercially 
available. They are quite straight 
forward affairs, however, though 
it is probably worth while making 
the bridge windings screened and 
balanced if facilities are available. 
The inductance for the fre-

quency control circuit must have 
a resistance of about roo ohms 
at 20 kc/s. The writer used a 
127 mH coil, tuned by 500 pF, 
which had a Q of just over 200. 
This gives a resistance of 8o ohms, 
and it was considered that this 
was satisfactory. The stability 
increases as the Q is increased, so 
that a good Q is desirable and the 
recommended procedure is to use 
that value of inductance which 
will give a resonant impedance 
of 8o—roo ohms with the core 
material available. If it is im-
possible to get such high values 
with a good Q, the design must 
be modified to use a lower bridge 
impedance by the use of unequal 
ratio arms or a lower resistance 

lamp. 
The actual setting up of the 

circuit is quite easy if a reasonable 
amount of test equipment is 
available. The amplifier is con-
nected up and an input of about 
20 millivolts at 20 kc/s applied to 
the input transformer. The input 
and output circuits are tuned for 
maximum gain, and the input 

transformer is loaded with R, to 
bring the Q down to about ro. 
If an oscilloscope is available the 
tuning can be done very exactly 
by collapsing the ellipse produced 
when the input is applied .to the 
X plates and the output to the 
Y plates. This is not as easy as 
it looks, because the oscillograph 
amplifiers must have identified 
phase shifts at zo kc/s if it is to 
be carried out successfully. When 
the amplifier has been adjusted 
the feedback circuit is connected 
and the resistance R, adjusted 
until the circuit oscillates and 
gives an output of ro volts R.M.S. 
across the load winding or 306 
volts peak - to - peak at the 
anode il an oscilloscope is to be 
used for the measurement. By 
adjusting R, we can control the 
operating level until it is equal to 
that assumed in the design, which 
we know to be well within the 
Class " A" limits. If no accurate 
way of tuning up C, and C, is 
available, it is possible to get the 
optimum values by varying the 
anode voltage and observing the 
frequency shift. C, and C4 are 
trimmed to give the best stability. 
Several different anode voltages 
must be used, as there is a danger 
of passing through zero beat and 
getting a false value for the 
frequency shift. 

In the circuit of Fig. r there are 
a few additional points which 
require mention. When first ad-
justing the circuit to operate 
at the correct level R, was set to 
its mid position and R, or 127 
trimmed by means of a parallel 
resistance to achieve an approxi-
mate balance. 11,0 and R„ were 
used simply because the following 
circuit requires 5 volts input in a 
high-impedance circuit, and it 
was necessary to dissipate the 
one watt for which the oscillator 
was initially designed. Voltage 
stabilization was included to save 
the trouble of checking the overall 
stability of the oscillator, which 
was needed for immediate use. 
Neon stabilizers were also con-
nected across the heater supply 
circuits, although this precaution 
has now been removed. The 
whole oscillator, including the 
VRI5o's was mounted inside a 
metal box and this was enclosed 
by a wooden outer box. Heating 
lamps and a bimetallic strip 
maintained the internal tempera-
ture at 400 -I-- I° C: this also was 

intended to be a time-saving 
feature. Other oscillators of this 
type now under construction will 
not include such elaborate pre-
cautions. 
The calculation of oscillator 

values above really does mean 
something: it is as easy as that. 
In the writer's experience os-
cillator circuits are normally very 
stubborn brutes, if only because 
adequate valve data is not avail-
able to enable the amplitudes 
to be calculated. This circuit, 
operating as it does well within 
the linear region of the valve 
characteristic, behaves exactly as 
it should. It is well worth using 
when a stable fixed frequency is 
needed, and is probably satis-
factory if modified to work over a 
limited band by the use of a wide-
band amplifier. 

News from the Clubs 
Baldock.—The call sign of N. F. 

Wilshire, secretary of the Baldock and 
District Radio Club, was misquoted in 
our last issue; it is G3CEU. 
Halifax.—Meetings of the Halifax 

Experimental Radio Society are held 
fortnightly in the Toc H Rooms, Clare 
Road, Halifax. Sec.: E. Allen, 13, New 
Road, Halifax, Yorks. 
Romford.—The transmitter, G4KF/ P, 

of the Romford and District Amateur 
Radio Society is now operating on 
ifio metres. Reports will be welcomed. 
Weekly meetings are held on Tuesdays 
at 8, at the Y.M.C.A., Western Road, 
Romford. Sec.: R. C. E. Beardow, 
G3FT, 3, Geneva Gardens, Whalebone 
Lane N., Chadwell Heath, Essex. 
Southall.—The West Middlesex 

Amateur Radio Club is in need of 
permanent club room where a work-
shop can be provided for members. 
Meetings are held on the second and 
fourth Wednesdays of the month at 
7.30 at the Labour Hall, Uxbridge 
Road, Southall. Sec.: C. Alabaster, 
34, Lothian Avenue, Hayes, Middlesex. 

Stockport.—It is learned from the 
late secretary of the Stockport Amateur 
Short-Wave Radio Society that it is 
at present inactive owing to the lack 
of suitable premises. 

Walworth.—The radio club asso-
ciated with the Walworth Men's Insti-
tute has been reconstituted and the new 
secretary is B. E. Symons, too, East 
Dulwich Grove, London, S.E.2z. 

Watford.—Monthlv meetings of the 
Watford Radio and Television Society 
are held at 7.30 on the first Tuesday 
in each month at the Carlton Tea 
Rooms, Clarendon Road, Watford. 
Sec. S. E. Sumner, G3BGH, 48, Hil-
field Lane, Aldenham, Herts. 
Weston-super-Mare Group, R.S.G.B., 

meets at 7.30 on the first Friday of 
each month at the Y.M.C.A. Sec.: 
W. C. Holley, G3TN, 232, Locking 
Road, Weston-super-Mare, Som. 
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Frame Deflector- coil 
Conditions in 

Coil and Valve 

IT is well known that the back - E.M.F. across a deflector coil 
which is carrying a saw-tooth 

current consists of the sum of a 
pulse and a saw-tooth voltage. 
The pulse voltage is produced by 
the inductive element of the coil 
and the saw-tooth by the resistive 
element. The magnitude of the 
latter depends on the amplitude 
of the current, but the magnitude 
of the pulse depends on the rate 
of change of the current. 

In the case of the line scan the 
inductive back-E.M.F. greatly pre-
dominates and the resistive com-
ponent is often considered negli-
gible in comparison. The frame 
scan is much slower, however; 
the inductive back-E.M.F. is only 
about t/l000th as great and it is 
usually small compared with the 
voltage drop across the resistive 
element. Because of this, it is 
sometimes thought that the in-
ductance of a frame deflector coil 
is an unimportant quantity and 
that only the resistance is im-
portant. 

This would be true if only the 
scan conditions had to be con-
sidered, but it is very far from 
being true when the fly-back is 
taken • into account. Resistance 
and inductance then become of at 
least equal importance. In order 
to show this, it is necessary to 
examine in some detail not only 
the characteristics of the deflector 
coil but the conditions in the valve 
and circuit which are used to feed 
it. 

During the scan period •r,, 
which is 19 msec for the present 
transmissions, it is assumed that 
the current in the deflector coil 
has its ideal form and changes 
' linearly with time in the manner 
shown by Eqn. ( 1) of the ap-
pendix. The power which must 
be supplied to the deflector coil 
is given by Eqn. (2) and, since I, 
is a constant, it depends on two 
factors only—I2L and R/L. 
With a given cathode-ray tube, 

picture height and final anode 
voltage the magnitude of these 

Efficiency 
factors depends only on the 
design of the deflector coil. Under 
these conditions the magnetic 
field required in the neck of the 
tube is of constant maximum 
amplitude. Now the term PL is 
a measure of the total field pro-
duced by the coil. Consequently, 
if the field in the tube neck stays 
constant, an alteration in the 
value of PL means a change in the 
ratio of the useful to the total 
fields. Regarding the coil in its 
primary function as a field-pro-

El'  
Fig. r. Basic circuit of a resistance-

capacitance fed deflector coil. 

DEFLECTOR 
COIL 

ducing device, its efficiency in-
creases as PL becomes less. In 
the design of a deflector coil, 
therefore, it must be a major aim 
to minimize the value of PL. 
The second term, R/L, is a 

measure of the resistance loss and, 
again, it is clearly advantageous 
to minimize it. Its importance 
depends on its magnitude relative 
to 6/71, however. Practical values 
of R/L range from about 200 to 
2,000 while the value of 6/71 is 316. 
In practice, therefore, the value 
of R/L has a considerable influence 
on the power needed by the coil. 

It is important to note that with 
a deflector coil of given design the 
values of both • PL and R/L are 
substantially independent of the 
number of turns, N, on the coil. 
It is well known that under the 
conditions assumed the ampere-

By W. T. COCKING, M.I.E.E. 

turns NI are constant and L cc N , 
therefore 

I2oci/N2 and I2Loc 2 x N2 — 

constant. For a given wire 
diameter Roc N, but for a constant 
winding area the wire area is 
inversely proportional to N; 
hence, R ccN2 and R/L is constant. 
The coil power is thus inde-

pendent of L. Varying the induct-
ance does alter the ratio of voltage 
to current, however, and has the 
same effect as altering the turns 
ratio of a matching transformer. 
The inductance must be chosen to 
suit the valve and its supply 
voltage, and its choice becomes a 
form of impedance matching. 
The foregoing remarks about 

the constancy of PL and R/L are 
true only for a coil of given design. 
By changing the physical shape 
of the coil and the winding area, 
large changes in their values can 
be obtained. Not a great deal of 
information about their possible 
values is available, but there is 
some evidence to indicate that 
R/L tends to increase as I2L 
decreases. 

So far only the question of the 
coil power has been considered. 
The magnitude of this is not a 
matter of very much interest in 
itself, however, for the factor of 
real importance is the power 
drawn from the H.T. supply. 
This must be greater than the 
coil power but does not necessarily 
bear any direct relation to it. 
Two methods of coupling a 

valve and a deflector coil are 
available—transformer and resist-
ance-capacitance coupling. Both 
are contmonly used, but there is 
an • increasing tendency towards 
the use of the latter because it 
permits an appreciable saving of 
wire and laminations to be made. 
In view of this, only resistance-
capacitance coupling will be con-
sidered here, and the circuit is 
shown in Fig. I. 
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Frame Deflector-coil Efficiency— 
It will be assumed that the 

valve characteristics are linear 
and that the capacitance of C is 
large enough for any voltage 
change across it to be negligible. 
In practice neither assumption is 
strictly true, and a finite capaci-
tance is used to compensate for 
non-linearity of the valve charac-
teristic.' However, the voltage 
changes across C are normally 
sufficiently small to have an un-
important effect on the power 
calculations. 
The conditions existing in the 

valve are sketched in Fig. 2, for 
a pentode (a) and for a triode (b). 
The D.C. load line is R. and the 
mean voltage drop across this 
resistance is i.R., where io is 
the mean anode current. Ignor-
ing for the moment the effect of 
the inductance, the A.C. load line 
is for RR./(R R.) and is drawn 
through the intersection of the 
R.-line with the io-current ordi-
nate. During the scan there is a 
constant back E.M.F. of magni-
tude LI/r, across the inductance, 
however, and so the actual load 
line is displaced to the left on the 
diagram by this amount. 
The relations involved are de-

veloped in the Appendix and 
Eqns. (5), (6), (7) and (8) sum-
marize everything of importance 
during the scan. 
From the point of view of power 

efficiency there is an optimum 
relation between the coupling 
resistance R. and the coil resist-
ance R which is given by Eqn. (9). 
Provided that this relation can be 
adopted there is a direct relation 
between the input power Pi, and 
the coil power PL, and a reduction 
of the latter involves a reduction 
of Pin of the same order of magni-
tude. No such relation necessarily 
exists if the optimum value of 
Ra/R is not used. 

In practice, it is common to 
find that the optimum value 
cannot be used, for the attainment 
of proper fly-back conditions sets 
a minimum value to R.. It is 
usually permissible to ignore 
shunt-capacitance effects on the 
frame fly-back. If, also, the fly-
back of the grid-voltage waveform 
s more rapid than that of the 
anode, the conditions are approxi-
mately those of a current-carrying 

Deflector Coil Coupling," by W. T. Cocking, 
Wireless World, November toe, Vol. 52, p. 360. 

coil L shunted by a resistance R1 
comprising R in series with the 
parallel value of R. and ra, the 
effective A.C. resistance of the 
valve. 
The current has changed by 

98 per cent of its total value when 
r2Rf/L = 4, where T2 is the fly-
back time; this is f msec for the 
present transmissions. This leads 
to Eqn. (so) which gives the 
smallest value of R„/R which is 

Ai.. 
2 

Ai. 
2 

E HT 
ioRa 

Ai. RR.) 71 

2 R+R. RR,  

R+R. 

k = 

VI 
LI  D.I« Ai RR 

—4. 
2 R+Ra 

order to obtain a sufficiently rapid 
fly-back. It is found that under 
this condition, which is a common 
practical one, Pi, does not depend 
nearly so much on PL. In par-
ticular, Pi0 becomes insensitive to 
changes of R/L. 

Expressed somewhat more fully, 
the input power is always reduced 
if the coil power is lessened by a 
reduction of PL. If the reduction 
is achieved by altering R/L, 

however, it entails 
a corresponding 
reduction of input 
power only if R. 
can be close to its 
optimum value. 
This entails re-
ducing R. and R 
together. Beyond 
a certain point, 
however, it is ne-
cessary to increase 
R. as R is reduced 
in order to main-
tain a sufficiently 
rapid fly-back. 
When this happens 

k 

(a) 

ioR. 

(b) 

EH, 

Fig. 2. The operating conditions of the valve are shown here (a) for a 
pentode and (h) for a triode. 

permissible if an adequately rapid 
fly-back is to be secured. When 
the A.C. resistance of the valve is 
high, as it usually is with a 
pentode, the simpler Eqn. (i r) can 
be used. 
When R/L is fairly large (say 

above 1,500) R e opT, is usually 
larger than The optimum 
condition can be adopted and Pi0 
is usually proportional to ; the 
fly-back time may be less than the 
maximum allowable value, but 
there is no harm . in this. With 
smaller values of R/L, however, 
R e opr will be less than 
and it is necessary to adopt the 
minimum permissible value in 

the efficiency of the coupling falls 
off rapidly as the efficiency of the 
coil increases and the net result 
is only a small change of input 
power. As a consequence, there is 
usually little to be gained by 
reducing R/L beyond a certain 
point. 

Before giving an example of 
this it is necessary to consider the 
valve. There are three important 
factors—the values of V,, 
and 
The value of i1, the minimum 

permissible anode current is set 
chiefly by the amount of non-
linearity which can be allowed, and 
it varies somewhat with different 
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valves. It is not possible to assign 
any exact value to i 1 without 
rather lengthy and laborious calcu-
lation. With the sort of values 
usually adopted, however, it is 
generally satisfactory to take i 1 
as about 5 mA—of the order of 
10-20 per cent of the mean anode 
current. The main effect of 
choosing a low value of 11 is to 
increase efficiency and valve dis-
tortion; the latter makes it more 
difficult to secure a linear scan. 
The value of j1 is usually much 
the same for both triode and 
pentode. 
The value of V1, the minimum 

permissible anode voltage, varies 
much more. With a triode it is 
set quite definitely by the inter-
section of the i2-ordinate (i 2 = peak 
current = i 1 + dia) with the grid-
volts curve for a grid-cathode 
voltage which is just sufficiently 
negative to avoid grid current— 
about -- IV. The working A.C. 
load line must be arranged to pass 
through this point, as shown in 
Fig. 2 (b). It is only necessary to 
inspect a number of valve curves 
to see that V, increases markedly 
with an increase of i2. Vi depends 
also on the A.C. resistance of the 
valve and increases with it. With 
a valve of under r-kfl resistance 
V, is likely to be around 5o-roo V 
with one of 3-k û resistance it is of 
the order of roo-150 V, and still 
more with a higher resistance 
valve. 

In the case of a pentode, V, is 
again set by the intersection of the 
i2-ordinate with a grid-volts curve. 
This curve is not now necessarily 
the one which just avoids grid 
current, although this still sets one 
limit ; it may be one more negative 
than this. It is set chiefly by the 
knee of the curve and does not 
vary with current nearly as much 
as with a triode. It nearly always 
lies between 50 V and too V, and 
in most cases is around 70 V. 

It is clear from Fig. 2 that V, 
reduces the effective H.T. voltage 
Consequently its practical import-
ance depends on its value relative 
to EST. If Eli., is very large 
compared with V1, a change in the 
latter will affect the input power 
very little, whereas if the two are 
of comparable magnitude an in-
crease of V1, say, will entail a 
reduction of L and an increase in 
I and io, and hence, quite a large 
increase of P. 

If the A.C. resistance of the 

valve is below a certain value it is 
not possible with any value of Ro 
to obtain a quick enough fly-back 
in the absence of negative current 
feedback. With a higher value an 
adequate fly-back is possible, but 
entails the use of a much higher 
value of Ro than would be needed 
for a pentode. This results in 
some improvement of current 
efficiency but a considerable reduc-
tion of voltage efficiency, and the 
power efficiency is nearly always 
lower. 
However, it is always possible 

to make the effective valve resist-
ance as high as with a pentode by 
using sufficient negative current 
feedback. The A.C. resistance does 
not then affect the power efficiency. 
It is usually found, however, that 
the input voltage to the grid be-
comes inconveniently large when 
this is attempted, and it is rarely 
practicable to use as much feed-
back as this. 

It is also desirable to consider 
the power loss in cathode-bias and 
screen-feed circuits. A triode 
tends to need more bias than a 
pentode, although not all types 
do, and so the power loss in the 
cathode resistor tends to be 
greater. There is, however, no 
screen-grid to supply. 

It is not possible to draw any 
general conclusion about the 
superiority of either type of 
valve. In some cases there is not 
a great deal to choose between 
the two. However, it will nearly 
always be found that the pentode 

TABLE I 

operated with the screen at more 
than 250 V, a dropping resistot 
becomes necessary and causes an 
extra power loss. The triode may 
then become the more efficient of 
the two, but it may still be the 
less convenient on account of the 
large amount of negative feedback 
required. In addition, the high-
Voltage low-current conditions 
suited to a triode demand a high 
value of inductance in the de-
flector coil, and it may prove 
impracticable to wind a suitable 
coil. 

In order to illustrate these 
effects two deflector coils of very 
different design will be considered. 
Both are of r-H inductance, but 
whereas one — coil A — has 
R = 1,70o LI and I = 4o mA, the 
other—coil B—has R = 208(1 and 
I = 58 mA. The values of I2L 
are thus respectively 0.0016 and 
0.0034, while R/L has the values 
1,700 and 208. Coil A is the more 
efficient of the two in producing 
a magnetic field where it is needed 
for deflecting the beam of the 
C.R. tube, but coil B has a much 
lower resistance loss in its wind-
ings. As far a. the coil power is 
concerned the resistance loss out-
weighs the field loss and coil B 
needs little more than one-half 
the power of coil A. For con-
venience of reference the relevant 
figures are collected in Table I. 
Now consider the use of these 

coils with a pentode valve of high 
A.C. resistance for which V1=70 V 
and i = 5 mA. The first stçp is 

TABLE II 

= 70 V; i= 5 mA ; ro --> co 

Coll A Coll B Coll A Coll B 

PL 
R/L 
Pl 

(H) 1 1 R.(CIPT) (n) 2,760 670 
(a) 1,700 208 R„15151 ((I) 2,300 3,800 
(mA) 40 58 i„ (mA) 37.3 35.5 

0.0016 0.0034 /2 (mA) 69.5 66 
1,700 208 Ear (V) 210 215 
0.269 0.149 P„„ (W) 7.85 7.65 (W) 

is better than the triode when the 
H.T. supply voltage is under 
about 250 V, for then the lower 
value of V, obtained with this 
valve has a considerable influence 
and there will also be no loss in a 
dropping resistor for the screen 
supply—only the actual screen 
loss of the valve itself. At higher 
voltages V, becomes less impor-
tant, and as few pentodes can be 

to apply Eqns. (9) and ( ro). As 
shown in Table II, the optimum 
values of Ro for coils A and B are 
2,760 II and 6700, whereas the 
minimum permissible values are 
2,300 û and 3,800 û respectively. 
In the case of coil A the optimum 
value is higher than the minimum, 
and it can be adopted. With 
coil B, however, the minimum 
value is much higher than the 
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Frame Deflector-coil Efficiency— 
optimum, and it is necessary to 
adopt this minimum value. In 
what follows, therefore, the values 
of R. for coils A and B are respec-
tively 2,760(1 and 3,8o0û. 
The application of Eqns. (5), 

(6), (7) and (8) leads to the 
remaining figures of Table II, and 
it is interesting to see that the 
powers drawn from the H.T. 
supply are almost the same-
7.85 W and 7.65 W. Practically 
speaking, the difference is negli-
gible. Although one coil needs 
only about one-half the power of 
the other, because of the fly-back 
requirement it can only be 
coupled so much less efficiently to 
the valve that there is virtually 
no difference in the demands on 
the H.T. supply. 
Now with a valve such as the 

EL33 with a screen-cathode 
potential of 215 V the grid bias 
needed is approximately — 4.25 V 
and the grid saw-tooth voltage 
input some 7 V p-p. The screen 
current is some 4 mA. For coil B, 
therefore, there is a screen power 
loss of 215 x 0.004 = o.86 W and 
a cathode bias-resistor loss of 
4.25 x 0.0395 = o.168 W. The 
total power drawn from the H.T. 
supply system thus becomes 
7.65 o.86 0.168 = 8.078 W. 

If the same valve is connected 
as a triode it has an A.C. resist-
ance of about 3,0000, and so a 
large amount of negative feed-
back must be used. Suppose R. 
is made arbitrarily 4,500(1, then 
I-. Must be 24,500 CI and sufficient 
feedback must be employed to 
increase the effective A.C. resist-
ance from 3,00012 to 24,5oo 
With this value of R., i„ and i, 

are negligibly different from their 
previous values. Inspection of the 
valve curves for i, = 66 mA and 
— i V between grid and cathode 
shows V, to be 18o V. The grid 
bias needed is about — 3.7 V and 
the bias power loss is some 
3.7 x 0.0355 -- 0.13 W. Applica-
tion of Eqn. (7) gives Eir, = 350V 
and so Pin= 12.4 W and the total 
power becomes 12.4 -4- 0.13 
12.53 W as compared with 8.08 W 
for the pentode. Taking feedback 
into account the input grid volt-
age needed will be about 5.4 x 
24,500/3,000 = 44 V p-p. The 
pentode input of 7 V p-p will, in 
practice, be greater rather because 
it is usually desirable to employ 
some feedback even with this 

type of valve in order to linearize 
the characteristic. The difference 
of input grid voltage is not, there-
fore, a very important one. 

In this instance the pentode is 
very considerably superior to the 
triode on a power basis. This 
superiority is due almost entirely 
to the lower value of V, obtain-
able with it. It is obvious from 
first principles that the advantage 
of the pentode will decrease if L 
is made larger, for this will 
decrease the current needed and 
V, will fall more for the triode 
than for the pentode. Such a 
change will increase EHT, how-
ever, and this may be undesirable; 
in addition, with some designs of 
deflector coil it is inconvenient to 
make L much over I H, for it 
entails the use of very fine wire, 
and there is an increased risk of 
fracture during the construction. 

It thus becomes clear that the 
pentode usually leads to higher 
power efficiency than the triode, 
and this is especially the case when 
the H.T. supply voltage is limited 
and it is necessary to use a. 
deflector coil of moderate induct-
ance and needing a fairly large 
current. In seeking to improve 
efficiency it is much more impor-
tant to reduce PL than R/L as 
long as the latter is not of such 
a value that Ru(or) is much less 
than Ra(MiN). 

Appendix 

Let the current through the de-

When the change of voltage across 
C can be considered negligible, this 
is also the back E.M.F. on the anode 
of the valve additional to the mean 
voltage drop in R.. 

Referring to Fig. 2 the D.C. load 
line for R. is drawn from EHT in 
the usual way and the mean drop 
across it is i.R.. The, A.C. load line 
for RR./ (R ± R.) is drawn through 
its intersection with the ic current 
ordinate. On account of the back 
E.M.F. across L, the actual working 
line during the scan is displaced by 
the amount LIfr,. 
The change of voltage during the 

RR.  
scan is clearly 4i,, RR,, and this 

must be equal to the change of vol-
tage across the coil resistance IR. 

Hence, 

R—R) 

By inspection of Fig. 2, 
i0 44/2 

+ 1( it + R) 

= 

= il ± I (I ± 

and 
RR.  

Ein = V1 + 2 R R. 
LI . 
—  t, R. 
r l 

=V1 + i,R. + 

+ .. 
2R -r,R 

The power drawn from 
supply is clearly, 

Ptit = EliTio 

(4) 

,(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

the H.T. 

.. (8) 
Differentiating (7) with respect 

to RJR and equating to zero gives 
for the optimum value, 

(R.\ 

Rion, 

1  

-1-V2j1/1 / I 

flection coil have the ideal form 

iL = (L— I ) .. 
•ri 2 

during the period r1 of the scan. 
The power loss in the resistance is 

I2R/12. The energy stored in the 
inductance once each cycle is LI2/2 
and this is dissipated in the resistance 
elements during the following fly-
back. The total powet supplied to 
the deflector coil is thus :— 

I2L /R 6 \ 

PL = -1- -17) 

(i) 

(2) 

The back E.M.F. across the de-
flector coil during the scan is, 

_(iLR L de) 
= T1 2 • TiJ 

the minus sign indicating that it 
acts in opposition to the E.M.F., 
which drives the current through the 
circuit. 

• • (3) 

During fly-back the coil current is 
approximately of the form, 

= _ 2j 
assuming shunt capacitance effects 
to be negligible and the fly-back time 
of the grid voltage to be less than 
that of the anode. The change of 
voltage is 98 per cent complete when 

R. r.  
tR,/L = 4 where R, = R+ + 

and so the minimum permissible 
value of R./R is, 

tR„\ 

\ R J.fiN   
r. 

— 
T2R 

and when r, is large this reduces to, 

(R; ) T42LR 

(lo) 
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THE " BELLING-LEE PAGE" 
Providing technical information, service and advice in relation 

to our products and the suppression of electrical interference 

SUPPRESSION AT THE 
SOURCE 

A customer wrote to us about the 
suppression of H.F. interference 
from a pump motor. He had tried 
one of our L.3oo mains filters (usually 
fitted at the receiver end) without 
success. We wrote confirming that 
it would probably do the lob but 
that it must be fitted as near as 
possible to the pump motor, stressing 
the fact that " every inch matters." 
Back came the reply that " Fitting 
your L.3oo suppressor close up to 
the AC/DC motor, with only a sin. 
lead, has entirely cured the inter-
ference trouble. It was previously 
about four feet away and with a 
poor earth." 

This leads us to a fundamental 
point. It is preferable to apply 
suppression at the source of trouble, 
where one suppressor will cure the 
interference for everybody. The 
fact that we manufacture more 
expensive filters and aerial 
systems does not deter us from 
encouraging simple effective remedies 
—we prefer to sell our products on 
the goodwill derived from giving 
sound technical advice. It would 
be pointless to advise the erection of 
a costly aerial white interference 
from a vacuum cleaner or similar 
appliance could be suppressed 
adequately with a flex lead suppressor 
•r. at a fraction of the cost. 

The Belling & Lee" Flex Lead Suppres-
sor L301 for fitting in the supply lead to 
vacuum cleaners, hairdriers, fans, etc. * 1 

SUPPRESSION AT THE 
RECEIVER 

If the source of mains borne 
interference is inaccessible or un-
traceable, a mains filter (" Belling-
Lee" List No. 300/3 or 305 * 2) 
should be tried at the mains outlet 
point, from which the receiver is 
being fed. It is essential, however, 
to establish that interference is 
mains borne before seeking a remedy 
of any kind. This can be done 
simply by detuning the receiver to 
a point between stations and where 
interference is heard at its highest 
level; the aerial and earth should 
then be disconnected and if no 
perceptible reduction of noise level 
results, it may be assumed either 
that the interference is mains borne, 

The well-known set lead suppressor L300 
Manfd. by Belling & Lee Ltd. is normally 
fitted at the plug point supplying the 

receiver. *2 

or that the receiver itself is collecting 
radiated interference from house 
wiring or adjacent metal objects. 
If, on disconnecting the aerial, the 
interference ceases, a further test 
should be made., 
Move the receiver away from the 

mains supply socket, until the mains 
lead is almost straight. Connect 
to the aerial terminal of the set, 
about .six feet of wire and hold it, 
fully extended, first at a right-angle 
then close to and parallel with the 
mains lead. If the interference 
increases when the aerial lead is 
placed near the .mains lead, the 
presence of mains borne interference 
may be assumed. If mains filtering, 
in these circumstances, does not 
provide suppression, it can be ac-
cepted that suppression at the 
source of the interference is essential. 

ANTI-INTERFERENCE 
AERIALS 

A mains filter will not be effective 
against radiated interference, which 
reaches the set by way of the aerial 
or earth systems, or both. An 
" Eliminoise" *3 or " Skyrod " 
*4 anti-interfercnce aerial system 
gives the best results when this type 
of interference has to be overcome. 
It is necessary, however, that this 
equipment should be sited properly 
so that the responsive portion 
of the aerial is erected in a position 
which is reasonably free from inter-
ference. By this means, clear 
signals are fed to the receiver 
through the interference field by-
the screened downlead which pre-
vents the superimposition of the 
disturbance. 

Relative merits of vertical and 
horizontal aerials are: 

(I) Since most interference is 
horizontally polarised a vertical 
collector is usually less responsive 
to it. 

(2) The effective height of an 
18 feet vertical spike is somewhat 
less than that of a 6o feet horizontal 
span erected at the same height, 
with a consequent reduction in 
signal pick-up. 

(3) Generally, signal to noise is 
improved by employing the vertical 
rod. 

(4) The vertical aerial is more 
readily installed in different situa-
tions (e.g. where no garden space 
is available.) 

(5) For multi-point installations 
the vertical spike will supply 5 or 
even 6 points and the horizontal 
span will feed 12 points without 
amplification. 

(6) The vertical aerial is very 
much less susceptible to night 
fading on local stations due to its 
poor response to downcoming high 
angle waves. 

*1. Flex lead suppressors L.301 
(3 core) 21/-. Lu 74 (2 core) 12/6 
each. 

* 2 Set lead suppressors L.3oo/3 
(r amp.) all wave 59/6 each. 
L.305 (2 amp.) Short and Medium 
wave 63/-. 

*3. " ELIMINOISE " (Regd. 
Trade Mark) Anti-interference aerial 
kit L.308/K complete shown above 
£6 Os. 

*4. " SKYROD " (Regd. Trade 
Mark) Vertical, chimney fixing r8ft. 
spike with " Eliminoise " transfor-
mers screened downlead and earth 
wire etc. 
L.638/K £10. 
L.638 collector only £4 4s. 

*5. " ELIMINOI SE " ad-
ditional receiver transformers for 
multi-point installations. 
L.307 receiver transformers each 
£2 2s. 
L.621/5 receiver lead each 9s. 

ERRATUM 

" Belling & Lee " page " Wireless 
World" June. Sub.: Burnt-out 
Eliminoise Transformers. Para s 
Line 12. to milliamps should read 
.o milliamps. 

BELLING & LEE LTD 
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD ENFIELD. MIDDX 
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World of Wireleds— 

riter states that the only additional 
equipment is an extra modulator at 
the trtnsmitter—which is connected 
to a telephone line—and at the 
receiving end a unit connected to the 
telephone and an additional three-
valve unit in the receiver. 
The picture is given a flicker 

which cannot be steadied unless the 
viewer asks the local telephone 
operator to connect him to the tele-
vision station, whereupon the beam 
becomes steady. The telephone 
operator records the period during 
which the viewer was connected to 
the station and the charge for the 
P.V. service is added to the tele-
phone bill. 

It is pointed out that the use of 
P.V. does not interfere with in-
coming and outgoing telephone 
calls. 

L.C.C. RADIO COURSES 

N addition to the full range of 
courses in electrical and tele-

communication engineering and 
applied physics for the National 
Certificate and City and Guilds 
exams, the South-East London 
Technical College is providing a 
number of special day and evening 
courses for the next session which 
commences -in September. 
Among these are the following, 

each of which will be held on one 
evening per week :— 

Television—Two courses, one of about 
12 lectures and one of about 30 lectures 
and practical work. 

Industrial Electronics—about 25 lec-
tures. 
Communication Networks (Theory and 

Design)—about 30 lectures. 
Communication Engineering Economies 

—about 30 lectures. 
Applications of the C.R.T. to Industrial 

Problems—about 6 lectures. 
Radio-Frequency Measurements—about 

10 evenings, including practical work. 
fligh•Vacuum Technique—about 6 lec-

tures. 
Electronic Equipment and Instrumenta-

tion—about 6 lectures. 

The printed prospectus for the 
1948-49 session will be available in 
August from the College, Lewisham 
Way, London, S.E.4. 

RESEARCH FOR INDUSTRY 

THE firm of Mactaggart & Evans 
has opened a Research Institute 

at Sondes Place, Dorking, Surrey, 
for general investigations into the 
problems of industrial production. 
The services of the institute are 
available to small firms who may 
not be in a position to maintain re-
search departments of their own. 
Work is undertaken for an agreed 
fee, and any patents arising from 
the research become the property of 
the client. 
The laboratories are equipped for 

chemical, physical, biological and 
metallurgical research and there is 

an electronics laboratory dealing 
primarily with problems of servo-
control in industrial processes. 
Other work for which this section is 
equipped includes ultrasonics, elec-
tro-biological research and the de-
velopment of electro-mechanical 
computing methods. 

TELEVISION CONSTRUCTION 

A NEW printing of the booklet 
" Television Receiver Construc-

tion" (consisting of reprints of a 
series of W ireless W orld articles) is 
now available: price 28 6d from 
booksellers or 2s 9d by post from 
our Publishers. 
The Mullard MW22-7 C.R. tube 

used in the set as described is 
tending towards obsolescence and 
the makers have introduced a new 
type to replace it. This is the 
MW22-14C and is identical except 
for a heater-current rating of o.3A 
instead of o.6A. The new tube can 
be used, therefore, without any 
alteration to the equipment. 

PERSONALITIES  

Sir Edward Appleton, secretary of 
D.S.I.R., has recently been honoured 
by two foreign academies. He has been 
elected a Foreign Member of the Royal 
Swedish Academy of Science and a 
Member of the Pontifical Academy of 
Sciences. The latter has only seventy 
members, who are nominated by the 
Pope. 

L. H. Bedford has been awarded the 
Fellowship of the American I.R.E. 
" for his development of special cir-
cuits, particularly those used for scan-
ning purposes, in television." As 
Cossor's director of research he was 
one of the first two industrial engineers 
to be taken into the confidence of the 
Government on radar. He is now with 
:Marconi's. 

T. E. Goldup celebrated on July 2nd 
twenty-five years' service with Alul-
lards, of which he is now a director. 

T. E. GOLDUP. 

For some years he was in charge of 
the Technical Service Dept. and in 
1938 was made a director of the sub-
sidiary company, Radio Transmission 
Equipment, Ltd., at Balham. 

C. R. Nortcliffe has resigned from the 
Boards of British Rola and Celestion 
but is maintaining his export connec-
tions. His address is " Riverhome," 
The Green, Hampton Court, Middx. 
(Tel.: Molesey 3795). 

IN BRIEF 

Television Licences have increased 
nearly threefold during the past twelve 
months. The number in force at the 
end of May, 1947, when it was for the 
first time possible to know the number 
of viewers, as all the old ios sound-
and-vision licences had expired, was 
18,85c. At the end of May this year 
the total reached 52,5oo, an increase 
of 3,300 in a month. 

Broadcast Licences in force at the end 
of May totalled 11,235,700. This num-
ber includes television licences. 

P.T. on Pickups.—It has been ruled 
by H.M. Customs and Excise that 
where a matching transformer is sold 
with a pickup, but not as an integral 
part of the pickup, the transformer 
shall not, in future, be subject to Pur-
chase Tax, which is now 60% on 
gramophone equipment. In consequence 
of this decision, the following price re-
vision for the Marconiphone Type 14 
lightweight pickup and transformer is 
announced: Pickup £2 ros, P.T. 
£1 Is 8d; transformer £1 5s. 

" Cast out the beam. . . ."—B.B.C. 
staff will not in future be permitted to 
use their private cars on Corporation 
business unless interference suppressors 
have been fitted. " Suppression" is 
now a prerequisite for car allowances. 
The cost of fitting the suppressor will 
be borne by the Corporation. 

Olympic Games.—Television receivers 
are being installed by the Radio Indus-
try Council in all the Embassies for the 
duration of the Olympic Games, many 
events of which will be televised by the 
B.B.C. Extensive arrangements are 
being made by the B.B.C. to facilitate 
the coverage of the Games by reporters 
from overseas. 

Scientific Films.—The second con-
gress of the International Scientific 
Film Association will be held in 
London from October 4th-iith. The 
primary aim of the Association, which 
was founded by twenty-two countries 
last year, is " to raise the standard 
and to promote the use of the scientific 
film . . . in order to achieve the widest 
possible understanding of scientific 
method and outlook. . . ." Details of 
the congress are available from the 
Scientific Film Association, 34, Soho 
Square, London, W .I. 

Record Library.—A choice of more 
than 2,000 records, including frequency 
test discs, is available to subscribers 
to the Yorkshire Gramophone Library, 
166, Briggate, Leeds, 1. The postal 
service provides a parcel of ten records 
per month and subscriptions range from 
Li 15s 6d for three months, to £6 5s 6d 
for a year. There is a returnable de-
posit and subscribers undertake to use 
thorn or fibre needles except where ex-
press permission is given to use an 
approved lightweight pickup. 
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Frequency allocations to all services 
in the entire telecommunication 
spectrum—i kc/s to Ici,5oo Mc / s—as 
agreed at the Atlantic City conference, 
are given on a sixteen-colour chart, 
measuring 54in by soin, issued by Mul-
lards. The vertical columns are 
divided into three—one for each of the 
three Regions. It is available from the 
Communications Division, M ullard 
Electronic Products, Ltd., Century 
House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, 
W.C.2, price 30s. A smaller six-colour 
edition will be available later. 

Television Demonstrations are now 
given every afternoon from 3 to 4 
at the Science Museum, South Kensing-
ton. Admission to the Museum, which 
is open from io a.m. to 6 p.m. week-
days and from 2.30 to 6 p.m. on 
Sundays, is free. 

Aids to Production.—Although the 
first national mechanical handling ex-
hibition, held at Olympia in July, was 
mainly concerned with the handling of 
heavier products than those generally 
associated with the radio industry, 
there were some examples ol 
mechanical aids to light production 
engineering. A full report of the show 
will be given in the August issue of 
our associated journal Mechanical 
Handling. 

Brazil.—The new broadcasting 
station in Recife, Brazil, equipped by 
Marconi's for the Radio Jornal do 
Commercio, was inaugurated on July 
3rd. The installation includes a 2o-kW 
M.W. transmitter and two 25-kW S.W. 
transmitters. 

Television and the Cinema.—A con-
vention is being organized by the 
Société de Radioélectriciens of France 
on the question of the relationship be-
tween television and the cinema. It 
will be held in Paris in the autumn 
and invitations have been sent to other 
countries for contributions. Full details 
are obtainable from the society, to, 
Avenue Pierre Larousse, Malakoff 
(Seine), France. 

N. American F.M.—Agreement has 
been reached between the U.S. and 
Canada regarding the allocation of fre-
quencies for F.M. stations, their power 
and height of aerial. Eighty-one fre-
quencies have been distributed among 
Canada's nine provinces. 

Royal Yacht Radio.—Broadcast re-
ceivers and radio-gramophones for the 
King of Norway's yacht " Norge" 
were supplied by Golden Voice Radio, 
Ltd., 25, Haymarket, London, S.W./. 
Special' superheterodyne receiver chassis 
were designed to work from the ship's 
mains and the cabinet work of the 
seventeen pieces was varied to blend 
with furniture and panelling. 

I.P.R.E.—A Midlands Section of the 
Institute of Practical Radio Engineers 
has now been formed. The secretary 
is F. Prosser, 27, Duncroft Road, 
Yardley, Birmingham, 26. 

Amateur Radio Exhibition.—The 
second annual exhibition of amateur 
radio equipment is being organized by 
the R.S.G.B. and will be held in 
London from November 17th to 20th. 

I.E.E. Council. — Among the new 
mefhbers of the Council of the I.E.E. 

to fill the vacancies which occur on 
Sept. 30th are A. J. Gill, B.Sc. (Eng.), 
who is appointed a vice-president, and 
Dr. W. G. Radley, C.B.E., from the 
Radio Section. 

FREDERICK SMITH, O.B.E. 

I.E.E. Radio Section.—The new 
chairman of the I.E.E. Radio Section 
Committee is Frederick Smith, 0.B.E., 
who is general manager of the M.O. 
Valve Co. There are two vice-chair-
men this year; they are R. T. B. 
Wynn, M.A., B.B.C. asst. chief en-
gineer, and C. F. Booth, 0.B.E., staff 
engineer in charge of the Post Office 
Radio Development Branch. The fol-
lowing have been elected to fill the 
four vacancies occurring on the com-
mittee on Sept. 30th: Dr. H. G. 
Booker, M.A. (Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge); Dr. L. F. Broadway, 
B.Sc. (E.N1.I. Research Laboratories); 
E. Fennessy, 0.13.E., B.Sc. (Decca); 
and F. R. Willis, B.Sc. (Eng.) (Sir 
Alexander Gibb & Partners). 

INDUSTRIAL NEWS 

Magnetic Disc Recorder.—A portable 
recording machine, the " Recordon," 
using paper or plastic discs coated 
with powdered magnetic material, is to 
be manufactured under licence in this 
country by Thermionic Products, Ltd., 
Pratt Walk, London, S.E.ir. The 
machine, which is intended primarily 
for office dictation, weighs about ti lb 
and gives a playing time of 3 minutes 
(approx. 450 words) per disc. The 
design is based on the " Mail-a-Voice" 
recorder of the Brush Development 
Co., of America. 

" Better Listening."—Plans have 
been made by 13.R.E.M.A. to launch 
a " Better Listening" campaign in the 
autumn to encourage the replacement 
of old receivers and, in the London 
area, the purchase of television sets. 
The campaign will be run from 
September 26th to October 9th. 

Radio Ball.—The second annual 
Radio Industries Club Ball will be held 
at Grosvenor House, Park Lane, on 
September 3oth. 

Philips Electrical has installed two 
50-watt amplifiers and over fifty loud-
speakers at Lord's Cricket Ground. 

Mullard-Hallicrafter Agreement pro-
vides for Hallicrafter-designed corn- • 

munication transmitters and receivers 
to be manufactured by MuLlards, who 
will also represent Hallicrafters in the 
U.K., Eire and Australasia. 

Marconi E.H.F. radiotelephone equip-
ment was installed in each of the six 
tugs used during the launching of the 
whale-tanker " Kosmos V," at Middles-
brough, on July 8th. The equipment, 
together with a seventh set temporarily 
fitted in the " Kosmos V," will facili-
tate the handling of the ship, the 
longest-675ft—launched at this port. 

British Rola, Ltd.—At the request 
of the company a receiver has been 
appointed to go into its affairs with 
a view two reconstruction. A net loss 
of over Lio,000 was incurred last year 
compared with the previous year's 
profit of over £ 13,000. 

E.M.I.—The Service Division of 
E.M.I. Sales and Service, Ltd., has 
been transferred from Hayes to the 
recently acquired Sheraton Works, 
Wadsworth Road, Greenford, Middx. 
(Tel.: Perivale 3344), to which all en-
quiries regarding servicing should be 
addressed. The E.M.I. London depot, 
previously at Clerkenwell Road, has 
also been transferred to Greenford, 
where all orders for gramophone 
records and accessories should be sent. 

Philco.—In addition to the reduction 
'n price of Philco sets consequent upon 
the decrease in Purchase Tax the 
Philco Radio and Television Corp. is 
adjusting the prices of receivers so that 
the selling price will be reduced by 
about 25 per cent. 

Partridge.—The new factory for 
Partridge Transformers, Ltd., on the 
Kingston By-pass, Tolworth, Surrey, is 
nearing completion and it i's hoped to 
start production in August. Enquiries 
should continue to be sent to the new 
offices in Peckford Place, London. 
S.W.g. (Tel.: Brixton 65o6.) 

S. G. Brown, Ltd., who manufacture 
headphones and precision instruments, 
have moved from North Acton to a 
larger factory in Shakespeare Street, 
Watford, Herts. (Tel.: Watford 7241). 

Goodurans.—The telephone number 
of the registered offices and works of 
Goodmans Industries, Ltd., at Lancelot 
Road, Wembley, has been changed to 
Wembley 1200, 

Melton Metallurgical Laboratories, 
Ltd., manufacturers of " liquid silver" 
for capacitors, have moved from Slough 
to 42, Towngate Street, Poole, Dorset 
(Tel.: Poole 872-3). 

Wolsey Television has moved to 75, 
Gresham Road, Brixton, London, 
S.W.g. (Factory: 102. Barrington 
Road, S.W.g.) 

Tannoy.—Guy R. Fountain, Ltd., 
who manufactures Tannoy equipment, 
has gone into compulsory liquidation. 

Advert. Corrections.—In the advertise-
ment of Reproducers and Amplifiers, 
Ltd., in our June issue, the tolerance 
should have been given as ± o.000sin— 
not o.005in as printed. Purchase tax 
on the Collaro Microgram de Luxe 
equipment, incorrectly given in the 
July issue advertisement, should be 
£8 I2S ud. 
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More Cathode-ray Tube Data 
Further Notes on Ex-service Types 

THE following list has been com-
piled in response to a number of 

requests for an extension of the 
original list given in the December, 
1947, issue. 
A number of correspondents were 

anxious to have details e C.R. 
tubes suitable for use in television 
receivers, but a careful search has 
revealed only one type with white 

Type Screen 

ACR1 
ACR2 
ACR8 
ACRIO 
ACRI 1 
ACR12 
ACR13 
NC2 
NC3 
NC4 
NC5 
NC8 
NC9 
NCIO 
NC 1 1 
NC13 
NC15 
NC17 
NC18 
NC20 
VCR84 
VCR85 
VCR86 
VCR87 
VCR112 
VCR131 
VCR138 
VCR138A 
VCR139A 
VCR140 

VCR511 

VCR514 
VCR515 
VCR516 
VCR5I7 
VCR518 
VCR518A 
VCR519 
VCR520 
VCR521 
VCR522A 
VCR523 

Compiled by 

D. W. THOMASSON 

trace, large screen ( I2i11) and 
magnetic deflection. This tube, the 
the CV274, has not been seen in the 
surplus market as yet, and it seems 
that television experimenters must 

either put up with a green or blue 
trace and electrostatic deflection' or 
buy in the civilian market. 

There are a good many tubes for 
magnetic deflection, but they are 
mostly of the " afterglow" type, 
and useless for television. It is 
useful to note that such screens can 
generally be identified by the 
greenish tint of the screen caused by 

Base 
Size Operating Conditions 

D Va V ma. 

\V - 495 
As ACR1, but les. 

\V or G - - 
G 12.4 205 

As ACR8, but with 
620 295 

160 
136 
71 

NC2. 
136 

G 
G 
G 
G 
BIG 

Red 

G 
G 
G 
D 
Y 
G 
A 
A 
A 
A 

G or W 
G 
G 
G 
G 
A 

A 

G 
B or G 
A 
A 

G 
G 
A 
A 
G 
G 

8.1 
431 
414 

9.1 203 
Otherwise as 

6.1 495 

12.5 
6.1 

12.3 
12.3 
12.6 
8.2 

12.3 
12.5 
12.7 
12.7 
12.7 
12.7 

12.7 
12.3 
12.3 
12.4 
8.2 

12.7 

12.3 

8.2 
12.3 

12.6 

8.2 
12.3 
9.1 

12.7 

380 
495 
420 
495 
380 
393 
431 
585 
685 
660 
570 
512 
495 
585 
340 
340 
205 
587 

585 

370 
384 
452 
431 

380 

640 
393 
340 
145 
660 

136 3 0.6 3 
stringent spec fication. 
136 0.15 0.56 3 
70 0.45 0.07 0.45 

4 

3 
1 

metallized outer coat ng. 
4 0.8 4 5 
2 0.48 3 
Gas Focus 
- - 

3 0.55 
Gas focus 
114 - 
136 3 0.55 
160 1.8 0.8 
175 0.45 0.44 
116 1.2 0.35 
90 Mag. Focus 
160 2 0.8 
300 4 0.8 
305 1.8 0.65 
300 1.8 1.6 
160 1.8 0.97 
160 3 0.7 
135 0.2 0.56 
300 4 0.8 
90 1.2 0.2 
90 1.2 0.2 
70 0.8 0.135 

306 Mag. Focus 

300 4 0.8 

90 0.8 0.28 
90 0.2 1.2 
230 Mag. Focus 
160 2 0.5 

116 1.2 0.35 

312 
885 
92 
39 

295 

0.5 0.5 
Mag. Focus 
1.8 0.7 
0.8 0.135 
1.8 1.6 

3 
1.5 

3 
5 
2.2 
1.2 

5 
4 
3.5 
6 
5 
3 
3 
4 
1.2 
1.2 
0.8 
5.5 

4 

2 

4 
3 

1.2 

2.2 
10 
4 
0.8 
6 

5 
1.5 
0.8 

4 

2 
4 
6 
4 
2 
15 
6 
5 
4 
7 
5.5 
5.5 
3.5 
5 
2.5 
5 
1 
6.5 

6.5 

2.5 
1.5 
5 
6 

2 

4 
15 
5 
1 
7 

15 

20 
2 

15 

3 

20 

3 

Sensitivity 

X 

600 

870 
170 

650 
620 
450 
120 

600 

490 
600 
550 
520 
530 
Mag. 
620 
900 
1175 
1345 
900 
700 
870 
900 
357 
357 
170 
Mag 

1000 

380 
480 
Mag. 
720 

530 

720 
Mag. 

357 
90 

1345 

Y 

675 

500 
170 

650 
1160 
450 
150 

675 

490 
675 
1000 
520 
370 

Defl. 
1160 
900 
550 
1300 
700 
750 
500 
900 
780 
780 
170 

Defl, 

1000 

580 
400 

Defl. 
880 

370 

720 
Defl. 
780 
90 

1300 

Remarks 

= VCR139A 

0.6 V Htr. 

0.6 V Htr. 

=32E 

Obsolete. 

--VCR518 
Skiatron 
=CV966 

Obsolete. 

Obsolete. 

Larger screen than 
VCR138 

f 2 screen variants 
A êz B. 

2 anodes 

5 screen variants A-E 

Double Beam. 

Compass. 

Similar to VCR85. 

NOTES : The screen type is given by the following symbols: A = Afterglow ; (long persistence) ; B = Blue ; B/G = Blue-Green ; D = Dark Trace ; 
G = Green ; W = White ; Y = Yellow. 

The size is given in mm, L being the overall length, and D the diameter. The operating voltages are given in kilovolts, and the beam current in 
A. 

V, = 1st anode ; V, -= 2nd anode voltage ; V = 3rd anode voltage ; 
= maximum final anode voltage ; lb = beam current. The sensitivities are given in mm/V/V. 
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More Cathode-ray Tube Data— 
phosphorescence. After exposure to 
sunlight, the screen glows plainly 
when shaded again. This will not, 

There are a large 
these as far as Dossible. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Side Caps 

6.1 K G HH A2 A1 — — — — — — A3 ; Y1; Y2; Xi ; X2. 6-clip type. 
8.1 A Y1 F X1 G Y2 F X2 — 8-pin spigot. 
8.2 — H — — G — HK — — — — A — — — — Int. Octal. 
9.1 X1 Y1 A2 H,K H G A1,3 X2 Y2 — Brit. 9-pin. 
12.1 G — H,K H A1 A2 Coa X2 — A3 — X1 Y1 ; Y2. — — — 12-way S.C. 
12.2 G — H,K H A1 A2 Coa Y2 X2 A3 X1 Yi   12-way S.C. 
12.3 GK HH A1 A2 Coa Y2 X2 Aa X1 Y1   12-way S.C. 
12.4 K G HH A2 — Y2 X2 A3 X1 Y1 12-pin Spigot. 
12.5 KGHH — A2 — Y2 X2 A3 X1 Yi   12-pin Spigot. 
12.6 K GHH — A2 A4 Y2 X2 A3 X1 Y1 — — — — — 12-pin Spigot. 
12.7 K G HHA1 A2 Coa Y2 X2 A3 X1 Yi   12-way S.C. 

SYMBOLS: G = Grid Modulator) ; H -= Heater; K = Cathode; Coa = Coating Internal) ; X, X,, Y,, Y, = X- and Y-axis deflector plates 
= 1st anode; A, = 2nd anode; A. -= 3rd anode ; A. = Splitter p ate in double-beam tubes. 
The probable variations are: Coating and A, to A,, K to H, and X,, Y. to A.. 

of course, identify a tube with a 
" dark-trace" screen. 

All but two of the tubes listed are 
4-V heater types, the current drawn 

BASE TYPES 

number of variations between tubes of a given type, but 

being of the order of i A. The de-
flection and focus are generally 
electrostatic, the exceptions being 
noted. 

the connection lists are framed to cover 

H I FAM E.H.F. Amplitude-modulated 
Broadcasting in U.S.A. 

IN common with a large num-ber of radio engineers, it has 
been the writer's opinion that 

the extra high frequencies could 
be utilized more economically by 
using A.M. than F.M. In order 
to study the radio service possi-
bilities, particularly for small 
zommunities, of A.M., an experi-
mental station, W9XHZ, was con-
structed in Bloomington, Indiana. 
W9XHZ operates on a frequency 
of 87.75 megacycles with radiated 
power into the aerial of 200 watts. 
The word " HIFAM " (high-
fidelity A.M.) has been coined to 
describe the service. 

In the area covered by W9XHZ, 
the terrain is very hilly, some of 
the hills around the transmitter 
being as high as goo feet above 
sea level. The aerial, which is 
non-directional, is 795 feet above 
sea level. It consists of eight co-
axial units mounted vertically and 
hanging down from the tower 
platform, and has a power gain 
of about io. This is a very in-
expensive type of aerial to con-
struct. It gives vertical polariza-
tion, which has advantages when 
small vertical aerials are used for 
reception. 
In all urban districts of 

Bloomington, the field strength 
is high, ranging from 250,000 to 

By SARKES TARZ1AN 

5,000,uV / metre. The 5o-1W per 
metre contour is about 25 miles 
with 200 watts of radiated power. 
The maximum power output of 
the transmitter is 500 watts. The 
fidelity characteristic of all com-
ponents was specified as ± 3 db 

V. H.F. BROADCAST 
AERIAL AERIAL 

from 3o' to io,000 c / s. A Com-
pression amplifier is used in.order 
to maintain a relatively high 
modulation level. The fidelity 
characteristic of the studio, equip-
ment is + irclb from 30 to i5,000 

Amplitude modulation permits 
the use of inexpensive converters 

7.5-80pF 

RECEIVER AERIAL TERMINAL 

e 75 -80 pF 

MIXER 
f ilkeN6 BA 6 

soopF 

500pF — 

500 pF 

OSC 
9002 50 pF 

(ZERO T C ) 

24k11 

6. V 

+ H 1 

21 NILVAR 

  NEC EARTH 
TERMINAL 

Fig. r. Circuit diagram of the converter unit described. The input 
frequency is 87-75 Mc/s and the output 1,500 kc/s. 
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/1:17A11— 
with standard broadcast band re-
ceivers which are already in use 
in thousands of homes. A great 
deal of development work was 
done in the design of an inex-
pensive converter to be sold at 
$5.95; the circuit arrangement is 
shown in Fig. x. The problem 
was to build a highly stable oscil-
lator with a frequency stability of 
o.002%. It is essential to have 
high signal/noise ratio in the 
mixer stage. This was achieved 
by using a high km tube as mixer 
(6BA6 and 12BA6). The fre-
quency stability was obtained by 
using a " chimney " type of con-
struction which maintains a flow 
of cool air at room temperature 

The inexpensive converter used for 
the American experiments in A.M. 
broadcasting to small communities 

on 8775 Mc s. 

past the oscillator components. 
An Invar oscillator coil and zero-
coefficient capacitors are used in 
the oscillator tank circuit. In all 
cases the oscillator stabilizes after 
ten minutes. In many cases it is 
stable after five minutes. Fig. 2 
shows the drift characteristic in 
production units. The overall 

o 

3 

gain of the converter is 25. The 
average broadcast band receiver 
with 5 or 6 tubes has a signal/ 
noise ratio of about 25 to 1. Pro-
duction converter units have a 

ment with age will not cause such 
serious distortion as in E.M. re-
ceivers. In all our tests since 
May, 1946, we have encountered 
no multipath distortion. The 

10 IS 20 25 

T ME IN MINUTES 

30 35 40 

Fig. 2. Frequency stability curves of production models of the converter 
shown in Fig. r. 

signal/noise ratio of over II° to 1. 
Converters that have been in 
operation since July, 1946, have 
fulfilled the designers' expecta-
tions. 
We have also developed small 

converters with an R.F. stage. 
These have been used in the 50 to 
Ioo-µV field strength areas and 
have given excellent results. 
These units can be sold for $9.95 
to the public. 

Several combined broadcast-
band and E.H.F. receivers were 
developed. A low-cost 6-tube re-
ceiver was designed which is no 
more complicated than any stan-
dard-band receiver with a simple 
short-wave band added. Common 
broadcast components can be used 
throughout. The band width of 
the IF system, which is tuned to 
460 kc / s, is broadened for 
HIFAM use. The HIFAM-AM 
receiver can be sold at a profit 
for $29.95. Receivers for the AM 
system will always be simpler and 
cheaper than those for F.M. 

In larger console type HIFAM-
AM receivers, it is possible to 
eliminate all oscillator drift. This 
is accomplished by using a crystal 
(cost $ 1.20) to obtain a double 
superheterodyne. In addition to 
a standard broadcast band re-
ceiver, a crystal and two tubes are 
used for HIFAM reception. 
Very satisfactory radio service 

has been given to the small com-
munity of Bloomington with a 
radiated power of 200 watts, and 
there has been no trouble from 
atmospheric interference, because 
the frequency use is inherently 
immune. Man-made electrical 
disturbances cause very little in-
terference at 88 Mc / s and higher. 
HIFAM receivers are very 

stable and any change in align-

country is very hilly and multi-
path distortion would be easily 
detected if present. This is an-
other decided advantage of 
HIFAM over F.M. 
Due to its nature HIFAM needs 

a much narrower band of fre-
quencies than F.M. This permits 
the assignment of a greater num-
ber of stations on a given fre-
quency spectrum. The number 
assigned will depend, of course, 
on the highest modulation fre-
quency. 

Pre-set Tuner Unit 

T1 1E tuner illustrated has been 
produced to simplify the con-

struction of small superhet broad-
cast sets. Ganging and alignment 
of circuits are avoided by using pre-
set tuning and a selector switch giv-
ing the choice of three stations in 
the medium waveband and one in 
the long. 

Efficient dust iron coils with 
adjustable cores are used and the 
sensitivity and selectivity should 
compare favourable with the more 
usual capacitor tuning. 
The unit measures 3 X 24 X 3in 

and costs 33s. Makers are Electro 
Technical Assemblies, Eta Works, 
\Vest Ilill, St. I.eonards-on-Sea. 

Eta switch-selected four-station tuner. 
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This is a 10-valve amplifier for recording and play-back 
purposes for which we claim an overall distortion of 
only 0.01 per cent., as measured on a distortion fac-
tor meter at middle frequencies for a 10-watt output. 
The internal noise and amplitude distortion are thus 
negligible and the response is flat plus or minus 
nothing from 50 to 20,000 c s and a maximum of 
.5 db down at 20 c s. 
A triple-screened input transformer for 7.t to 
15 ohms is provided and the amplifier is push-pull 
throughout, terminating in cathode-follower triodes 
with additional feedback. The input needed for 
15 watts output is only 0.7 millivolt on microphone 
and 7 millivolts on gramophone. The output trans-
former can be switched from 15 ohms to 2,000 ohms, 
for recording purposes, the measured damping 
factor being 40 times in each case. 
Built-in switched record compensation networks are 
provided for each listening level on the front panel, 
together with overload indicator switch, scratch com-
pensation control and fuse. All inputs and outputs 
are at the rear of the chassis 

EXPORT 
Enquiries from ùv, r,cas roil] recene prompt 
attention. CONTINENTAL BUYERS are invi-
:ed to get into touch with our Belgian Agents: 

Ms. Constant L. Bisman, 
129 Avenue de la Reine, 

LVW,""A.M.,V%.,WWW'S 
Bruselle , Téléph. 16.10.31. 

LIMITED 

MODEL A.D./47 10-VALVE 
TRIODE CATHODE FOLLOWER 

AMPLIFIER 

r-1 

Send for 

, 
_ 

full details of Amplifier type AD/47 

C.P.20A. 15 WATT AMPLIFIER 

ça 

for 12 volt battery and A.C. Mains operation. This improved version has 
switch change-over from A.C. to D.C. and " stand by " positions and only 
consumes 5!, amperes from 12 volt battery. Fitted mu- metal shielded micro-
phone transformer for 15 ohm microphone, and provision for crystal or 
moving iron pick-up with tone control for bass and top and outputs for 
7.5 and 15 ohms. Complete in steel case with valves. 

As illustrated. Price £28 0 0 

RECORD REPRODUCER 
This is a development of the 
A.C.20 amplifier with special 
attention to low noise level, good 
response (30-18,000 cps.) and low 
harmonic distortion ( 1 per cent. 
at 10 watts). Suitable for any 
type of pick-up with switch for 
record compensation, double neg-
ative feedback circuit to minimise 
distortion generated by speaker. 
Has fitted plug to supply 6.3 v. 
3 amp. L.T. and 300 v. 30 ma 
H.T. to a mixer or feeder unit. 
Complete in metal cabinet and 
Price Gns. CHASSIS, without 

extra microphone stage. As 
microphone extra stage. 

illustrated. 
Price al. 

257-261 THE BROADWAY,WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19 
TELEPHONES: LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3. 

TELEGRAMS: " VORTEXION, WIMBLE, LONDON." 
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LOUDSPEAKERS 
at the 

OLYMPIC GAMES 
Obviously, for the Olympic Games, the loud-

speaker arrangements must be the finest available 

in the world. That is why the Olympic Games 

Committee have relied very largely on Philips. 

Philips loudspeakers will be installed at the 

EMPIRE STADIUM, WEMBLEY 
(opening and closing ceremonies and main events) 

WEMBLEY POOL 
(swimming and boxing) 

WEMBLEY PALACE OF ENGINEERING 
(fencing) 

WINDSOR GREAT PARK 
(long distance cycle race) 

LYONS' SPORTS GROUND, SUDBURY 
GUINNESS' SPORTS GROUND, PARK ROYAL 

POLYTECHNIC STADIUM, CHISWICK 
(preliminary hockey heats) 

ALDERSHOT, CENTRAL COMMAND GROUND 
(equestrian events and modern pentathlon) 

The responsibility for the sound amplification at these events 
is being shared by Philips Electrical Ltd., and Dealers. 

PHILIPS,, F,LTEEÇTRICAL 
PHILIPS 
.41111L AMPLIFIER DEPARTMENT, 
111I CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., LONDON, W.C.2. 

(A.3978) 

An E.M.I. correspondence course, brings 
students into direct contact with scientists of 
Britain's Largest Electronic organisation. 

BASIC RADIO or 

BASIC TELEVISION 

(Ready this Autumn) 

INTERMEDIATE MATHS. 

HIGHER MATHS. 

ADVANCED RADIO 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

City and Guilds 
Telecom. Finals. 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. 

for 

f City and Guilds 
Telecom. Finals. 

Also FULL TIME COURSES 

Whatever course is chosen, the E.M.I. staff give first 

hand up-to-the-minute knowledge of the application of 

electronics to industry. Write for full details to:-

The Principal: PROFESSOR H. F. TREWMAN, M.A. (Quash) 

M.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E., M.Brit.I.R.E. 

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD. 
Dept. 16, 43, Grove Park Rd., London, W.4 

SPACeo 

V. ••1„›. -•icuLp.• 

THE LOWEST EVER 
CAPACITANCE OR 
ATTENUATION 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERIES 
FOR NOME 
& EXPORT 

asas 45. e data gaerty erritere9 Go 
Me Or,' oaten of17eedat wee taw, 

• 

LOHOTM IMPFD 
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Quality in the Home 
Are High-Powered Amplifiers Necessary ? 

S
O much has been written on the 
design of high-quality amplifiers 
that it may appear to readers, 

especially after the recent articles by 
D. T. N. Williamson and P. J. 
Baxandall, that the subject is 
played out, and that there can be 
little justification for monopolizing 
the time of readers by a further 
article. Yet despite this I humbly 
submit that much that has been 
written is inconsistent, and that the 
underlying basic data of many am-
phfiers is based on false premises. 

In Wireless World, March Loth, 
1938, " Cathode Ray" had been 
advocating remedies for " scale-dis-. 
tortion" as he called it, and the 
climax came when he visited the 
Queen's Hall, London, with " loud-
ness " measuring equipment to 
prove that there was such a differ-
ence between the actual and repro-
duced levels of sound that a 
" weighting" network was neces-
sary at ' the reproducing end to 
restore the bass response to the 
same level as the middle register. 
The loudest playing of the B.B.C. 

Symphony Orchestra in peaks was 
/05 phons, the softest 55 phons. 
The sustained climaxes of loud 
playing were go phons. In mea-
surements in a, small room furnished 
in the customary style the power 
needed for a similar level was only 
If watts. The extreme contrasts 
were perhaps 10 phons less. I take 
this to mean the range in the Hall 
55-105 phons was compressed to 60-
zoo phons in the room. This is 
borne out by his other measure-
ments with a commercial receiver, 
nominal output 3-IW (actual about 
2), which gave no phons close to 
the speaker and less than roo some 
distance away. Assuming that the 
power ouput in the distorted condi-
dition was 3f W I deduce a mean 
level of /03 phons. Taking the /4 
watts and adding 5 db (to restore the 
peaks) we have an output of 5 W 
for a peak intensity of 105 phons 
which is in close agreement with 
the 3¡ W-103 phons deduction. Or 
again, take the third statement that 
W pure tone gave Ire phons in 

the mouth of the speaker and con-
siderably less elsewhere, a figure of 
W for peaks of zo5 phons is not 

By H. S. CASEY 

unreasonable. Finally the formula 
he quoted gave 0.57 W for too db or 
1.6W for 105 db. He expressed doubts 
about the formula and thought it 
was a little on the low side. 
Summing up I deduce that, with 

a baffle-loaded moving coil loud-
speaker, an output of 5 W is all that 
is necessary at home to secure maxi-
mum ear-drum pressure comparable 
with that at the Queen's Hall. 

While not being entirely con-
vinced by all the arguments ad-
duced by the writer, we print 
this article as a salutory reminder 
of the incontestable fact that 
equipment for high-quality repro-
duction should be treated as a 
whole, and not as a collection of 

detached pieces. 

It is relevant, I suggest, at this 
point to ask whether this level is 
necessary for the complete and full 
enjoyment of serious music. I am 
aware I am treading on dangerous 
ground, but it is necessary to go 
wherever the pursuit leads. I have 
a number of friends and acquaint-
ances whose radio knowledge is 
practically nil, but who express 
keen interest in serious music. They 
have never suggested that the 
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra was 
itself not powerful enough to fill the 
Albert Hall, although this hall is 
considerably larger than the Queen's 
Hall and must therefore have a 
lower average " phon" level than 
the old home of the Promenade 
Concerts. Such criticism has been 
made about solo voices and instru-
ments but never, to my knowledge, 
about the whole orchestra. From 
this I deduce that there is a fair 
margin in the ear-drum pressures 
permissible for the complete enjoy-
ment of orchestral works. The 
figure of 5 W may therefore be re-
garded as a " peak of peaks," and a 
figure of If W maximum is not 
unreasonable. Remembering that 
these figures assume expansion by 
5 phons, a figure for normal peak 
output for B.B.C. reproduction 
would be f to if watts. In case 

these figures may appear absurdly 
small I would add that the 60o-milli-
watt power output of an AC / P valve 
proved quite satisfactory in my own 
case for seven years with an efficient 
izin energized moving coil speaker. 
There is another aspect of this 

problem which tends to be over-
looked — interference with one's 
neighbours. For this reason we 
should aim at the lowest peak level 
consistent with the full enjoyment 
of the music and this level is some-
thing lower than was experienced at 
the old Queen's Hall. 
I submit, therefore, that our 

amplifier need not exceed 5W for 
high fidelity reproduction in the 
average home. 
The next consideration is fre-

quency response. The limits are 
variously placed from, say, 50-8,000 
c/s to 10-20,000 C /S. " Cathode 
Ray," in his article, said that with a 
pure tone the output varied widely 
over the room. So far as the listener 
with normal hearing is concerned 
binaural listening eliminates to a 
considerable degree the presence of 
standing waves produced by reflec-
tion, so long as the wavelength of 
the note is not too great compared 
with the distance between the ears. 
This difficulty becomes worse as the 
frequency decreases and when the 
wavelength approaches that of the 
principal measurements of the room, 
regions of maximum and minimum 
sound intensity become very marked 
indeed and their location varies with 
the wavelength. Realistic reproduc-
tion in an average living room is 
therefore, I suggest, impracticable 
for notes whose wavelengths are 
greater than the physical dimensions 
of the room. Taking the greatest 
measurement as 15 feet this limits 
the reproduction to 8o c / s. I sub-
mit on this basis that it is imprac-
ticable to reproduce in an average 
living room the sound heard in, say. 
the nave of Westminster Abbey 
when an organist is sounding his 
pedal notes going down to a funda-
mental frequency of /6 c/ s. 

So far as I have been able to read 
there is no equivalent upper limit 
to the frequency range. Accordingly 
we need an amplifier with a range 
from, say, 50 c / s (to be on the safe 
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side) to 20,000 c/ s with a power 
output of 5 W. 
The instrument we shall use for 

reproduction will be a baffle-loaded 
moving coil loudspeaker. First the 
loudspeaker: the average /2in 
" high fidelity" speaker will handle 
/2 W at 400 c/ s, and this limit on 
power input is normally dictated by 
consideration of heat dissipation. I 
deduce, I hope correctly, from ele-
mentary dynamics that the limit on 
power input based on the amplitude 
of vibration of the voice coil will be 
greater at low frequencies. Thus, 
supposing the 22 W at 400 c / s was 
the maximum input before the voice 
coil travelled outside the zone of 
uniform magnetic field then the 
power input at zoo c/s would be 
3W, at rooc/s I W, at 5o c/s lag W, 
etc. In practice the power-handling 
capabilities of a loudspeaker are 
governed by consideration of ampli-
tudes of vibration at the lowest 
frequencies and heat dissipation at 
the middle frequencies. There are 
at least two methods of ensuring a 
wide excursion of diaphragm move-
ment with freedom from intermodu-
lation difficulties caused by varia-
tions in magnetic field. The first, by 
using a thicker " top-plate" than 
the length of the voice coil, and the 
second, converse of the first, by 
using a longer voice coil than the 
thickness of the top plate. The 
objection to the first method is the 
impracticability of obtaining a high 
flux density with a thick top plate. 
and to the second, the loss of sensi-
tivity and increase in mass of the 
voice coil. To take a practical 
example, one manufacturer uses a 
-sin top plate with a tin voice coil. 
This limits the travel to -3%2-in and 
theoretically the maximum input 
before frequency doubling occurs at 
50 cycles to W. Another speaker 
with a izin diaphragm can handle 
I ¡ W at 50 cycles before difficulties 
ensue. It has a lin top plate. For 
a , in speaker with a top plate of 
¡in thickness a reasonable figure for 
the power handling capacity at 50 
cycles would be 4W. 

Bass Resonance 

Our troubles ‘‘ ith the loudspeaker 
are not yet over, for there are at 
least two more considerations. 
First, the frequency of resonance in 
the extreme bass—I believe it is 
true to say that the movement of the 
loudspeaker above this frequency is 
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substantially inertia controlled, i.e., 
the stiffness of the surround and 
suspension do not constitute the 
major factor governing the ampli-
tude of the diaphragm movement. 
Below this frequency, however, the 
audio output falls off sharply. For 
practical purposes it can be said 
that the linear range of the acoustic 
output of a loudspeaker starts from 
just beyond the frequency of major 
resonance in the bass. If the reader 
is interested he is recommended to 
study the curves of loudspeakers 
published in Wireless World since 
1935 to appreciate this assertion. 
Let there be no mistake; I am not 
saying; there is no output below 
this point, but I am emphasizing the 
fact that the output is no longer 
linear with frequency. The funda-
mental frequency is usually about 
6o-7o c/s for the average / 2in 
speaker. If, therefore, this type of 
speaker is chosen for high quality 
reproduction in the average small 
room there is another reason why we 
need not bother to go below 50 
cycles. 

The second difficulty with conven-
tional loudspeakers is the produc-
tion of spurious notes by a develop-
ment of the Doppler principle. 
Take, for example, a speaker repro-
ducing a " pedal " note of an organ 
at 50 c/s with a displacement of its 
diaphragm of ¡ cm each way from 
the position at rest and also repro-
ducing a flute note of 1,500 cycles. 
To the listener the diaphragm will 
approach and recede /00 times per 
second with a peak velocity of 50 
cm / s, assuming a sine wave motion. 
When the diaphragm is approaching 
the /,5ooc/s note will rise in pitch 
and become 1.565 c/s and when it is 
receding will fall to i,431 c/s. This 
is almost a variation of a semitone. 
The aural result is a harshness of 
tone as of, say, many flutes playing 
some half a tone flat and some half 
a tone sharp with others in between. 
The smaller the amplitude of the 
pedal note the less the displacement 
of tone. The amplitude of ¡ cm is 
certainly the maximum likely to be 
experienced without frequency 
doubling, but the aural effect is 
noticeable with much less than this 
input. 

Recapitulating, it is not practic-
able to aim at a reproduction below 
50 cycles because of acoustic limit-
ations of a small room, and because 
of limitation in loudspeaker per-
formance. 
We will proceed to the placing of 
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the loudspeaker on a baffle and 
point out that the power radiated 
depends on the size of the baffle. 
A baffle 6ft square will result in 
/6 per cent efficiency or 8 db loss at 
50 cycles, and many baffles are less 
than this in size. The difficulty in 
the production of long waves in 
small rooms is still further increased 
by the impracticability of housing 
large baffles. The use of a dividing 
wall between rooms as a baffle does 
not seem to be an unqualified suc-
cess for various reasons. 

The Output Stage 

Proceeding now to the examina-
tion of the output valve, we must 
bear in mind that with the applica-
tion of negative feedback the charac-
teristics of the tetrode can be 
made similar to those of the triode 
in output impedance, distortion, 
etc. A. W. Stanley in the August, 
1946, Wireless World produced 
curves for constant current and con-
stant voltage input to a particular 
loudspeaker. The former rose zodb 
at the bass resonance frequency; the 
latter was level at this point. Trans-
lating these extreme cases into those 
of the KT4/ tetrode and PX4 
triode without feedback, the gain 
will be reduced from zodb to /4db 
for the tetrode and increased from 
zero to /.7db for the triode. The 
result for the tetrode is excessive 
boom and over-accentuation of the 
range r,000 c/s to 5,000 c/s. Filters 
are required to tune at the bass 
resonance, to reduce the gain by 
ro-r4db, and again progressively 
between r,000 c/s to 5,000 c/s by a 
similar amount but to restore the 
full output by io,000 c/s, as the 
total spherical power radiated be-
tween 5,000 c/s to 10,000 c/s is 
much less than would be inferred 
from the axial response curve. 
The use of negative feedback will 

not alter the response to these re-
quirements and S. W. Amos in an 
article in Wireless World, Dec.. 
r) stated  that if too much feed-
back were used the top response 
sounded dead, and he proposed re-
storing some of the loss of " top " 
due to feedback.. Feedback applied 
to triodes is open to this objection. 

Th,is leads on to the amount of 
distortion which can be tolerated 
before a detectable difference in 
quality is apparent. I would refer 
readers here to an article in the 
Post Office Electrical Engineers' 

- 
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Journal, April, 1939, " Non-Linear 
Distortion of Music Channels with 
Particular Reference to the Bristol-
Plymouth System." The findings 
_of this study were for non-linear dis-
tortion with single- and two-tone 
inputs to be just audible by direct 
cemparison, and the percentages 
were: 

2nd harmonic (a) up to 25 per cent at 
100 cis 

(b) up to 3 per cent higher 
than 200 cis 

(e) up to 1 per cent higher 
than 400 c/s 

3rd harmonic (a) up to 5 per cent at 100 cis 
(b) up to 1 per cent higher 

than 400 cis 
Quadratic Distortion 

(a) up to 15 per cent at 100 cis 
(b) up to 7.5 per cent higher than 200 c/a 
(c) up to 1.5 per cent higher than 400 c/s 

Cubic Distortion 
(a) up to 30 per cent at 100 c/s 
(b) up to 10 per cent higher than 200 c/a 
(c) up to 5 per cent higher than 400 c/s 
(d) up to 1 per cent higher than 800 c/s 

Quadratic or cubic difference tones 
(a) at any frequency between 100-200 

cis, 20 per cent 
(b) at any frequency between 200-400 

c/s, 5 per cent 
(c) at any frequency between 400-800 

c/a, 2 per cent 
(d) at any frequency between 800-6,400 

c/a, 1 per cent 

From this article there is abund-
ant evidence to show that it is un-
necessary- to worry about small per-
centages of distortion at low 
frequencies and it would appear that 
distortion percentages to which the 
average radio engineer would hold 
up his hands in horror would pass 
unnoticed to the human ear if the 
frequency is low enough. Consider 
25 per cent 2nd harmonic at loo 
c/s; at 30 c/s a figure of 50 per cent 
would not be out of place. " Iron " 
distortion in transformers does not 
therefore appear important. 
Adding all our deliberations to-

gether we need an amplifier which 

son in his articles in the April and 
May issues of Wireless World last 
year showed that the output for 

per cent distortion without feed-
back is not much less than the 
nominal output for the valves in 
push-pull. The rated output of one 
KT66, triode-connected, is 5.8W; 
of a PX4, 3.5W. Two PX4s in push-
pull will give 7\V with i per cent 
distortion total, and I contend that 

a satisfactory output can be ob-
tained without feedback with dis-
tortion less than is audible by direct 
comparison. There are thus no 
major reasons why negative feed-
back should be used with triodes. 

On the subject of tetrodes with-
out feedback, two KT4 is in push-
pull, z5(;) V screen, 25o V anode, will 
give 4 W with i per cent third har-
monic, zero second; or 9 W with 3¡ 
per cent third harmonic, zero 
second. 

There remain at least two further 
considerations; the type of output 
valve, whether directly or indirectly 
heated, and the type of bias, 
whether fixed or cathode. 

Normally a directly heated valve 
should always be chosen, as the con-
trol influence exercised by the grid 
at low anode current levels is greater 
than that of an indirectly heated 
valve. It is for this reason among 
others that manufacturers list their 
output triodes as directly heated: 
vide " Introduction to Valves" •by 
F. E. Henderson. This superiority of 
the directly heated valve is reflected 
in the power output for a given 
degree of distortion. It is observed 
that the makers claim a greater out-
put for the KT:66, triode-connected, 
than the PX25, but this is most un-
usual. A comparison of other valves 
i‘• given in the Table below. 

Type of Valve 

Efficiency 
per cent 

(Power outputi 

(Power input) 

Distortion 
per cent 

6L6 ( triode-connected) 
{6F6 (triode-connected) 

Indirectly heated MIA .. .. „ 
ACP 
ACP1 

Directly heated .. J 2A3 
PX25 

12.5 
10.0 
17.0 
20.0 
19.0 
23.0 
23.0 
22.0 
27.5 

6 
6.5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

has not more than i per cent distor-
tion over the middle register and the 
rest of the scale will in all proba-
bility be satisfactory if standard 
components are used. Mr. William-

A further advantage of directly 
heated valves is their superior life, 
it is generally admitted by manufac-
turers that this is so. 
The American valve handbooks 
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make a point of the superiority of 
fixed bias over cathode bias in re-
ducing distortion, so far as triode 
valves are concerned. The details in 
the Table below have been extracted 
from the " R.C.A. Handbook." 
I have no literature for B.V.A. 

valves with fixed bias, but no doubt 
the distortion would be reduced in 
like fashion. In the American cases 
cited above I observe that the load 

Cond 

Pow 
Disto 

coupling values will not fit such a 
low resistance. 
Recourse can be made to trans-

former coupling, but my experience 
in this direction has not been en-
tirely satisfactory. Although the 
transformer used was rated to have 
an adequate primary inductance 
with a particular value of D.C. flow-
ing in its primary winding I found 
that fairly heavy A.C. voltage input 
was necessary to secure this induct-

2A3 2A3 8F8 6F6 8L8 8L6 

itions .. .. 

r output Watts .. 
rtion per cent .. 

Fixed 
Bias 

Push pull 

15 
2.5 

Cathode 
Bias 

Push pull 

10 
5 

Fixed 
Bias 

Triode co 
and pu 
13 
2 

Cathode 
Bias 

nnected 
sh pull 

9 
3 

Fixed 
Bias 

Triode 
Connected 

1.4 
5 

Cathode 
Bias 
Single 
Valve 

1.3 
6 

resistance chosen produces consider-
able variations in anode current 
under working conditions, and I as-
sume that fixed bias is helpful only 
where the power output is such as 
to cause these variations. These 
variations are not confined to the 
Class " AB' " and " AB2" condi-
tions, but occur in simple Class 
" A." Thus a PX4 with —42V bias 
and 3oo V on the anode takes 
50 mA, but when a grid swing of 
42 V peak is applied the current 
varies between 95 mA and s 2 mA 
giving a mean of 53.5 mA ; i.e., a 
rise of 3.5 mA. 
With cathode bias this means an 

alteration of grid voltage tending to 
reduce the output of the extreme 
peaks of the wave applied to the 
grid, producing in turn added dis-
tortion. There is an added advant-
age of fixed bias, inasmuch as the 
potential for the anode need not 
now exceed the required value by 
the amount of the bias voltage. A 
separate metal rectifier can supply 
the bias and the total heat dissipa-
tion in the output stage can be re-
duced by something like io per cent. 
As usual, however, there is a snag. 
American valve manufacturers 
specify a grid-cathode resistance, 
under fixed bias conditions, of à fifth 
to a tenth of the normal value. The 
B.V.A. do not normally list the 
grid-cathode resistance of i5-watt 
dissipation triodes under fixed and 
cathode bias. One value only is 
usually given—around I megohm. 
The American 2A3 valve is limited 
to 5o,000 ohms with fixed bias and 
the conventional resistance-capacity 

ance. The normal values of applied 
A.C. are between 3¡ and 5 volts. 
With a transformer of i :2 ratio feed-
ing two PX4s the input to the 
primary would need to be 42 volts 
for 7 W output. Allowing our pro-
gramme level of 105 phons corre-
sponding to 5 W, the average level 
is 8o phons and this corresponds to 
2 V. The softest passages, 55 phons, 
correspond to a level of o. ii V. It 
is essential therefore that the 
primary inductance of any inter-
valve transformer should remain 
adequate at these low input voltages 
and I fear this does not happen, 

especially when the transformer is 
directly fed. If the transformer is 
parallel-fed the presence of the re-
sistance in the anode circuit of the 
" driving" valve limits the voltage 
output with any specified degree of 
distortion. The best valve I can 
find for transformer coupling is the 
American 6P5. The use of a centre-
tapped primary and push-pull input 
valves overcomes this trouble, but 
a phase inverter will be necessary. 
The performance in the extreme 

bass of a transformer coupling is 
usually criticised on the grounds of 
" iron" distortion, but, as I have 
shown, the Post Office experts do not 
consider distortion as audible at low 
frequencies until it is very exces-
sive. 

Recapitulating, the amount of dis-
tortion can be reduced by the use of 
fixed bias, but this involves unusu-
ally low grid-cathode resistors and 
the penultimate stage requires 
special care if use is made of the 
resistance-capacity type of coupling. 
Transformer coupling is satisfactory 
provided steps are taken to see that 
the primary inductance is adequate 
at low signal inputs, and that the 
circuit arrangement does not preju-
dice the delivery of the required 
peak voltage output. 
Summing up, a pair of PX4s in 

push-pull without feedback should 
provide all that is necessary for 
home use under normal conditions 
with a baffle-loaded speaker. 
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Short-wave Conditions 
June in Retrospect . Forecast for August 

By T. W. Bennington and L. J. Prechner (Engineering Division, B.B.C.), 

LY RING June the average maxi-
mum usable frequencies for these 

latitudes decreased during the day in 
accordance with the seasonal trend, 
but during the night they increased 
rather more than was expected, pos-
sibly because of the still consider-
able sunspot activity. Consequently 
there was very little difference be-
tween the day and night M.U.F.s. 
Communication on frequencies 

higher than 35-Mc /s was very in-
frequent, although contact was 
maintained with South and Central 
Africa on the 28-Mc /s band. Con-
ditions on the lower frequencies 
were poor, and frkuencies below 
14 Mc/ s for distances exceeding 
3,000 miles were not practicable at 
night. 

In accordance with the seasonal 
trend the rate of incidence of 
Sporadic E was very high and many 
contacts were made with the Con-
tinent by this medium. Very occa-
sionally frequencies as high as 
58-Mc /s came through. Long-
range tropospheric propagation was 
again observed in June. Thus, the 
Paris television transmissions (sound 
42 MC / 8, vision 46 Mc / s) were re-
ceived in southern England on a 
number of occasions, but not as 
frequently as in May. 
Although sunspot activity in June 

was about the same as in May, June 
was a very quiet month. Ionosphere 
storms occurred on 19th, 22nd, 
26th/27th, none of them being 
very severe. There may have been 
some connection with the sunspots, 
as Sour fairly large groups were 
observed in June, which crossed the 
central meridian on 2nd, i8th, 25th 
and 29th respectively. 
Many " Dellinger' fadeouts have 

been recorded, although fewer in 
number than in May. Those on 
3rd, itith, 20th and 21st were par-
ticularly severe. 
Forecast. — During August the 

working frequencies for long-
distance transmission should, gen-
erally speaking, be much the same 
as during July, although the day-
time usable frequencies may tend to 
be a little higher and the night-
time usable frequencies a little 
lower. 
Working frequencies for long-

distance transmission should, there-
fore, continue to be relatively low 
by day and high by night. As in 
July, day-time cofhmunication on 
very high frequencies—like the 28-
Mc /s band—is not likely to be very 
frequent, although near the end of 
the month they may begin to be-

Lome more useful, particularly to-
ards the south of this country. 

Over many circuits fairly high fre-
quencies—like 17 Mc/ s—will remain 
regularly usable till midnight. Fre-
quencies like 15 Mc/ s may remain 
of use throughout the night on 
many circuits, but frequencies lower 
than it Mc / s will be seldom re-
quired. 
For medium distances up to about 

1,800 miles the E and F, layers will 
control transmission for consider-
able periods during the day. 

Sporadic E is usually somewhat 
less prevalent than during July, 
and so on many occasions (which it 
is, however, impossible to predict) 
communications over distances up 
to 1,400 miles may be possible by 
way of this medium on frequencies 
greatly in excess of the M.U.F.s for 
the regular E and F layers. For 
example, frequencies as high as 
60 Mc /s may be occasionally 
reached for a very short time. 
Below are given, in terms of the 

broadcast bands, the working fre-
quencies which should be regularly 
usable during August for four long-
distance circuits running in differ-
ent directions from this country 
(All times G.M.T.) In addition, a 
figure in brackets is given for the 
use of those whose primary interest 
is the exploitation of certain fre-
quency bands, and this indicates the 
highest frequency likely to be usable 
for about 25 per cent of the time. 
Montreal : Woo 11 Mc/s ( 16 Me s) 

0100 9 „ (15 „ ) 
0800 11 „ (15 „ 
1000 15 „ 119 „ 
1400 17 „ (21 „ 
2000 15 „ (19 „ 
2300 11 „ (16 „ 

Buenos Aires : f'000 15 Mcis (19 Mc/o) 
0400 11 „ (16 „ 
1000 17 „ (23 „ 
1110 21 „ (27 „ 
2100 17 ,, (22 „ 

Cape Town : 0000 17 Mc/s (22 Mc/o) 
0100 15 „ (19 „ 
0300 11 „ (18 „ 
0500 15 „ (20 „ 
0600 17 „ (23 „ 
0700 21 „ (26 „ 
1000 26 „ (32 „ 
1700 21 „ (2); „ 
2100 17 „ (22 „ 

Chu. ngkIng : 00(8) 11 Mel.; (16 Mc/o1 
0500 15 ,, (19 „ 
0800 17 •„ (22 „ 
1700 15 „ (19 „ 
2000 11 „ (16 „ 

Ionosphere storms are not usually 
very prevalent during August, but 
at the time of writing it would 
appear that the most likely periods 
during which disturbances may 
occur are 3rd/6th, 9th/ loth, i4th/ 
15th, 2 ist/23rd, 25th/27th and 
3oth/ 3ist. 

In the entire range there is Sound Equip-
ment not only for Sports Arenas but for 
every purpose and every type of instal-
lation from a SOO watt rack outfit to a 
portable battery model. A list giving full 
details will be gladly sent on request. 

SOME TRIX INSTALLATIONS 

Queen's Ice Rink, London. 
Richmond Ice Rink. 

Embassy Roller Skating Rink,Birmingham. 
Gateshead Greyhound Stadium. 

Cricklewood Dance Hall. 
Sportsdrome, Twickenham. 

Mayfair Hotel, London. 
Victoria Ballroom, Nottingham. 

State Opera House, Ankara, Turkey. 
and many Theatres, Restaurants, Clubs, etc 

THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD. 
1-5 Maple Place, Tottenham Court Road, 
London, W.I. 'Phone: MUSeum 5817: 
Grams 8,, Cables: "Trixadio,Wesdo,London." 

New TRIX Ribbon Microphone 

AMPLIFIERS • MICROPHONES • LOUDSPEAKERS 
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Unbiased 
Glass Houses and 

All That 

THE suggestion that it should be 
made illegal for anybody to 

own or drive an unsuppressed motor 
vehicle has been made on more than 
one occasion and I am glad to see 
that " Diallist," writing in the July 
issue, lends it the weight of his 
advocacy. No doubt the critics 

Totalitarianism in the family circle. 

will say that the idea smacks some-
what of totalitarianism, but I think 
none the lesS of it for that. Totali-
tarianism in moderate doses and in 
the proper place has much to com-
mend it, more especially in the 
family circle. In Queen Victoria's 
day the head of the family might 
truly say, as was said of another 
potentate, that " all the Earth 
trembled before him." This is cer-
tainly more than he has been able 
to say since 1918 when Lloyd 
George, playing Delilah to his 
Samson sheared of his locks by 
extending the franchise to women. 

Although, therefore, I am on the 
whole, in favour of legislation to 
" suppress" motor vehicles and all 
other interference-producing appara-
tus ranging from trams to electric 
razors, I cannot consent to some-
thing which would, metaphorically 
speaking, hand me over, bound 
hand and foot, to the perpetrators 
of a far greater nuisance, the noisy. 
loudspeaker brigade. At present 
whenever I hear the loudspeaker in 
a neighbouring garden bellowing out 
a futile appeal by the B.B.C. to 
people to moderate the volume, I 
can secure almost instant com-
pliance by switching on Mrs. Free 
Grid's so-called violet-ray beautifier. 
This is, of course, nothing more 
than a dolled-up version of a ship's 

By FREE GRID 

plain aerial' spark transmitter of 
bygone days. This always has a 
far more salutary effect than all the 
B.B.C. 's plaintive appeals. More-
over it causes no harsh words 
among neighbours who, under my 
guidance, imagine the din to be 
caused deliberately by an omniscient 
and omnipotent B.B.C. to secure 
compliance with its request. 
Now if an anti-electrical-inter-

ference law were passed my exercise 
of the functions of a benevolent 
totalitariocrat would come to an 
end—as I could not think of break-
ing the law. My neighbourhood 
would, therefore, cease to be the 
peaceful and law-abiding one that 
it is and would at once become a 
bedlam of babbling loudspeakers. 
Frayed tempers and ill-feeling be-
tween neighbours would be preval-
ent as in most other districts during 
the summer months. 
I think, therefore, that the wire-

less-using community—which means 
virtually everybody—ought to put 
their own house in order before 
expecting motorists and others to 
bother about the particular type of 
interference caused by them. 

Meaningless 
Misnomers 

T THOUGHT that in the statement 
of my views in the June issue I 

had effectively scotched the attempt 
that is being made in various quar-
ters to foist on us strange-sounding 
units to denote thousands and 
millions of megacycles. Apparently 
it is not so, however, and I cannot 
allow to pass unchallenged a bid 
which is being made to get us to 
adopt an uncouth word like giga-
cycles to denote re cycles. 

This numerically meaningless 
term can do nothing but hold us 
radio men up to public ridicule, as 
it is at once suggestive of the unit 
which a schoolgirl might properly 
use to define the degree of her 
risibility (giggles to you). What is 
still more surprising, however, is 
one of the reasons which a corre-
spondent in the July issue of 
Wireless Engineer — that most 
sternly puritanical of journals in 
technical matters—appears to ad-
vance in its favour, namely that it 
is in use on the Continent. To my 
mind this is strangely reminiscent 
of the " I've-seen-it-in-print" 
method of reasoning. 

A correspondent in a recent issue 
of Electronics, who has also " seen 
it in print," goes even further as, 
in addition to wishing us to per-
petuate the Greek prefix " giga" 
(giant) for ro' cycles, he wants us 
to follow certain textbooks and 
indicate 1012 cycles by using the 
prefix " tera." This is of course 
derived from a Greek word which, 
appropriately enough, means " a 
strange thing" or " a monster"! 
He also delves into the question 

of the nomenclature of sub-units 
which we use for measurements of 
capacitance and upholds " nano" 
(dwarf) as a prefix for ro-9 and 
" pico " for ro7.". The correspond-
ent of Electronics supposes the 
latter term to be of Latin origin. 
I can at least assure him that he is 
correct in his supposition. It is à 
direct descendant of the litera 
picata, or large black letter, which 
the monastic scribes employed to 
commence a fresh section of the 
Church liturgy long before the fol-
lowers of Caxton adopted it as part 
of their jargon. 
I still maintain that every prefix, 

whether intended to indicate 
multiples or sub-units, should pos-
sess a definite numerical meaning, 
as in the case of the metric system, 
which would itself be greatly im-
proved by adopting my logarithmic 
method of nomenclature. I could, 
however, go even further and sweep 
away all existing prefixes and, 
starting off with a cycle as the logi-
cal unit, would use hexacycle (106 
cycles) for megacycle, and so on. 

103 Treis 
106 Hex 

109 Ennea 

10 13 Dodeka 

10-3 Tres 

10-6 Sex 
10-9 Novem 

10-,2 Duodecim 

Prefixes for cycles, metres, farads or 
what have you? Words can be 
amended for the sake of euphony 
by omitting final letter, if a conson-
ant, adding a vowel or in other 
ways as is freely done in the metric 

system. 

o' cycles would not, of course, be-
come a tricycle but a treiscycle, as 
we do not want to use the Greek 
adverbial prefix which the muddle-
headed makers of three-wheeled 
velocipedes adopted merely because 
it rhymed with the Latin prefix 
" bi" used for two-wheeled 
machines whereas the Latin prefix 
" ter " did not. 
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LETTERS TO TIIE EDITOR 

High-quality Broadcasting • Renaming 

Printed Circuits • Future of Television • 

Full-wave Detection 

Is High-quality Broadcasting 
Wanted ? 
- FI E discussion on the E. 

broadcasting service in your re-
cent issues is very interesting, but 
seems to be mainly academic. An 
essential question which has not 
been asked is: " Are there enough 
listeners interested in high quality, 
and prepared to pay for it, to justify 
such a scheme? 

Present receiver sales suggest that 
the answer is " No." Most listeners 
are content with " Home" and 
" Light," and show no inclination 
to wander farther afield. They like 
the bass well boosted, and the top 
severely cut, in spite of the best 
efforts which have been made to 
persuade them that the resulting 
quality is very bad. 

These people will have little in-
terest in a high-quality service, and 
will not be prepared to pay large 
sums for new F.M. receivers. It is 
doubtful if the converter method 
would attract them much more. 
The service will therefore be of in-
terest only to those few who appre-
ciate quality and can pay for it. 

In these circumstances, it seems 
absurd to proceed with a scheme 
whose success is in any doubt, and 
there seems to be considerable doubt 
regarding the value of F.M. Even 
Thomas Roddam, who calls A.M. 
" cheap and nasty," has listed some 
very nasty features of F.M. (Wire-
less World, Feb., 1947, p. 70). 

In the same article, he says that 
the cost of an F.M. receiver will 
be " rather higher" than that of 
a normal broadcast receiver. Manu-
facturers estimate that the cost will 
be at least double, if not more. 
This assumes that proper advantage 
is taken of the possible quality of 
reproduction. 
America has produced an object 

lesson and a warning. Unable to sell 
high-quality receivers for F.M. in 
sufficient quantity, the manufac-
turers over there have devised a 
small set whose quality is com-
parable with that of an average 
A.M. midget set. The main ad-
vantage of the E.H.F. service is 
thus sacrificed. 
These points have been made 

without reference to the technical 
matters affecting the case: difficulty 
of tuning, maintenance of align-
ment, and all the others. These are 

well known, and have been dis-
cussed at length. Add them to the 
case given here, and it appears that 
the B.B.C. would be well advised 
to delay the introduction of F.M. 
until the economic health of the 
country is in a better state. Any 
losses incurred would then be less 
important, and the public would be 
more prepared to buy quality. 

Exeter. D. W. THOMASSON. 

On laying 
p LEASE save us from this 
I- "applique" business (July 
issue, p. 260). It is surely unneces-
sary to maul both the French and 
English languages to find a name 
for sprayed-on or printed-on elec-
tronic circuit manufacture. Let us 
coin new words for the new things— 
SPRON and PRON—and see the 
result: 
" A factory spronning radio 

chassis can spron 5,000 a day, but, 
using the pronning process, hun-
dreds can be pronned every hour." 

Yes . . . ? I don't like it much 
either. 
But there is already a word " in-

lay " in our language; why not coin 
a word " onlay" to describe the 
manufacture of a unit having its 
wiring onlaid by a spraying or 
printing process? 
I rather care for that. 

\V. IRE LESS. 

Planless Television 
IT is understandable that Britain 
I- has not been able to extend her 
television service at a rate com-
mensurate with the promise of 1937, 
when the service started; since then 
she has suffered from the effects of 
a crippling war. But I think we 
are entitled to protest against the 
lack of any long-term plans for 
future extension of the service. 
We read that America proposes to 

make television programmes avail-
able to nearly 67 million listeners by 
the end of 1948. Many will have 
alternative programmes. Nobody 
would suggest, while we are feeling 
the economic after-effects of war, 
that anything approaching equiva-
lent growth can be planned here, 
but we should at least have some 
kind of declared aim, if only for the 
remote future. 
Our distribution of population 

and the shorter distances for radio 

P4WILSON r-
QUALITY 

REPRODUCTION 
High Fidelity Amplifier suitable for repro-

ducing Frequency Modulation and Television 
Sound wide band transmission. Separate base 
and treble controls. Out-put, triodes in Push 
Pull. ( 12 watts undistorted). Blue Prints, 2 

full size practical and theoretical 7/6. 

NEW CIRCUIT T.R.F. 

QUALITY RECEIVER 
For first class radio reproduction on the 
three standard programmes of the B.B.C. 
(Third, Light and Home). Two R.F. stages. 
Infinite Impedance Detector, with special 
filter circuit and Interference Suppression. 

Double triode phase inverter and LF ampli-
fier, feeding into two triodes in push pull. 
Blue prints, 2 full size practical and 
theoretical 7/6. 

LAST MONTH'S 

NEW CIRCUIT 
We are now able to give fuller details of this 

efficient and simple circuit for receiving the 
new Frequency Modulation Transmission of 

the B.B.C. One RF. stage of wide band ampli-

fication. Frequency Changer. Two I.F. stages, 
limiter, detector. Output rectifier. Tuning 
eye. Mains transformer, smoothing choke. 
Can be used as an H.F. unit in conjunction 

with high fidelity amplifier by removing 
output valve and plugging in socket from 

amplifier. All coils wound on polystyrene 

formen, and with two gang 10 pf. tuning 
condenser. Blue Prints, 2 full size practical 

and theoretical 7/6. 

F.M. Coils. Silver plated on polystyrene 
formen, adjustable brass rod core, range from 

2}-10 metres tuned with a 10 pf. variable or 
air spaced preset condenser as used on our 
latest F.M. ani Television circuit, 3. 3 per 

coil. A.HF. or Out. 

Audio frequency heterodyne filter choke, 

as used on our infinite impedance detector 
output circuits. Can also be used as a filter 
in any Grid circuit from detector. Cuts out 
unwanted whistles. Price 76 with circuit. 

307, HIGH HOLBORN. 
LONDON W.C.I. Phone. HOL born 463/ 
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Letters to the Editor— 
and cable links, as compared with 
America, should help us to make up 
leeway with reasonable speed as 

+ HT. 

o o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

100 pF = 

tector; the angwer is twofold. First, 
A.V.C. can be obtained in the usual 
way. Secondly, measurements I 
have made on typical valves in the 

33 kfl 

68 pF 

68 ph.... 
100kfl. 

Fig. A.Y.C. 

0.ipF 

soon as the economic conditions oi 
the •country permit. 

H. T. STOTT. 
Chadwell Heath, Essex. 

Aircraft and Television 
Reception 

("AN any of your readers suggest 
%--e a remedy for the complete 
break-up of a raster which occurs 
when low-flying aircraft are in the 
vicinity of a vision receiver. 

This interference is quite common 
in this area and appears to be a 
greater menace than the increased 
interference created by the return 
of the basic petrol ration. 
The interference is comparatively 

negligible in the sound channel and 
appears to be associated with the 
actual audible note and has what I 
term a " Doppler Effect." In less 
severe cases the interference is 
manifest in the form of fluctuating 
light density without affecting sync 
to any extent. 
R. M. STAUNTON-LAMBERT. 
London, N.W.6. 

Full- wave Detection 
HE renewed interest shown in 

I- the Cockcroft-Walton multi-
plier circuits for H.T. and E.H.T. 
supplies prompts me to report that 
the circuit can be used with ad-
vantage also at the detector stage 
in a straight set, the principal ad-
vantage being that the use of an 
R.F. choke is avoided. 
The circuit values I have chosen 

are shown in Fig. r, and although 
it can be seen that the detector will 
give a damping across the tuned 
circuit of about 25 or 3o ka a 
typical R.F. valve (EF39) passing 
6 or 8 mA will still be able to de-
velop plenty of signal across it with-
out distortion. Readers may ask, 
of course, why I prefer this circuit 
to the " infinite-impedance" de-

' infinite-impedance " circuit (6C5, 
(45) do not confirm the popular 
view that the circuit provides linear 
detection; diodes on the other hand 

do. At low frequencies a diode cir-
cuit can be given a high input im-
pedance by putting in front of it a 
cathode follower, and for L. F. work 

I have found the single-valve circuit 
of Fig. 2 quite useful, since an 
almost linear scale is obtained. 

Malvern, Worcs. E. F. GOOD. 

Ribbon Pickup 
New Equipment Demonstrated 

A T a recent joint meeting of the 
1-1 City and Guilds Radio Society 
and Imperial College Musical 
Society, J. H. Brierley, gave a de-
monstration of reproduction from 
commercial gramophone records, 
using one of his latest designs of 
ribbon pickup. 

Essentially this pickup consists 
of a U-shaped foil strip folded so 
that the plane of the foil lies parallel 
to the magnetic field. A bridge-
piece of light plastic material is 
attached to both limbs of the rib-
bon and carries a tungsten carbide 
stylus which is cemented in posi-
tion. A special grade of carbide, 
which does not flake, has been 
chosen and is stated to have a hard-
ness six times greater than sapphire. 
The mass of the moving parts is 
about 1/25th of that of • a standard 
needle so that record and stylus 

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE STYLUS 

BRIDGE PIECE 

MAGNET POLE 

RIBBON 

RUBBER 
» PRESSURE PAD 

Ribbon and stylus assembly in 
the Brierley pickup. 

wear is very small. The top reso-
nance has been measured by har-
monic methods and is stated to be 
in the region of 40 kc/ s. 

Demonstrations given with the 
full frequency response were remark-
able for the excellent transient re-
-sponse and attack, but surface noise 
on standard commercial pressings 

was also faith-
fully' re pr o-
duced. With a 
low-pass filter 
cutting off at 
8,000 c/s the 
difference i n 
quality of re-
production was 
easily discern-
ible, but there 
was less 
scratch. Musi-
cal critics in 
the audience 
called for the 

Brierley type 
J1312 a am-
r lifier and 
LPF o filter 
used at 
the demon-

stration. 
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8,000 filter at the beginning of the 
recital, but after hearing record-
ings with and without the filter, pre-

The tone arm tear-
ing in the Btierie; 
pickup consists of 
widely spaced, 
spring load ball races 
in a dust-proof 

housing. 

ferred the improvement in quality 
resulting from an extended H.F. re-
sponse and agreed to tolerate the 
surface noise. 
The electrical output from the 

pickup is small and care is neces-
sary in the design of the amplifier 

Mains hum is to be avoidP,1 The 

brierlev amp.dier equipment showed 
no trace of hum pick-up when 
demonstrated in conjunction with a 
wide-range loudspeaker reproducing 
low n to at least 40 c/s. 

New Domestic Receivers 
nESIGNED \\ nil an eye to the 

export market as well as for 
home consumption, the Model 600 
console receiver, made by Ace 
Radio, Tower Road, Willesden, 
London, N.W.ro, employs an R.F. 
stage before the frequency changer 
and covers seven short-wave bands 
between 13 and 55 metres in addi-
tion to the usual long- and medium-
wave ranges. A resistance-coupled 
push-pull amplifier provides an out-
put of io watts and the bandwidth 
of the I.F. amplifier can be ex-
panded to 20 kc/s for high-quality 
reception of local stations. The 
price is £54 I2S 6d, including pur-
chase tax. 
A 14-inch glass scale with a 

separate pointer for short-wave 
stations is a feature of the Model 
U75 made by E. K. Cole, Southend-
on-Sea. Suitable for operation from 
A.C. or D.C. mains, zoo-z5o volts 
this receiver employs a four-valve 
plus rectifier superheterodyne cir-
cuit with a high-gain output pen-
tode used with negative feedback. 
The price is £22 igs rid, including 
purchase tax. 
The Philips Model 474B is a six-

valve, three-waveband superhetero-
dyne for battery operation. There 
are two I.F. stages and the output 
stage employs two pentodes in 
quiescent push-pull. The normal 
consumption is 0.4 amp L.T. and 
9.5 mA H.T., but an economy 
switch is fitted which reduces these 
figures to 0.3 amp and 5.5 mA for a 
slight • reduction in sensitivity and 
power output. Battery connections 
are províded for combined H.T. and 
L.T. dry battery blocks, or separate 
batteries and the L.T. can be 
supplied from either a r.5V dry cell 
or a 2V accumulator. A rubber 
accumulator tray is provided to 
isolate acid leakages and prevent 
damage to the interior of the set. 
The makers are Philips Electrical, 
Century House, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, London, W.C.2, and the 
price is ¿22 18s I Id, including tax. 

he Milliard Model MBS147 has a 
similar technical specification but a 
different style of cabinet ; the price 
is the same and the makers are 
Mullard Electronic Product s, 
Century House, Shaf tesbury 
Avenue, London, W.C.2. 
An attractive plastic case NviLll 

detachable carrying handle has been 
designed for the Pye Model M781: 
miniature receiver. This is a four-
valve two-waveband superhet run-
ning from dry batteries and mea-
sures in x 5¡in x 31in; the 
weight is 411b. Made by Pye Ltd., 
Radio Works. Cambridge, the price 

Pye miniature portable. Model 
M78F 

is £ 12 I2S (excluding purchase tax). 
The chassis design is unconven-

tional and permits the use of a in 
loudspeaker—a notable achievement 
in a set of this size. 

And now 
the 
STANDARD 
RACK 

Latest edition to the Imhof range of case> 
is the new Standard Rack and Panel as-
sembly. Of heavy gauge mild steel angle, 
it is strongly constructed with welded 
corners, and finished in grey stove enamel. 
Standard 19" Rack panels of I( thick mild 
steel plate are available in four sizes:—I r. 
51", 81" and lor deep finished in grey 
stove enamel. 

Prices:— 
Standard Rack frame 5' 6" high 15s. Od.each 
Panels 19" x I01" I Is. 3d. „ 
„ 19" x 81" 8s. 9d. „ 
„ 19" x 51' 5s. 7d. „ 
„ 19x I 1" 3s. 2d. „ 

Plated chassis with associated mounting 
brackets ISs. per set. 

PRECISION BUILT INSTRUMENT CASES 

112-116, NEW OXFORD STREET, 
LONDON, W.C.1 

Telephone: MUSeum 5944 
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Random Radiations 
By " DIALLIST " 

Superlatives 
Ii Is REF ed.stlING to learn that 

in future Wireless World will have 
no truck. with the wild welter of 
superlatives which often make it 
difficult to gather exactly what class 
of frequencies is under discussion 
when they are described as super, 
extra, very or ultra high. For 
readers E.H.F. will in future mean 
all frequencies above 3o Mc / s, ex-
cept that V.H.F. may be used when 
it relates beyond question to the 
30-3oo Mc / s band only. Excellent, 
so far as it goes; but are we yet 
quite out of the wood? I hardly 
think so, for we really do seem to 
need some separate terms for the 
3,000-3o,000 Mc / s and the above-
30,000 Mc / s bands. The corre-
sponding wavelengths are nicely 
taken care of by calling them centi-
metric and millimetric; how would 
it be to adopt the same terms for 
the frequencies? If it were under-
stood that the term " centimetric 
frequency" was a portmanteau ex-
pression standing for " Frequency 
corresponding to a centimetric 
wavelength," there couldn't be much 
objection to its use. An extension 
to metric, decametric, hectometric 
and kilometric frequencies would 
enable us to be just as precise in 
talking or writing of radio fre-
quencies as we can now be in talk-
ing or writing of radio wavelengths. 
One can't, unfortunately, evolve a 
precise classification on the same 
lines based on the cycles-per-
second. The wavelength classes are 
all simple tenfold multiples or sub-
multiples of the metre; but the 
cycles-per-second classes involve 3, 
30, 300 and so on, and the corre-
sponding terms would be over-large 
mouthfuls to receive any kind of 
welcome. 

Radar and Cable Faults 
AN INTERESTING application of 

radar technique for the location of 
faults in cables is now coming into 
use. When a discontinuity occurs 
in one of the leads a short pulse is 
injected into the line. The pulse 
is reflected back at the point of dis-
continuity and the time for the out-

and-home journey is measured by 
means of an oscilloscope. I'm told 
that results are exceedingly good. 
There are, of course, a good many 
snags; but means of overcoming 
most of them have been worked out 
and any that still remain will no 
doubt be dealt with in due course. 
Any reader who recalls the positive 
shambles that was apt to result in 
wartime, when breaks in radar, 
searchlight, predictor and other 
heavy multi-core cables had to be 
located without proper instruments 
and repaired in the shortest possible 
time, will realize what a packet of 
money such fault locators would 
have saved. In everyday life they , 
should, if they give accurate in-
formation (as I am told they do), 
play an even more valuable part in 
assisting the maintenance of the 
vast and growing network of cables 
that now lies over and under so 
much of the world's surface. 

French Television 
THE FRENCH P.T.T. authorities, I 

hear, have decided to adopt an 
819-line system for the high-defini-
tion television service of the near 
future. The Paris station already 
possesses two cameras and a small 
transmitter designed for 819 lines, 
and experimental transmissions are 
being made. Like ourselves, the 
French have decided that their 
present lower-definition system with 
455 lines is to be extended. A 
guarantee has been given that it will. 
be continued for at least another ten 
years. Transmitters relaying the 
455-line Paris programmes and 
probably sending out some items of 
their own are likely to be in opera-
tion before very long in Lille, 
Lyons, Toulouse, Marseilles and 
probably Bordeaux. Both in Paris 
and in these towns 819-line trans-
mitters are to be installed to send 
out the same programmes. Tele-
vision will thus be available both 
for those who install simple, 
moderately priced 455-line receivers 
and for those whose purses can run 
to the more elaborate 8t9-line sets. 
It is also intended to erect television 
theatres in certain towns. In these, 
large audiences will be able to see 

big-screen reproduction of the 819-
line transmissions. Success has 
already been obtained by using the 
intermediate film method, in which 
a film is made of the images on the 
C.R.T. screen and then developed, 
fixed and passed through a pro-
jector, all in less than 6o seconds. 
A friend who has seen projection on 
to a rzft x soft screen describes the 
images as being as good as those of 
the 16 mm cine. 

Battery Set Indicators 
D. A. BELL'S SUGGESTION OI the 

use of a flashing neon lamp as an 
indicator that a battery set is 
switched on is an interesting one. 
The snag, as he says, is that it is 
difficult to get neons to strike at 
much below 90 volts. Or, perhaps, 
it might be put in another way: 
there are small neons that strike at 
considerably less, but it's almost 
impossible to get hold of them. The 
kind I have in mind are not much 
bigger than peas and they're used 
in neon voltage testers. I've been 
trying ever since the end of the war 
to find one or two of them, but so 
far I haven't managed to do so. 
Used with a capacitor-and-resistor 
circuit with a tinie constant of a 
second or so, they'd be ideal for 
the job. 

Vision Only 
A READER takes me to task for 

having written recently that the 
vision-only receivers seen at 
Radiolympia before the war didn't 
catch on because people were not 
attracted by the tiny images on 
their 24in or 3in tubes. He reminds 
me that there was at least one model 
with a 7-inch tube. He tells me 
that he bought one of these and is 
still getting good service from it. 
I'd forgotten that there were any 
vision-only sets with screens of this 
size—I'm sure, anyhow, that there 
can't have been many of them. But 
I do feel that any manufacturer who 
cares to try a modern version of 
the vision-only set with a 6-inch or 
7-inch tube might find that it was 
just what a good many people 
wanted. What happened in pre-
war years is really nothing to go by. 
Television of any kind was very 
" sticky" then, and there was only 
a feeble demand for receivers. To-
day people are becoming more and 
more television-minded, as the con-
tinuing rapid increase in television 
receiving licences shows. Many who 
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feel that they can't afford even the 
lowest-priced sound-and-vision table 
model might jump at a small vision-
only set, if it cost appreciably less. 

Tail-piece 
You, I EXPECT, get as bored as 

I do by the Old-Uncle-Tom-
Cobbley-and-all lists of " those 
taking part" in broadcast pro-
grammes. I thought that bottom 
had been touched when the fellow 
whose sole contribution to the enter-
tainment was " Your coffee, sir," 
was listed as " The butler, played 
by so-and-so." But I was wrong, 
quite wrong. The other night we 
had: " The part of the deaf mute 
was played by. . . ." They'll never 
beat that one, unless they name the 
player of the part of The Man Who 
Was Not There in some whimsey 
piece. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
Fundamental Principles of Ionosphere 

Transmission.—Radio Research Special 
Report No 57, issued by the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search. Written to provide background 
knowledge on short-wave propagation, 
particularly for those engaged in apply-
ing the results of ionosphere measure-
ments to the organization of communi-
cation services. Pp. 82; figs. 69. H.M. 
Stationery Office, Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. Price is M. 
Loudspeakers: The Way and How of 

Sound Reproduction, by G. A. Briggs. 
A collection of data gathered during i5 
years of loudspeaker manufacture, in-
cluding notes on the design of cabinets. 
Pp. 85, with numerous illustrations. 
Wharfedale Wireless Works, Bradford 
Road, Idle, Yorks. Price 5s. 
Microwave Transmission Design Data, 

by Theodore Moreno. An advanced 
textbook giving basic formulœ and de-
sign data for the " plumbing " in micro-
wave equipment. Is limited to problems 
arising in the propagation of energy in 
transmission lines and waveguides at 
frequencies above 3oo Mc/s Pp. 245, 
with numerous illustrations, tablts and 
graphs. McGraw Hill Publishing Co., 
Aldwych House, London, W.C.2. Price 
24S in U.K. 

Applied Electronics. By D. Hylton 
Thomas. Fundamental principles and 
description of valves, cathode-ray 
tubes, photocells and other electronic 
devices, with their applications. Pp. 
re; go figures. Blackie and Son, 66, 
Chandos Place, London, W.C.2. Price 
7s 6d. 

Photoelectric Cells in Industry. By 
R. C. Walker. A comparatively brief 
exposition of the theory of operation, 
followed by detailed information on the 
practical industrial uses of the cells in 
relay circuits and for such uses as 
measurement, control, reproduction of 
sound, facsimile and television. Pp. 
500; 245 figures. Pitman and Sons, 
Parker Street, Kingsway, London, 
W.C.2. Price 405. 

TAG STRIPS 
and 

GROUP BOARDS 

THE BULGIN range of Tag Strips, Group Boards (with tags 
or holes), Captive-Screw Strips (4 B.A.) and Removable-

Screw Connector Strips (4 B.A.) is most comprehensive and caters 
for all manufacturing requirements. The selection illustrated 

above, includes a few of our standard designs for upright mounting, 
centre-fixing, twin end-fixing, flush panel mounting and chassis-
base mounting. Numerous standard types are manufactured, and 
special facilities exist for the production of individual designs, in 
quantity, to manufacturers' own requirements. 

These components utilise the highest possible grades of low-
moisture-absorbing S.R.B.P. or S.R.B.F. phenolic thermo-setting 
plastics-sheet, and non-ferrous metal parts, heavily silver plated. 

Tag strips are spaced g" on an strip. 
For working at 500v. max. pole-to-pole and to Earth. Insu-

lation resistance is 40M11 min. at r KV. peak, dry. 

Enquiries for direct—and indirect— 
export are particularly invited 

" The Choice of Critics' 

Telephone RIPpleway 3474 ( 5 lines) 
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RECENT INVENTIONS 
A Selection of the More Interesting 

DIRECTION FINDING 
DELATES to a direction finder of 
IV, the kind in which two parallel 
loop aerials, spaced apart, are rotated 
about a point halfway between them. 
The polar diagram of such a system is 
free from polarization errors, but in-
cludes four different directions of zero 
signal strength. 
The diagram shows an arrangement 

for resolving this ambiguity. Each of 
the aerials A, Ai is coupled, in rapid 
alternation, through a switch S, to an 
earthed resistance R. A second switch 
Sr, driven synchronously with the first, 
feeds the output from the receiver to 
an indicating meter M, through a pair 
of amplifiers V, Vi, the effect of the 
switching frequency being smoothed 
out by the circuits associated with the 
second detector I). The periodic in-

Radio 

attracted upwards, against gravity, to 
form a deposit on the screen. When 
the layer is sufficiently thick, usually 
after two or three minutes, the screen 
is removed and exposed to a gaseous 
suspension of phosphoric acid, which 
settles uniformly on it, and binds the 
fluorescent coating firmly in position. 
To reduce the risk of subsequent 

damage, the coating process can be car-
ried out on the screen after it has been 
mounted inside the bulb of the cathode 
ray tube. 
Cinema-Television, Ltd., and R. B. 

Head. Application date, Feb. is!. 
1945. No. 592860. 

RADAR INTERROGATOR 
A SMALL self-contained unit is de-

,igned to radiate a characteristic 
stries of pulses in response to 

Sense indication in spaced loop 
D.F. system. 

elusion of the resistance R in the aerial 
circuits creates a different sequence of 
deflections, to right and left, in the 
centre-zero meter M, as the aerial 
system is rotated clockwise. This 
allows the directional sense of each of 
the four zero channels to be distin-
guished and identified. 

F. Chaplin and J. H. Bagley. Appli-
cation date, June 7th, 1945. No. 
593063. 

FLUORESCENT SCREENS 

THE sensitive screen of a cathode 
ray tube is cited by electrostatic 

attraction from a suspension of fluores-
cent particles, in such a way as to en-
sure a uniform layer of very fine grain. 
The screen is placed, face down-

wards, in a chamber containing a fine 
spray or mist of zinc silicate or sul-
phide, or other suitable material, and 
is connected to one pole of a 50-kV sup-
ply, the other pole being earthed. Only 
the finer particles of the suspension are 

MR' 

definite calling or triggering signal. If 
one or more of these devices are placed 
surreptitiously near an enemy post they 
can subsequently be interrogated, say 
by a radar set for controlling artillery 
fire. Their useful life is, however, 
limited to a few hours or days, at most. 
The receiving valve must be kept 

constantly active, but in order to make 
the most of the battery power avail-
able, the transmitting circuits are only 
brought into action as and when the 
unit is interrogated. The calling signal 
takes the form of equally spaced pulses 
which are passed through two parallel 

The British abstracts published 
here are prepared with the 
permission of the Controller of 
H.N1. Stationery Office, from 
specifications obtainable at the 
Patent office, 25, Southampton 
Buildings. London, W.C.2, price 

1 - each. 

Developments 

circuits, one including a time-delay net-
work equal to the pulse interval. Each 
circuit feeds one of the grids of a two-
grid relay valve, which is normally 
non-conductive, until " unblocked" 
by the coincidence of the two impulses. 
An oscillation generator of the multi-
vibrator type is thereupon triggered 
and the response signal is radiated. 
Standard Telephones and Cables, 

Ltd. (assignees of H. G. Busignies). 
Convention. date (U.S.A.) October 
26th, 1943. No. 588777. 

RADIO ALTIMETERS 
IN a radar set of the pulsed echo 

type, auxiliary indications are pro-
vided to show when the measured 
range falls short of, or exceeds certain 
predetermined limits. In the case of 
a radio altimeter, for instance, one 

lamp lights automatically when the air-
craft is flying too low, whilst a second 
lamp may s'inilarly indicate, either too 
high an altitude, or the presence of a 
mountain or other obstacle in the path 
of the machine. 
The incoming echo signals are fed 

in parallel to the indicator lamps 
through two separate amplifiers, which 
are normally biased to cut-off, but art. 
periodically " unblocked " by two 
positive voltage waves which are 
generated at different times relatively 
to the master frequency control of th,, 
set. One positive wave is initiated by 
each exploring pulse, and only lasts 
long enough to allow short-range echoes 
to light one lamp; the other positive 
wave is delayed so that the second 
lamp can only respond to long-range 
echoes. Between these selected limits, 
neither of the lamps is lit. 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., 

Ltd. (assignees of W. D. Hershberger). 
Convention date (U.S.A.) January 3oth, 
1943 No. 5887/5. 
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We believe that the only way to build a 
receiver is to begin at the beginning with a sound circuit 
design—a design that's been tested and re-tested—a design 
that will stand up to the most critical examination. From 
this design a prototype is constructed in which every 
component receives the same rigorous testing. We leave the 
experts to pass judgment on the resulting Sobell receivers. 
We are confident that for ease of control and absolute 
fidelity of reproduction these models will be found to 
have no equals—that, in fact, you will pronounce them 

to be ' technically outstanding'. • 

SO BELL 
MODEL 516 
T.G. TABLE 
RADIOGRAM 

Roll top gives easy access to 
gramophone turntable. The receiver is a 5-valve 
super-het. operating from 200/250 volts, 4.0/100 
cycles per second A.C. supply. Wave range: 16-5o 
metres; 193-577 metres; 80o-2, 14o metres. 

SOBELL 
MODEL 717 
7-VALVE 
RECEIVER 

Built with a push-pull 
output stage giving 8 watts 
undistorted output. Incorporates a io' 
loudspeaker. Covers long, medium and two short wave 
ranges. Voltages as for 516 T.G. 

RADIO 

MO YEARS' FREE ALL-IN SERVICE IN THE HOME 
Advt. of Sobel! Industries Ltd., Langley Park, near Slough, Bucks. ELSI 

131F 
i-13 MAY 

1949 
BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR 

LONDON & BIRMINGHAM 

INTENDING EXHIBITORS 

should apply for space by 

9th August, 1948. 

Manufacturers who have not received 

an application form should apply 

at once: 

for the London Section IO 

EXPORT PROMOTION DEPARTMENT, 

BOARD OF TRADE, 

27 OLD QUEEN STREET, 

LONDON, S.W.1 

or for the 

Engineering & Hardware Section to 

BIRMINGHAM CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC. 

95 NEW STREET, 

BIRMINGHAM 2. 
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Bate 6- for 2 lineu or leu and 3 - ter every additional 

lice or part thereof, average line. 6 worth. Box Number., rittrib0C 
2 word. plu. l'-. Press Day : September, 1948 fuse, 
first poet Wednesday. August 6th. No reepontibility 
unwind for errors 

WARNING 
Readers ore warned that Government surplus 

components which may be offered for sale 
through our columns carry no manufacturer's 
guarantee. Many of these components will have 
been designed for special purposes making them 
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have de-
teriorated as a result of the conditions under 
which they have been stored. We cannot 
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding 

any such components purchased. 

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS 
13 .C.348 receiver, modified for 200-250v A.C. 

£22.-Box 145. [1396 
WEEDER units with R.F. stage, ready aligned 

for connection to audio ampatier, s.m.i. 
wave; send 21/4 d. stamp for illustrated leaflet to 
Coulphone Radio, 58, Derby St., Ormseirk, 
Lancs. 11423 BONAVIA-HUNT direct-coueed ampalter 

(pat. applied for) as described in Ju.y W.W. 
will shortly oc available; write for further de-
tails.-Sydney Nott At Co.. Ltd., 16, London 
Rd., Bromley, Kent. [1416 
LTIGH quauty amp.ifier and radio tuner units. 
.1.1 15 valve. 12 watts. 30 D.B. bass and treble 
lift: send for specification.-Broadcast (Ss 
Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd.. Broadcast House. 
Tombland. Norwich 26970. 19382 
POST-WAR radio at pre-war price! The N.R.S. 
J. Fidelity 5-valve a.c./d.c. medium and short-
wave superhet, wonderful tone and range, attrac-
tive plastic 2-colour cabinet. complete: 91/21Ins, 
incl. tax and carr.; illust. leaflet.-N.R.S., 102. 
Parkhill Rd., London, N.W.3. [1455 
MASON'S (W.W.). Wivenhoe, nr. Colchester. 
1Y.L -5- and 10 waveband gram chassis, cover-
ing 3-60 mcs and 150-1,500 kcs. feeder units and 
complete radio kits auto-stop units and 8 mixed 
changers, amplifiers. 5-500 watts; we stock the 
best only; s.a.e.; Denco catalogues, 9d. please 
for lists. 11398 
1\TEW and latest Denco turret; we can now 
.1.1 offer the Denco CT.7, with rd. stage and 
flywheel tuning, price £6/19/6; also 10 wave 
feeder units. 5 waveband kits and complete 
radiogram chassis' send s.a.e. now for full de-
tails; Demo catalogues, 9d.-Mason's (W.W.). 
Wivenhoe, nr. Colchester. 11346 R .F. amplifiers. 100-120 M/cs, for 2 VT 62 

triodes in push-pull, link coupled output 
circuit, standard 19m rack mounting grid and 
cathode current meters with individual valve 
switching. VR 67 Monitor and jack, less valves, 
brand new, easily modified for 144 M/cs; £5/10. 
-Wilkinson's, 204. Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croy-
don. 11386 CHARLES AMPLIFIERS, Ltd., will be happy 

to demonstrate their famous model Con-
certo, the ideal amplifier for record reproduc-
tion and their new model., the KI, 5watts at 
y4 of I% distortion: the Kl'is now available as 
a kit for home constructors ( blue prints 2/61: 
also on demonstration all the leading makes of 
pick-ups and loudspeakers; send stamp for fully 
illustrated catalogue with helpful advice on 
high quality reproduction.-Charles Amplifiers, 
laa., 1E, Palace Gate, Kensington, W.8. 
Western 3350. [9451 C.J.R. ELECTRICAL at ELECTRONIC DE-

VELOPMENT, Ltd., Hubert St.. Birming-
ham, 6 (Tel. Aston Cross 2440), the Midlands 
high fidelity specialists, manufacture W.W. Wil-
liamson and other quality amplifiers strictly to 
specification; our own Electronola super a.c. and 
a.c./d.c. types; tone control stages. loudspeaker 
crossover units, contrast expanders and high 
quality t.r.f. radio feeders for all amplifiers; 
we can also adapt them for use with existing 
equipment according to customers' own require-
ments; call for a demonstration; give us a 
ring. or send 21,4c1 stamp for details and prices. 
MIIE world's finest amplIfier-acknowledged.-
J. Trades Manufacturing Co. (Ealing). 
Ltd., makers and pioneers of the Williamson 
amplifier, offer what is acknowledged as the 
world's finest reproducer; our amplifier should 
not be confused with other similar products: first 
quality parts only used, making it a super job 
giving superb reproduction with the special cir-
cuit used; built on extra heavy gauge chassis 
with black crackle finish; price E27/10. with 
ventilated cover; pre-amplifier to suit. £9; elec. 
gram, motors, tuners. etc.. can be supplied.-
Full details from R.T.M.C. (Ealing). Ltd., 141. 
Little Ealing Lane. W.5. (1395 UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 36. 

Marylebone High St.. London. W.1. 
Specialists in the design and manufacture of 
high grade fidelity gramophone reproducers and 
radio units. If you are interested in obtaining 
the finest possible reproduction from recorded 
music we invite you to hear our equipment 
demonstrated in conjunction with the Wilkins 
and Wright coil pick-up and the Wharfedale 
corner cabinet speaker. We will gladly give you 
a quotation for the conversion of your existing 
radio gramophone into a first-class reproducing 
instrument, or for the design and construction 
of equipment to your own special requirements. 
Write for descriptive leaflets of our range of 
fidelity amplifiers and radio tuning units. 19900 

inc \'  

LONDON SALES 

OFFICE 
For the benefit cot our many friends we 
have made arrangements for the im-
mediate supply from stock of small 
quantities of our standard components 
(see paragraph below). These can be 
collected from our address at King's 
Buildings, Dean Stanley Street. Millbank 
Westminster, S.W.1 Tel. : Abbey 2244. 
(250 yards from Big Ben). Hours : 
10 a.m.-1.0 p.m. and 2-5.30 p.m. (Mondays 
to Fridays only). Kindly note this 
address is for stock sales only, and all 
correspondence and other enquiries 
should be sent to Peckford Place. 

* • * * * 

AVAILABLE STOCK 
A comprehensive range of mains and 
audio components is now available 
from stock, and we can despatch small 
quantities of these per return. We 
would stress that before ordering you 
send for our list detailing these com-
ponents. Our stock range now coders 
almost all normal requirements, and by 
availing yourself of this service you will 
save the inevitable delay in the pro-
duction of a special component. We 
shall be pleased to send you our stock 
list upon receipt of your address. 

* * * * 

THE NEW 
PARTRIDGE MANUAL 

The completely revised post-war edition 
of this new Manual, now available, 
contains :-
Many useful circuits including New 15 
watt high quality amplifier with 40 db 
of negative feedback over three stages. 
Also articles on Sound Reinforcing and 
Public Address, Acoustical Problems, 
Cross-over networks, etc. A useful 
appendix is included consisting of six 
selected design charts. 

Telephone, 

Price 5 - Post Free. 

* * * * 

Brixton 6506 

rlIDG 
TRANSFORMERS LTD 

PECKFORD PLACE, LONDON, S.W.9 

R 1.F.F. responser units, complete with 
4 mains B.F. pentode valves, 3 Mazda 

television diodes, 2 twin triode mains valves 
and 1 EF50 Mallard; aiso includes 24v motor 
generator, suitable for modification to universal 
motor. 2 magnetic relays, several mechanical 
multi-contact relays: includes resistances, con-
densers, variable and fixed, and other useful 
components; 30/- each, carriage paid.-Uncle 
tom s Ramo Cabin, 0. beitli Stars Court, Man-
chester. 4. 19623 CONNOISSEUR'S receiver-wor.d-wide resuits 

on h.ghiy sen.s t.ve 10-valve commun.cation 
receiver or, by change of switch, very high 
quality reception of local stations on non-super-
het high fidelity receiver; basis reamit R1155. 
9-1.500 metres, PX4 push-puil quality amplifier. 
bass and treble controls ( b:.ost and cut), gram 
input, new panel, and other refinements; write 
for details, or call for demonstration; R1155 
specialists, receivers repaired and re-aligned. 
also modified as stove, or to your requirements; 
R1155 circuit and values. post free.-R.T.S., 
Ltd., 5, Gladstone Rd., Wimbledon. S.W.I9. 
Tel. Lib. 3303. [1266 
MIXPERIMENTORS surplus, all items used few 

hours only and guaranteed as brand new 
and perfect. L3wther Straight-superhet all wave 
tuner with 15-watt low distortion amplifier, cost 
£78. accept £60; new post-war Voigt light twin 
coil with power peck. £25: Barker Concert 148. 
£12; Hartley 215, £6/15; Warfedale 15.n, £6115: 
Connoisseur PM.. trans., £3; Br:erley armature. 
trans.. £5/10; W.W. coil, trans.. £5; 2 Bell 
Howell heavy duty gram motors, 110v a.c., two-
speed 78-33 rpm, in wooden carrying cases with 
Talkie type straight arm Ha. Fi, Petto PU.. 
£12/10 each; B.S.R. audio oscillator, 0-16,000. 
£28; B.A.E.C. corner deflector with twin cone 
unit. £10; Volgt H.C. corner horn, no bass cham-
ber. £5.-F. Aster'. " Glenroyd," 143, Chorley 
Rd., Heath Charnock, Nr, Chorley. Lancs. 11267 

GOODSELL. Ltd., 40, Gardner St., Brighton. 
Sussex; Williamson amplifier. using K.T.66 

in output at £22 using new improved Partridge 
output transformer. kit of parts with drilled 
chassis. £15/15; Williamson amplifier using 
PX 25's in the output. giving 20watts. separate 
sower pack incorporating two ha. supplies, one 
at 500 and one at 250v. finest amplifier made, 
27gns: Baxendale amplifier with separate power 
pack. all Partridge transformers, complete kit 
of parts, £16, or wired to order: Pre-amp (as 
Per Osram book on amplifiers) with valves. £6/6. 
kit of parts £31151; all components available 
separately; Williamson output transformer. £5 
Baxendale, £6/3: all kits of parts less valves 
all equipments tested on B.F.O. an oscilloscope 
guaranteed for 12 months. A new booklet now 
available describing all our equipments in detail 
together with kits and components for high 
fidelity reception: send 21. stamo. [1303 
RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS-SECOND-HAND 
B .C.348 noise limiter, s. meter. as new; £30. 

-Box 176. 11414 

fi 
RO Senior, broadcast coil, AM. mains power. 
-Offers to Box 203. [1463 

fl 
ALLICRAFTER Sky Rider Defiant SX24 
with XSTL. £18.-Box 15. 11368 BC348, built-in power pack. S meter. lab. 
modified; £20.-Box 207. [1471 H.R.O. senior 4 coils, eta'. per. cond., £35; 
also vibra-pack--Box 8490. 1.1286 

G. W. SMITH. as Co. (RADIO), Ltd., offers 
the following, sound and perfect:-

TELEVISION: Ex R.A.F. type 3585 receivers. 
containing complete 45 Mc/s strip which is 5 
t.r.f. stages., diode and video, valves employed 
6. e.f. 50s, I.E.A. 50, complete with circuit dia-
gram of strip plus diagram of coupling with 
time base and sound. finest television outfit on 
the market. In addition to the above there are 
some 17 other valves, including E.F.50s. E.A.50s, 
VR54 55 56 and 65, and dozens of condensers 
and resistances: these are brand new units, and 
the price £5/10: ex R.A.F. type 3132 receivers. 
Superhet. complete with circuit for mods. using 
6A indicator, ideal for long-distance reception, 
72/6 each; brand new Gee indicator units with 
V.R.97 tube, suitable for television. 92/6 each; 
0-5 m/a meters, 2M square face. M/c, 4/9 each; 
0-1.5, thermo coupled. 7/6 each: 0-1 amp. 
thermo coupled. 7/6 each; 0-0.5 amp, thermo 
coupled. 7/6: 0-1 M/a meter 100 ohms resist-
ance 2114in flush mounting. 12/6 each; 0-20volt 
AM., 7/6: 0-20 amp AM.. 7/6, all brand new 
meters; W. 1191 wavemeters. 160 kc-20 Mc/s 
crystal controlled, can be used as signal gener-
ator, in sealed boxes with spare set of valves 
but less batteries. £7. 
VERY special offer to clear, space wanted: ex 
R.A.F. type 39 aerial coupling units. complete 
with 100-watt dummy aerial and 0-3 and 0-6 
thermo coupled amp meters. all brand new with 
full instruction. 7/6 each; constant voltage 
transformers. 190-260-volt input, 230-volt out-
put. 150 watts. 82/6 each; 6-volt vibrator packs. 
I5/- each: 12-volt and 24-volt, 12/6 each, all 
with vibrators; 24-volt D.C. to 230-volt AM. 
rotary converters. 79/6 each ( 100-watt). 
G. W SMITH As Co. (RADIO). Ltd.. 3. Lisle 
St. London. W.C.2. Tel, Gerrard 8204. Open 
Saturday 9-6. Note: We shall be closed August 
W.ek: reopening August 9th. 11426 

s-meter, a.c. mains power. phones. 9 
en"s. as new; £38 -Box 188. 11448 

.C.348N, fully mod to mains, excellent con-
IL) dition. performance; £28/10.-Bcx 8425. 
-11,1-0D. 8 valve Bendix 10a rec.. 4 hands. re-

cuiros p b. and sneaker; £7.-Box 8489. 
113DYSTONE 640 receiver, complete, loud-

.L'.4 spkr., 55 new, superb cond.; £30.-Box 8367. 
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'THESE ARE IN STOCK---r 
Radio Laboratory Handbook. By M. G 

Scroggie. Ils. 6d. Postage 4d. 

Standard Valves. Standard Telephones & 
Cables, Ltd. I5s. Postage 4d. 

Radio Engineering. By F. E Terman 
42s. Postage 9d. 

Television Receiver Construction. ( 10 
articles from W.VV.). 2s. 6d. Postage 2d. 

Principles of Radar-M.I.T. 30s. Postage 9d. 

Electronic Transformers and Circuits. 
By R. Lee. 27s. Postage 9d. 

Testing Radio Sets. By J. H. Reyn 
I 5s. Postage 4d. 

Vacuum Tubes. By Karl R. Spangenberg 
45s. Postage 9d. 

Radio Circuits. By W. E. Miller. 3s. 6d. 
Postage 2d. 

Television Receiving Equipment. By 
W. T. Cocking. Ils. 6d. Postage 4d. 

The Mathematics of Wireless. By Ralph 
Stranger. is. 6d. Postage 4d. 

Elements of Radio Servicing. By Marcus 
& Levy. 27s. Postage 9d. 

Ultra- High Frequency Techniques. By 
Brainerd, etc. 28s. Postage 9d. 

Radar Engineering. By Donald G. Fink. 
42s. Postage 9d. 

The Cathode-Ray Tube Handbook. By 
S. K. Lewer. 6s. Postage 4d. 

We have the finest selection of B ritish 

and American radio books. Complete 

list on application. 

THE MODERN BOOK CO. 
(Dept. W.7), 

19-23, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2 

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co. 
BRAND NEW 

GOVT.SURPLUS STOCK 
BURGESS MICRO SWITCHES, and break, I 6. 
pÉ,st 3d.. 15'- dos. DIMMER SWITCHES with °natl. 
1/8, post 3d., 15/- dog. MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 
230/50 v., output 50 v. at Il amp., or with little 
alteration. 100 v. at 5I amp., 25/-, carr. 5/.. ENGINE 
DRIVEN GENERATORS (D.C. dynamos) fitted shaft, 
output 12 V. 500 watt, 20)., carr. 5/-. SWITCH 
BOXES, 71c. X 4M. x 21n., contains 16 on/off toggle 
switches, also elide and rotary switch, signal lamp, etc.. 
7/6, post lid. PAXOLIN STRIPS, 15lin. x 4In. x 
fin_ contains 28 robust plated terminals (worth at 
least 2d. each). 113, peat Ild.. 15/- doz., carr. 5/.. 
TELEPHONE SETS, consists of two trans-recetvers 
giving perfect 2-way communication up to 100-yds., 
no batteries required, 7/, poet 9c1., with 10 yds. 
2-way connecting wire, 10'-, post 9d. VOL. CON-
TROLS, assort. dot. fin, shaft ( not pre.set), 10/-, post 
9,1. STARTER SWITCHES, 24 v. operating 300-amp. 
switch, 3.6, post 11d. CLAW MOVEMENTS, eciIi-
p'ete, for 16 mm. cameras or projectors. 2/6. Post 3d. 
CAMERA MOTORS, 12/24 v. AC/D.C. 3/5 amp., 
btted overload clutch and 1 yd. flexible drive, bargain 
20, post and packing. 1/4. AIRCRAFT INSTRU-
MENTS, air-speed indicators 2/6, post Pd. ARTI-
FICIAL HORIZONS. 51-. poet 1,-. DIRECTION 
INDICATORS. 76. post 1/.. ALTIMETERS, 7 6. 
post 9,1. Ditto, SENSITIVE .. IC" TYPE. 15 -, post 
Pd. GEAR BOXES, 1.1. single to dual drive, 1/9. 
post 9d. AMMETERS. 0-9 amp, hot wire, 7/6. Post 
lid. 0.-330 36, post 4d. 0.300 v. moving 
volt, 5/-, post 4.1. RELAYS, G.P.O. type, 1,000 ohm 
sm.; 11-, post 3d.. 10/- doz. ELECTRIC PUMPS, 
12124 v. A.C./D.C. fitted centrifugal pump for liquids 
Émly, delivery at 24 v. 10 g.p.m.. 35 -, post paid. 
Ditto motors only, fitted fin. shaft. 15/-, post 1 
CABLE, P.V.C. twin Set, 42/012. 6d. Yd. RECEIVERS 
TYPE R.1224. 5-valve battery superhet., VP23 (21, 
FC2A, HL2. ¡(TI, Mulrhead vernier dial, and other 
controls, 30 to 300 metres in 3-way switch bands, 2 v. 
L.T., 120-v. H.T., 9 v. GB., cabinet finished battle. 
ship grey, 161n. x Otis. x Sun.. brand new complete 
with valves, PA/10/-, earr. 5/•. 
Also hundreds of other nee., send for our new July 
August listo, 2d. with s.s.s. ' Orders over 30!- post paid, 
cart. extra. Our C.O.D. service is cam elled for the 
mie 

MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17 
Tel. HARborne 1308 or 2664 

%.R.88. comm. rx., new cond.; first reasonable 
a. offer.-46. Derrick Rd., Beckenham. [1281 
1 rALLICRAFTERS, Sky Champion S.20. r. 
1u. offers.- 178. Cambridge Rd.. Ilford. Essex. 
RMSTRONG 6-valve chassis. A.C.. 8M sps'r• 

- 1 £7/10.-7. Middle St., Montacute, Sont. 
I r R.O., 6 coils and power unit, valves new 
1 1, and guaranteed, good condition: offers.-
x 8364. 11191 

1TORTEXION. lOwatt amplifier AD.47, as new; 
V £60, or best offer.-J. L. Shaw. 31 Market 

St., Bradford. (1228 

A M A RMSTRONG. r.f.103. 12 Go- dman. o.t. 
as new. £25.-Cymarykiewicz. 1 St. 

Stephens Gdns.. W.2. [1290 HRO R106 receiver, almost new, coils. power 
pack, mfrs. diagrams. full data; offers.-

Cushion. 46. Belmont Rd.. E.15. [1383 
yXTALKIE-TALKIE 58 set Canadlan." perfect 
TV order, as new. £10.-Write J. Webber. 1. 

Claremont Villas. trolands. Stroud. Go;. [ 1365 
'TELEVISION and radio.-Cossor 1210A 15in 
1 tube, perfect, working below; £100 or offers. 
-Wilson. 9. St. Peter's Rd.. St. Leonardo. [1411 HAMMERLUND super-pro 100-400kc,s, 2.5- 

18m, ,s, good condition; no power unit. 
offers?-Hooper. 105, Chiltern Rd.. Dun3:auie. 

.K. 12in energised speaker with rectifier. 
230v A.C. input, 15 chm co 1. as new. £4 10 

carr. paid.-Rowell. St. Ives, Huntingdonfitire. 
"Db 1155 as new, 6v6 output, power pact and 

spkr., £ 18; T1154 transmitter. 80 watts. 
20. 40. 80 metres. key and mike, £8.-Denell. 
14, Lipton 30.11 Terr., Lip.on, P.ymouth. [ 1381 

receivers, 10 va.ves, as new. with 
circuit. £8. carr. pd.; 1224A comm. 

receivers. £4117/6. carr. pd.; 1124's 30. -.-J. 
Rae, 39, Penn Rd., Wolverhampton. 1143) 
M X24 Skyrider Defiant for sale, owner irruni-
LF grating, receiver is in new condition and 
is perfect, complete with phones, £35.-W. T. 
C egg. 24. Alderton Rd., Croydon. Surrey. [1239 
1-%1JALITY equipment, 2 R.F., inf. imp. det.. 

h:gh-gain amp ifier. 20-20kc/s. P X 25 s. feed-
bacs. bass. treble. 20 db up or dcwn. £40; heard 
London.-Box 8447. [1251 

-WATT Moreton-Cheyney amplifier, very 
little used. cost £22/10: price for quick 

sale. £ 17/10; owner going into ho3p ta:.- Tay or. 
Howe Hill, Watlington. Oxon. [1340 EDDYSTONE 504, beautiful condition. 0.5 to 

30 mc,s. accessories speaker optional. 
manuel: first reasonable offer.-I. Penrose. 27. 
Causewayhead. Penzance, Cornwall. [1332 
'DYE 817 television, as new, unused, £15; Mazda 

CRM91. c.r. tube. guar. perfect, £7: Magna-
vox 66, 12M speaker, 2.00011 field, £4/10; Weston 
687 cutout meter. 2-10-50v. £.6/10.-Box 8485. 

ACK-MOUNTED H.R.O. Standard. power 
-IL pack. 230v, a.c., panel speaker. rack. 9 
coils, spare set of valves. 6v vibrator unit, nearly 
new condition: £ 100, or offers. bargain.-Box 
8366. [1194 QIIALITY amplifier, incorporating W.W. P.P. 

phase splitter. Williamson 0.P. trans-
formers, radio tuner and Goodman's 12in 
speaker. £22. practically new.-8. Tudor Rd.. 
London. E.4. [1475 
3 M.K.19s s.w. transmitter receivers. 2 com-

plete and perfect order, one needs 5 
valves; also Philco receiver 12 valves. and I.F.F. 
unit and numerous exoerimentors equipment: 
the lot £25.-F. Smith. C.nema, Thurcroft. Nr 
Rotherham. 11437 
QOUND SALES 8-10-watt amplifier with t.r.f. 

feeder, valves Z.90. DH.63. L63.KT.61 (2). 
complete in case B.B.C. grey, excellent condition; 
£16.-R. North. " The Nag's Head." High St.. 
Sunningdale. Tel. Ascot 707. [1468 
'PHILLIPS communication receiver, P.Pk 230 
.I. A C., RF stage, BFO. Phone Jack, speaker. 
2.000-16 mtrs., new, £17/10; 2 Ediswan E575 
watt TX valves. 10/- each. -E. Martin. 70. 
Bridge St., Worksop. Nottinghamshire. [ 1328 

MATEURS will find a host of uses for the 
/-1 Canadian Mar's 58 Walkie-Talkie set: these 
receiving and transmitting sets are in the orig-
inal cases and cost more than £100 to make; 
they have transmitting radius of approx. 10 
miles, with short-wave reception over a wide 
range of overseas statlons: price £12/10 com-
plete.-Apply G.T.C.. 82-94. Seymour Place. Lon-
don W.I. [1357 L10.-Army A set Mk. III receiver-transmitter, 

A set 2-8 mcs. B set 235 mcs, complete 
with 12volt power unit and connector, less con-
trol boxes and phones. diagram of phone and 
mic. connections supplied; £4 each, for dis-
mantling. 19 Set and 12volt power unit less 
valves and connectors; ex R.A.F. R1084, less 
valves and coils: motor generators. input 12v 
32a output. 1.200v 0.2 a. £1: input 9.3v 23a. 
output 7.2v 13a and 220v 0.11 amps. 10 -; input 
24v 3a. output 13v 1.8a and 200v 50 ma. 5 -.-
P,-:•o'cy Hawkshead. Nr. Ambleside. [ 1389 

12 

1155 

10 

-VALVE Western Electric 111585 becia-t 
rece'ver 234-258 mcs. size 11MX 61n X 5in. 

valve 3X6Ak5 7X9001 FPC33 and 12A6. 4 gang 
RF. tuner. F.C. I.Ps. Det. AVC and out-
put; easily converted to 6 or 12v car rad'o; no 
extra coils or other components requ'red except 
power unit and speaker; all smoothing in the 
receiver; a remote control' box is included with 
the set, but no connecting cab'es are available; 
these ex-Govt. receivers are In cartons and in 
brand new condition: price £41 /10 ea, carr. and 
Packing 7/6 extra: 12v 200v Malory vibmpacks 
for above sets 15/- ea. complete; Goodman's 
314,in speakers. £1 ea. 
H: ENGLISH. The Maltings. Rayleigh Rd 
Hutton Bren.wood Essex [1354 

OPPORTUNITIES 
IN RADIO 

Get this FREE Book! 

"ENGINEERING 

OPPORTU NIT El" 

reveals linve you can 

become technically-quali-

fied at home for a highly-

paid key-appointment in 

the vast Radio and Tele-

vision Industry, In 108 

pages of intensely .nter-

esting matter, it includes 

lull details of our up-to-

the-minute home study 

courses in all branches os 

TELEVISION and 

RADIO. A.M. Brit. 1.R.E., 

A.M.I.E.E., City & Guilds, 

Spzcial Television, Servicing, 

Sound Film Projection, Short 

Wave, High Frequency. and 

General Wireless Courses. 

We Definitely Guarantee 
NO PASS-NO FEE" 

I. you're earning less than LIO a week, this 
enlightening book is for you. Write for your 
copy today. It will be sent FREE and without 
obligation. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

388b, Shakespeare House 
17/19, Stratford Place, London, W.I. 

Radio Receiver 

Servicing and 

Maintenance 

By E. J. G. Lewis. This work is an 

established favourite among radio 

dealers and service engineers. It 

gives up-to-date and reliable assistance 

in the technical details of their 

work, and includes a handy fault-

finding summary. 

"Practical, replete with facts, and well-

arranged." -WIRELESS WORLD. 

6 net 
Front Inulkse Ile rs. Published by 

PITMAN, Parker Si.. Kingsway, London,W .C.2 
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90 lbcawnewilihat. of w wireless for £ 15: type flo9, 

sale, comprising set with 16 valves, etc.. power 
unit, with vibrator and rotary transformer. 
etc. and aerial variometer, made by R.C.A. 
Canadian Victor; carriage extra, packing re-
turnable for credit, or would dispose of the lot 
if collected.-Hampshire Ignition. Ltd., Cheese-
hill St . Winchester Tel. 2366. [9459 

X-R.A.F. equipment.-7-valve U.H.F. Re-
1.11 receiver type R1147A. £2/7; modulators. 
type 76, with motor generator, 24v. input, £4; 
receivers, type 76, £3,15; vibrator packs, new, 
input 2v. output 200v. 60ma, 37/-; 1155 re-
ceivers, £12; converted 1155 with output valve 
power pack and speaker. £19.-Send your re-
quirements to Morecambe Sound Service, 4-6. 
Green St., Morecambe, Tel. 1161. [1250 

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS 
ITOIGT H.C. horn and bass chamber, complete 
• with light coil twin diaphragm unit. new; 
£40.-Joseph Enock, Ltd., 273a, High St., Brent-
ford. Middlesex. Ealing 8103. [1220 

Hi" quality, precision-built speakers. 
Ticonal magnets, detachable diaphragms. 

die-cast chassis, twin cone.-Broadcast 
Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., Broadcast House. 
Tombland. Norwich 26970. [6435 

6 / alOu.d-i toreiwu mBaker speakers quwality triple 
cone. manufactured by Baker's Selhurst Radio, 
the pioneer manufacturers of moving-coil 
speakers since 1925, wide-frequency range, even 
response, ideal for quality reproduction, fitted 
with magnet having an exceptionally high flux 
density in the air gap; a speaker in a class of 
its own. 
£5/18/6.-NEW Baker model 12.0 single-cone 
12in P.M. speakers, built on the lines of the 
auditorium model, suitable for public address 
equipment, acoustical output being very good 
even when fed with a modest two-valve re-
Myer. 
£9/19/6.-NEW Baker Super Power cinema P.M. 
speakers with 18in triple cone, giving wide-
frequency response, free from objectional re-
sonances, speech is clear and natural, music 
is reproduced with exceptional realism; ideal 
where power handling capacity plus realistic 
reproduction is required -Send 21.id. stamp for 
leaflet giving details of above; also amplifiers 
and constructional details of new acoustical 
cabinet, designed to extend loudspeaker fre-
quency range; prompt deliver per passenger 
train. 
BAKER'S Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., South 
Croydon. Tel, Cro. 4226. 19573 

LOUDSPEAKERS, SECOND-HAND GOODMAN'S Axiom 12 (slightly used); £6.- 
Watkins, Ael-y-Bryn, Waunlwyd, Ebbw 

Vale, Mon. 11433 HARTLEY TURNER 215. Vitavox, Lexington, 
with transf. and sapphire.-Chadwick. 41. 

Woodville Ave.. Liverpool' 23.11388 
I]'ARTLEY TURNER 215; £7/15, as new.-R. 
J.J. North, " The Nag's Head," High St., Sun-
ningdale, Berks. Tel. Ascot 707. [1469 
U OIGT Domestic Corner . reflector horn, corn-
✓ plete unit and rectifier; £90, near offer.-
Grose, Erin Lodge, Symons Hill, Falmouth. 
VITAVOX and Truvox 20w pressure type 

pm-ker units, brand new, ex Govt.. less 
horn, P.M. M.C. type 5 or 'We ohm coil; 45/-
each.-H. English. Hutton, Brentwood. Essex, VOIGT Corner Horn, special model, in 

natural light oak veneer, with horn mouth 
cover, twin light-coil diaphragm, perfect: £55 
or offers.-Brewer, Bethcar St., Ebbw Vale. 

BATTERIES A FEW dozen unused Drydex 120volt batteries, 
standard type, retail 15/2; box of 5 at 59/6, 

carriage paid; guaranteed sound.-Box 8483. EXIDE batteries, 12volt, full 75amp-hour, 
new, dry, uncharged, built to Ministry 

specification ( first class), ex-completion of war 
contract, a beautiful battery with wonderful 
tenacity to life, suitable for any duty, fitted with 
Davis non-spill vents, carrying handles, etc., 
complete in waxed hardwood case. £3/10 each. 
carriage 9/6; Lyon Alco Norman lighting and 
charging plants. complete self-contained unit, 
blower-cooled oily engine. 12-24volt 20amp cir-
cuit, with full control panel, including sliding 
resistance, petrol tank, exhaust system, suitable 
for small house, boats, farms, workshops, cara-
vans, new £27/10, with push-button starting, 
£30. carriage 20/7., 
TEDDINGTON ENGINEERING Co.. Ltd., 29-31, 
High St. ' Teddington, Middx, Kin. 1193-4. 

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC. ROTARY converter, 250v d.c.-230v a.c.. 100w. 
radio filter; offers- Box 8365. (1192 

ittoTORS, 1:.,hp, single phase. 230v, new, 
£8/5.-Malden Transformer Supplies, 39, 

Malden Rd., New Malden, Surrey. 11319 
'PETROL generating set. 2.34 x.v.a., 230 
.1 volt. 3 phase, 50 cycles, new. unused; £70. 
-Allen ga Gibson. Ltd.. Towcester. [9986 
1-tYNAMOS. permanent magnet (or d.c. 
3./ motors), 200volts. 50ma.. 12volts 2amp. 
and 24volts. 3amp, ball bearing; amazing bar-
mien, sl/6.egrsstaseteer1/-.-Jack Porter. Ltd., (f214-

LL types of rotary converters, electric motors. 
[1, battery chargers, petrol-electric generator 
sets, etc.: rotary transformers, input 12v d.c., 
output 641111v at 250ma. price £4/10 each nett, 
post paid; J.A.P. No. 2A engines, 1.2bhp at 1,600 
rpm. complete and ready for use. £17 nett, ex 
works.-Ward Lordscroft Works, Haverhill, Suf-
folk. Haverhill 253-4. [7503 

ELECTRADIX Bargains! 
éREQUENCY METERS. Crompton mains 
frequency meter I C 230 v. 40/60 cy. Sin, dia., 
for flush panel fixing, £8. 
WATT METERS. Met. Vic. Wattmeter, range 
5 to 30 kW., full circular scale, 64m. dia., 230 v. 
3 ph. 50 cy., with compensator, ES. Wireman's 
self-contained circuit tester, Govt. model, un-
used, 64 x 34 x 24in., almost pocket size, for all 
electrical circuits, totally enclosed, polished wood 
box and carrying strap and contact switch. The 
experimenter's best friend, worth 2 guineas, but 
a limited number are available at 12 6 each. 
METERS. 1/C switchboard type, 4in., G.E.C., 
0-60 volts and 0-40 amps. A.C., 45/- each. 
Crompton I/C ammeter, 0-50 amps. A.C. Volt-
meter to match, 0-75 volts, 64 x 64 x 4in., with 
lamp on top to illuminate dial, 55/- each. Sin. 
dial A.C. ammeter, 1/C., 0-14 amps., 25 -. Panel 
meters, Weston D.C. moving coil Milliammeters, 
central zero 25-0-25 mia., 12/6 each. D.C. Moving 
coil ammeters, central zero 50-0-50 amps., 15/-. 
0-30 volts, 10,-. C.Z. 100-0-100 v., 10 -. 0-20 
amp., 12 6. 
ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS, panel 
type, 0-3,500 volts, El each. 
LIGHTING PLANTS, 500-watt Stuart Turner, 
SO volt 10 amps. Engine and dynamo with fuel and 
water tank, £45. J.A.P. Engine with 14/32 volt 
9 amp. generator and switchboard, in first-class 
condition, £20, carriage extra. 
HAND MAGNETO GENERATORS. 4 and 
5 magnet type, 150 volts 50 m a.. A.C. output, 
new condition, P.M. Steel magnet and gearing in 
handle, 12/6, postage II-. 
CUTOUTS. Auto non-mercury in bakelite 
case, 3 x 3 x 24in., 18 volts 30 amps., 211-. G.E.C. 
12 volts 15 amp. non-mercury auto cutouts, 4/6. 
WIRELESS CONTROL UNITS, ex-R.A.F., 
contain Yaxley switch and knob, connection strips, 
fuse and holder, coil socket and connections, 2/6, 
postage 9d. Larger model with 2 Yaxle switches 
and pilot lamp, 4;-, plus 1/- postage. 
ELECTRO MAGNETS. Powerful I/C electro-
magnet 6/25 volts D.C., with screw-in solenoid 
core, weight I lb. 10 ozs., 21 x 14in., will lift 
7-28 lbs., type No. 1, 4 - ; small 2/6-volt D.C. 
electro-magnet weight 10 ois., lift I# to 4 lbs., 
7/6. Solenoid Coils of 27 gauge wire, 6 ois. 
weight, 2,- each. 
TRANSFORMERS. B.T.H. 200/230/250 volts 
50 cy. input 2 volts 20 amps. and 75 volt 6 amps. 
with 15 taps outpue70/- C.P. England and Wales. 
250-watt Cores with lams and wire for rewind, 
2S/-. 
SWITCHES. Dewar Key switches, 7 pole C.O., 
as new, with top plate, 51-. D.P.C.O. Toggle 
switch, flush Wei, 250 v. I amp., 31-. S.P.C.O., 
2/- each. Lucas 8-way switch box, 3/6 ; 6-way, 
3/-. Santon 10-amp. D.P.S.T., back of board 
type, 7)6 each. Square type, S.P.S.T. back of 
panel, 15 amp., 2in. x I lin. x 21in., 3/6. 
DIMMER RESISTANCES. Totally enclosed 
panel type, 100 ohms 4 amp. or 50 ohms 4 amp., 
2/6 each, post 6d. Open type wire wound, 
porcelain base, 10 ohms I amp., 2/6. 
MORSE KEYS. Here is the key you have been 
waiting for, a solid job for the transmitter, bakelite 
base 34m. x I tin., insulated arm and large knob, 

heavy adjustable back 
and front contacts, 
smooth action, beauti-
fully made and scien-

_ tifically designed with 
length of heavy in-
sulated cord and jack 

plug, 21/-. We have also a lighter model to 
similar design with brass arm and insulated knob 
without cord and plug, 15:-. Transformer, 4;6. 

TERMINAL BOXES. Bake-
lite power terminal boxes 34 x 21 
x 24 highly polished black with 
fin, centre fillet and screwed 
cover 2-pole 5/16in. connection 
studs and nuts. Admirable 
terminal or branch top on large 
transformer, 2-pole light power 
or charging circuits 10/50 amps. Wall or ceiling 
fixing, 2 6 each, 20 - per dozen. Special quotations 
for large quantities. 
PARCELS. 10 lb. useful oddments for the junk 
box. All clean, dismantled from Government and 
other surplus apparatus, 7/7 post free. (Not for 
Overseas buyers.) 

Please include postage for mail orders. 

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8. 
 Telephone : MACoulay 2159. 

MILECTRIC motors.-Our famous range of 
.11.:4 motors again available from stock; example. 
i¡hp single-phase, 200-250v, 1,400 rpm. from 
£6/16/6; send for lists.-John Steel. BingleY. 
Yorks. Tel. 1066 (4 lines). [9968 

BATTERY chargers for home and export. 4 
models. 2-6-12v, 1, 2 or 4amp dc, any mains 

voltage; generous trade terms: write for cata-
logue.-Tel. Hoddesdon 2659. The Banner Elec-
tric Co.. Ltd., Hoddesdon. Herts 
"VLECTRIC motors, adaptable to gramophone 
.1:4 drive, totally enclosed with built in% ter-
minals. size 2X2 X5in (double ended spindle). 
hp 1/30 approx., complete for 200-250 a.c./d.c. 
(nominal 24), 34/-, post paid; with separate 
resistance (adjustable), 31/-.-W.P.H., 31a, Com-
mercial Rd., Newport, Mon. [9778 

OTARY converters. ex-AM., new, input 
it 24v d.c.. output 230v a.c.. 100watts. £5; 
4BA ms. stiff nuts, single anchor, 14/- per 
1.000: 6BA alloy stiff nuts, 12/- per 1.000: 2BA 
brass metal screws, 1,.¡in 7/6 per 1.000.-Wild's 
Radio. Victoria Rd.. Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent. SPECIAL offer to Hams and P.A. specialists.- 

Famous S.T.C. ball type microphones, new, 
in perfect order, guaranteed. listed £ 17 each. 
limited quantity available; £5 c.w.o.-Classic 
Electrical, Ltd., 364, Lower Addiscombe Rd.. 
Croydon. [1100 
'PROFESSIONAL recording equipment to the 
1 trade; M.S.S. recording machines, recording 
amplifiers, ribbon and M/C microphones, blank 
discs, etc.. etc.; gramophone motors and light-
weight pick-ups, radio pre-stage units and 
quality speakers, all from stock on full trade 
terms; Victor 16mm talkie projectors for imme-
diate delivery.-Sound Discs ( Supplies). Ltd.. 
4. Irton Rd., Southport, Lancs. [1199 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
«INSTRUMENTS. 

MOST makes in stock, some on terms.-Writa 
for details and list of radio and electrical 
spares, new and ex-Govt.. to The Instrument 
Co.. 244. Harrow Rd., London, W2. COSSOR 339A double beam oscillograph as 

new; £40.-Box 187. [1446 DUMONT oscilloscope 224A, new: £25; very 
comprehensive; listed £70.-Box 204. [1464 

noULLIN series 100 meter. as new; £8110.- 
1161, Christchurch Rd., Boscombe. Hants. 

ANARCONI standard signal generator, TF 
J.Y.1 144G, in perfect order; offers.-Box 208. UNIV. meter, sig. gen, and valve tester (un-

used), 300 ser. sheets and manuals, £75.-
Box 13. [1364 
PISAYLORMETER. 90a, as new; offers over £11. 
J. -Herington, 14, Hazelhurst Rd., Birming-
ham, 14. [1418 
ettIALRAD sig. gen., 100ks/c to 56mc/s, A.F. 
lot mod., charts, £ 12; Wilson 6w.b. coil pack. 
£3/10.-Box 8369. 1204 

BRIDGE 1 pf to 100mfd. 1 ohm to 100m ohms, 
very accurate; £7.-Jordan, 15, Dane Rd., 

St. Leonards-on-Sea. [1483 

0-1 militant') meters, 31,..in d:ameter, flush 
mounting, zero adjustment, boxed, new; 

12/6, past paid.-Jack Porter, Ltd., College St., 
Worcester. [1223 
A VO, new, unused, not Government surplus, 
.t1. " 40," £16; A.C.-D.C. minor, £7; D.C. 
minor, £3/10; post free.-Congdon, 11, Station 
Parade, Muswell Hill. N.10. [1380 G.61 wavemeter, ex-Admiralty. with 1,000kc 

crystal in oven, 9 valves, range lmc to 
25mc, complete as new; £20, carr. extra.-
K. L. W. Cook, 25a and 27, High St., Swindon, 
Wilts. Tel. 3164. [1283 
A MERICAN transmitting transformers and 

chokes and condensers ay Stanier, Amertran 
R.C.A.. etc.. in all sizes to 3kw. from 7/6; list 
available, stamp will oblige.-Harris. Strouds. 
Pangbourne, Berks. [1321 
A SMALL quantity of U.H.F. signal generators. 

.t1: 230v 50 cyl., fitted piston attenuators, 
various frequency ranges. cost £50 each to make; 
£15 each.-Classic Electrical, Ltd., 364, Lower 
Addisccmbe Rd., Croydon. [1102 
rkSCILLOGRAPH. 230v 50 cyl. lin tube, cali-

brated time base. Y amplifiers and slide 
back valve voltmeter incorporated; in working 
order; £15 each; first offer secures.-Classic Elec-
trical, Ltd., 364, Lower Addiscombe Rd.. 
Croydon. [1103 
▪ ABGEAR electronic Fault Tracer, complete. 
.1.1 perfect condition, £25; B.P.L. Sig. genera-
tor. Model RS600. 100 kcis to 30 mc/s. for A.C., 
complete. just overhauled by makers £15.-Box 
100. Parrs, 121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. [1371 
✓ ISUAL alignment for £20.-Oscilloscope and 
✓ Wobbulator complete. T.B. 10 c/s to 
350.000 c/s X and Y plate amplifiers, easy to 
handle and has outstanding performance, brand 
new and fully guaranteed; immediate delivery.-
Further details on request to Erskine Labora-
tories, Ltd.. Scalby, Scarborough, Yorks. [ 1407 
A MERICAN signal generator, type I-222-A. 
11 brand new. perfect condition, frequency 
range 8-15 mcs and 150-230 mm, for use on 
110-volt a.c. mains, crystal check points ensure 
absolute accuracy, definitely a laboratory instru-
ment of the highest calibre, approximate size 
19in X 12in X 71/2 in; price £95.,-V.E.S.. 42-46. 
Windmill Hill, Ruislip. Middlesex. [9884 W E have a selection of Marconi/Ekco stan-

dard signal generators. range 85kc/s to 
25mc/s and Video frequency generators, Cossor 
double beam oscilloscope, beat frequency Audio 
oscillators, crystal calibrators, etc.. offered to 
callers at very reasonable prices.-Charles 
Britain ( Radio). Ltd., 2, Wilson St., London, 
E.C.2. [1085 
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YOU 
can become 
a first-class 
RADIO 

ENGINEER 
We are Specialists in Home-
Study Tuition in Radio, 
Television and Mathematics. 
Post coupon now for free 
booklet and learn how you 
can qualify for well-paid 
employment or profitable 
spare-time work. 

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE 

King Edward Ave., Aylesbury, Bucks. 

(Post in unsealed envelope, rd. stamp) 

Please send me free details of your Home-
Study Mathematics and Radio courses. 

NAME  

ADDRESS 

BC433G 
RADIO COMPASS UNITS by Bendix 
A 15 valve superhet receiver which with slight 
modifications will prove one of the most sensi-
tive and selective of receivers. New and com-
plete with instruction books. Frequency 200.-
1750 Kcs. Size zoin. x 12m. x 8in. Wt. 47 lbs. 
115 V. 400 CiS Power supply included. Valves 
supplied:-
4 of 6K7, i each of 6147, 6SC7, 614, 05, SZ4, 
and g of 6F6, gosr, and 6B8. 

£5 . 10 . O (,?,agrr ior! 

RECTIFIER POWER UNITS 
PP51/APQ9 

A 4 valve power supply including 4 brand new 
5IttGY rectifiers, high voltage condensers, 
chokes and transformers. Input 115 v. goo-
2,6o0 c/s. Outputs 370 V. 130 m/a.; 730 V. 380 
m/a.; 935 V. 3.7 rn/a.; 6.3 v. 2 amps. AND 
ALL FOR. 25/- (carr and pkg. 5/-). 

MODULATOR UNIT TYPE 169 
A brand new unit incorporating a lo cm. Klystron 
tube type CV67. Also with EF5o, 51.24G, 
CV88 and 3 neon-stabilisers. Power supply 
incorporated. Wt. 35 lbs. Size 18in. x 
X 71111. 
U.H.F. experimenters—please note! In wooden 
transit cases. ONLY 37/6. (carr. and pkg. 
5/-.) 

Have you had a copy of our News Letter ? Send 
6d. for one NOW! 
* Post orders to 3, Robert Street, Hampstead 
Road, London, N.W.i. 

M.O.S. MAIL ORDER SUPPLY co. Dept. W.W. 
24, NEW ROAD, LONDON, E.I. 

Stepney Green 2760-3906 

CAMBRIDGE 5ma, Vacuo Junctions, new, 6/6; 
Elliott 6ms, 21/21n. a.c./d.c. thermal meter, 

18/6: Weston Ima. 214iin meter. 18/6: c.w.o.. 
post extra. 19, Welwyndale Rd., Sutton Coldfield. 

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT 
RMY 12TX, complete all valves, good (*n-

il. dition; £25; no offers—Box 8372. [1217 H OLIDAYS.—Take a type 51/1 midget TX, 
new, 6X5X11,..in. inc. ac. power pack and 

key, less Xtal; at e/10; details sac—Box 8494. nFFERS invited for new transmitter section. 
SCR522 103-156 m.c., complete valves 

2X832A, 3<12A6, 2 X6SS7. 6G6, less crystals, 
beautifully made compact job, circuit supp.ied.— 
Box 8440. [1242 BENDIX 50ft ground station masts, im-

mensely strong. 10ft wood sections, 5in 
comoable: with chest accessories; £9. 

carr. paid.—Lawrences, 61 Byrom St., Liverpool, 
Central 4430. I 1453 

lb
ACKS, standard P.O. type. 6ftX19in up-
rights, 3inX1./2inX%in " u " section with 

6mX4inXihin base, standard drillings; £3/5 
each, c.f.--Classic Electrical, Ltd., 364. Lower 
Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [1101 
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT 
SIMON SOUND SERVICE have recorders In 
stock. [8713 W ILKINS WRIGHT coil P.C. with trans.. 
unused; £5.—Box 186. [1445 

"P.R. Ford 8 1946 van for sale, 30-watt equip-
1 meat; photos.—Box 149. (1396 
A IITOCHANGER, latest Collard, as brand 
.CL new, in maker's carton.—Box 8373. BRIERLEY ribbon P.C. and transformer. 

latest type, as new: £7110.—Box 189. f 1450 LEXINGTON Senior P.C., trans. and sapphire, 
as new, £6; components; list.—Box 8448. 

1 1 C.D.P. recorder, used few times only, list £25; 
only £22/10, carriage paid.—Box 8484. [1274 DRIERLEY ribbon pick-up. JB/P/R/1., with 
transf., new. perfect; £8.—Box 8487. 

101> ECORDER, M.S.S., new. unused, £48.— 
/lb Neale. 44, Boston Ave., Southend-on-Sea. W ILKINS & WRIGHT coil pick-up, almost 

new, perfect condition, £4110.—Box 10. BRIERLEY ribbon pick-up with trans., as new; 
offers over £7.-16, Portman Rd., Liver-bol, 15. [1237 
ROWN'S type K M/C headphones, as new; 
£4 p.p.—Rumary, Bylstone. Grange Rd.. 

Bisho2sworth. Bristol. 11466 
" permanent sapphire pick-up for sale, 
comp.ete with transformer and two spare ser phires; £5.—Box 14.11366 

OLLARO gram. unit. complete pick-up, auto 
stop, speed regulator; £6 or near.—Hinkley, 

Exeter House, Crowborough. Sussex. [1291 
A COUSTICAL QA12/P amplifier, new, £25; W. 
21, Sz W. coil pick-up, new, with equaliser, £4. 
—McKean. 150. Dorchester Ave., Glasgow. W.2. AUTO-CHANGER for mixed 10- and 12-inch 

records, Collaro, overhauled and perfect.— 
Offers over £16 to 5, Horsham Rd., Dorking. 
Surrey. [1329 DIAMOND pointed Voigt P.C., special cor-

rector in Mu-metal boxes, little used, 
£14; will dem. on Voigt speaker after 6.30 p.m. 
—30, Upper Grotto Rd., Twickenham. [1253 COLLARO units, a.c. motor/pick-up/autostop. 

latest model, £9, carr. 5/-; motor and 12in 
turntable only. 118/4; all makes pick-ups.— 
N.R.S., 102, Parkhill Rd., London, N.W.3. [1456 INFINITE Baffle corner deflectors, scientific-

ally designed acoustic chambers as reviewed 
" Wireless World " June; send for catalogue.— 
Broadcast as Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., 
Broadcast House, Tombland. Norwich 26970. 

.M.V. model 580. 9-valve Auto radiogram. 
playing eight records non-stop, recently 

completely overhauled, guaranteed perfect con-
dition, mahogany cabinet—Offers to: Sir Edward 
Worthington, 16, Cadogan Sq.. London, S.W.1. 

BALL type microphones. 15-ohm coil, £5/2/6: 
Triplett test meters. high voltage con-

densers. chokes, etc.; two-stage television signal 
booster, self-powered. £7/10: write for our cur-
rent list.—Frank Shirley, 20. Hanson St., Lon-
don. W.I. [1231 
liffICROPHONES, moving coll. type 4021C. 
Ill brand new, high fidelity dynamic, at a 
fraction of their original cost, one of the finest 
available, made by S.T. Co.; our price £5, post 
free whilst stocks last.—Wilkinson's, 204, Lower 
Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [1384 LEXINGTON Senior P-U., with sapphire, 

£5/10; Hartley Turner 215, 4 ohms. £7/5: 
Hartley output trans.. for 215, 1st grade. £2; 
Plus-a-gram P-U.. new. 30/-; Olympic single-
span quality receiver unit. 6 valves (Phase-
splitter), will load single P-P output stage, bar-
gain. £6/10.—Box 5. [1400 RECORDING blanks.-51n. 1/6: 6in. 2/-; 

2/6; 8m. 3/-; 101n. 4/6; 12M. 6/7; I3M. 
8/9; steel cutters. 12/- doz; sapphire £1 each: 
disc envelopes, 37/6 per 100; disc oil, 4/- bottle; 
cutting heads, £12; mikes, pick-ups, recording 
machines. amplifiers. etc.—Morecambe Sound 
Service, 4-6. Green St., Morecambe, Tel. 1161. 
risHE Mordaunt duplex reproducer, as used in 
J. the Enock Instrument, is now available 
separately: folded horn brass unit and new 
high note reflector of original design, giving 
exceptionally smooth response from 40-20.000 
c.o.s., even distribution over a wide angle. 
reproduction has an " atmosphere " and realism 
hitherto unattainable; price ( ex works). 98gns: 
in white wood, skeleton form. £88: please send 
for particulars or. better still, let us demon-
strate.—Joseph Enock. Ltd., 273a, High St.. 
Brentford. Middlesex, Ealing 8103. 11219 

NEW G.P.12 
CRYSTAL PICK-UP 
with permanent sapphire stylus 

—was fully described in The Wireless 
World's recent article " Crystal Pick-
ups—Basis of Design for Fidelity 
Reproduction." 

This remarkable pick-up, which rep-
resents the ultimate in high-fidelity 
reproduction, is now available in 
limited quantities through your radio 
dealer, price 104/- incl. P.T. 

FREE ILLUSTRATED 

FOLDER describing this 

new pick-up may be ob-

tained by returning the 

coupon below. 

r — 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

TO FemlicTnii; 
ENFIELD, MIDDX.. 

Please send folder of ACOS Pick-ups. 

NO LACK OF IDEAS 
Technically our policy is always to design and 
produce the best possible equipment, but our 
design ideas outstrip the best efforts of our 
production department. In the economics of 
production and selling our policy is always to 
charge as little as possible for these first-class 
technical ideas. This we achieve by ruthless 
elimination of non-productive labour, and main-
taining our workshops at constant activity 
throughout the year. 

To this end we look for and find good men and 
give them security of employment, for we have 
no slumps. Rather we are always trying to cope 
with mild booms. When we are very hard-
pressed we could take on hordes of workers and 
sack them when they are no longer needed, but 
their output would not come up to Hartley-Turner 
standards. 

As a result of all this we try the patience of some 
of our customers very hard. We should like to 
produce at once all the bright ideas we have 
promised and will introduce in time, but this 
would not be consistent with our policy of high 
quality coupled with fair prices and a square deal 
to a loyal staff. So we ask you to integrate your 
needs with our capabilities and the result will be 
a true partnership of creative effort with real 
satisfaction to you and to us. 

At the moment we can deliver speakers from 
stock and tell you how to build certain of our 
products, with a substantial saving in cost. Send 
for our interesting data-sheet catalogue, and above 
all read " New Notes in Radio" ( 3s. 8d. post free). 

Here are all the answers to high-fidelity problems, 
whether you are a Hartley-Turner " fan ' or not. 

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD. 
152, HAMMERSMITH RD., LONDON, W.6 

RIVerside 7387. 
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SIMON SOUND SERVICE can supply your 
needs. [8712 GRAM. motor units.-Collaro type 48, £8/10; 
Garrard type S. £815. both units have pick-

up and auto-stop; Audix unit, £4/15. less P.U.; 
Hoover induction motors, suitable turntable 
drive, self-starting, silent running, extension 
shaft, new, 26/-; larger model. 30/-: post extra. 
-Cook. Old Barn Rd.. Christchurch, Hants. 
rr HE Enock pick-up is now available in limited 
1 quantities: moving coil. licenced under 
Patent No. 538.058, with precis:on made polished 
diamond stylus, weight at needle point, eí.oz. 
no resonances within the recorded range; price 
£36/15, inc. tax.-Full particulars from Joseph 
Enock. Ltd., 273a, High St., Brentford. Middle-
sex. Ealing 8103. [1218 
ITOIGT light coil twin unit, with profession-
V ally built L.C. horn and bass chamber, 

finished in eggshell glcss cream enamel, £40: 
Ferranti M.I. speaker. £5; Lexington Senior 
pick-up de luxe with sapphire. £4110; E.M.I. 
type 12 lightweight P.4 and transformer, £4/10: 
Paillard gramophone motor, 230 volt ac.. £5; 
all in first class order.-Box 8492. 

1948 new Polytone super electric gram 
motor. 200 to 250volts, a.c., induc-

tion type. 10in non-magnetic turntable, constant 
speed auto stop, adjustable to any pick-up. 
hum level nil, silent motor, suitable for high 
fidelity reproduction, complete with mounting 
plate, 14inX1lin, black ripple finish; £7/7, car-
riage paid; c.w.o, or c.o.d.-Martuck Eng. Co.. 
Yew View. Bristol Rd., Whitchurch. Bristol. 
• ELEVOX gramophone playing desks are still 
J. the cheapest on the market, consisting of a 
concealed rim-driven constant speed induction 
motor. 100-240volts a.c.. 9in turntable, crystal 
pick-up, all mounted on a strong rubber-mounted 
metal chassis. 14inx121/4 inX3in deep, at 8!:.gns. 
including purchase tax, packing and carriage; 
cash with order please.-Televox Sound Service, 
Alpha Works, Boulton Rd., Southsea, Hants. 
(Portsmouth 5006.) [1275 

VALVES 
813s' as "; 551-.-Box 1. 

1.1322 
'MEW, boxed. 30 types at pre-pre-Budget prices. 
11 -Electric Shop, Medburn St., London. 
N.W.1. [1299 
'MEW and unused, pair 813s. pair 805s, pair 
11 807s. pair 1622s, three 6J7s metal; offers lot 
or separate.--Smith, 44, Plevna St., Stourton. 
Leeds. 10. [1444 
T ARGEST and most comprehensive range in 
1.4 the country. British and U.S.A. types, at 
Board of Trade prices; send for list (valves 
available), free. s.a.e.; valves sent c.o.d.; re-
tailers not supplied. 
RANSOM, Bond St., Brighton. [7223 UNUSED R.C.A. valves, few each: 807, 10/-; 

1N5G, 5U4G. 25L6, 125K7, 6N6, and others. 
7/6: also some British at list price, C.R.T. 
4Ain, green, £2; H.M.V. gram-motor, 110-250 
v.d.c.. offers? London.-Box 2. f 1324 
'STEW American valves: 6J7, 6K8G, 6K7G, 
11 6Q70, 6V6G. 6F6G, 6SN7, 1502. KT330. 
5Z4. 54. U52. FW4 500. 10/, any three 27/6; 
PX25, 16/-; 30/- matched pair; c.w.o. or c.o.d.-
N.R.S., 102. Parkhill Rd., London, N.W.3. [ 1457 
COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND. SURPLUS 
SOUTHERN RADIO'S wireless bargains:-

RADIO publications, " Radio Valve Manual, 
British and American Alternatives and Equi-
va.ents," 3/6, post 3d. All publications pre-
viously advertised still available. Send 21/2d for 
compete list. 
A.C. motors, 200-250v.. 2,000 r.p.m., 
ideal for light work. 55/-; carriage 5/- extra. 
R.A.F. bomosight computers, brand new, with 
Sperry gyro, 2-28v. motors, gearing, counters 
and hundreds of other components, £3 carriage 
paid. R.A.F. R/T testers, 2,500-6,700kcs., 
45-120 metres, two valves, in metal carrying 
case with leather handles. 16in XIOinX6in 
20/-, carriage paid. Telephone line units, in 
polished wood box, comprising rectifiers, relays, 
etc., 5/-. Input transformers, 50:1 or 7:1 mu. 

▪ metal, 5/- each. Dipole aerials. V.H.F., 4/6; 
Lufbra hole cutters, adjustable, for use on wood, 
metal or plastic, 5/6. 75 pf midget condensers, 
Twin gang 5/-, single-gang 2/6, post 6d. Throat 
microphones with Oft lead and jack plug, 5/-. 
Throat microphone inserts, 1/6 each. Per-
manent crystal detectors. 2/6, post 4d. Wes-
tectors, W.X.6 and W.112, each, 9/- per 
dozen, post 6d. M.C.R.L. batteries, 90v. ht. 
and 71/2 v. It.. 6,6 each, post 9d. Oil-filled 
condensers, .1mfd, 7.500v. d.c. and .5mfd. 
7,000v. d.c., 7/6 each post 9d. Tannoy carbon 
mike inserts, 2/6 each. post 3d. Moving coil 
meters, 0-5ma. and 0-.5amps, 2in die.. 8/-
each. R.A.F. morse keys. 2;6 each. post 4d. 
Double-sided recording blanks. 5in (lia.. I/-
each. 106 per dozen. Inspection lamps with 
Oft lead and plug, 3/6. Oscillascope trans-
formers, ratio 1: 1. brand new, boxed, 2 6, 
post 9d. Special offer. Collaro gram, motors 
lac. only), with turntable, auto-stop and Col-
laro swivel head magnetic pick-up, complete 
with speed regulator, 109-250v., 50 c.p.s., £9, 
carriage paid. 
SOUTHERN RA5I0 SUPPLY. Ltd.. 46. Lisle 
St., London, W.C.2. Gerrard 6653. [1421 
MEW Scroggie " C. .9£ R." br.dge chassis, 
.11 quality parts. requires calibrating. cheap; 
£5.-Box 177. 11415 
QYNCHRONOUS vibrator ht. unit. 6-volt in-

put. 230v 40ma out.-Fairbairn. Ltd.. 181. 
High_ St., Ayr. [1334 

ARMSTRONG 

OVERSEAS BUYERS 
are cordially invited to send for 

prices and particulars of the 

following :-

Model EXP125. 14-VALVE ALL-
WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

giving continuous waveband coverage from 
11.9 m. upwards. Waveband expansion. 
R.F. Pre-amplifier. Two IF. stages with 
variable selectivity. Electronic bass and 
treble lift controls. 15 watt push-pull 
output. For 200-250 V. A.C. mains. 

Model RF103. 10-VALVE ALL-WAVE 
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

10-valve circuit. R.F. Pre-amplifier. Wave-
band expansion (Short waveband covers over 
20in.). Large glass scale. 3 stages A.V.C. 
Treble lift control (operates on both radio 
and gramophone). Plus 6 db. Bass lift on 
Gramophone (to restore bass cut on some 
records). 10 watt push-pull output. For 
200-250 v. A.C. mains. 

Model UNI-103. 10-VALVE ALL-
WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS FOR 

D.C.-A.C. MAINS 
10-Valve circuit. R.F. Pre-amplifier. Wave-
band expansion (Short waveband covers 
over 20in.). Large glass scale. 3 stages 
A.V.C. Treble lift control (operates on both 
radio and gramophone). Plus 6 db. Bass lift 
on Gramophone (to restore bass cut on some 
records). 6 watt push-pull output. For 
200-250 v. D.C.IA.C. mains. 

Model EXP83. 8-VALVE ALL-
WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

incorporating waveband expansion. Large 
glass scale. Treble boost control. Gram. 
switching. High quality push-pull output 
gives 10 watts audio. For 200-250 v. A.C. 
mains. 

Model UNI-83. 8-VALVE ALL-
WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

incorporating waveband expansion, e.g. the 
16-50 m band covers just over 20 inches on 
the large glass scale, treble boost control, 
gram. switching, all controls work on both 
radio and gram., high quality push-pull 
output giving 6 watts audio. For 200-250 v. 
D.C. or A.C. mains. 

HOME MARKET 
A Imitad quota of the above is available to our 
friends at home, and we shall be glad to send 
details and to give demonstrations at our 
showrooms. 

ARMSTRONG mTiIERLEELVEI:SIeL CO. LTD. 
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7 

'Phone: NORth 3213 

C LYDESDALE. for bargains in ex-Services 

EX.-R.N. loud hailer for 12 vo:ts. £25/15; R1155 
electronic equipment. 

receiver unit, £ 12 12; T1154 transmitter unit. 
Z10/10; R1132 VHF receiver unit, £8/19/6: 
R1481 VHF receiver unit. £7/19/6: AN/APA-1 
' cathode ray indicator. £4/17/6; accumulator or 
charging board. 1,260w. £313; 12 volt 75ah 
accumulator, £5; 6-metre half-wave Dipole 
aerial, £1/8/6; all carriage and packing paid. 
plus a host of other items; send for lists. 
CLYDESDALE SUPPLY Co.. Ltd., 2. Bridge St.. 

A few unobtainable pre-war spares for (c1o2m11- 
Glasgow, C.5. Tel. South 2706-9. 

mercial sets. etc.. list.-Box 8502. 11.30 
1)F units, type 24 and 25. 10/- each. 1/1 post. 

-H. English, Hutton. Brentwood. Essex. 
riOIL iormers.-All types to meet your require-

ments; good deliveries.-Tavak Products. 

Lit H. Radio offer guaranteed service (com-
ponents constructors' parts. insfruments. 

etc., to the trade only.-Huntley St., Darlington. A 2R.F. quality feeder unit available at £8/8; 
also a 7-valve all triode push pull amplifier 

at £14; send for details.-R.T.. 64, St. Leonards 
Rd.. S.W.14. [9897 

-250v mains battery chargers giving 2, 
6 and 12v at 2 amps: 4 per week for 

disposal privately or to one retailer; one on 
afloval.-Box 146 

EADPHONES, new, complete with ear-pads. 
less cords, 1/- per pair, postage 9d.; micro-

phones. ex R.A.F.. new, with switch, 1/6, postage 

TUNING scale assembly, glass scale [ 811(452 
9d.-Giles. Hainford. Norwich. 

J. marked 3 wave in 3 colours, back plate to 
mount on chassis, drum, drive spindle and 
painter. 15/6 compete.-Will Owen (Radio). 
WAFER switches, 3 wafer, 1p 6w each wafer, 
short spindle 1/- each. 9/- doz; 2 wafer, 3p 3w 
each wafer. 2'/in spindle, 2/6 each; 5 wafer, 
2 p 3w each wafer. 7/6 ea.-Will Owen (Radio). 
CONDENSER bargain. Micamold metal cased 
tub., 0.1 500v, 1/- ea., 10/- doz.: 0.25 500v, 
1/3 ea., 12/- doz; 0.5 block type My. 1/9 ea., 
18/- doz.-Stamp for full list to Will Owen 
Radio), 538a. Mansfield Rd.. Nottingham. [ 1214 
QEMI communication chassis. 8v 2 I.F. Denco 6 

wave, £14/10; parts flYr Eddystone convertor 
and 3 valves. £3/10; Wilson 6-wave coil unit. 
£2/17/6.-Middlemas. 7, Rossmoyne Rd., Scot-
forth. Lancaster. [1257 
rrRANSFORMERS, unused ex-Govt. double-
J. wound 230-240 to 110-115v 200w, 42/6: 
250w, 45/-: 300w. 50/-: carr. 5/-; 1.000w. 62/6: 
carr. 6/-: larger sizes available.-W. J. Ross. 

-VEIT transformers, mains transformers and 
276. Bath Rd.. Worcester. 

JLU chokes for general purpose oscilloscope, as 
per W.W. May, 1948. delivery ex stock.-Metro-
politan Radio Service Co.. 1021, Finchley Rd.. 

Edg-
ware Rd.! Everything for the construe-

[ Eld2865 .. N.W.11. Tel Speedwell MO. 
" OU'LL prob.a bly get it at Smith's. 

tor, from a 1/10watt resistor to a radiogram 
cabinet; lowest prices, biggest variety.-Near 

-P HILIPS Sig. Gen.. £20; d.c./a.c. 1c8oœn5- 
Metropolitan Music Hall. Pad. 5891. 

verter, 220v. £5; STC 4012C spherical 
mike, £12; 0104 mike, £3; coil PU.. £4; many 
other items, Manganin wire, service sheets; 
state wants; stamp please.-Box 8374. [ 1226 
A MERICAN panel lights. high quality red cry-

stal lens, plated bezel, M.B.C. fitting. 11/361II 
fixing hole. 1/6 each: bulk enquiries invited; 
filament and neon bulbs to fit available.-J. 
McMillan. 5. Oakfleld Rd. Bristol. 8. [1345 

100 iiiCie?er szcsetes.nili. 12176 stse. 15 for 
10/-; BCN 348 receivers, a few available at 
£12. new, unmodified.-Buchanan Dunlop Se Co.. 
Ltd.. 27. Denmark St.. London. W.C.2. 11362 
T ARGE quantities of radio equipment for sale. 
Ai including 20 50w amplifiers. 400 10in Rola 
speakers, enamelled and silk-covered wire, stan-
dard size laminations, sleeving. etc.-Apply Buy-
ing Dept., Monitor Radio. Stechford. Birming-
ham. [1326 

CLEARANCE sale.-New components at bar-
gain prices; vol. controls. chassis, speakers. 

coils, pick-ups, ganged condensers, transformers. 
knobs, switches, etc.; bargain hunters, send sae. 
for list.-Adams (G2TN). Radio Works, Wilton. 
Salisbury. 1154 11408 

220 

transmitters. £8; BC603 10-valve re-
ceivers, £7110; 30ft sectional masts, 

25/-; H.R. headphones, 8/6; agents for all makes; 
orders post free by return of post; 10-page cata-
logue free.-Torbay Electric, 43, Colley End Park. 
Paignton. [1459 CRYSTAL 0.104 type microphones for sale. 

surplus to our requirements, only a few 
available; price £2; trade enquiries invited; send 
sae. for full particulars.-Messrs. Multitone 
Electric Co., Ltd., 223-7, St. John St., Clerken-
well, E.C.1. [1269 U.R.F. units. 2 h.f. stages. 1 detector and 1 

video amplifier, incorporating iron-cored 
coils, suitable for television. sound or vision. 
includes 3 E.F.50 and 1 E.A.50, brand new: 45/-, 
post free.-Wilkinson's. 204. Lower Addiscombe 
Pr! Croydon. [1385 
rPHIS month's bargain; experimenter parcel 
1 contain!ng following components: 40 as-
sorted condensers, resistors, strip mounted, 
6 25 mf. 350v tubu'ars. 2 Jones p`ugs and socket, 
2 pots. 1 intervalveXformer. 2 H.V.W. block con-
densers, 3 assorted screening cans. 3 assorted 
mica condensers. 3 assorted pad condensers, 2 
heavy duty carbon resistors ( 25k. 50k): 10/-
only. and 1/- post: s.a.e. list.-Brabant. 43, 
Josephine Ave., Brixton, S.W.2. [1195 
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SPECIAL OFFERS THIS 
MONTH 

Ex.-R.A.F. RADAR RECEIVERS TYPE 8085. Con-
taining 23 valves, 15 EF50. 1 high voltage rectifier 
type HVR2, I rectifier tyle R3, 2 EA50. CV€6, 
I R L37, 1 VR53-, Irindreis of components, condense s. 
resistances, pot;meters. 24 volt miniature motor. 
transformers, metal rectifiers, et c. Built on strong metal 
chassis size ; 201n. long, 12in. wide, 310. high. Totally 
end, sed in metal cabinet 55re ; 1Y.`in. long, Isis. wide, 
7M. high. Cabinet is grey with front panel black. 
Weight 35 lb.. The original cost of this unit was well 
over £50. This receiver is unused, and a great bargain. 
Ideal for the television constructor. 
LASKY'S PRICE 79 6, carriage 5/• extra. 

Ex.-AM. RECEIVER UNIT TYPE MS Containing 
21 valves: 10 VR63, 1 EB34. 1 EA30, 1 VEIS, 
5 VR56, 3 VR35. 2 relays and hundreds of resistance 
condensers and other useful components. Totally en-
closed in metal case size: itr a 11 a r. Weight 25.bs, 
THIS 18 A REAL BARGAIN. 
LASKY'S PRICE 49, 6, carriage 5,- extra. 

Ex-AM, TEST SET TYPE 74. Special purpose 
oscfillecope. Brand new and unused. This set contains 
its own power pack for use on 230 volts 50 c.p.fe 
Containing also 10 valves; 1 HVR2. 1 5Z1G, 5 VR65, 
I 6.17, 1 6Q7, 1 VR13:4, 3in, cathode ray tube type 
VCR 139 A, Incorporated is a receiver and sender, 
complete with its own antenna. Totally enclosed in 
metal cabinet, grey finish, all controls clearly marked. 
Size; 18in. long, 9M. wide, 12in. deep. Weight 45 lba. 
With modification to the time base of this unit it oui 
make an excellent general purpose oscilloscope. 
LASKY'S PRICE £4;1913 carriage 10/- extra. 

Ex-AM. ROTARY COWVERTOBS, BRAND NEW 
AND UNUSED. POWER UNIT TYPE 195. Input Si 
volts D.C.. output 230 volts 50 ep.s. In smart nrey 
enamelled metal box with hinged lid, leather carrving 
handle. Complete with all cables and plugs. >hr.. 
11M. long, ills, wide, 8M. deep. Weight 30 lbs. 
A BARGAIN NOT TO BE MISSED. 
LARRY'S PRICE 5016, carriage 5/. extra. 

Send a Id. stamp today tor a copy of our list and 
bulletin of other Ex•Goveniment bargains, and gat 
our name on nor flushing list. 

LASKY'S RADIO 
370, Harrow Road, Paddington, London, W.9 

Telephone : Cunningham 1879 
Open all day Saturday, half 1.‘y ThorzdAv. 

THE 

BRITISH NATIONAL 
RADIO SCHOOL 

ESTD. 1940 

for 

New World Ideas and Old World 
Ideals ! 

The Urge to Serve and the Know-
ledge How! 

Home Study Specialists with the 
Personal Touch. 

Radio, Radar, Maths., Physics. 

The B.N.R.S. FOUR YEAR PLAN 
covers the full syllabus of : 

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E. and 
CITY and GUILDS Radio and 
Telecommunications Exams. 

Six months' trial period without 

obligation to continue. 

Send for free booklet to :-

STUDIES DIRECTOR 

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL 

66, ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON 

Phone : Addiscombe 3341 

rrELEVISION components again, including even 
better standard, single-unit. scanning and 

focussing coil assemblies; 40 - only: sae. for 
details.-19, Wesley Close, St. Paul's Cray, Kent. TELwEayeIrSpIrOL edaer aiearlipsuaipvmaiell e5 type fully 

ings, all types of feeder in stock; send for bro-
chures; aerials installed.- Wolsey Television. 
Ltd.. 75, Gresnarn Rd., Brixton, S.W.9. Bri. 7566. FOR disposal surp.us to requirements. 1.50(.1 

Sunvic thermal type adjustaole ( 15 to 90 
seconds) delay relays model TVE, having single 
pole, 5amp 23v; normaLy open contact and 
heater wound -for 220-230v; price for quantities 
upon application.-Box 8495. [1295 M AINS trans. 16/6; coil packs Lm.s. s.h. 

465kc, 17/6; I.F. trans, 4651tc, 10/- pair; 
36 condensers, carded, 10/6; 48 resistances 12/-; 
voltage droppers, 2/9: send for cheapest list in 
England.-Eussex Eiectn.inics, Ltd.. 4, Lpper 
Bevendean Ave., Brighton. Tel. 4446. [1300 

O RG. 
transformers. T.1 minature 

grid to line, 18, 6; 0.P. tapped 3.15, 20 
ohms, 45/, and choke 20/-; T.3 mains. 60/-; 
bass and treble lift condenser ban£ with switch. 
25/- the pair; c.w.o. pack, and post, 1/- extra.-
Boscombe Hado & Electric, 595, Christchurch 
Rd.. Boscombe. [1260 
A LTERATIONS clearance; sacnlice at El each 
21. deld.: New boxed control panels with 2-5ma 
mic meters; switches, toggles, knobs, vol. con-
trols; resistances; sockets; steel case; rotaries. 
etc. Also ' air tested " R1116 8v all wave bat-
tery receivers in fine case, £ 11 with valves.-
Barnes Rad.-Elec. Co., 2, Eimdale Rd., Penn. 
Wolverhampton. [1208 
NEW components, not ex-Govt,: Electro:ytics. . 

8mfd 450v, 3/6; 8-8mfd 500v. 5/-; 25mtd 
25v. 1/7; mains transformers, 200-250 pri., 350-
0-350 80ma 4v 4v or 6v 5v, 26/-; P.M. spkrs., 
6i,in, 14/6; 8.n. 15/6; multi-ratio output trans.. 
6, -; p-st free over 5/-; list free.-G2DJA, 137. 
Randall Ave.. London, N.W.2. [1235 

F. amplifiers. type 2. ex Navy type B2 trans-
it mitter; complete TX, PP outfit. P.A. stags 
(less valves), rated 50 watts, carrier covering 
100-146 mes, built-in phone monitor, 2 meter, 
fitted, 2 valve type VT62, 1-6.75. operating and 
circuit diagram supplied, brand new, less valve; 
£4/10; carriage 3/6. 
TRANSFORMERS. 10K-352. approx 514in sq 
overall, upright mounting fitted terminal 
panels, primary 230 volts, Is secondaries: 0-50-
100-150 volts at 50 ma, 16 volts at 50 ma, 6 
volts at 3 amp. 6.3 volts at 5 amp, 65 volts at 
400 ma; price 19/6; carriage 2,6. 
TRANSFORMERS. 10K 1081, 61..inX45..inx 
44in.upright mounting, impregnated, primary 
230v. secondaries 500 volts C.T. 100 ma, 6.3 volts 
1 amp CT., 5 volts 3 amps, 4 volts 3 amps; 
price 27/6; carriage 2/6. 
TWIN safety fuseholders. Belling it Lee type, 
bakelite moulded, holds two cartridge fuses and 
pricen o n 184 76 , p2osr t i s gs et o6 drs., fitted for supp.ying neons: 

DIPOLE units, approx 1514 yds 80 ohm coax. 
cable, fitted with waterproofed dipole and match-
ing unit one end, can be used to match centre 
of a dipole into the coaxial line: price 17/6: 
carriage 1/6. 
TX variable condensers, made by S.T.C.. split 
stator condenser 400 plus 400 pfd. 8inX 614in. 
approx 3/32in air gap. 1Siin paxolin end plates. 
plates easily removed to alter capacity. new; 
17/6. postage 1/4. 
ARTIFICIAL aerial. type LB. range 136 kc/s-15 
mcbs. size 10inX1014inX7in, tuning condenser, 
dial and dummy load resistor; price 9/6: car-
riage 2/6. 
WILFLO PRODUCTS invites you to have a go. 
Send Id s.a.e. for our bargain list now.-Wilfio 
Products. 160-164. McAslin St.. Glasgow. (1378 

LITTLEWOODS. phones, Ir, with headbana 
and cord, 3/- pair; selenium rectifiers. 

270v, 70 ma. halfwave. 6/-: Ples,sey heavy duty 
output transformers 50:1 ratio, ideal for 6V6. 
etc. 5/6; h.f. chokes, all wave, wire ends, l/-: 
carbon mikes 1/6; North London's largest selec-
tion of components.-0. Henson Littlewood 
Co.. 27. %Bards Lane. Finchley, N.3. Fin, 3060 

ARGAINS in ex-W.D. equipment.-12-volt 
1.» i.f.f. rec./transmitters. 10 valves, motor 
generator, etc., new, in cartons, 25/, c.p.; trans-
mitter tuning units, T176 B. TIM B, TU10 B 
(easily converted to simple trans-ceiver as per 
" Radio News," Nov., 1947), complete with black 
crackle case. 16/6, c.p.•. send sa.e, for bargain 
list.-Fanthorpe. 6. Hepworth's Arcade, Hull. TX power packs, 200/250v 50es input, 1.200v 

200ma d.c. smoothed out, metal rectifiers, 
relays, etc.; H.D. job in ventilated metal case; 
RX power pack. 200/250v 50cs input, 6.3v at 
13 amps d.c. and 250v 110ma smoothed out-
put, metal rec.. H.D. in ventilated metal case, 
both brand new, originally cost over £60; real 
bargains at £16 pair with carr.-Hughes 
(Lowestoft). Ltd., 88, Tonning St., Lowestoft. 

H EADPHONES bargain! double balanced 
armature units, reed driven corrugated 

aluminium diaphragms, adjust. headbands 
double, 8ft cords it jack-plug. d.c. resist. 60ohm; 
these are brand new, boxed super-sensitive in-
struments worth two guineas; huge purchase of 
ex-Army Ordnance air-conditioned stores en-
ables offer at 5 6 pr., 2 prs. 10/-; trade 10 prs. 
35/-. 100 prs. £15.-(Below). 
RECTIFIERS. metal Westinghouse. 12v, lamp. 
brand new, 2 for 10/-: trade 10 for £2.-(Below). 
VIBRATORS, Mallory, type 629C. 6v nail syn-
chronzus. brand new. 5/6 each. 48/- doz: 
offers regd.'. large quan.; send id. s.a.e. for 
radio list, 100 bargains.-A. C. Ltd., 15, Law-
rence St.. Northampton or Tel. Chiswick 1601. 

PICK-UP 
WITH JEWEL POINT 

SAPPHIRE NEEDLE 

The Latest GOLDRING Pick-up 
No. 121 has many great advan-

tages, including :-
• Full Frequency Reproduc-

tion in combination with a 
standard Wireless Set. 

• Will abolish constant needle 
changing. 

• Will safeguard records 
through reduced wear. 

Write for full descriptive leaflet 

ERWIN SCHARF 
49-51a, De Beauvior Road. 

London, N.I 
relephcne cuss3ici 3434 

POTENTIOMETERS 

RELIANCE 
Type T.W. Wire Wound  

Rating  

5 Watt Max. 

(linear) 

RANGES  

5-100,000 81 Max. 
(linear) 

50-50,000 85 Max. 

3 Watt Max. I 00-1(eree Non-

(graded) s, inductive  

Type S G. Composition  

Watt Max. 2,01:13 ohms to 5 
megohms  

CHARACTERISTICS: (both types) linear 
og..semi-log.,inverse log., non-inductive, etc 

FULL DATA FROM: 

RELIANCE 

Manufacturing Co. ( Southwark) Lti. 
Sutherland Rd., Higham Hill, London, 6.17 

Telephone : Larks wood 3245 
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GALPIN'S 
ELECTRICAL STORES, 

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM, 
LONDON, S.E.I3 

'Phone : LEE GREEN 0309. 

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D. 

EX-GOVERNMENT (G.E.C.) ELECTRIC 
FANS, 12 volts, A.C./D.C. laminated field, 
complete with Sin, impeller. New, boxed, 
201- each, post 1/-. Transformer to suit, 230 
volts input, 12/16 volts at 4 amps. output, 32/6 
each. 
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES, ex-
Government (new) slider type, 4,000 ohms, 
.25 amps., 35/- each. Worm Wheel Control, 
slider type, 60 ohms, to carry If amps., 22 6 each ; 
5.7 ohms.13 amps., 32/6 each. Dimmer Resistances, 
Stud Switch Arm Type, 2.700 ohms, to carry 
.27 amps., 30/- each. 
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES (slider 
type), new, ex-Govt., 14 ohms, carry I to 4 amps., 
graduated, useful as dimmers, etc., 25/- each ; 
another, 0.4 ohms, carry 25 amps., 25/- each, 
post 1/6. Ex-Govt. Moving-coil Cell Testers, 
3-0-3 volts (new), 25/- each. 
EX- GOVERNMENT (NEW) MAINS 
TRANSFORMERS, 200 250 volts. 50 cycles, 
I-phase input, 525-0-525 volts, 150 m/amps., 
6.3 volts, 5 amps., 5 volts 3 amps. output, standard 
rating, 35/- each, post 2/-. Mains Smoothing 
Chokes, 10 Hy, 150 m/amps., 180 ohms, D.C. 
Res., 8/6 ; ditto, 100 m/amps., 5/6 each, post 9d. 
All the above can be offered in large quantities. 
Please write for special quotation. 
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS (new). 
These consist of a Ferranti 0 to 450 m/amp., 241e. 
scale meter shunted to 1 mja. incorporated 
Westinghouse Rectifier, the whole encased in 
polished teak case, calibrated at present 0 to 
10 volts, 32/6 each. 
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new boxed. 
Moving Coil, first grade instruments, 0 to 20 volts, 
101- each, or 3 for 15/- ; Oto 40 volts, 12/6 each ; 
0 to 10 amps., 15/- each, all 2in. scale. 0 to 
20 volts, A.C., calibrated, 50 cycles, 25 - each, 
0 to 4 amps., thermo-coupled, 251- each. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, as new, input 
230 volts. 50 cycles, output 12 volts at 84 amps., 
A.R.P. shelter transformers. 25/- each, post 2/, 
EX-NAVAL (SELF-ENERGISED) TELE-
PHONE HANDSETS, 10 6 each, post If-, 
or Complete Telephones. Magneto Ringing and 
Neon Light, at 35/- each, post 2/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (AUTO 
WOUND). Voltage Changers tapped 10, 20, 
25, 90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230 volts, all at 
1,000 watts, a combination of 34 voltages can be 
obtained from this transformer new ex-Govern-
ment Stock, £5 10 - each, carriage 5/.. Mains 
Booster Transbrmer, tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175, 
200, 220, 225, 240 and 250 volts at 1,500 watts 
(new, ex-Government), £.5/5/- each, carriage 5/-
Another 200 volts input, 240 volts output at 
2,500 watts, 0/10', carriage 7/6. Another 2 to I 
ratio, 110 volts input, 220 volts output, or vice 
versa, at 4,000 watts, E12/10/-, carriage 10/-. 
Another 230 volts input, tapped output 40, 41, 
42, 44, 46, 47, 49 and 52 volts at 103 amps., EIS 
each, carriage 10/-, the latter two are double 
wound. Another Auto Wound, tapped 0, 110, 
150, 190,210 and 230 volts at 1,500 watts, £6/ 110/-
each, carriage 5/-. Ditto 2,000 watts, £7/51-, 
carriage 5/-. 
EX-NAVAL CATHODE RAY RECTIFIER 
UNITS. These units are new and weigh 90 lbs. 
Consisting of high voltage condensers, 15 volume 
controls, chokes, approx. 100 resistances and 
condensers all coloured, coded or marked, valve 
and tube holders (no valves), transformers are 
included but are for 500 cps., price to clear, 
42 6 each. carriage paid. 
EX-R.A.F. RF UNITS (new) packed, containing 
6 valves, all 6.3 heaters, including grounded grid 
triode, also a miniature 24-volt motor (universal) 
and approx. 80 resistances and condensers, all 
mounted on silver-plated chassis, to clear, 376 
each, carriage paid. 
L.T. RECTIFIERS (NEW), 12 volts at 14 amps. 
output, 10;6 each ; 12 volts at 6'8 amps. output, 
45/- each. Transformers can also be supplied 
for charging 6 or 12 volts (delivery 10 days from 
date of order), prices respectively 25/- and 
45/- each. 
EX-R.A.F. IFF UNITS. As new, these units 
contain 10 valve S.P. 41s, EF 50s, EA 50s, etc., also 
approx. 100 resistances and condensers, also com-
plete with motor generator, 12 or 24 volts input, 
450 volts at 50 m/amps. Output. To clear, 24-volt 
type 35 - ; 12-volt type, 37 6, carriage 3 6. 

VX-GOVT. rotary trans. 18v d.c. to 480v 50 
..Ls ma, convertible to A.C. motor by making 
two connections, 10/6. post 1 /-; similar but not 
suitable for motor. 9 or 24v D.C. to 480v. SO ma. 
10/-, post 1/-; cscillator units containing 2 CVO. 
1 D1 television diode, 10;-: lmfd 1,000v wkg 
1/-; Rooms 15pf sp.it-stator variable, 2/-.- 
M. A. Weston. Harman's Cr.. Corte Castle. Drst. 
IMMED1ATE delivery of chassis, panels. etc.. 

plain or drilled to spec., metalwork to specification. prototypes or repetition: trade en-
quiries invited; panels in 18g, 16g, 14g and lOg 
0/sin); B.A. bolts, nuts, washers; surplus chassis, 
18g all, 16inX16inX2in, welded corners, as 
last months advert., 5/6. post 9d; type 27 R.F. 
units, new in cartons. 27/6, post, packing 6d; 
many other surpius bargains, components, units, 
racks. etc.-G. L. G. Radio, 15, Halcyon Rd., 
Newton Abbot. [1270 
1\4 ETAL recta, bridge 12v 6a. 15/-; heavy 
10-11. duty trans. 200-230v tapped 110v in 20v 
8a S tappings out, 17, 6; hot wire ammeter 21,in 
flush 9a. 5/6; complete kit 36/-; condenser. 
4mfd 1,000v, 2/6; 2mfd 1.500v. 1/6; new clean 
goods; Eddystone 358X complete crystal filter. 
meter. etc.. no p.p. coils or valves, good condi-
tion £6/10; 35watt res. 35.000ohm 1/-; .02mfd 
8.000v wkg. al. can, 2/6.-" Beam Ends," Tre-
garon Ave., E. Cosham, Portsmouth. [ 1302 
-LINQUIRE for anything in radio; satisfaction 

or money refunded; all components of the 
best makes; limited number grant motors, 
£41215; magnetic pick-ups from 30/- tà-watt re-
sistors, 3d each,; volume controls LIS 3/6. W/S 
5/6; Varley multiratio output transformer. 10/6: 
mains transformers, 350-0-350. 6.3v and 5v. or 
4v heaters. 30/-; shop soiled Ayo Minor. £3110, 
unused, guaranteed perfect; cash with order or 
cod.-Mail Order Dept.. Radio Shop. 11, St. 
Peter's Buildings. Edinburgh, 3. [1409 
T AWRENCE'S. Liverpool.-Outstanding value, 
ILI CRT indicators: 1D17/APN3. 46 valves, £9; 
APN4, 24 valves, 100kc/s >Mal, tube 5CP1, £5; 
BC929, 7 valves. 3BP1. 70/-; APS3.5FP7, 32/6. 
Receivers: BC453 6-valve superhet, circuits, con-
version booalet included, 44 -; 14volt dyna-
motor for same. 10/-; 1124A, 6 valves, die-cast 
case, 30/-; Bendix 433013, 15 valves, 173-1,500m, 
circuit, £5; Bendix MN26, 12 valves. 150-695kes 
and 3.4-7mc/s, circuit, control panel, £5; re-
peater motors, 5/-; plugs for BC348, 2/9; 
Western Electric HS33 headphones, 6/-: send 
stamp for lists; all prices include carriage; cash 
with order.-Lawrence's, 61, Byrom St., Liver-
p;o1. Central 4430. [1452 el. L. PRODUCTS. Ltd., Sound Specialists. 

The latest £10 amplifier kit. for P.A. High 
ga.n mic. stage. P.P. output 15 watts; finest value 
offered to constructors; the Tiny Ten 10-watt 
amps. 12gns; our quality chassis, high fidelity 
at an economical price, the GQ. uses 6L6's as 
triodes, separate bass and treble valves. output 
6 watts, outstanding performance. 14[ 2gns.; 
transformers for W.W. circuits from 45/-; power 
trans. 350/0/350v 100ma. 30/-; 0.P. trans. for 
6V6's In P.P. 3/8/15 ohms, 25/-; record players 
lOgns, speaker cases, 70/-; combine amp and 
speaker in case. 14gns; for these and hundreds 
of other items concerning sound amplification. 
write: G. L. PRODUCTS. Ltd. (S. Dépt.), 294. 
Broadway. Bexleyheath. Kent. (1200 SUPREME RADIO, 746b, Romford Rd., Manor 

Park, London, E.12. Tel, Ilf. 1260.-We are 
noted for getting the price down; specialists in 
component parts for 15 years: tubular 25mfd. 
25v and 50mfd 12v condensers, 1/- each. 11/-
doz; .01mfd 000v tubular condensers. 5/6 doz; 
amid 350v tubular condensers, 5/6 doz; amid 
500v tubular condensers. 6/6 doz; .25mfd 350v 
tubular condensers, 9/0 doz; .5mfd 350v tubular 
czndensers, 9/0 doz: 25mfd 50v tubular con-
densers, 14/- dog; Etmfd 350v tubular condensers. 
26/- doz; 8+8mfd 350v tubular condensers, 34/-
doz: 16+8mfd 350v tubular condensers, 46/- doz: 
16+8mfd 450v midget tubular condensers. 56/-
doz; 32mfd 350v midget tubular condensers. 56/-
doz; .02mfd 750v tubular condensers. 5/6 doz; 
.05mfd 350v tubular condensers. 5/6 doz; 4mfd 
550v screw can type condensers, I5/- dos: 
double trimmer type condensers, 140 pfs, 12/6 
doz; double trimmer type condensers. 50 pfs, 11/-
doz: single trimmer type condensers, 50 pfs, 
6/- dog; fixed mica condensers, .0005m1rd. 325 
Ms. 500pfs, 590pfs. 4.550 pfs, all at 2/6 doz. 
or assorted doz: IÁ,viatt resistances. 1000, 15011. 
20011, 30011, 400(1. 50011 2Kfl,, 2.2RM, 5KfL 
10K11, 201111. 5001M2. 1.5M1/ and 5Mfl; these in 
doz or assorted, 2/- doz or 21/- gross only; also 
many other values at 3/- dog, 30/- gross only: 
11.[in brown knobs. 4/6 doz; clip-on pointer 
hands. 6d each; complete octal screen can and 
base. I:- each. 11/- doz; bakelite gram needle 
cups. 8d pair, 7/- doz pairs; ex-Gov, group 
boards. 5-way with 6 resistances. 142watt. 1WX6 
Westector. 1 180pf condenser, 2/6 each; metal 
panel with 5-pin UX ceramic valve holder. 2 1,!. 
watt resistances. 5 mica condensers, assorted 
short wave choke and two 2-way panels. 2/-
each; Mazda octal bakelite or paxolin valve 
holders. 2 6 per doz; 2K wire wound vol controls. 
less switch. 12 - dog: 50K and 100K long 
spindle. wit switch. 36,'- doz: 10K up to 2meg, 
4/- each; 250K. less switch. 2/- each, 22/- dog: 
standard or octal grid caps. 6d doz; earphones 
50n with headband. 4'- pair; high resistance. 
7/6 pair; 5ma Westinghouse bridge type meter 
rectifiers, 5/6 each. 60 ,- dos: paxolin panels 
with tags, 4-8-11-way. 3-ways Id: WX6 Westec-
tors. 6/- dog: terms c.w.o.: no c o d.: send 61 
extra for postage orders under £5: 214.1 s 
all enquiries and list. [1490 

IRADIO VALVES] BULLS 
?46 HIGH ST HARESDE1 10110 

Complete Stock marked down to latest Tax Reductions 
BRIMAR.-R2, 113, 5 Y 3, 51/4, 80. 523, 524. 6X5,514. 
11)5, 2524, 11)6, 024, 3524. 15101, 151)2, 9112, 802, 
101)1,1103, 1105, 71)5, 401. 
COSSOR.-442BU, 431U, 4THA. 415TH, MV8Pen5. 
MSPen, MSPen5, DDL4, DDT, 41MTL, 41M01.. 
4IMP, 51PPen. PT4I, 2P, 415fX P. 2028TH, 13VPA, 
138PA, 2021)0T, 210VPA. 21011F, moDET, 215P. 
240QP. 21580, 2101.1+, 4TSP, 4T11A. 202VPB, 0514, 
01116, 0M10. 
MARCON1/0811,AML-U10, 1714. )11'14, 1716/20, Uni, 
U52, 1131, 1/74, 1776, X41, VMP4G, MS4B, MSS') 
KT7,41, 1141, M114, 511141, MLA, MKT4, KT41 
P314. DA30. VM0413, 1130, X63, X65, KTW63, KTZ6:: 
KTW61, 063, 1163, 1,63, DH63, KT63, ET)!';. 
KT61, X63, KT71, X61M, KT74. X64, KT33C, X24 
222. 11024, LP2. KT2, P2. QP21. 214, N16. D42 
U16, U17, 1/TIC. (11.750, KT44, 21)2, 7.611, U19/23. 
MAZGA.-UI[6, ACTH1, V914, ACP, AC5PenD1/. 
01.41, 111.41111), VP41, P41, T41, D1)41. 111.42111). 
VP1322, PenD114020, TH2321, VP133, Pen453DD. 

L1:131)D, QP230, TP26, Pen 25, QP25, TP22, TP25, 
110207, HL23, 11L23DD, VP23, 81.2220, 8P42, 1/22. 
ACP4. 
HIILLARD.-DIV2, DWI/350, 1W4/350, DW4/1511u. 
1%1-4,510, FWV560, A21. AZ/b, IIR3C, TH4B, PC4, 
VP4, VP4A, VP4B, SP4, 21)4.A, TDD4, 354V. TT4. 
PM24M, Pen41)0. PenB4, AC044, 11024, Pen42h. 
TH21C, TH:10C, 31/13. VP13C, SPI:gi, 2D13C. 
TDD13C, HL13C. VP1:11s, SPI), Penft6C. CL-1 
Pen4ODD, CCH:15, DAM, 0351 DF91, DK91, DL92. 
EA50, EBC3, EBC33, ECC31, ECC34, ECI121. 
E071133, ECH:15, EF9, 5322, EF36, EF:17, ErW 
5350, E354, E1132, ELI: EL3, EL32, ELM, 11L3:, 
111,37, EL))), EMI, EM4, EM34, Vr25, SPI, PM1251, 
31/2, FC2A, DK:12, DAC32, CUM, CBL1, CBL31, 
E51.21. L`BL21. I'Y21. 
PRILIPS.-1$21, CY31, CIC, Cl, CY1. 
TONGSRAIL-LD210, 1,2220. 1.1.4, APP4C, APP4C. 
APV4, F21. 2A6. 2A7, 287. GA7, 6138, 61/6. 61)/ 
V31:1X. PP35. 1/1,13, 6A07, 12C8, 25YG, 25Y:, 
HP4106, HPI018, 11214101, 51214105. 
RIVAI.-x L, 111). X Y, XP, XSG, XII, XW. 
AMERICAN.-(' 24. IA4, 1A5. 1115, 11)7, 11.N7,, 
11,1/6, 185, 1T4, 1V, 2A3, 2X2, 2A6, 2A7, 257. 
3A8, 384, 305, 51/4, 5V4, 513, 523, 524, 6A3, 6A7. 
6AS, 6AB7, 6AC7, 6AE5, CAES, 657, 6/38, 6C4, 6C5. 
01/6, 6C8, 605, 6136, 608, 6E6, 630, 630, 6116, 6116. 
6.15, 616, 6K5, 6K6. 6807, 60117, 6017, 68K7, 681.7. 
6SX7, 6007, 6057, 6887, OVO, 6X5, 6V5, 7A7, 7117. 
7116. 10, 12A5. 12A6, 121/8. 1215, 12K7, 12K8, 12Q7. 
128A7, 12535, 128/17, 128L7, 128Q7, 12857, 14A7 
14117, 1456, 1407, 13,17,10,20.22.2524,16,27,22 
:14, 3.5A5, 351.6. 3.57,4, 3525, 37, 38, 41, 42, 43, 46, 4, 
49, 50, 53, 55, 56, 59, 71A, 76, 77, 7/1, 79, 00, 83, 84,1.2, 
884. 954. 955. 956. 9001, 9002, 9003. 9004, mom, 9006, 
and 101 more types. 

MST IN 
137, 164, 6A6, 681/7. 12817, 25L6GT, 2526CT, 
PX25. TH41. 
Order C.0.11. above listed numbers or equivalent-

(subject to stock). Please enquire for any valve you 
require, even If not listed. We may have it. Old 
and new types are arriving daily. 

THIS MONTH'S OFFER. 
"Pencil" Tree Mieet Soldering frœl. off 6 y  

car battery or transformer   
Service Sheets, British and American, our 

selection. good rah. per 24  
Easy Terms on all Taylor Instruments, 6-12 
months. Ask for details. 

Trimmer Tool Kit, new Master Model, im-
»roved. In carrying case complete  

Midget Extensions iSin.) for Speakers and Seta, 
self energised, low Impedance   

Telescopic Aerials, Steel 161-, aluminium • • • 
"Radio Cult" Ansel= Libnts1. Illustrated. 

111 hookr mot marry let))   
"Goldring" Pickup Head lends old gramo-
phone radiogram quality   

TESS with Instructions to make a Super V.F.O  
Bairds" Garrick Television. rodio-combined 
tein. tube. Price and Tax reduced. Superb. 

Mainellattery Rowse, ill 6 or 12 v. Batteries 
or AGO.).'. mains. For medium slued 
models   

0-1 Milliammeters, 31 Inch. ex-Govt., new..., 
Electric Roue Traps, wattles,clean, 'late   
Miniature Photo Cameras. Films available   
Ruco Mains Noise Suppressor'   
Sin Loudspeakers, brand new and hosed   
Speaker Fabric, coupon free, 1 sq. ft.   
Mania Cutters, Ills., 1 Yin., I lin.   

Stop Press: 
Es-W.D. Compus, 4-inch dial, preciae Metro-
ment in cabinet   

10-inch Goodman Speaker"   
12-inch Celestine P44 Speakers   
Weariete Coils, Coil Packs. P. Coils, IF. Coils. 

Fildicator. Battery Level Indicator and Filler 
Flikodirk Calculator, answers all Ohm'a law 

proldorns   
Henley's Sebum Pencil Bit Soldering Iron . •   

Please write immediately to (W.W.) 

10 6 

21 - 

30 - 

76 
10 - 

35 - 

31 6 
26 - 

30 - 
IA - 
12 6 
27 4 
16 6 
16 - 
3 6 
12 6 

15 9 
30 - 
75 

66 

7 6 
21 - 
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BC 221 FREQUENCY METER. A further purchase 
enables us to reodter this outstanding American test 
instrument. Crystal-controlled, 2 68.17, 6104, phis 
complete set of spare valves. Coverage 125-20,000 k ca. 
Calibrated charts and instruction booklet supplied. 
Battery operation 130 v. R.T. 6 v. L.T. Ample space 
available for easily constructed mains pack. New, 
by leading manufacturerr: £15 only. 

RI826 EX-AM. RECEIVER. Comprising 10 valves, 
EF50, 2.E1434, 24 s olt rotary Generator, relays, and 
hundreds of resist .. rs and condensers,complete in metal 
case, brand new, 75 - only. 

VIBRATOR POWER UNITS. 2 volt. As for Canadian 
58 set. Completely smoothed, output 1.5 n. L.T. and 
90 y. H.T. at 35 set's. Complete in grey metal box, 
edge 81n. x 311n. o 41in.. SO - only. 

E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS by STEWART. These 
transformers :t re Super-Quality, wax egnated 
and paper-interleaved. LOCO v., and 4 v. C.T. or 2 v., 
0.T., 1501, 1,750 v.. and 4 y. C.T. or 2 v. CT., 50/.. 
4,000 v., and 2 e. CT.. 

TELEVISION COMPONENTS by " SCANCO." High-
grade tested component s. Recommended for use with 
•. Electronic Engineering " deedgn, etc. Focus Coil, 
37/13, Scanning Coils, 36,'-, Line Transformer, 30/, 
Well-finished and guaranteed. 

GRAMOPHONE MOTORS. COLLAR°. A.C. 200/250 
volts, complete with magnetic pick-up and 12M. turn-
table. Still at the old price, BO inc. Tax. 

AUTOMATIC CHANGERS. Col loro 200/250 volts 
10 or 12M. mixed. Compbte 12iii turn-table and 
magnetic pick.up. A few only, £22 78, inc. Tax. 

In addition to the above, we have the most comprehen-
sive stock of Radio Components in the trade. 

Send Stamp for latest List. 

Wholesale & Retail 
. . _ 

HENRY'S 
5, HARROW ROAD, W.2 

PADdington 1008 9 

*MINOR' 
INSULATION 
TEST SET 

Compact and inexpensive 
without sacrificing accuracy and tenability. Weighs only 
3Ibe Height allows for full swing of generator handle. 
Ranges up to 20 niegohms 500 volts. 

 ems-emmmmumak, 

CONTINUITY 
TESTER 

This latest addition to 
the Record Ohmmeter 
range is enclosed in a 
moulded bakellte case of 
pleasing appearance. 
Equipped with self-con-
tained drybatt,ery. Speci-
ally designed test spikes 
and lead, can be supplied 
also a ° test and carry" 
exec in which the instru-
ment may be used with-
out removal. Ranges:-
0 3-0/30 ohms. 0/30-
0 300 ohms. 0/500-
0,50,000 ohms. 01,000-

0,200,000 ohni4. 
THE RECORD ELECTRICAL CO. LTD., 
Broadheath. Altrincham, Cheshire. 
Tel.: A!trincharn 3221 2 3. Grant, " Infusion." Altrinchani 
LONDON: 28, Victoria St., SIVA. 'Phone Abieey 5148 

rrELRAD ELECTRONICS, 70, Church Rd., 
Upper Norwood, London. S.E.19.—New not 

W.D. surplus, comprehensive and up-to-date 
stocks of guaranteed valves and components, 
c.o.d, or cash with order; 2-gang condo.. 
0.0005mfd. 8/-; 1.1. trans., 465kcis, 12/- pair; 
6v mains trans.. 300-0-300. 24/-; output multi-
ratio, 9, -; valve holders amphenol type, 9d. each; 
Donco stockists; Wearite coils, full range, 31-
each; t.r.f. coils m/1, 7/9 pair; coil packs, 3 wave 
band, 27/6; Wearite, 42/-; volume controls, 1,s 
4/6. with switch 6/-; enquire for everything in 
radio.—Write. call or 'phone Livingstone 4879. SPECIAL notice.—The famous range of A.I.S. 

products are now being manufactured by the 
London Television Co., Ltd. They conform in 
every respect to the original specifications, also 
the delivery position is greatly improved, most 
lines being available ex-stock. 40 coil pack, a 
superhet coil pack with ht. stage, uses 9 iron-
cored coils in 16-50. 200-550 and 800-2.000 metres 
circuit. 465 kcis it,, aligned ana gain testea. 
with circuit diagram, enables amateur with no 
signal generator to construct first class all-wave 
receiver. price £3/10, circuit diagram only, 2/6. 
send stamp now for price list and technical bul-
letin W.1; enquiries promptly dealt with anti 
demonstrations given at our showrooms. Tel 
Ley. 4380 for special information. 
THE LONDON TELEVISION Co.. Ltd., 694. Lea 
Bridge Rd.. London. E.10. 

RCOD bandspread converter. a.c. with oi-u94i12t:›-  
in power supply. 6 bands, 7in dial per 

band, stylish cabinet, in two models. Model 
I. broadcast, 11 to 44.5 metres; model II. tele-
vision, amateur, shipping, £13,5; details. illus-
tration on request. Te:evision component for 
W.W. and E.E. circuits. scanning coil unit, 
30, -; line transformer, 30/-; rubber 9M tube 
mask, 15/-; E.E. Television Manual, 2/6; 
Ultra midget 2-gang variable condenser for 
Personal portables, 10/-; Glass, S.M.L. dial. 
6X8in, 4/6; pan.. 4/6; escutcheon, 5, 6; 8in 
P.M., less trans., 17/6; 61/2.in P.M. with trans., 
22/6; P.P. output heavy duty trans. for 6L6 
valves, tapped output 1.5 and 7.5, and ditto 
for 6V6 valves at 21/- each; amplifier cases, 
undrilled chassis, 17,,X8V2X2 1,..iin, with de-
tachable perforated cover, 20,-; condensers, 
Brat& 450v., 2/-; 8 plus 16mfd, 450v. 5/6; 

i trimmer kit n smart case, 17 tools. " Quairad," 
45/-; amplifier units, fully assembled, tested. 
for 6Q7. 6V6, 5Z4, less valves, £5/17/6; heavy 
duty variable resistance, 300ohms, lamp.. 15/-; 
test pro.. 4/- pair; rotary trans, in 6-12v. 
out 200-480v., 50ma., or as motor d.c. mains, 
15/-. Full list at 21,k1.---0. Greenlick, Ltd., 
265, Whitechapel Rd., London, E.1. Bis. 5079. 
fiSCILLOSCOPE units less 2in C.R. tube, 

10/-; 160-220 Mcs wavemeters less 6J5 and 
0-1 Mas meter, 7/6: Uhp Universal motors, £1; 
12v D.C. rotary, 300 volt. 240 Mills and 6v .amp 
out, £1; co-axial cable. 45 or 72 ohm, 1/-
per yard; carbon telephone table stand micro-
phones, iir-ti,btleransrafonrdmees; 7/6; crystal micro-

brass model ship's 
engine. £25; 12in diameter reflector lights, suit 
stage or photography, £3; car charger, £4; ultra 
violet floor stand outfit. £25; Sound Sales am-
plifier, complete output PX25s. £20; another for 
12v D.C. portable, £25; charging board, 3-circuit. 
tech 36 volt 5 amp. £25; Polystyrene solution. 
pint tins. 6-; heavy rubber cable. 44,0.012. 100 
Yds. £1; twin padded and braided mains. 100ft, 
15,-; beam Autosyn indicator and Master pair. 
£3; RU16 6-valve receivers, new, with 9 coils. 
£7 10; 12v D.C. 40-50 amp petrol electric sets, 
£30; Eddystone 3-valve converter kits, R7/10: 
180-watt vitreous 12K 100K, 130-watt 20K, 50K. 
5, - each; alternators, D.C. mains in. A.C. mains 
out, P.. kw. £25; T.C.C. 4mfd 1,000v, 5/-; 10 
mid, 12 6; 4+4 3,000v, £ 1; 400 Mills 1.f. chokes. 
5,-; panel fuseholders, 2, -; Bulgin toggles. 1,6; 
40amp relay cut-outs, 9- 14-volt coil, 5, -; Morse 
keys. 2/6; 9in. ceramic spreaders, insulators. 6/-
dozen; postage, carriage extra; trade lists avail-
able.—Amateur Radio Service, Canning St., 
Burnley. Tel. 2999. 34 
QELENIUIVI ht. and It, rectifiers, foolproof, 
e.7 guaranteed charger kits, full instructions 
given for use of all goods supplied; add 7d. post-
age up to 15/-, 1/3 above Charger kits: 12v 
2 amp selenium rectifier. with 50-watt trans-
former and ballast bulb for 2v to 12v charger. 
no rheostat and ammeter needed, 36/6; ditto 
with 3 amp rect. and 60 watt trans, 42/6; ditto 
for 6v. 12v at 4 amp. 62/-; ditto for 2v. 6v 
at 2 amp. 33,-; 2v. 6v at 3 amp. 42/6; 2v, 6v 
at 1 amp. 26/-; transformer and rectifier for 
2v 0.5 amp trickle charger. 12/-; heavy duty 
charger kits. 140-watt transformer with 12v 6 
amp giant finned type rectifier and ballast bulb 
for 6v, 12v charger. £5; transformer, rectifier, 
ballast bulb for 1 to 20 cells at 1 amp, £4/15; 
1 to 12-cell 2 amp. £4/10; 1 to 20-cell 2 amp. 
£6/15, ideal for small radio store, guaranteed 1 
year; 2v to 12v chargers 4 amp. £8; 1.5 amp. 
£3/5. gtd. 3 years: rectifiers. S.T.C. 12v 1 amp. 
10,6; 12v 3 amp. 21/-; 12v 4 amp, 25/-•' 12v 
5 amp, 27/6; giant finned type 12v 6 amp. 
32/6 also 12v 2 amp, 12/6; 6v 2 amp. 9/6: 
12v ik amp. 7/6; 6v 1/4  amp, 5/6; 24v 2.5 amp. 
34/6; 24v 5 amp. 44/6; 36v 5 amp, 64/-; 24v 
6 amp. 52/6; ht. rectifiers, selenium, small 
space, compact, 250v 60 ma for converting A.C./ 
D.C. radios, 7/-' 120v 30 ma for eliminators. 
7/-; 110v 60 rim for U.S.A. midgets. 7/-: 
350-0-350v 80 ma for A.C. radios, 13/6; elimina-
tor kit. 120v 20 ma. transformer, ht. rectifier, 
trickle charge rectifier. 2 condensers. 39,6; Ger-
manium crystal diodes. new. 3,9; Rola 8in p.m. 

ohm 10 
alin7/6; liC'lUistaartnsp ammeters, nI.L2,i6ii hey 

Uplands Way. London. N.21. Tel, Lae. 44.57. 

THE e to 
MODEL A70 

replacement chassis 

fitted with new dial. 

14 ans. plus P.T. 
or as kit of parts for home 

construction fron 
Set of constructional blueprints 4 -. 

Special Offer. Few only DENCO four wave-
band 5- valve superhet chassis at £ 14 each, 
including tax. Cabinet t o suit, £ 1.19.6. 

TELEVISION. Send for 70- page booklet on 
television construction 2 8d. post free. 
Components and chassis availab'e. Focus coil 
assemblies 30 -. Combined EHT and LHT 
transformers [5.15s. 

Illustrated leaflets gladly sent upon receipt 
of postage from 

THE TELERADIO CO., 
157, Fore St., Edmonton, N.18 

GOVT SURPLUS UNUSED 

CONDENSERS 
Of tat ifipteN . . 

We can offer, FOR IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY from very generous 

stocks, a wide range of ultra-high 
quality fixed paper Condensers, 
rom .001 15F to 8/iF. Also STOCKS 
of small, genuine MICA Conden• 
sers from .00001 ( 10 pf) to .01 µF 
(10,000pf). Prices ore exceeding!/ 
moderate. 

Enquiries are invited for manufac 
turers requirements, wholesale 
and export only for bulk 
quantities, and for scheduled de-
liveries over a period, as required. 

Condensers of close or very close 
tolerance can be supplied within 
about one week. 

Please rc quest our 4 page butte te n CONSEVEN 01114/ 

CLAUDE LYONS LTD. 
180, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1 

and 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool 3, Lancs. 
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THE "FLUXITE QUINS" AT WORK 

c-rer( 

Cried 01 " Cut the cackles you three 

It's rescue I need. Can't you see? 

I'll crash down in two shakes if this aerial 
breaks" 

It won't. It's FLUXITED" grinned EE. 

See that FLUXITE is always by 
you- in the house - garage - 
workshop - wherever speedy 
soldering is needed. Used for 
over 40 years in Government 
works and by leading engineers 
and manufacturers. Of all Iron-
mongers-in tins, 10d., 1/6 & 3,'-. 

• 
TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels 
will NOT keep round and true 
unless the spokes are tied with 
fine wire at the crossings AND 
SOLDERED. This makes a much 
stronger wheel. It's simple-with 
FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT. 

• 
The FLUXITE GUN puts 
F LUXITE 
where you want 
it by a simple 
pressure. Price 
1/ 6, or filled, 2/6. 
ALL MECHANICS WilL 

FLUXITE 
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING  
Write Joe Book on the ART OF -.SOkT-

SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASE-

HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING 

TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price Id. each. 

FLUXITE LTD. 
(Dept. W.W.), Bermondsey Street, S.E.I 

COMPONENTS and valves for constructors 
and amateurs; special terms to radio clubs. 

Trade Radio Service Co., 45a, Wood St.. 
Deansgate. Manchester, 3. Send for list. [ 9597 MAINS transformers, output transformers and 

chokes for D.T.N. Williamson amplifier, 
as per " W. World," May, 1947; delivery ex 
stock.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co.. 1021, 
Finchley Rd.. N.W.11. Tel. Speedwell 3000. 
ITALUE! Matt has it. Order with confidence. 
V Full satisfaction assured. Special offers: 
Headphones. W/lead and jack plug. 3/11 pair 
(boxed 2 pairs). 42/- doz. pairs; line cord, 
.3amp. 60ohms per ft, 2-way. 1/6yd., 3-way. 
2/-yd.; tuning condensers. .0005 Polar midget. 
11/6: .0005 standard, 5/6; condensers, .002, 
2/6 doz.; .006, 3/ - doz.; . 1, .01, 9i- doz.; 16-
mf d/503v, canned. 8/6: 8mfd/350e• midgets. 
3/-; 8mfd./450v., 4/-; 4+4 block, 3/-; speakers, 
P.M. ( less trans.), 5in, 12/6; 6in, 24/-; limited 
quantity fhn Truvox P.M. speakers, 16/6; 
trans. to match. 5/6; multi ratio do. 7/6; vol. 
controls, all values (Centralab), LIS, 3/6; W/S. 
4/9; postage extra.-Matt Radio Service. 29, 
Castle St., Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. 
Kingston 8353. Send us your enquiries for all 
radio components. Competitive prices. 

G . 

A. RYALL. 65, Nightingale Lane, London 
S.W.12. Mail order only. Full list available. 

please send large s.a.e.. postage extra. Small 
control boxes with toggle, co-axial plug and 
socket. S.W. HF choke, condenser and resistance, 
1/3 each; Nu. 2 box with Yaxley switch, 2B.4w.2P. 
2'/.in pointer knob; toggle 2P.ST, and toggle 
211.DT.CO, 3a 250v A.C., 3/6 each; No. 3 00s 
with Yaxley type 2B.3P.3w, good knob, red lamp 
and holder, lOw resistance panel with 280 ohm 
2w, pair of 25mf 50v elect., single plug and 
jack, two-way plug and jack, two yards screened 
in two lengths, six yards twin rubber in two 
lengths, large plug 4w anchor and inspection 
blocks, 5/-• No. 4 control box with Yaxley type 
switch 3B3w.2p, good knob; internal toggle, 
push switch DM and break, three green lamp-
holders and bulbs, one clear type with Neon. 
relay of 20.000 ohms high voltage 1B, 2M. 
slugged, second relay 3.000 ohms SP. M as B. 
8/- each; assortment of brand new resistance 
and condenser panels. 20 for 12/6; meters. moving 
coil new, 314in external diameter, 0-lma 15/-, 
0-30ma 7/6. Special list for the trade. [1047 SHOP by post, direct from the actual buyers 

from the Ministry of Supply. You pay no 
fancy prices, all is carriage free to any address 
in Great Britain. Send see. to-day for our 
latest list. Here are a few examples of the 
value we offer: Control Panel Mk. IV as adver-
tised last month, still a few available at 35/-. 
This month's special!! Of interest to all tele-
vision enthusiasts, harmonic filter unit No. 3, 
40-60mcs.. tuned by 2 J.B. slow-motion drives, 
ceramic-mounted condensers in steel case. 
approx. 6inX gin X 5in ; you cannot afford 
to miss this bargain at 17/6; control panel 
unit by Bendix Radio, type BC938-A 7-way 
push-button unit, etc., etc.. 5/-; a few only 
converted 230v. a.c. electric motors, approx. 
1411.p.. 79/6; camera electrically heated govers. 
U.S. Army, contain thermostat. 2yds. twin flex 
and Sarno. 2-pin plug. 4/11; G.P.O. single head-
phone and mic. set. 3/11; Townsend wave meter 
buzzer. 5/-; co-axial cable. 6/- doz, yds; single 
flex in 12yd. coils, 1/3 per coil; 24v. motor. 
6/11: transmitter racks advertised last month 
at 32,6 still available.-Post orders to Wal-
ton's Wireless Stores, 203, Staveley Rd.. Wol-
verhampton. Callers, 48, Stafford St., Wolver-
hampton. [1425 S.T C. selenium rectifiers, makers' current pro-

ducts. damp-proof finish: from stock: H4/200 
E.H.T. for W.W. televisor. 28/- each P.1_.; H.W. 
16v. kas 6/8, la 8/-. 2a 9/4. all P. 6d; 30v. 
2a. 14/- p. 8d.; 5a. 35/8. p. 10d.; 8a. 38/6. 
p. 10d.; full-wave bridge cono. 17v, 1.5a 12/1. 2a 
15/5. 3a 21/6, 4a 25/, 5a 27/-' all p.f.: 33v 
s . .'‘a 18/6. la 21/3 13a 28/-• 2a 29/6, 3a 35/-. 
4a 42/- 5a 43/6; 100v 1.5a 72/-, all p. 10d.; H.D. 
type. 7in sq ins. 16v 10a 43/8. 20a 80/-; 17v fa-
34/1; 33v 6a 64,'- 10a 71/-: 54v fa. 90/-, all 
p. 1/4; industrial funnel cooled. 17V 12a. 
76/-: 33v 6a. 69 ,-; 10a. 80"-; 12a, 124/-: 70v 
6a. 114/-: 100v 6a. 160/- all p. 1/6; new pro-
ducts: Two new chargers of our own manu-
facture with S.T.C. rectification; (1) to charge 
6. 12v batteries at 8 a. (2) 6v or I2v output at 
50a. these chargers are built to a high speci-
fication and are guaranteed for one year. Dealers. 
garages and others interested, please send for 
full details; valve chargers, conversions to metal 
reC, from stock, Philips 367. Tungar 68504. 
68530 and U600. etc.. 5 mins to fit; kits: rect. 
trans. and rheostat, 54v 6a. £11/10, inc. tap-
ping switch; 33v 65. £7/19/6; 16v 10a. £6/12/6: 
17v 6a. £4 12/6: 16v 5a. £5 10; steel case, 7 6 
extra; 16v 4a. £3. case 7/6; 16v 2a. 38/6, case 
7,6. Transformers. 16v 10a. 6S/-. P. 1/4: 17v 
6a, 47 6. p. 1/4: 16v 5a. 41/6. p. 1 -; 16v 4a, 
35 6. p. 1 -: 16v 2a. 23/6. p. 10d.. ammeters: 
0-6a. 12 6: 0-5a Mc. 2c:in scale. 15/-. both p. 
6d.; 0-14 NI,c. Sin scale. £1/9/6. p. 1/4: slider 
res, all values. from 24'6. p. 1/-: chargers: All-
metal rect. input 200-250 A.C.. to charge 12 
cells at 4a. w. 2 M/c meters and fuses, steel 
case. £9110. plu:, cam: 6-12v 5-6a risco, and 
meter. steel case. £6,19/6. cuir. 5/6: 6-24v 12a 
M 'c meter. fuses, steel case. £ 10. plus carr.; 
H.D. type. 24v 25a. steel case, control panel w. 
Id ,c meters. rheos. and fuses. £ 12. plus carr.: 
terms; c.o.d. post goods only, others c.w.o. or 
pro forma invoice; wholesale and retall.-Pearce. 
66. Gt. Percy St.. London. W.C.1 Nr, Angel. 
King's Cross. Est. 16 years [1484 

ALEC DAVIS 
SUPPLIES LTD. 

18, Tottenham Court Road, 
LONDON, W.1. 

Tel.: MUSeum 4539 Tel. : MUSeum 2453 

We are now able to offer our new range 
of coils and I.F. Transformers at highly 
competitive prices. 

High 61 Permeability Tuned Coils 
available in normal bands for 465 kc superhet 
operation. 

Long Wave, Medium Wave or Short Wave 
each in three types for Aerial, H.F. or 
Oscillator. Single spire nut fixing. Each coil 
ndividually boxed (with circuit enclosed). 

All these are at 2/6 each. 

I.F. Transformers, iron-cored and tuned 
with high quality ceramic condensers. Q 
approx. 150. Available in 465, 1.6 and 
10.6 Mcis. Each one complete in radiused 
luminium can. Size 1+in. square x 3in. high. 

price per pair is IS'-. 

I.F. Transformers as above WITH additiona I 
windings for variable selectivity. Price per 
pair, 18!6. 

ENQUIRIES ARE ALSO INVITED FOR 
90 Mc s F.M. Coils, which are now being 

developed, 

Television Components. 4 KV EHT 
transformers with 2 L.T. windings each of 
4 volts centre tapped for alternative 2-volt 
operation (for CRM9I. 6501, MW22/7). 
Price 5 -. 

1.75 kV EHT, otherwise as above 
((or VCR97, etc.)   El 0 0 

1 kV. EHT, otherwise as above El 17 6 

5 Hy. 250 mA choke   El 3 6 

10 Hy. 80 mA choke   13 0 

And, of course, the normal range of Erie 
Resistors, Belling & Lee components and 
TCC Condensers to complete. 

LATEST SURPLUS LINES 
(Limited supplies only.) 

R.3132 Receiver Chassis, complete except 
for valves and all in good condition. Price 
7'6 each, plus 2/6 carriage and packing. 

Celestion 2f in. Midget Loudspeaker. 
each one individually boxed and guaranteed. 
Price only 1716 each. 

.001 mfd. 350 v. D.C. Working Midget, 
moulded mica. Price 9d. each. 

Plugs and Sockets, chassis socket, flex plug. 

10-way type, 3' - per pair ( postage 4d.) 

7-way type, 26 per pair ( postage 4d.) 

5-way type. 2 - per pair ( postage 4d.) 

Standard .0005 Mfd. Variable Tuning 
Cond  

Single gang, 2 II (postage 6d.) 

Two gang, 10/6 (postage 6d.) 

Three gang, 10"- (postage 6c1.) 

Four gang, 4'- (postage 6d.) 

TELEVISOR LIST NOW AVAILABLE. 
Please send stamped addressed envelope 
for tom.. 

TRANSFORMERS WOUND TO YOUR 
OWN SPECIFICATION-DELIVERY 
14 DAYS. 

-If in doubt-telephone MUSeum 4539 2453. 
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-f15 TELEVISION RECEIVER-. 
This is the title of our latest publication giving 
wiring diagrams and constructional notes of an 
excellent little T.V. receiver. You can make 
this from Government surplus equipment and 
the total cost should not exceed £ 15. A 
demonstration receiver can be seen at our 
address. To avoid disappointment order your 
copy immediately, the price is 7/6d, post free. 
INFRA-RED IMAGE CONVERTERS, with details. 14'6 
PHOTO CELLS, unlimited applicatione, with detailii, 
14 ,6. 
TELEVISION RECEIVER UNITS, flat response over 
wide band, with eight valves, for superhets, 
or for straight sets. ME. 
E.H.T. transformers for TX., 5,000 volt, £2 10s. 
(plus 3/6). 
Exc. Valve Rectifiers Hivac, 5,000 v., 11/... 
SCOPE UNITS, type 6A, com, with valves, 70/.110,-). 
R.F. MITTS. These make excellent short-wave eon. 
verter,.. Types 24/25. 1.13/8 types 26/27, 27/6 each. 
A.C. MODEL of the famous BC.348 £100 class  - 
muulcations receiver. Covers 200-500 kes, 9 valve», 
crystal filter, noise limiter, perfect in every respect, 
£22 10a. 
AMERICAN T.U.15.6. Makes Super V.F.0.. 2213 (3 -6)• 
TEST SET 74. This has Iii,.. tube, eight valves and 
all maMs equipment needed to put it into immediate 
lise. Only time base values need altering, and we 
can supply detail" of conversion, 64 19 ed., plus 10/, 
SIGNAL GENERATOR. American made, accuracy 
better than .001 per cent., crystal controlled, cover. 
two bands, 8-15 Mc's and 15-230 Mo',.., A.C. main. 
operated, £915. 

BULL'S EX-GOVERNMENT DEPOT 
ELECTRON HOUSE, WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP 

MANOR, MIDDX. 
Corriaye Charge in brackets. Oprn Sale. until .3 p.m. 

EDDYSTONE 
4504 " 640 ' 680 ' 

and 
Full range of S.W. components, 

Also 

Valves, condensers, transformers, 
resistances, etc. 

All C.O.D. orders promptly executed. 

52 page catalogue I - post free. 

B.T.S. 
THE Radio firm of the South. 

63, London Road, Brighton, 1, Sussex. 
Phone Brighton 1555. 

,election from our stock of 10,000 *al,. 
send for led id types available, all reduced to 33¡°,, t., 
BRIMAR.-1C5, 1145, INS, 3Q5, SAO, 6A6, 164. 2E7, 
0137, 6C6. 1D6, 6D6, 6D8, 6E5, 606, 6038, 638, 605, 
0K6, 7L7. 6U7, 6W7, 807, 5U4, 5V4, 5Z4, 6A06, 6136, 
668, 6C5, 6F6, 035. 637. 6K7. 6K8, 6Q7, 6R7, 6U6, 
076, OZ4, 25Z6, 56/2.50A. 6P5, 6X5, 68F7, 6807, 
66N7, 6Z5/12Z5, l2A6, 12C8, 12J5, 12K8, 12Q7, 
128A7, 12:31,5, 12827, 128Q7, 128R7, 14A7/12137, 
15 Z4, 117Z6, 18, 26, 27. 31, 34, 37, 39/44, 41, 43. 46, 
57, 71A, 77, 78, 79, 80. 83, 84, 89, 1LA4E, 7A7E, 
765E, 7136, 767, 766, 7C5. 7C6, 7Y4. 
MULLARD.—AZ1, AZ31, EB34, EB9I, EC31, E('52, 
EC53, ENO. ENO, EF•22, EF36, EF37. EF39, EF50, 
EF54, EKS2, EL2, ELI. EL32, ¡(LEI. EL.15, EL17, 
EL38, ELM). EMI, EMI, EMU, EZ35, M923, EBC33, 
EB1.31, ECC31, EŒ'32, ECC34, ECC35. ECH35. 
DAC32, DAF91. DF33, DF91, DK91, D1.33. DL35. 
DL92, KI1C32, KF35, 1132, KHL2, FC2, FC2A, FMS, 
PM2A, PMI2M, PM22A, PM22D, PM202, QP221l. 
SP2, TDD2A, VP2B. CIA, CBL, CCH35, CL33. , 
("V31, FC13, TDD13C, TH30C. unit., 
UR3C, UY21, UY31, TH4B, TT4, VP4, VP4A, VP4)3, 
2D4A, 164V, 354B, T8P4. 
VOLUME CONTE018.-22,000 6d., 50.060 1 6. 
a,noo 1/6, 75,000 1 6, I meg. 26, 2 2,-. 
VALVE HOLDERS.--Pax, B.V.A. 4 pin 24., 7 Pin 4(1. 
AMPHENOL.—Int. Octal 6d,, Mazda Octal 54, 
CONDENSERIP—Plessey Midget 13 8 450 y. 4 6. 
o rum. 450 s. 2/11, Oil filled 4 mfd. 600 v. 4 -, 2 mfd. 
350 5/. 1/6, .1 mid. 500 v. 74. 
YAELEY TYPE SWITCHES.-0 pole 3 way 26. 
4 pole 2 way 2,, 2 pide 2 way 3 bank 1 6, 11 
2 hank 2 6, 4 Poi.' 3 war 5 3, 
34, BOND STREET, BRIGHTON. 'Phone, 5603 

rrELEVISION.—Focus coils and shrouds. 
.E frame and line deflector coils, line out-
put transformers, blocking oscillator trans-
formers; complete focus and deflector assem-
blies also available, supplied correct to de-
signer's specification for " Wireless World" 
television receiver. Television components of 
all types, valves, condensers, resistors, tube 
masks, mains transformers and chokes, etc., 
etc.. in stock at current prices.—For particu-
lars write or 'phone, " Handy Parts," 226, 228, 
Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. Liberty 
7461. Trade enquiries invited. [1420 
-U1LECTROLYTICS. 8mfd, 500v. cans 2/9 each. 
-Ed 27/6 doz: 8-8-8mfd. 500v, Govt. sur. blocks 
3/6 each. 36/- doz; 8-16mfd. 450v. cans 5;6 each, 
49/6 doz; bias tepes. 12mfd. 50v, 1/6 each. 12/- 
dos; 25mfd 25v, 1/8 each, 14/- clos; tuning con-
densers, small type, 0.0005mfd, 2-gang, 7/6 each, 
74/- doz; single-gang, 2/11 each; 4-gang, 7/6 
each, 84/- doz; chassis: 16 gauge aluminium, 10-
514-2in. 3 6 each. 36/- doz; 11-6-21/2 in, 4/- each. 
42/- doz; .,in, 4/9 each. 48 doz; 16-8-2zNin, 
6/9 each. 72 - doz; Smoothing chokes, 40 ma. 
12h. 3/9 each. 36/- doz; 60 ma, 10h. 4/- each, 
39/6 doz; selenium rectifiers, small type, 250v. 
60 ma, 3/11 each. 36/- doz; 250v 75 ma, 4,6 
each. 30/- doz; 250v 100 ma, 6/- each, 52/- doz; 
Mallory vibrators, 12v 4-pin. 4- each. 36/- dos; 
Wearite 6v 4-pin, 5/- each. 42/- doz; Midget 
pentode output transformers, ratio 40-1. primary 
current. 35 ma, 3/6 each, 36/- doz; £l5 per gross; 
Rola 10in P.M. speakers. 30/- each; c.w.o, or 
c.o.d.; postage extra under E2.—E. Powell. Lid-
get Pudsey, Leeds. [1339 

RITH RADIOCRAFT, Ltd., Leicester.—Our 
new lists give details of over 100 items of 

ex-Govt, components and assemblies, offered at 
only 1/- each or any 30 items for El; other 
snip lines are: Rotary converters, 24v d.c. to 
200v 50ma d.c., 5/-+1/6 post; sleeving, 72 yds 
asstd., 5/-• 50 asstd, new condensers and re-
sistors, 10/-; 200:1 slow motion dials with log-
ging device reading to 3 decimal places, 5/-+9d. 
post; meters, 0-20a d.c., 0-.5, 0-3, 0-6amps r.f., 
all at 5/-+9d. post; 0-300, 0-511/41ma d.c.. at 
7/6+9d. post; 0-3,500volt d.c. m/coll, 31/2in, 21/-
each; d.c./a.c. rotary converters, input 24v 9a. 
output 230v, 50cycles, 100watts, brand new in 
carrying case, present cost over £30, our price 
£3/15, carriage paid; CR Indicator units, type 
182A, compete with 661 CR tube, 4 SP61s, 3 
EF50s, etc., condition soiled but otherwise as new. 
35/-+4/6 carriage; latest lists free; trade sup-
plied; satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded 
without question. 
FRITH PtADIOCRAFT, Ltd., Leicester. Tel. 
58927. [1458 

ADIO CLEARANCES. Ltd.. 27, Tottenham 
AL Court Rd., W.I. Mus. 9168.—Bendix radio 
compasses, B.C. 433G, 15-valve unit, incorporat-
ing D.F. section, and an 8-valve rec. coverin 
171 mtes. to 1,500 mtes. in 3 bands; rec, bas 
R.F. stages, line up, ant. 6K7. RF1 6K7, 
6L7, mixer 6K8, I.F. 6K7, det. and AJC 688. 
output 6F6, rect. 5Z4. D.F. section. loop, amp 
6K7, ose 6N7, mod 6SC7, loop avc 6B8. 2-2,051, 
6F6 cath foil, rec IF., 142 kc/s, power used, 
28v d.c., 115v 400 c/s; supplied complete with 
2 compass units, remote control box, flexible 
drive cable, plug and official instruction book; 
these receivers are brand new; the price. £619/6, 
carriage and packing 10/- extra; available 
separately, flexible drive cables, 8/6; control 
boxes, 15/-; 6-valve rec B.C. 453. line up, 
12SK7 RF, 12K8 mixer, 2-I.P.s 12SK7s, det 
and 13F0 12SR7, output 12A6, coverage 190-
550 kc/s,. with • 85 kc/s I.F.; size llinX51nX 
5.1/2 in; these sets were operated from 28v Plug-
' in dynamotors; ideal for use as double super-
bets (the Q Fiver of Jan Q.S.T.). supplied 
with valves less dynamotor. 39/6. postage 1/6 
extra; we have available for these rec control 
boxes with 3 dials, VC and switches at 4/6, 
posage 50; flexible drive cables (length 15ft). 
7/6, plus 50. available only with rec; modula-
tors, BC 456B. 3 valves. 12J5. 1625. VR 150/ 
30, on chassis. 101nX7in; these units were 
operated by 28v dynamotor; supplied brand new 
and boxed, less motor, 17/6, postage 1/6; 
marker beacon rec BC 357m. 2 valves. 12C8. 
128Q7, size 51/21nX514,tinX31,4in; supplied with 
valves, no nower. 13/6, post paid; pre-ampli-
fiers. Packard Bell model K. 2 valves. 661.7. 
2807. size 5inX4in. nr, case. contain I.P. 
and OP. trans and relay; supplied with valves. 
8/6, post 1/-; moving coil meters. metal cases. 
all 500 microamp. PSD. 11:,in circular. scaled 
0-10, 5/-; 2in circular, scaled 0-500. 8/6; 2m 
circular, scaled 0-15v and 0-600v. 7/6: 2M cir-
cular, 0-20a, with shunt. 5/-; 0-40a. 5/-; R.F. 
units, type 26. with 2 VR 136s, 1 VR 137, 
freq 50-60 m.cs, brand new and boxed, 28/-. 
post 1,6; RF units. type 27. valves as above. 
in it roe Iciedtein.52Mich)ciee 1,6; RN units. 2c5s: 

in good condition. 10/6, post 1 '6; RF units. 24. 
with valves as 2.5. treq 30-40 m ,cs. switched. 
ft6. post 1/6: meters. moving coil, bakelite 
cases. 0-1 ma. 2M square. 7/6, 0-5ma. 2mn 
square. 7/-: 0-150ma. lin square. 8/-: 0-30ma. 
214in circular. 7 6: 0-3a RF. 21n square. 6/-: 
0-500 microamp. 2M square. 9/6; 0-500 micro-
amp, 214in circular. 19 ,6; 214in circular founda-
tion meter. 6ma. F.S.D. ' 4 scales. 0-1.5v, 0-3v. 
0-60ma. 0-5,000G, 12/6; visual indicators. cross-
over needle type, with 2 60 microamp move-
ments. 5/11; type 3. with 2-300 microamp move-
ments. 4/-; 10-pin plugs and sockets, with 
locating peg, 1,6 pair; 8-way Jones P. and S. 
1.3 Pair; 6-way Jones P and S. 1/- pair, co-
axial plugs and sockets. 1/3 pair; electrolytics. 
Ali Can. 8 mf, 500v. 3/-; 16-8. 450v, 5/6: 16-
16. 450v. 5/6; 16-24. 3511v, 5/6. (1488 

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD. 
Indicator Unit Type I82A, Contains 6m, 
CRT VCR517 which has the same base connections 
as the VCR97. Also 8 valves : 3, EF50, 1, 5U4G. 
4, SP6I. 13 volume controls etc. etc. The 
tube although slightly persistent is O.K. for 
television or 'scope. Amazing bargain at 39;6 
plus 15 - carriage. 
Indicator Unit Type 62. Size of case 9in. x 
I2in. x I8in. Contains VCR97 tube. 16, SP61, 
2, E1334, 2, EA50, 16 Poemeters. Muirhead 
Dial, 117 Kits Crystal. Various switches, knobs. 
transformers etc. Brand new 64 196 carriage 15 -. 
Indi  Unit Type 157. Almost exactly 
the same as above, in good condition £3 15 -, plus 
15/- carriage. 
R1155. Tested and complete with all valves in 
good condition price E8/81- plus 10,- carriage and 
packing. 
Receiver Type I132A. Brand Spanking New 
in makers' original crates. Frequency coverage 
124 to 100 Mc/s. Complete with 10 valves. 
S meter in handsome metal case with slow motion 
dial, power supply required, 200 c. H.T. 6 v. L.c. 
A really first class UHF Communications receiver 
for only £4 196 plus lO - carriage. 
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT. We are 
shortly moving to more conveniently situated 
premises. Full details will be given in the next 
issue. 

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD. 
Radio House, 2, Wilson St., London, E.C.2 

Phone BIShopsgate 2966. 

MOUSE CODE 
TuArvING 

There are Candler 
Morse Code Courses 

for 
BEGINNERS AND 

OPERATORS 
Send for this Free 
"BOOK OF FACTS" 

It gives full details con-
cerning all Courses. 

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
(Room 55W), 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2 

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. 

NEW 

BETTER 

CHEAPER! 

P4 
Permeability trimmed Midget I.F. 
transformers " Q" 110 nominal 

impregnated. 

7/6 EA. 

Weymouth Radio Mfg. Co., Ltd. 

Crescent Works, Weymouth. 
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rwzr lame 
wee "moire-

. . . tells you all about the complete 
range of Henley SOLON Electric 
Soldering Irons, for the standard voltage 
ranges of 200/220 and 230/250: 65 watt 
and 125 watt models fitted with oval-
tapered bits or pencil bits and 240 watt 
models fitted with oval-tapered bits are 
available. 
Write Today for the new folder ref. Y.to 

describing 

TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD• 
W. T. HE NLEY'S 

•fts%,,eq% 

(Engineering Dept.) 
51-53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1 

Don't miss these 
BARGAINS 
BRAND NEW EX. AIR MINISTRY 

MOTOR GENERATORS 
Type 29. 

Input 24 v. 16 amps. 
Output 1,230 v. 200 

15/. car- sss4s, 
mills., each 
plus  OIC/ 

riage. Or Special 
Trade (Ater of Five 
Motor Generators packed in manufacturer's original 
crate for £15 the lot, including carriage. 

Type 31. 
Input 18 v. 12 amps. 
Output 220 v. 110 
Innis.. plus 7.2 v. 

Price   
13 amps. 25/„, 
each. phis 5/. carriage 
:ond packing. Or 
special Trade Offer of live Mid Cenerators packed in 
manufaeturer's original crate for £5 the lot, including 
carriage. 

Tree 79. 
Rotary Transformer. Input 26 volts, °Moot :100 v. 
520 mills., plus 150 v. 6 mills. In manufac• IS/ 
turer's sealed carton, each, post free  u 

* JUST ARRIVED 
Brand new APS-2, 9 ems. 3,000 Me s. A.S.V. Mk. V. 
Magnetron Radar equipment. Transmitter-Modulator 
Units containing Magnetron, Ithounbatron. 
Klystron, several other valves and two motor 
ble;wers. Lease-Lend Cost 4,402 dollars. Our 
price, in manufacturer's crate  
Plus 10/- carriage and handling. £17 10 
aa Valve, plus 2 C.R.T. and motor blower. Indicator 
Unit«. Lease-Lend Cost arm°, 0,000 dollars. Our 
mire, in manufacturer's crate  
Plus 15/, carriage and handling. £22 10 

Send for our Latest List of Brand New Radio and 
Radar Equipment. 

WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS ( Leeds) LTD. 

54-56, The Headrow, Leeds. Tel. 22262 

‘TARIABLE seectivity 465 kc/s If. trans-
V formers. with three degrees of selectivity. 
11,-; gramophone scratch inter. 15/-: further 
particulars on request.-Radio Components. East 
St.. Darlington. [1403 
QPECIAL offer; electrolytics, small can. 851 

2, -, 164 3/-, 16-16 (suit Phillips). 4/3; 
1,000v 104 paper, metal case. 7/6; lilt, oct. %%-
holders, 31/2c1 each; tub. cons. .1 500 50fivw, 54 
each; also in stocg. connaissein pick-ups and pre-
amplifiers. 4v and 6v; B.S.R. grams units. 
£7/12/4; orders by return post free over 10/-.-
G. A. Taylor. 125, Manchester Rd.. Denton. 
Manchester. (1188 
TIORTHMINSTER television and radio com-

ponents for immediate delivery; fully guar-
anteed products for the discriminating user, 
including scanning coils ( with linearity adjust-
ment). 35/- each; focus coils. 33 - each; super 
model E.H.T. transformers ( with It. windings). 
65/- each; ht. transformers ( 250ma) 4 1.t. wind-
ings. 75, - each; all suitable for Electronic En-
gineering design and the most efficient on the 
market. Home Built Televisor" or - Wireless 
World Television" Manuals, 2/9 each: let us 
quote you for chassis. etc. Examples of mains 
transformers: 350-0-350 ( 80ma), fully shrouded. 
6.3v 3a ( CT,). 5v 2a, 25/- each; 350-0-350 ( 100 
ma), fully shrouded 6.3v 3a ( CT.), 5v 2a. 29/3 
each; 275-0-275 (80ma), half shrouded. 6.3v 2.5a, 
5v 2a. 29/3 each: 350-0-350 1150mal, fully 
shrouded, 6.3v 4a ( CT.), 5v 3a. 36/9 each: many 
other types of mains transformers, filament 
transformers, chokes and output transformers for 
all requirements.-Send your requirements to E. 
Vincent, 10, Downfields, Welwyn Garden City. 
Herts. Tel. Welwyn Garden 940.[ 1363 

WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC. 70 G.T. valve wanted urgently.-rn 

W ANTED, G.E.C. radio service bulletins.- 
Price. etc.. to Box 8. 

IXTANTED, Philips 470 cabinet.-Fairban i3r5n1. 
V V Ltd., 181, High St., Ayr. [1335 

W ANTED, coils for Eddystone 358 communi-
cation receiver.-Ritson. Red Lion House. 

Hexham. W ANTED. one copy each of the Wirrell3e8s2, 
Woer." February, March, and Index 1946. 

_Box 90 [1318 

BOOKS on radio, second-hand, clean, send 
by post, cash offer by return.-Bulls 

(W.W.). 246. High St., Harlesden. N.W.10. W ANTED, Decade resistance and condenser 
boxes, three and four dial.-Send full 

particulars to Ritson, Red Lion House. Hex-
ham. WW [1126 12 

ANTED, Cossor lead kit. type 426, B.T.H.6, 
horn tweeter, service sheet, Ferguson 

Model 773 a.c., W.W. Jan., 1937-Dec., 1943.-
Box 8438. [1240 ENAMELLED copper wire, all gauges wanted 

urgently, no quantity too large.-Sim-
monds. 10. Valencia Rd., Stanmore. Middx. 
Grimsdyke 608. [9482 URGENTLY required, 500 Santon switches. 

reference SR125LK.. 10amp 250 volt or 
5 amp 440 volt, double pole ac. reversing switches 
(or similar make)-Full particulars to Denfords 
Eng. Co.. Ltd., Box Trees Mill. Wheatley, Halifax. 
IXTANTED.-We are requiring ex-Government 
V V aerial tuning units, type J. ZA, 12641; in-

terested quantity if price right. -Mc Jr B. Heat 
Control, Ltd., Ptaydown Works, Epping, Essex. 
Tel. 2163. [1431 
IXTE buy for cash, new. used, radio. electrical' 
V 1. equipment, all types; especially wanted, 

radios, radiograms, test equipment, motors 
chargers, recording gear, etc.-If you want to 
sell at the maximum price call, write or 'phone 
to University Radio, Ltd.. 22. Lisle St.. Leicester 
Sq., W.C.2. Ger. 4447. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICE 
1010 EWINDS promptly executed, new trans.-
-Lb REF.. 137a, Ashton Rd., Oldham. M AINS transformer rewound and constructed 

to any specification; prompt delivery.-
Brown. 3 Bede Burn Rd., Jarrow. 15460 LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American. 

any make, moderate prices.-Sinclair 
Speakers. 12, Pembroke St., London, N.1. Ter-
minus 4355. [3308 M AINS transformers rewound, new trans-

formers to any specification. 
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; first-
class workmanship, fully guaranteed. 
F.M. ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Potters Bldgs., 
Warser Gate, Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855. 

OUDSPEAKERS repaired; clock coils. 
1.4 chokes rewound; prompt attention; prices 
quoted.-E. Mason, 5, Balham Grove, Balham. 
London. S.W. [7667 
Tp) EWINDS and conversions to mains and out-
-Et Put transformers, from 4/6; PP equipment 
a speciality.-N.L. Rewinds. 4. Brecknock Rd., 
N.7, Tel. Arnold 3390. (6283 

LI, makes of electrical measuring instruments 
3

 
Li repaired and calibrated accurately and 
quickly.-L. Glaser. 341. City Rd., E.C.1 ( Dept. 
AI. Tel. Terminus 2489. [9743 RADIO MAINTENANCE SERVICE, radio. 

speaker, transformer and motor repair 
specialists; no delays.-139. Goldhurst Terrace. 
London, N.W.6. Mai. 6133. [9925 

OUDSPEAKER repairs, any make. reasonaole 
LA prices, prompt delivery, to the trade and 
Litgity fans; Magnavox. comnsbineàtlelexeroinefice au'intlà 

Service Radio. 80, Richmond Rd., Kingston-on-
Thames Kin 8008 14977 

you'ie SORE to get tt at 

I ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS 
M Coil Speakers. Well known alit re' surplus ; 

P.M. with Tir. 27/6. bin. P.M. 2/3 ohms 18/9. 
P.M. 2/3 ohms 18/8, 51n. P.M. 2/3 ohni. 

1011. And all makes P.M. and energised. 

Tuning Cued. (Twin gang). .0005 mfd. ceramic 7/8 
(with Trim. 881. .0003 mid, with Trim. 10/6. 
Midget .0001 mid. 5/, Midget .0005 mfd. with 
Trim. 142. Midget .00035 ,,,td. 1 lin, x 1 fin. . 
Sin. 12 9. 4 gang .0005 mfd. 

Coil Packs. 465 kels Om-nor ultra midget a-M.I. 33 - 
Atkins 841-1., Iron core coils with R.F. Stage 66 - 

Coils, T.E.F. Matched pair M. & L. 6 9. tvey., 
ditto 9/6 pair. Silfet. snatched M.M. & L. 8 2, 
me and 11/6 pair. All Wearite •• P " Coils 3. 
ea ch. 

I.2e.aTrani t. 465 ke's, Wearite Midget Iron Core 21 - 
pair. Wei th Midget Iron Core 18'9 Pair 
Service, Cup. Tuned 110 Ice'« 15/. Pr. Mftrs • 
Surplus, new, High Q. 405 keis Iron Core 10/- Pr 

Potentiometers. Centralist,. 5K, 1016. 25K. 50K. 
100K, 1. I. 1 and 2 Mee., less Switeh 42, With 
Switch fti-. Midget with switch. 1 and 1 Meg. 6/-. 
Special .75 meg., with switch 4,e. 

Electrolytic'. Midget.8.8 mfd. 450 v., 11m. v 
lia. 8/8, and 32 mid. 350 v., hin. x 1 in. 1st-. 
T.C.C. 16 !Md. 150 v., 21in. fin. 31. Dubilier 
mfd. 500 v., 211n. < lin. 4/.. And all makes and 

types. 
LE'. Choke,, Portluninater 20 Mov. 300 ohms 0ii 

no a 8 6. 20 tiny. 3511 ohms 100 Inia 1219, 20 Hny. 
105 ohms 250 m'a 30/, 5to Hay. 1,000 ohms 60 m/io 

12 9. 
Dials and Drives. J.R. with Emote+ and Glass, (f 

w ' band 11- 6. 3 wlband 11/9. Moirhead Slow-
Motion Drive 50-1, 0.1a0. 71. Drum Drive (2iti. 
drum, drive- spindle and ratite tension spring) 2,9. 

S'Het. &Dram Chassis by Done°. 6 valves 5 w band , 
10 to 2,000 metres A.C. £19 14/5, AC DC £19 45, 
incl. P. Tax. Also Denco Coil Turrets. Denco 
catalosme 9d. Technical Bulletin 3/-, 

Meter Rectifiers, Westinghouse; 0-5 mla 3/11. 
(r.in a 7 8. 0.1 Twit 10,8. 

Selenium Rectifiers. H.T.. htwave 250 v. 50 mt. 
5 9, 200 y. too m 5 9. 2250 v. 100 lula 7/6. 
Bridge Rect.: 6 Y. II amp. 62, 12 v. 11 anat. 
126, 12 v. (I amp. 24'-. 12 v. 6 a. 37/6, 36 v. 
II a. 23 8. 70 v. II a. 37,6. Also 2/4 v.1 a., 
h/wave 31. 

Charger Trans!. Input 200-230-250 v., outputs 4 v.. 
S v., 15 v. and 24 v., at 3 anop. 27/8. 

Ett-Covl. T.M.C. Reed-type Headphones, 70 ohm , 
1/9 each (3/8 pair with leads). Ultra Midget O'put 
Trend., 32-1, and Parafeed Tfr., 4-1, both lin. 
101- e tin. 3/- each. P/Pull Intenwlye, 2.5-1 
each half, anti O•put Tfr. 00-1, both 111n. x 111n. 

3/.. each. Tannoy Transverse Carbon Mike 
Inset 3,-. L.F. Choke 15 Ilny. 300 ohms, 175 m'a 
128. M'Coll Mike 21. I.F. Timid. 6.8 m/c 8/8 pr. 
Mu-Metal Intervals-e Transf. 3-1, 5-1 or 10-1 39 
each. 

Television Trans!. E.H.T.,4.000 v. 3 m/a, 2 v. 1 i amp 
45'.,500.0.50.) v. 550 m'a, 4 v. 5 a., 6.3 v. 8 a. 95,-. 
330-0-mo y. 250 no,a. 6.3 v. 6 a., 4 v. 8 a., 4 y. 3 a., 
6.3 v. ( tapped 2 v.) 2a. 72'8. 

_L....end 21d. stamp for very full Stock Lists. When 
71‘" ordering please cover packing and postage. 

STERN RADIO LTD. 
109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. 

Telephone : CENtral 5814 and 2280. 

OLDCHURCH LABORATORIES 

And Now, TEST SET 74 
This special-purpose Oacilloseripe Unit, which operate,. 
front 50 cycle A.C. Mains, can be readily converted ti. 
a normal 3 Oscilloscope. It contains 11 valves, plu , 
the tube. Rise, 18 by 12 by 9 inches. Price, complet t-
wills Modification Data   £5 10 0 

(Plus carriage and CI deposit on ease.) 
'We can supply the above, ready converted to the 
billowing specification. 

Linear Time-Base, 10 cycles to 200 K e 
X and Y Amplification. 
Synchronisation. 
All necessary controls. 

Price complete (plus carriage, etc.)   £14 0 0 
Why" make do" without a 'score any longer? 
It you already have one of thew units we ran suPPlo 
Instruction Booklet and four Blueprints. etivering 
the complete conversion   Pelt,. £1 0 0 
1.8.73 con ,.•, :o.oxo p, i.o £1 0 0 

Oldchurch Latoratories 52c, Oldchurch Rd. 

Chingford, E.4. Telephone SIL. 4997 
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1.4. 41PP."1N STOCK 
CASH or EASY TERMS 

Go0.1mans " Axiom Twelve" Speaker Unit 
One of the finest quality speakers available 
to-day. Cash price 88 8 0 

Aye Model 7 ... ... Cash price £19 10 0 

Valve Tester, complete ... £16 10 0 

And practically the whole AV( 

Ave Wide Ram Signal Generator 
(ready 'thorny) 

An R.F. Generator of remarkably wide range 
and accuracy of performance. Cash price £18 

Specifications of the above on request. 

We can supply on convenient terms 

much of the Radio and Electrical 

Equipment at present available, all 

transactions being strictly between 

customers and ourselves. 

Please let us know your requirements. 

The 

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
Est. 1925 

BALCOMBE, SUSSEX 

INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMER 
REWINDS 

SEND YOUR " BURNT OUT" 
TRANSFORMER TO BE REWOUND. 

NO TECHNICAL DATA REQUIRED. 

OUR TRANSFORMER WINDINGS 
ARE DOUBLE WOUND 
AND BACKED BY A 

SPECIALISED SERVICE 
LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS, 

FIELD COILS. 

SOUTHERN TRADE SERVICES LTD., 
297 299, HIGH STREET, 

Telephone : CROYDON 4870. 

HILL & CHURCHILL LTD. 
1300KSELLERS 

SWANAGE, DORSET 
Available from Stock: 

Sturley. " Radio Receiver Design." 
2 vols ... ... each 28/. 

Amos & Kellaway. " Radio Receivers 
and Transmitters " 25/-

Schelkunoff. " Electro-Magnetic 
Waves 

Zworykin & Morton. " Television... 44221/". 

Sarbacher & Edson. " Hyper and 
Ultra H.F. Engineering " ...... 36/. 

Shea. " Transmission Networks and 
Wave Filters " ......... 381. 

Brainerd. " Ultra H.F. Techniques " 28/. 

A.R.R.L. Handbook, 1948 ... 16/6 

Radio Handbook (U.S.A.). New 

Postage Extra. 
17/6 

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION 

ELECTRICAL measuring instruments skilfully 
repaired and recalibrated.-Electrical In-

strument Repair Service. 329, Kilburn Lane. 

London, W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168. REWIND service which duplicates or 1%931.5-  
.▪ fies as required; transformers, loudspeakers. 

etc.; prompt returns.-Raidel Services. 49. Li. 
Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. Cro. 6537. 

" SERVICE 
with a Smile."-Repairers of all 

types of British and American receivers; 
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line cord. 
- F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.I. Museum 
5675. 11575 REPAIRS to moving coil speakers, cones. 

coils fitted, field rewound or altered; speaker 
transformers, clock coils rewound; guaranteed 
satisfaction, prompt service; no mains trans. 
accepted. Closed Sat. 
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE, 49. Trinity Rd., Upper 
Tooting, London, S.W.17. Balham 2359. STI.TRDY rewinds, mains transformers, chokes 

and fields; we give prompt delivery and 
guarantee satisfaction; 14 years' experience; 
prices on request.-Sturdy Electric Co., Ltd.. 
Dipton, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [4316 
ULECTRICAL measuring instruments, commer-
▪ cial radio frequency oscillators and signal 
generators skilfully repaired and recalibrated.-
Electrical Instrument Repair Service. 329, Kil-
burn Lane, London. W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168. [9724 REWINDING of all types of transformers, 

chokes, etc.; quick service; motor rewind] 
of all types; replacement bobbins supplied; new 
transformers to any specitication.-Radio & 
Transformer Services, 570. Manchester Rd., 
Hollinwood. Lancs. [8638 REWINDS, mains transformers, speaker field 

coil, chokes, high-grade wore.manship, 7day 
delivery; new transformers constructed to custo-
mers' specification, singly or in quantities.-
Metropolitan Radio Service Co.. 1021. Finchley 
Rd., N.W.11. Speedwell 3000. [3719 
2 4-HOUR service, 6 months' guarantee, any 

transformer rewind, mains outputs and 
if s., etc.; all types of new transf., etc., s'.1)-
plied to specification; business heading or ser-
vice card for trade prices.-Majestic Winding 
Co.. 180, Windham Rd., Bournemouth. 
elOIL specialists.-Tuning and oscillator coils. 

LI., 1.f. and mains transformers rewound 
and wound to specification; wavewinding special-
ists; 1.s. repairs, new cones, speech coil rewinds, 
etc.-Rynford Industries, Ltd. ( formerly Elec-
tronic Services, 17, Arwenack St., Falmouth. 
Cornwall. [9988 REWINDS and repairs, mains transformers. 

0/P trans., clock coils, field coils, pick-
ups; vacuum and gram. motors; new trans- I 
formers to any specification; guaranteed work; 
competitive prices; delivery 2. 3 days.-W. 
Groves, Manufacturing Electrical Engineer, 154. 
Ickneild Port Rd., Wham. 16. [1482 AArbr.F. TRADE SERVICE offers you speedy 

loudspeaker repairs, loudspeaker cone 
assemblies, mains transformer rewinds from 
15,-; new transformers at keenest trade prices: 
transformers built to your own specifications: 
lists Id.-A.W.F. Radio Products, Ltd., Borough 
Mills, Bradford, Yorks. Tel. 22838.[ 1 164 

RADIO SERVICE & TELEVIs1016N4 
1.1 Co.-Trade service engineers; immediate 
service any district; rewinds to all types trans-
formers, armatures, motors, loudspeaker cones. 
speech coils fitted, British and American com-
ponents ana valves; enquiries invited for con-
tract trade service; multiple transformer wind-
ing.-63. High St., St. John's Wood. N.W .8. 

MISCELLANEOUS 16712 Primrose 6725. 

rr IME switch synchronous motor driven 230v 

4  il A-LINE telephone exchange compete; oilie3r2s5. 
10amp Solar dial; £5.-Box 3. 

kl - Naylor, Blomfield St.. Bury St. Edmunds. 
5-DAY jewelled time-switches; bargain. 15/6; 
Keighstiaeymp details.-Stansfield, Aireworth Tern, 

[1428 COPIES " Wireless World " and indexes from 
July. 1942 to Dec.. 1947. inclusive; seen 

Guildford.-Box 8371. f 1216 RACKS. 5ft. for standard 19in panels. drilled 
and complete with tray; 75/- carriage paid. 

- Wilkinson's. 204 Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croy-
don. 

IRELESS World," 1944 ( May missing) 
1945, 1946. 301- lot.-George, 77, Spring-

field Park Ave., Chelmsford. ALNUT radiogram and television manufacturer's cabinets.samples, few only; stamp 

details.-Walters, 501. Hale End Rd., E.4. BOMBER cockpit lights, built-in switch; bar-
gain, 7/6.-Stansfield. Aireworth Ttei4rr2.9, 

Keighley. TELEVISION cabinets, floor console model for 
12-inch tube, new, manufacturers' surplus; 

few only; E16/10.-5, Horsham Rd.. parking. 
[1330 Surrey. 

'MEW ideas (patented or otherwise) for 
.LI moulded rubber articles; a Royalty will be 
paid on all suggestions of proved commercial 
value.-Please reply to Box 7. r1 
TUNGSTEN, molybdenum and magnesium wire 
J. for disposal, also large quantities of rubber 
grurnmetts, 8BA screws and washers.-List from 
Wolsey Television, Ltd., 75, Gresham Rd., S.W.9. COMPLETE amateur station, VFO/PA, CO/PA. 

ma.alator, receivers. mikes, keys, coils. 
tubes, wavemeter. aerial; owner going abroad. 
- Ci3I3GS, 149, The Moors. Kidlington. Oxford. BC-453.4,5 circuits, original parts list. sche-

matte and modification, 2/6 post free: 
Alba A.C. console radiogram, medium and long. 
£28.-Williams, 25, Glenmore Rd.. Birkenhead 

100 kcs 
QUARTZ 
CRYSTAL 
UNIT 
Type 

Q5/100 

for Secondary Frequency Standards 
.* Accuracy better than 0.01%. * New angles 
of cut give a temperature coefficient of 2 parts in 
a million per d  Centigrade temperature 
change. * Vitreous silver electrodes fired direct 
on to the faces of the crystal itself, giving perman-
ence of calibration. * Simple single valve circuit 
gives strong harmonics at 100 kcs, intervals up to 
20 Mts. * Octal based mount of compact dimen-
sions. PRICE 45/- Post Free 

Full details of the Q5/100, including circuit 
are contained in our leaflet Ql. Send stamp 
to-day for your copy 

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd. 
63-71 Kingston Road, 

NEW MALDEN, SURREY 
Telephone : MALden 0334 

DECCA FREQUENCY 
TEST RECORDS 

the following Dieva Reeved, are now available with 
ealibralionn in dreibele on the labels. 

Pelee 4 9 cosh plot Parehate Tax 2,1 
1::Itling tone, range 14.000 to 10 cycles per 

second, ffrr characteristics K 1002 
side A : Gliding tone 14,000 to 3,000 cycles 

per second. constant velocity. 
side B: Gliding tone 3.000 to 10 cycles per 
second, constant velocity to :100 and 
constant amplitude 250 to 10 cycles per 
second K 1003 

site A: Steady tone in bands, constant 
velocity, 14,00.0 to 5,000 cycles per second. 

side B: Steady tone in bands, constant 
velocity, 4,000 to 400 and constant ampli' 
todo 250 to 30 cycles per second K 1804 

THE DECCA RECORD CO. LTD., 
LONDON, S.W.9 
Phone Reliance 3311 

3.300. 
SPECIALISTS IN SHORT WAVE 

receiving and transmitting equipment. high quality broadcast 
receives and Gramoghone 

Our Stock includes:-

Aerial equipment: Enamelled. Stranded and Insulated 
Wire, Tain Feeder 00 ohms and 300 ohms impedance, 
Coaxial Feeder, Insulators, Television Aerials, etc. Coils 
and Coil Formers: Wearite and Eddystone Coils, Ceramic 
and Polystyrene Coll Formers, Iron Cored Formers, V.H.F. 
Coils, 1:F. Transformers and B.F.O. Coils, Transmitting 
Inductors. 
Capacitors: Fixed, Electrolytic, Paper and Mica types, 
Variable Receiving and Transmitting, Neutralizing, Pre-
set and Trimmer types. 
Valves. Receiving and Transmitting type. including V.ILF 
and Voltage Regulator Tubes. 
Books: A full range of books on all radio subject tr. 
Loudspeakers, Pick-ups. Headphones, a large selection 
available. 
Communication. Receivers. The Eddystone 640 at £89/10 
is today's best value in new Ham receivers. 
Transmitting Keys. We recommend the new Eddyston 
" Bug " Pattern Key at 23/17,8. Standard Pattern 
5forse Keys also in stock at 5/6 each. 

Our new Catalogue " W . W." gives full 
details of our entire stock and a copy will 
be gladly sent on request A.C.S. RADIO 

44 WIGINORE RI' BROMLEY, KENT 
'Phone h-sWensboume 0/56 
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QPEAKER cabinets, good class walnut 
veneered, French polished, ultra modern. 

for 5M units 17/6, 6in El, gin 23/6. post 1 -. 
c.w.o. or c.o.d.—Burmans. 64, Reighton Rd.. 
Clanton, London. E.5. (1369 FOR sale, copper wire on reels, silk and cotton 

covered. gauges 1 to 40, new material. 25 
tons available—John Walton (3z Co. ( Castleside). 
Ltd., Metalex Works. Gt. Cambridge Rd.. 
Enfield, Middx. Tel. Enfield 3425. [1040 

CIRCUIT diagrams ( individual designs) to 
specification; data, theory, technical advice 

for radio enthusiasts; opinions supplied on suit-
ability of designs.—Write to R. G. Young. 3a. 
Bridges Rd., Wimbledon. I 9688 SPARKS' data sheets provide complete con-

structional details and full-size draughts-
man-prepared prints showing drilling. assembly 
and wiring plans of tested and guaranteed de-
signs by L. Ormond Sparks. 
LATEST release —The Challenger portable, an 
ac/dc 3-valve ( plus rect.) T.R.F. circuit having 
an exceptional performance on med. and long 
waves, the ideal set for radio in any room, no 
aerial or earth; 6M Stentorian speaker gives 
amazing power and quality; no complicated 
switching or adjustments; data sheet 2/9. 
COMPONENTS can now be supplied; send a 
stamp for list giving full details of the 34 de-
signs available. 
SPARKS' DATA SHEETS ( W). 9. Phoebeth Rd.. 
Brockley, S.E.4. Tel. Lee Green 0220. 
TIME switches, partly used, 14-day, 5-amp. 

0 to 250 volts a.c.. clockwork time switches. 
excellent condition. E2; mercury sealed tube 
10-amp type, £2(10; cash with order.—J. Dono-
hoe, 2, Upper Norfolk St.. North Shields. [ 1172 ALUMINIUM chassis and panels, any size. 

plain or punched, bright or black crackle, 
from 3/9 each; 465 kc i.f, transformers, iron 
cored, permeability tuned. 15/6 pair; 3 waveband 
h.f. stage tuner unit. E3.—Mead, 13, Bence 
Lane, _ Darton, Barnsley. [1353 
TELEVISION aerials.—Baldwin Instrument 
.1 Co.. Ltd.. have for disposal limited number 
of duralumin tubes cut to correct length, suit-
able for television aerials; price, carriage paid: 
dipole only, 15/-; dipole and reflector. 25,-; 
cash with order or cod.—Baldwin Instrument 
Co.. Ltd., Brooklands Works. Dartford. Kent. COPPER wires, enamelled, tinned, Litz, cotton, 

silk covered, all gauges; B.S. screws, nuts, 
washers, soldering tags, eyelets; ebonite and 
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers; 
Tufnol rod; headphones, flexes, etc.; latest radio 
publications, full range available; list s.a.e.; 
trade supplied.—Post Radio Supplies. 33, Bourne 
Gardens, London, E.4. [1454 FOR sale, valve voltmeter, three ranges. 0/50. 

hand wave-winder, both by Labgear, new: 
Douglas automatic coil winder, motorised and 
in perfect condition; 2 Kolectric hand ccil-
winders, in new condition; enamelled copper 
wire, 37 s.w.g., approx. 1501b; 24 s.w.g.. approx. 
214cwt.—Electra Sales (Essex). Ltd.. 92, Tower 
Hamlets Rd., London, E.7. Tel. Maryland 1228. 

4 my portable electric grinders. indepen-
11 dent of mains; exceptionally powerfut. 

operates from car or lorry battery; accumulators. 
lighting plants, etc.. 6 or 12 volts, size 8inX4in 
X4in; free speed 2.000/5.000rpm. current con-
sumption 2 to 3 amps; totally enclosed first-etas , 
ball race motor. complete with 3inX);,inXii.,in , 
aloxite grindstone, which is easily removable if , 
machine is required for use with polishing mop:. 
rotary wire brushes, circular saws. etc.—E. A. 
Mason, 153, Manchester Drive, Leigh-on-Sea. 
BUSINESSES FOR SALE OR WANTED RADIO and electrical chain of shops wanted 

to purchase; capital up to £100.000 avail-
able; sale effected without any publicity.—Par-
ticulars requested in strict confidence to Busi-
ness Brokers, Ltd., 46. St. James's Place, Lon-
don. S.W.1 (Regent 4720). 19909 J,EICESTER.—Radio electrical sales and ser-

vice, main road position; price £1,150. 
goodwill and fixtures. say.; aiso Nottingham, 
main road, shop and house. price £2.700. good-
will. fixtures and lease.—Montague Tumor. 27 
Belvoir St., Leicester. Tel. 65244-5. (1441 
TXTEST Sussex Coastal Town.—Radio. re-
VV frigeration and cycle business; to be sold 

as going concern, modern premises, possession 
of fiat; local distributors for well-known re-
frigerators; agents for well-known cycles and 
radios; turnover at present £500 p.w.; lease 18 
years unexpired; price £2,500; s.as.—Fox 
Sons, 41, Chapel Rd.. Worthing. (1374 
L'IOR sale as a going concern, well established 

business of retail radio and electrical con-
tractors, with four branches on long and favour-
able leases on South Coast; all leading agencies 
held and good order book in hand; the business 
is well known and has been well advertised; all 
trade connections sound with good credit status: 
legitimate rasons for sale.—Apply Box 147. 11393 

AGENCIES 
1)ADIO engineer, pre-war experience. ex-
JI R.A.F. Tech. Sigs. Officer. Engineering. 
Ham, age 30. married. proceeding Canada (On-
tario) shortly, willing to act as agent or repre-
sentative, temporary or permanent.—Box 209. 

WORK WANTED 
'MS make wireless and radiogram cabinets foi 
VV home and export; immediate deliveries. - 
Radiac. Ltd.. 26. Brondesbury Rd.. London 
N.W.6. Maida Vale 8792 18025 

engineer-constructors. small-capacity 
IL light assembly work. quick, reliable, proto-
types and jobs to specification for amateurs 
and manufacturers.—Box 8355.11174 

TYPE 1148 
Radio-gram Chassis 

Developed from the popular type 1047, this 
receiver will form the basis for a Radio-gram 
of unsurpassed performance, and at great saving 
in cost. Principal features include: 
12 stage superhet circuit • 11 valves with magic 
eye indicator • 4 wavebands ( 11-2,000 metres) 
• R.P. Amplifier • 2 I.F. stages • 4 stages 
AVC: • 10 watts push-pull output • Separate 
treble and bass controls • Tropicalised corn-
ponents. 
R.F. FEEDER UNIT (Available Shortly) 
This unit, comprising the H.F. portion of the 
1146 Receiver ( above) is supplied complete with 
valves, etc., and ready for use when supplied 
with H.T. 150/200 volts 60 nia. and 6.3 volts at 
1.9 amsp. The output will hilly load any 
normal amplifier designed for gramophone 

record reprn hict 

NEW EQUIPMENT 

OF INTEREST TO THE 

DISCRIMINATING 

ENTHUSIAST! 

A.F. UNIT & POWER PACK, Type 1 
A high grade amplifier for radio or records, 
provided with additional H.T. and L.T. 
for operating a radio feeder unit. Principal 
features include : 
Input for moving coil pick-ups • 
Individual treble and bass controls • 
Power supplies for external unit ( 250 volts 
H.T., 75 ma., 6.3 volts 3 amps) • Remote 
control unit • Self-contained pre-
amplifier • Multi ratio output trans-
former. 

20 watts 
output 

Frequency range 
20-20,000 cps 

PEERLESS RADIO LTD. 
374, KENS!NGTON HIGH STREET, 

London W. 14. Tel.: WEStern 1221 

High 
TRANSFORMERS 

and 
CHOKES 

Made specially for your re-
quirements. All coils layer 
wound and insulated between 
layers. 

Our modern factory is fully 
equipped with vacuum and 
pressure impregnators and all 
the latest testing equipment. 

QualitY 

POWER OUTPUTS 
up to 4 K.V.A. 

AUDIO RATINGS 
3-200 watts 

AUSTIN MILLS LTD. 
LOWER CARRS, 

STOCKPORT 
Estn'h ,ii.d 20 yea, Phor e . STO 3791 

ALL-WAVE 
SIGNAL— 

GENERATORS Type 5&6 
These high-quality precision instruments 20°-
240 volts AC Type 5. 100-250 volts AC/DC 
Type 6, have a coverage of 100 Kc/s to 30 Mcis 
in 5 ranges. Calibrated by hand against a 
standard frequency accurate to 0.01%. Con-
structed in B.A.60 alloy and finished black 
and cream. Price 14 Gns. Type 5 or 6. 

Immediate delivery. 

Illustrated leaflets on application to: 

R.R. DEVELOPME n 
LABORATORIFS LTD 
BARTHIRD ROPD • BRODFORD 
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For Export 
And Home 

Designed & Manufactured by: 

THE LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO. 
Lowther House, St. Mark's Road, 

BROMLEY, KENT. 
Ray. 5,225. 

A.Is. OA 
1‘ a fer s it ekes 
The wave-change switch with silver-

plated double contacts. 
A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD., 

Great South-West Road, Feltham, Middx. 

WARD ROTARY CONVERTERS 

For Radio, Neon Signs, Tele-

vision, Fluorescent Lighting, 

X-ray, Cinema Equipment and 

numerable other applications, 

We also manufacture r— 

Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T. 

Generators, D.C. Motors, etc., up to 
25 K.V.A. 

CHAS. F. WARD 
LORDSCROFT WORKS, HAVERHILL, SUFFOLK 

Telephone : Haverhill 253 & 4. 

Mr. A. C. BARKER 
Is for the moment able to deliver 
his MODEL 148 SPEAKER 
from stock. No other reproducer 
has the patented construction 
which gives such natural repro-
duction. No Twin cones or 
Tweeters can give the smooth 
extended top, sharp clean tran-
sients and clear-cut bass which 
the laboratory built Barker 148 
produces. 
Write for details to 

BCM AADU, LONDON, W.C.1 

E LECTRONIC development. 
OUR laboratories and drawing office, devoted to 
the design and construction of complex elec-
tronic, eiectrical and electro-mechanical devices, 
have some capacity available for design and de-
velopment ot specialized equipment; capacity is 
also available for the building of prototypes and 
the small scale production of new designs; the 
service is also available to manufacturers requir-
ing data and test reports on their own products. 
Brecomin Laboratories, Brecomin (England), 
Lta., Gads Hill, Gillingham, Kent. Tel. 
Gillingham 59095. 

BCM/HIFIDEL, W.C.1, is the addresis926t6o 
remember if you require apparatus de-

signed and built to your specification. High 
fidelity feeders and amplifiers a speciality. 11255 J)RAWING and tracing work for radio and 

electrical engineering. Jig and tool and light 
engineering. photoprinting; full sets of drawings 
undertaken to commercial or Ministry standards. 
—Drawing as Tracing, Ltd., 456a. Ewen Rd.. 
Tolworth. Surbiton. Tel. Elmbridge 7406. [ 7703 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
Vacancies advertised are restricted to persons 

or employments excepted from the provisions 
of the Control of Engagement Order. 1947_ 
PEST assistant for electronic laboratory, ex-

perienced in audio-frequency preferred.— 

Box 4. (1338CROWN Agents for the Colonies.—Applications 
from qualified candidates are invited for the 

following posts:— 
W1RELESN technicians ( Aeradio) required by 
Hong Kong Government for 3 years; sa.ary $600 
a month, using to $800 a month plus expatria-
tion pay at approximately 20 per cent of basic 
salary; cast of living a.lowance between $216 
and 5360 a month according to dependants ( 51--. 
1/3): free passages. Candidates, under 35, must 
hold P.M.G. 1st or 2nd certificate of competency 
or air operator's certificate with appropriate 
ground operating experience; they must be com-
petent to maintain modern ground communi-
cations, transmitters and receivers. Radar ex-
perience essential in a proportion of the posts; 
Merchant Service operating experience an ad-
vantage; R.A.F. type maintenance experience de-
sirable.—Apply at once by letter, stating age, 
whether married or single, and lull particulars 
of qualifications and experience, and mention-
ing this paper to the Crown Agents for the 
Cosonies, 4. Millbank, London. S.W.1. quoting AU/23617(3B) on bah letter and envelope. 

ROWN Agents for the Colonies.—Applications 
from qualified candidates are invited for 

the following posts:— 
WIRELESS operators (shore-based) required for 
Government of Falkland Islands Dependencies 
Survey for service in the Antarctic for a tour 
of 30 months in first instance, with prospect of 
re-engagement' salary £360 a year; free quar-
ters. food and clothing, and free passage in 
Research Ship leaving United Kingdom middle 
October. Candidates, unmarried, should have 
P.M.G. 1st Class Certificate or Services' equiva-
lent. and be capable of operating and maintain-
ing Naval 50 or Army type 33 equipment ( or 
similar) on either petrol or diesel power supply. 
—Apply at once by letter, stating age and full 
particulars of qualifications and experience and 
mentioning this paper, to the Crown Agents foi 
the Colonies. 4, Millbank, London. S.W.1. quot-
ing M/N/23954 ( 3B) on both letter and envelope. , COMPETEN radio service engineer required. ' T  

W.1 area.—Write, stating past experience 
and salary required. to Box 254. [14E1 RADM mail order house require manager for 

order department; must be experienced and • 
have reasonable technical knowledge.—Box 148. CHIEF inspector required to take charge of 

test and mechanical inspection; must have . 
experience of handling Government contracts; I 
progressive company; excellent prospects.—Box : 

174.[14 10NGINEER to supervise layout and production 
ill  of works making radio and general electrical I 
goods in India; good opportunity for first-class 1 
man; state experience and salary required, r.16tho 
copy testimonials.—Box 12. 13 ECHNICAL superintendent required to con-

trol inspection and test gear sections of pro-
gressive company manufacturing radio compon-' 
ents in West London area: degree or equivalent 
with several years' practical experience essen-

tial.—Box PROMIN1E7N3T.  [1405engineering firm in the north-
west requires radio engineers having sub-

stantial previous experience of development and 
design of C.W. or pulsed apparatus; reply. stet- , 
ing qualifications experience and salary re- . 
quired.—Box 7621. [9943 REQUIRED for electronics laobratory, circuit . 

development engineer; applicants should . 
have experience in modern radio components and 
ability to make assemblies and wired-up appara-
tus; experience in radio laboratory measuring , 
apparatus and procedure an additional advan-
tage.—Box 8997. 
'E'LECTRONIC engineer required with know-
LA ledge of general radar circuit design tech-
nique: training in physics. ability and experience 
in layout and instrument design an advantage: 
good salary and permanent position; write full 
Particu'ars past experience.—Box 8999. 11317 
'EINGINEER-SALESMAN required by important 
.82A equipment distributors in South America. 
having first-class knowledge projectors and sound 
reproducers and preferably some acquaintance 
recording and cameras.—Rep1y with full details 
experience, age. knowledge Spanish or Portu-
guese. present salary, to Box 143. [1375 

ATTENTION PLEASE! 
A reagy SOUND Amplifier Cose 

Two co'our crackle finish. 15' x 101"x 
9!". e 3 15 0 Trade enquiries invited. 

Detailed leaflet from r— 

BUCCLEUCH RADIO MANUFACTURERS 
1 & 2 MELVILLE TERRACE, EDINBURGH, 9 

Multiple contact 
Relay LF. 

• 
LONDEX LTD. 

RELAYS 
for A.C. end D.C. 

2 VA Coil consump-
tion from 2 to 60) 
volts and tested to 
2,000 volts, Aerial 
Change-over Relays, 
Mercury Relays, 
Maasuring Relays and 
Time Delay Relays. 

Ask for leaflets 
RE,WW 

Manufacturers of Relays 
207 Anerley Road, London, S.E.20. STD. 6258 

TELEVISION 
ad, tour 1° null° '1,, 11.1.1in• ° nut, unhom,.1 

oppottututle, of Ineli pay ant ,eenre posts for those 

Radio Engineers who have had the foresight to become 

lechnically qualilled. How you can do thn quickly 
and easily in your spare time is fully explained Is our 

unique handbook -Engineering Opportunities.. 
Full details are given of A.M.I.E.E., 
City & Guilds Exams., awl particulars of up-to-date 

courses in Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing, 
Short Waves, Television, Mathematics, etc., etc. 

We Guarantee " NO PASS— NO FEE' 
Prepare tot to-morrow', opportunities and future 
competition by sending for your copy of this very 

informative 112.page guide NOW—FREE. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 388) 

17, Stratford Place, London, W.1 

CRYSTALS 
FOR 

AIRCRAFT 
MARINE 
AND 

AMATEUR 
TRANSMITTERS 

ALL LOW TEMP. CO-EFF. CUTS. 

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD. 
10, STOCKWELL ST., GREENWICH, 

GRE. 0410. LONDON, S.E.10. 
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B.B. LTD. 

Electro - Mechanical Engineers 

• Disc Recording Equipment 

Studio and Mobile. 

• Gramophone Reproducer 

Turntables, Synchronous and 

Non-Synchronous Types. 

• Ribbon Microphones. 

• Specialised Receivers and 

Amplifiers for Schools Instal. 

lations. 

EXPORT ENQUIR ES 'NVITED 

Hockerill Works, 
Bishop's Stortford, Herts. 
Telephole : Bishop's Stortford 1394 

—COULPHONE RADIO 
"The Return-of- Post Mail Order Service" 

58 DERBY STREET, ORNISKIRK, 
LANCS. 

ALL VALVES 
at 

REDUCED PURCHASE TAX RATE. 

300 different types—over 5,000 in stock. 

NEW 32 PAGE CATALOGUE 
COMPONENTS, VALVES, FEEDER 

UNITS. 

Most comprehensive stock of radio spares 
i n the British Isles. Send 24d. stamp (no 
envelope) and you will have this most useful 
catalogue by return of post. 

ALL GOODS PREVIOUSLY ADVER-
TISED STILL AVAILABLE. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

Primaries (Screened) tapped for 200, 230, 
250 volts. 

Universal L.T. Windings. 4:6.3v. 4a, 4 Sv. 

2.5a. 

250-0-250v.I00 mA ... 25/. 
300-0-300v. I 00 mA ... 27/6 
350-0-350v.I00 mA ... 28/6 
350-0-350v.I50 mA 39/6 

GRAMOPHONE MOTORS (A.C.) 

Conrad Rim Drive, 78 r.p.m., £4 7/9. 
Garrard with Magnetic Pick-up L711016. 

SPEAKERS 

Goodmans T211205 I2in. P.M. £6 15 -. 
Goodmans Axiom Twin Cone, £8 8 -. 

WILLIAMSON OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMER 

To specification. Tropical Finish, £3 7 6. 

Note.—All orders over 5 - are Post Free. 

Send 21d. stamp NON for 32- page Catalogue. 

lab ADIO service mechanics required by large 
JL1L radio manufacturers in N.W. Kent.—Write. 
stating age, experience and salary required. to 
Box 16. [1372 
I.PLECTRO-MECHANICAL designer.—An in-
1:4 teresting vacancy exists in Midlands for ex-
perienced man to work on the design of elec-
tronic equipment attached to research laboratory; 
salary up to £500; every assistance given to find 
suitaole accommodation; secure staff appointment 
for suitable appiicant.—App-y Box 1.(2. giving 
reference D.0.16. [1404 
UT ANTED. electronics engineer, graduate with 
Y7 good training in physics. preferably with 
works experience to take charge as design 
engineer of electronics project office of large 
engineering factory in vicinity of Birmingham. 
an all-round knowledge of modern valve circuit 
application is esential; salary according to 
qualifications and experience.—Box 8358. [1180 SOUTH-WESTERN division of a leading com-

pany invites applications for the post of 
test foreman; consideration will be given to appli-
cants who have an intimate knowledge of com-
munications and radar work to Govt. specifica-
tions, are able to assume responsibility and con-
trol staff; the salary will be £400-£450, accord-
ing to experience and ability.—Full detalLs, giving 
age and qualifications. to Box 144. [1376 

OUDSPEAKERS.—London firm of specialist 
A speaker manufacturers have vacancies for 

(a) senior and junior design engineers with prac-
tical development experience and good theoreti-
cal knowledge, ( b) technical sales representa-
tives with experience and successful record.— 
Write, giving details of age, experience, quali-
fications and salary required, to Box 533. Arthur 
S. Dixon, Ltd.. 229-231, High Holborn. W.C.1. 
TXTOOLWICH Polytechnic.—A laboratory assis-
VT tant required in the Physics Department of 
Woolwich Polytechnic; previous experience in a 
physical laboratory is desirable, but lack of it 
will not disqualify a suitable applicant; salary 
£225-£15-£315 per annum; permanent appoint-
ment (after probationary period)._ with super-
annuation scheme.—Application. by letter, to 
the Secretary at the Polytechnic, Woolwich, 
S.E.18. June 22nd. 1948. [1361 
"EILECTRIC 8s MUSICAL INDUSTRIES. Ltd.. 
.12i have vacancies for the following drawing 
office personnel, on electronic, tele-communica-
tion and electro-mechanical engineering: ( a) 
Senior electro-mechanical designer draughtsmen; 
(bi senior mechanical designer-draughtsmen; 
(c) senior electrical designer-draughtsmen; id 
detail draughtsmen.—Apply. stating age, fullest 
details of experience and salary required. to: 
Personnel Department, E.M.I.. Ltd., Blyth Rd.. 
Hayes, Middlesex. [1337 

E. I institutes ( associated with H.M.V. 
' Marconiphone. etc.) require lecturer in 

radio communications whose duties will in-
clude some technical writing; science or engin-
eering degree (or equivalent) and good practical 
outlook essential: commencing salary not less 
than Burnham scale according to age, qualifi-
cations and experience. ( minimum commencing 
rate £375: including cast of living bonus); 
superannuation benefits in addition—Apply. 
riving fullest possible particulars to Princioal. 
E.M.I. Institutes, 43. Grove Park Rd., W.4. ELECTRONIC circuit engineers required for 

research and development work; good 
academic qualifications and apprenticeship. In-
dustrial or research experience essential; know-
ledge of any of the following subjects desirable: 
radar and television pulse techniques. centi-
metric components, time-base generators, a.c. 
and d.c. amplifiers, feed-back amplifiers, ser-
vos. especially low-power electro-mechanical 
stabilised power supply units, data transmis-
sion systems, cable form layouts, some mathe-
matical ability is desirable.—Write, with full de-
tails of qualifications, experience, age and 
salary required, to. Personnel Manager, Sperry 
Gyroscope Co.. Ltd. Great West Rd., Brent-
ford. Middlesex 
rpHE ENGLISH ELECTRIC VALVE Co. in-
.!, vites applications for a valve engineer 
for the research laboratory; this is a senior 
appointment calling for an essentially practical 
man with wide experience in the design and 
manufacture of electronic tubes; a Science De-
gree, together with a knowledge of photo-elec-
tric processes would be advantageous. The 
applicant should be a good organiser and 
capable of controlling staff; remuneration will 
be according to age, qualifications and expert-
ence.—Apply, giving full details of age, quali-
fications and salary required to Chief of Re-
search. English Electric Valve Co., Ltd., 
Waterhouse Lane. Chelmsford. [2255 SOUTH Wales.—The following vacancies exist 

in the development laboratories of a 
modern. well-equipped factory in South Wales: 
Electronics Division: Two senior engineers re-
quired. must have wide and varied experience of 
development work for Government contracts, 
particularly on telecommunication and radio 
apparatus. Acoustics Division: One junior en-
gineer, aged 20-25, required with sound tech-
nical knowledge and practical experience in de-
velopment of loudspeakers. microphones. etc. 
Appliance Division: One senior engineer re-
quired with experience in the development of 
domestic electric appliances, experience in design 
of fractional hp motors an advantage. For all the 
above positions applicants must have previous 
experience of factory development work; en-
gineering degree an advantage.—Write, giving 
details of education, age, experience and salary 
required. to Box 537. Arthur S. Dixon, Ltd., 229, 
High Holborn W .C.1. [1476 

Specialists 
in 

HIGH POWER - HIGH QUALITY 

PUBLIC ADDRESS 
SYSTEMS 

AMPLIFIERS 
from ISO W to I kW 

W. Bryan Savage Ltd 
WESTMORELAND ROAD, LONDON, N.W.9 

Telephone Colonda le 7 I 31 

AMERICAN 
FREQUENCY METERS 

BC. 221 

A Ned.' offer of Oars, ›nnerb in•trusorn,. It tb, 
125 keel - 20,000 lie with accuracy of botter than dtt`.'0• 
Contains crystal controlled oscillator, heterodyne 
oscillator, and an audio frequency amplifier. Each 
Instrument has been individually calibrated. and is 
complete with calibration book, inittruction book. 
valves. crystal. etc. A really PrecWim Instrument. 
well within G.P.O. Omits. 1 Mist rated leaflet available. 

ONLY £15 
C.W.O. Please. S.A.E. for lists. 

'" .1. THE RADIO CORNER corp. 
138, CRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1 

'Phone: 7Eitminda 7937. 
Osen until 1 pan. Saturday, we are 2 mino. from High 
Holborn, 5 minx. trom King's Cross. 
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COVENTRY RADIO 
Component Specialists since 1925. 

NEW STOCK OF HIGHEST GRADC 

Electrolytic Condensers. ( N at Surplus) 

8 MFD 450 volt WKG. Meta,   2/11 

16 300   3,6 
2 „ 350 Card, Tubular  1/9 

8-8 MFD 450 .. Metal   4/9 

25 „ 25 „ Card, Tubular  I '6 

50,. 50 

50 12 „ Reversible   1;3 

Note our Low Prices 

COVENTRY RADIO PHONE 
LUTON 

DUNSTABLE RD., LUTON, BEDS. 2677 

WE OFFER 

A large range of used and new Test 

Equipment, Converters, Recorders, 
Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers,etc. 

All guaranteed and at very attractive 

prices. 

We buy good modern used equip-
ment of all types for spot cash. 

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD. 

22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2. 

Tel. : GER 4447 & 8582. 

y, W IS EMAN  

BUYS 

A few Domestic Corner 
Reflector type Horns at 
nearly three times pre-war 
price should be available 
soon. Additional names 
can now be eatered on our 

waiting list. 

VOIGT PATENTS LTD. 
S.E.26 

P.S. Mr. Voigt is not yet fit. 

TRANSFORMERS & COILS 
TO SPECIFICATION. 

MANUFACTURED OR REWOUND 
Filter Coils 1' a Speciality. 

JOHN FACTOR LTD. 
9-11 EAST STREET, TORQUAY, DEVON. 

'Phone: Torquay 2162 

HIGH " Q" IRON 
CORED COILS 
ol Unsurpassed Quality for Discerning 

Amateurs 

AERIAL. H.F. OR OSCILLATOR. abort, medium or 
long wave, rim of former lin. x in., 3/9 each. 
INPUT FILTER. 465 Itc/v., parallel or series tuned, 
3 9 each. 
I.F. TRANSFORMERS, 465 ICele., midget, perinea. 
bIllty tuned,nIze 1 in. ibm. O lita. high. 98 each. 
I.F. TRANSFORMERS, standard, 465 Kees., per. 
meabIlIty tuned, 81ze 11m, square x 311n. high, 
116 each. 
All coils fitted with adjustable iron cores, and supplied 

with circuit diagram. 
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. on orders over el. 

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED. 

MO N OCHORD RADIO 
iEktabinthed 

17 Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2 
Phone: Tutee Hill 1031 ,2 

VULLY experienced rad.o mechanical engineer 
L required for electronics department; good 
positon and perm:aunty to riant man; write full 
details.—Box 8993. 11316 

SITUATIONS WANTED SALES and maintenance specialists. communi-
cations. Industrial gear, covering North 

England.—Box 205. [1465 

EX-R.A.F. sgt., radar fitter, 21. seeks post. 
N.W. London, exp. repair, radio, television. 

energetic, keen, able drive.—Box 6. I 1347 

X-R.A.F. senior radar officer, pre-war radio-
1:4 television servicing engineer. 26, experi-
enced administrator, at present with Middiesex 
firm, keen, ambitious, seeks progressive Post. 
technical administration or technical sales.— 
Box 11.11359 W ORKS or production manager. age 41, seeks 

position with firm in London or Home 
Counties; electronics, radar, television, trans-
mitters, light engineering and assembly; full 
knowledge all factory services; plannIng. pro-
cessing, layouts, personnel and welfare; actual 
experience 700 employees.—Box 9. 11356 
IODUCATED Hungarian. 28 ( studying), fluent 
..124 English, Hungarian. technical German. ex-
perience radio servicing, general factory main-
tenance. seeks interesting progressive post radio. 
electronics, biophysical instruments, radiology. 
etc.; London area; minimum salary provided op-
portunities; wishes escape soul-destroying occu-
pation.—Box 206. [1467 

AGENTS WANTED EDDYSTONE short wave radio.—Strattcn & 
Co.. Ltd.. are now in a position to consider 

applications for a limited number of registered 
dealerships in areas not already covered; applica-
tions are invited from expert and enthusiastic 
short-wave specialists at home and abroad.— 
Write Stratton & Co., Ltd., Alvechurch Rd., West 
Heath, Birmingham, 31. [1301 

TUITION 
THE British National Radio School 

OFFERS you a career. 
WRITE to-day for free booklet describing our 
wide range of training courses in radio, Radar, 
telecommunications, principles, mathematics. 
physics, and mechanics; correspondence and day 
classes for the new series of C. & G. examina-
tions; we specialise in turning " operator ' into 
" engineers." and for this purpose our " Four 
Year Plan" (leading to A.M.I.E.E. and 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., with 9 C. Lit G. Certificates 
as interim rewards) is unsurpassed; " our guar-
antee has no strings attached.'—Studies Direc-
tor, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., M.Br1t.I.R.E., 66, Addis-
combe Rd.. Croydon, Surrey. [6811 
-DAN() training.—P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E 
it, Diploma; prospectus free.—Technical Col-
lege, Hull. [0611 
A .M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., City, and Guilds, 

etc.. on ' No Pass—No Fee' terms, over 
90% successes; for details of exams, and courses 
in all branches of engineering, building. etc.. 
write for 108-page handbook—free.—B.I.E.T. 
(Dept. 387B). 17, Stratford Place, London, W.1. 

COMPLETE correspondence course covering 
amateur and C. and G.I. examinations, 

consisting of 12 lessons; students trained for 
certificates of the City and Guilds of London 
Institute; send for particulars.—Orthic-Modern 
Institute, 72, St. Stephen's House. Westminster. 
S.W.1. [0979 
'POSTAL courses of instruction for amateur 
1 radio transmitting licence. P.M.G. Certifi-
cates in wireless telegraphy. Ministry of Civil 
Aviation Certificate, radio engineering and tele-
vision; also instruction at school.—Apply British 
School of Telegraphy, Ltd., 179, Clapham Rd. 
London. S.W.9 ( Estd. 40 years). 

ClTY and Guiids Telecommunications Engi-
neering Intermediate Certificate for ex-

ternal candidates—For details of home study 
courses and personal tuition in first- and second-
Year subjects for this examination, write to The 
Correspondence School of Electrical and Applied 
Sciences, 127, West End Lane, London, N.W.6. 

INDIVIDUAL training in radio and electrical 
engineering, mathematics and physics. 

modern methods that ensure success; courses for 
P.M.G. certificate. City and Guilds Final. 
A M.I.E.E., and A.M.Brit. IRE,. exam'nations; 
test our system for yourself entirely without 
obligation by sending for free lesson, stating 
subject in which interested.—Postal Polytechnic. 
Ltd., Altrincham. [1336 

THE RADIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL. air 
service training, Hamble. Southampton. 

offers full-time residential training for rail° en-
gineers seeking responsible positions in Industry 
or civil aviation; students are coached for C 
and G telecommunications or Brit. I.R.E. exams. 
as preferred; tuition also available to M.C.a. 
musiraepmplyntto littheratoom andndraandr—For fullgs-

rilHE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers 
I have available Home Study Courses covering 
elementary. theoretical, mathematical, practical 
and laboratory tuition in radio and television 
engineering; the text is suitable coaching matter 
for I.P.R.E. Service entry and progressive exams.; 
tuitionary fees at pre-war rates—are moderate. 
—The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be 
obtained. post free. from the Secretary. 20. Fair-
field Rd., Crouch End. N.8. [6722 

ALL NEW GOODS. 
Mains Transformers. Primary tapped. 
200 210, 220 230, 240 250v, Screened. 
H.T. Sec. 350-0-350 or 250-0-250 at 80 rcrIA. 
L.T. Sec. Universal. 6.3 v.-4 v.-0 v. at 4 amps.. 
5v. -4v. -0v. at 2 amps. Half-shrouded. 
186 each. Fully shrouded, 19/6 each. As 
Above, half-shroud only, 6.3v. -3 amp., C.T. 
5v. 2 amp., 113/- each. 
Super Multi-Ratio. O.P.T. Ratios, 26, 46, 
56, 66, 90. 120 I. 50 m/A. max. push pull to 
6v.6G. PX4, etc. Separate matching 
Class B and Q.P.P. 2 to 4 ohms. Speech 
coil, 5'- each. 
Midget Power Pentode 0.P.T, Ratics 30, 
60, , C) 1. 3 2 each. 
Terms : (add 2 6 carriage and pack-
ing for orders under £2). 

H. ASHWORTH 
67g, GREAT HORTON ROAD, 

BRADFORD, YORKS. 
Special quotations for quantities. 

e 

it o iospo re 
Ports 

to  

\. 
THE 

SERVICE ENGINEER'S 
FIRST CHOICE 

TELEVISION SCANNING 
COILS 

Technical Publication No, 29, Post 
HAVRES RADIO Ltd., Queensway, Enfield 

HAND MICROPHONES, 
CARBON, NO.8. 

ACCURATELY anti '.¡ IlICKLY 
Chasm., Brackets, Shrouds, Condes-
sor and Transformer clips — 
TREPANNING Steel or Aluminium 

Five waes-12' to 36' 
full paetirulare from 

A. A. TOOLS, (W), 
197a, WHITEACRE ROAD 

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE 

With press-to-talk Switch in 

Handle. Fitted with 6 ft. flex-

ible lead, instruction sheet 

supplied, price 5'- each post 

paid. 

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED 
(Proprs. Unlimitex Radio Ltd.) 

264-266, Old Chr.stchurch Road, 
BOURNEMOUTH, Hants. 
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Use " Quixo" method 
of battery testing. 

Reliable results. Guaranteed. 

Send for interesting leaflet 
R115 ors battery testing. 

"PERIIVIET" ELECTRODE 
Soldering and Brazing Tool 

Operates from 4 or 8 Volt Accumulator or Tra•Isionner. 

15s. 
Post tree 

MAINS TRANSFORMER. P Hest, .55s. Pos. sere. 

1-10L-ROROVV as CO., 
71, Weymouth Bay Avenue, Weymouth. 

RESISTORS 
Are you having difficulty in obtaining certain 
resistors for your receiver, amplifier, etc. ? 
If so you should contact us, we have a very 
wide range of resistors of all values, wattages, 
and tolerances by leading manufacturers. 
They are all brand new, guaranteed, and are 
offered at the following prices : 
IA watt, Sd. ; I watt 9d. ; 6/12 watt, 
W.W. Vitreous enamel, 2;6. 
Per dozen, your selection : 1/} watt, 4 - ; 
1 watt, 7/6 ; 6/12 watt, W.W. Vitreous 
enamel, 27/-. 
Don't forget we have a very wide range of 
quality components, and a stamp will bring 
you our Price List by return. • 

ROGERS DEVELOPMENT SCO. 
106 HEATH STREET, HAMPSTEAD, 

LONDON, N.W.3, 
Telephone: HAMpstead 69W 

TECHNICAL TRAINING 
A City and Guilds. etc.. on " No Pas, 

—No Fee " terms; over 95% successes; for 
full details of modern courses in all branches oi 
electrical technology send for our 112-page hand-
book, free and post free.—B.I.E.T. (Dept. 388AL 
17. Stratford Place. London. W.1. [6270 
"PRACTICAL radio course for servicing en-

gineers; special 3-weeks' day course com-
mences August 3rd.—Write for details of this and 
long or short postal courses on radio or tele-
vision, to Principal, E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd., Dept. 
WW, 43, Grove Park Rd., London, W.4. ( Tel. 
Chiswick 4417.) [1461 

BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC. 
IXTEBB'S 1948 radio map of world, new multi-
TV colour printing, with up-to-date call signs 

and fresh information, on heavy art paper, 4, 6. 
post 6d; on linen on rollers. 11/6, post 9d.— 
Webb's Radio. 1-4, Soho St.. W.I. Gerrard 2099. 

PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS 
Por 

Talking Picture Apparatus. 
Catalogue now available 

RADIO - ELECTRONICS LTD., 
Sc.George's Works, South Norwood, 

London, S.E. 25. 

VIBRO-ARC 
Eseftaves, deices. masks. 
«Pules . OH. 
BRASS, COPPER, 
SILVER. NICKEL, 
ALUMINIUM, 
CHRONIU/S. 
Hardened 
Steel 

ELECTRIC METAL 
ENGRAVING 
TOOL 

Operates 
from 4o, fivolt 

AceumalatororAC 
Transformer. Order 

with crossed P Oorcheque 

Sob Diaributorr 
Petal' 

BULLSM246 High St.. 

Harlesden mina s;:e..ie. 
post frce 

to 

Resistors produced 
by the cracked car-
bon process remain 
stable to ± I% of 
initial value. 

;,-Tolerance ± t0„ 
± 2% ± 5% 

Low temperature 
co-efficient. 

tÁtiei (giog'Iom resistor 
WELWYN ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES LTD. 

Welwyn Garden City, Herts. Telephone : Welwyn Garden. 
_ 

CITY SALE éSL EXCHANGE 
(1929) LIMITED 

90-94, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 

OFFER THE FOLLOWING 
1 F transformers. 465 Itc/s, pretuned pair 7 0 
.0005 single gang condensers  2 9 
Slow motion drive for same   2 6 
2-pole I I-way switches, ideal for meter construction, each 2 II 
Record albums to hold 12 10"   14 6 
Record albums to hold 12 12"   18 0 
10" emiscopes at pre-budget price   £13 18 0 
Rothermel Senior pick-ups   f 2 19 9 
B.T.H. magnetic type  f 1 16 8 

Also a few Columbia record players with new light-weight pick-up 
£l3 I8s. 3d., and many other components at reasonable prices. 
Enquiries invited. 

CKWOOD 
makers of 

Fine Cabinets 
and woodwork of every 
description for the . . . 
Radio and allied trades 

LOCKWOOD & COMPANY 
Lowlands Road, Harrow, Middx, 

Phone: BYRon 3704 

THE NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC 
HOLLOWAY ROAD, N.7. 

Principal: T.I. DRAKELEY D.Sc., Ph.D., 
F.R.I.C., F.I.R.I. 

Department of Radio and Musical 
Instrument Technology. 

Head of Department: 
S. A. Hurren, M.C., M.Brit.I.R.E. 

Full-time Day Courses in 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING 
in preparation for all 

recognised qualifications in this subject. 
Practical laboratory and workshop experi-

ence provided. 
Prospectus free on application to Secre-
tary New Term begins September 27th. 

Piorhicià 0/ 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS -----
A. F. TRANSFORMERS 

THERMAL DELAY SWITCHES 
SMOOTHING C11 

POWER RESISTANCES 

:3 

( S 

6, 

•. WOOL WiC, 1422 - 1926 
coussissoGE Row. WOOLWICH • S•E•I8 

riehnigalieeeelleitee-
combines with beauty and 
soundness ofDESIGNin the 

"OXLEY" 
DIFFERENTIAL AIR 
DIELECTRIC TRIMMER 
OXLEY DEVELOPMENTS CO., LTD., 

ULVERSTON,St LANCE. TeLUIverston 3306 

121 Width: 165 m m Length. 25 
Height: 

111 to SpF-8 m 
to 20plf-10.5 m m 

2 to 26 p1P-11.5 m m 
2 to 32pF-12.5 m rn 

Law: Straight line capacity 
Power Factor: Less than .001 
Insulation: Over 2,000 uleaohms 
Voltage: 1500 D.C. 
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ISOLATION IOH VI BRATION 

NEW 
VIBRATION 

ELIMINATORS 

EQUIFLEX 
li 

j PA ,INT,D AND 00,i4N ..tInts .1..o...c. 

  MOUNTINGS   
" Equiflex " Mounti ngs arc 
invaluable for the mounting 
and suspension of machines, 

A N ED PRODUCT equipment, instruments, 
electrical apparatus, mptors, etc., and whenever elimination 
of vibration and shock is required. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
Flexible in all directions at an equal deflecticn. Can be 
loaded on any side, thus eliminating vibration in Vertical, 
Horizontal and Longitudinal planes employing best quality 
natural rubber spring elements and complete with snubbing 
device. Special Fittings made to suit customers' require-
ments. 

Also available as prev:ously advertised, the ALL-METAL 
construction comprising an i» genius Damped Spring System. 

Write for illustrated brochure, and 
send us details of your requirements. 

A. WELLS & CO. LTD., (Dept. vv.w.), 
STIRLING ROAD, Wt.LTHAMSTOW, LONDON, E.I 7 
  'Phone: Larkswood 2691   

"You're CERTAIN to get 
it at ARTHURS 

* VALVES : We have probably the largest 
Stock of valves in the Country. 

Let us know your requirements. 

AVOMETERS. NOW IN STOCK. 
£19 10 0 

AVOMETER, Model 40  £I7 10 0 
£16 10 0 

TEST BRIDGE  [II 0 0 
AVOMINOR, Universal Model  a 10 0 
SIGNAL GENERATORS, BAT.  f12 0 0 

EIS 0 
COMPLETE RANGE 
NOW IN STOCK. 

AVOMETER, Model 7 

VALVE TESTER (Complete) 

A.C. 

TAYLORS' METERS. 

All orders 
sent by re-

turn of Post. 

Exceptional Offer! 
A.C. Test Board completely wired 
with fuses, sockets r • 
and 300 volt meter 1- 1 2 6 

ferms C.O.D. 
or cash 

:with order 

London's Oldest Leading Radio Dealers. 

EST 
1919 

PROPS. ARTHUR GRAY. LTD. 

Gray House, 150, Charing Cross Rd., 
Our Only Address. London, W.C.2 TEMole Bar 5833 4 

ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS. 

‘Vorld 19.0 

A NEW B.P.L. INSTRUMENT 
- " 

THE VOLTASCOPE—A combined valve-voltmeter and 
oscilloscope. VALVE-VOLTMETER—Infinite Input 
Resistance for D.C. ranges 0 to 300 volts. A.C. ranges 
0 to 150 volts in 5 ranges. 34 inch scale meter. 
OSCILLOSCOPE-3 inch screen tube provided with 
balanced amplifiers for Y and X plates giving a 5 times 
trace expansion. Maximum sensitivity 150mV cm. 
Response from D.C. to 100 kcs. 

Limited quantity available for early delivery. 

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES 
HOUSEBOAT WORKS, RADLETT, HERTS. 

  Tel:  Ftedlett 5674-5-6   

SPHERE INSTRUMENTS 
NOW AVAILABLE! 

The new " 75" Range 

TESTGEAR 
Brief Specification of Item I 

SIGNAL GENERATOR " 75" 
Model I 

Frequency Range. lit) tit 50 Megacycles. With eaLbrated 
extension covering London, and Midland Television fre-
quencies, at giver 60 Megacycles. 

Modulation. 400 C.p.s. sinusoidal. 
Attenuator. 5-step ladder, mall tine control. 
Output. Switched via single test-lead. ILK and AF. 1 volt Max. 
External Radiation. Less than I microvolt. 
Via. AC. mains operation. Complete with Standard Dummy 

Aerial. 

`• 4'• d,› 
e 

LIST 

121/2 
GNS 

LOW COST EFFICIENCY 

INQUIRIES INVITED 

SPHERE RADIO LIMITED 
HEATH LANE, WEST BROMWICH, ENGLAND 

Printed In ti mat Britain ( or the Publieherê.lhirrh ASP BONS lior-et I Inuit, Stair 1,1 11, I, III/ Parie UntJelà, tandord Street, 
London, S.E.I. " WIreltea World " can be obtained abroad irom the following—Ai >0.1.1A N ZEA. a > 1. l‘‘.rtiull Ltd. Is 01A A. IL Wheeler A Co. 
C.su,,n : Itnuerlal NetvaCii.i Gunton & notch. Ltd. Soutir AFRICA: Central Neste AgelICV. LW.: William Dawson a eousS.A.).LW. UNITE,, STATES The uteruatione I New•Co 
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e-

A 

Dimensions in Inches 
PEAK 

WORKING SURGE TYPE 
VOLTS VOLTS A B C NUMBER 

IN THE BEST SETS 

YOU'LL SEE 

CAPACI-
TANCE 
in Mfds 

*32 350 400 27, 1 
4 500 600 27, 1 
8 500 600 4.: 1 
16 500 600 41 1 
32 500 600 4.! 11 
8 600 700 4!, 1 

DRY 

ELECTROLYTIC 
CONDENSERS 

for 

Chassis Noun/illy 

This condenser has a screwed boss for one 

hole chassis mounting. The can is negative 

and this connection is to be made by 

contact with the chassis. Where it is 

desired to insulate the condenser from the 

chassis an insulating washer and tag can be 

THE TELEGRAPH Clim 

NORTH ACTON • LONDO 

312 
512 
512 
512 
512 
922 

INSULATING 
WASHER 

CHASSIS 

SHAKE PROOF 

WASHER 

FIXING NUT 

LIST 
PRICE 
EACH 

9 - 
7 - 

11,6 
176 
15 - 

supplied for the negative connection as 

illustrated. The condenser is of all-

aluminium construction with plain foil 

electrodes except where starred (*). Send 

21d. stamp for List No. 123 showing -full 

range of T.C.C. Electrolytic Condensers, 

ENSER CO, LTD 

W• 3 Telephone. ACORN 0061 
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ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER 

FOR 
ECONOMICAL 
SOLDERING 
Most Radio Manufacturers use Ersin 

Multicore—the solder which provides 

precision soldered joints at known 

cost. Ersin Multicore with three cores 

of non-corrosive Ersin Flux ensures 
that no lengths of solder without flux 

will be wasted. By selection of the 

most suitable specification from the 

forty-five different standard combina-

tions of alloy and gauge the maximum 
economy of material and labour is 

effected with freedom from dry or 

" H.R." joints. 

Comprehensive technkal information, 

including tables of melting points and 

lengths per pound in feet for each 
alloy and gauge, is available free of 

charge to the staff of Radio and Elec-

tronic Manufacturers on application. 
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imtuilssucuas 
FOR MANUFACTURERS Ersin Multicore Solder is supplied 
in 5 alloys and 9 gauges from 10 to 22 S.W.G. on I lb. or 7 lb 
reels. Bulk prices upon request. 

FOR SERVICE ENGINEERS AND RADIO ZaN T b-WSIASTS 
Size I Cartons are available in the foliowing specifications. 

Catalogue 
Ref. No. 

C 16014 

- Clew-

- C 14013 

C 14016 

1'1 

Alloy 
Tin Lead 

60 40 

60 40 

40 60-

40 60 

S.W.G. 

14 

Approx. length List price per 
per carton carton (subject) 

s. d 

37 feet 6 

— Tà  95 feet 6 9 

---1-3  23 feet 4 10 _. 
16 SO feet 5 3 

LBEMARLE Si 

-n, ERSIN 
jJJtj 

SOLDER 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. 




